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Abstract
To Pray without Ceasing: A Diachronic History of Cistercian Chant
in the Beaupré Antiphoner (Baltimore, Walters Art Museum, W. 759-762)
John Glasenapp

In 1290, members of the de Viane family donated a six-volume set of large, deluxe
liturgical manuscripts to the Cistercian nuns of Beaupré in Grimminge, East Flanders. The three
extant volumes and a later supplement are now known as the Beaupré Antiphoner (Baltimore,
Walters Art Museum, W. 759-762). The nuns used, extensively revised, and supplemented the
antiphoner for the next five hundred years until the abbey was suppressed in 1796 during the
French Revolution. The manuscript offers a bottom-up perspective on the history of Cistercian
chant in a women’s community. It also fills lacunae in the documentary sources related to reform
and change in the history of the abbey. Revisions made in the late fifteenth century under the
Observant movement suggest a revival of interest in St. Bernard and the “Bernardine” recension
of Cistercian chant. Further alterations in the early modern period demonstrate that the nuns did
not abandon their medieval chant tradition and adopt post-Tridentine versions until the late
eighteenth century, approximately two hundred years after the publication of the Roman breviary
of Pope Pius V (1568). The nuns viewed their carefully considered revisions as a necessary
condition of continuity, not as a threat to it.
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Introduction
The Beaupré Antiphoner, now housed in the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore, exists
today as a set of four manuscript volumes of chants for the Divine Office. Originally six
volumes, the set was presented in 1290 as a gift to the Cistercian nuns of Beaupré in Grimminge,
East Flanders, providing books for the abbess- and prioress-sides of choir. 1 This dissertation tells
the story of the manuscripts and of the community that owned them, from the thirteenth century
through the eighteenth.
The beginning of the first volume for the abbess’s side bears a full-page inscription
followed by a protective ex libris anathema and blessing that reads,
Liber ecclesie beate Marie de bello prato. Qui
scriptus fuit anno ab incarnatione domini millesimo
c°c. nonogesimo. Si quis illum abstulerit anathema sit.
Si quis illum fideliter et honeste tractaverit et
servaverit benedictus sit. Amen.

The book of the church of St. Mary of Beaupré, which was
written in the year of the incarnation of the Lord 1290.
May anyone who steals it be anathema. Let anyone who
handles and protects it faithfully and respectably be
blessed. Amen.2

While its liturgical contents mark the antiphoner as Cistercian, there existed six Cistercian
abbeys called Beaupré, three for men and three for women. It was Henry Yates Thompson who
located this manuscript to the women’s community of Beaupré in Grimminge near
Geraardsbergen (French, Grammont).3 Thompson used the appellation of one of two portraits in
volume 1, fol. 3v labelled “Domicella de Viana” to identify this Beaupré as the one located near
a place called Viane in East Flanders, Belgium. Joseph van den Gheyn confirmed Thompson’s

1

The four extant volumes measure W. 759: 480 x 340 x 75 mm (223 folios); W. 760: 498 x 350 x 85 mm (258
folios); W. 761: 422 x 301 x 76mm (270 folios); W. 762: 501 x 358 x 30mm (62 folios).
2

All translations mine unless otherwise indicated.

3

Henry Yates Thompson, Illustrations of One Hundred Manuscripts in the Library of Henry Yates Thompson
(London: Chiswick, 1916), 6:4.

1

assertion by identifying an obituary from the abbey of Beaupré at Grimminge at the Royal
Library at Brussels (MS 18200-1) that refers fifteen times to members of the de Viane family. 4
This abbey of Beaupré was founded in 1228 through the patronage of Alix de Boelare.
The Boelare line stemmed from one branch of the Count of Flanders’s family, and they were
prominent in East Flanders. Alix herself had amassed considerable wealth through inheritance
after becoming thrice widowed. Alix de Boelare’s family were cousins of the Enghien family
into which Domicella de Viane married. Domicella de Viane’s father, Gerard, was also a patron
of Beaupré, and appears as donor twice, in charters dated 1244 and 1245.
A clue to the scriptorium in which the six volumes were produced emerges in another
portrait on W. 761, fol. 1r. There, a monastic scribe is depicted at a writing desk with a banderole
reading “ego Johannes scripsi hunc librum.” Because the nuns of Beaupré were under the
spiritual care of the nearby male abbey of Cambron some fifteen miles away, it has been
presumed that the antiphoner was copied by John and his confrères. Several other manuscripts
survive from that scriptorium from the last quarter of the thirteenth century. Sydney Cockerell
found similar illuminations to those in the Beaupré Antiphoner in a copy of the Decretals of
Gratian produced at Cambron between 1280-1290 (Baltimore, Walters Art Museum, W. 133). 5
Moreover, he identified two colophons in manuscripts from Cambron that mention two different
monk-scribes both named John; one a “Frater Iohannes dictus Toussens monachus de
Camberone,” who penned a volume of works by St. Augustine in 1277, and another Frater
Iohannes de Resbais, who produced a copy of Speculum historiale by Vincent de Beauvais at the

4

Joseph Van den Gheyn, “L’antiphonaire de l’abbaye de Beaupré près Grammont,” Handelingen van de Oudheid en
Geschiedkundige Kring van Audenarde 2 (1908-1909): 195-200.
5

Sydney C. Cockerell, “LXXXIII. Antiphoner of the Cistercian Abbey of Beaupré, near Grammont,” in A
Descriptive Catalogue of Twenty Illuminated Manuscripts Nos. LXXV to XCIV…in the Collection of Henry Yates
Thompson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1907), 74.

2

end of the thirteenth century.6 A similarly worded anathema/blessing also appears in a
compendium from Cambron copied by Johannes de Toussens (London, British Library, Egerton
630, fol. 7).7 Alison Stones, however, has argued that Johannes de Resbais was actually a
layman, and so the image of a monk named John must mean the scribe was Johannes de
Toussens, if the manuscript did originate at Cambron. 8 But she has also cast doubt on any
connection between the antiphoner and Cambron. 9

0.1 Volumes and Fragments
From the dissolution of the abbey in 1796 to 1853, the whereabouts of the antiphoner are
unknown. At some point during those 57 years, it was rebound into two consolidated volumes
combining parts of the antiphoners from the abbess’s and prioress’s sides of the choir. By around
1853, John Ruskin had acquired one of those volumes that included the first two abbess-side
manuscripts and the third prioress-side manuscript. The other half of the Beaupré Antiphoner
was auctioned at Sotheby’s in London on February 19, 1863, but failed to sell. 10 A fire then

6

Cockerell, “Antiphoner of the Cistercian Abbey of Beaupré,” 59-60.

7

Lilian M. C. Randall, “The Fragmentation of a Double Antiphonal from Beaupré,” in Interpreting and Collecting
Fragments of Medieval Books, ed. Linda L. Brownrigg and Margaret M. Smith (Los Altos Hills, CA: AndersonLovelace, 2000), 215.
8

Alison Stones, The Minnesota Vincent of Beauvais Manuscript and Cistercian Thirteenth-Century Book
Decoration (Minneapolis: Associates of the James Ford Bell Library, University of Minnesota, 1977), 8-9. Stones’s
work remains the most extensive study of the Cambron scriptorium in the last decades of the thirteenth century,
though she makes no mention of the Beaupré Antiphoner.
9

Stones, Gothic Manuscripts 1260-1320, part 1, vol. 1, Text and Illustrations (London: Harvey Miller Publishers,
2013), 63; part 1, vol. 2, Catalogue, 394. Stones does not include the Beaupré Antiphoner among her attributions to
Johannes dictus Toussens of Cambrai, which include Brussels, KBR, II. 2297 and London, British Library, Egerton
360 or other manuscripts from the Cambron scriptorium.
10

Cockerell stated that he had seen a note by Ruskin indicating the manuscript was destroyed in this fire, but he
could not find the record in the Sotheby’s catalogue. It is interesting that Ruskin did not bid on the rest of the
antiphoner. The auction record was located by Seymour de Ricci in Census of Medieval and Renaissance
Manuscripts in the United States and Canada (New York, 1937), 2:1688. The manuscript was part of lot 742. See
Catalogue of the Valuable Library of a Roman-Catholic Gentleman, Deceased, containing an important collection
of Lives of Saints, and of the principal works of Roman-Catholic Controversial Divinity... Together with Some
Highly Interesting Mss amongst which will be found Antiphonals... for St. Mary’s Church at Beaupré in 1289.

3

broke out on June 29, 1865 and destroyed the block. Two of the salvaged but charred leaves
from these volumes were donated by A. Pickert of Nuremberg to the Victoria and Albert
Museum on November 26, 1872 (London, Victoria and Albert Museum, MSS 7939 and 7940).
He claimed that they were rescued from the Library of Strasbourg after it had burned during the
Franco-Prussian siege in 1870.11 The Victoria and Albert Museum catalogue entry for these
leaves surmises that the Library of Strasbourg may have acquired the fragments from Sotheby’s
after the fire, though Randall argued that there was no veracity in the Strasbourg account. 12
Thompson bought the volumes from Ruskin between 1902-1904. 13 Chester Beatty then
purchased the collection at Sotheby’s on June 22, 1921. 14 The last private owner, William
Randolph Hearst, procured the antiphoner sometime before 1951 and brought the manuscripts to
the United States. Upon his death, the Hearst Foundation donated the set to the Walters Art
Museum in Baltimore in 1957.
Following its sale on the private art market, the manuscript was rebound by both Ruskin
and a subsequent owner. It achieved its present state as four volumes sometime after 1904. 15 The
mixed composite volume of abbess- and prioress-side antiphoners that Ruskin had purchased
was disentangled then (if not earlier by Ruskin). In total, the four bound volumes consist of 817
folios of which 727 are original and 86 were added later.
11

Cockerell, “Antiphoner of the Cistercian Abbey of Beaupré,” 62.

12

Randall credits Christopher de Hamel for corroborating that this claim “was long standard in the book trade for
fire-damaged items.” Randall, “Fragmentation,” 221.
13

Cockerell states Thompson acquired volumes 1 and 3 in 1902 and volume 2 in 1904. He did not mention the
supplementary volume suggesting it was separately bound sometime later.
14

Eric G. Millar, “Antiphoner of the Cistercian Abbey of Beaupré, near Grammont,” in The Library of A. Chester
Beatty: A Descriptive Catalogue of the Western Manuscripts (Oxford: J. Johnson at the Oxford University Press,
1930), 2:88-103.
15

Lilian M. C. Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore: John
Hopkins University Press in association with the Walters Art Gallery, 1997), 3:1:54.

4

W. 759 was one of the abbess’s volumes. It begins with the Easter Vigil and continues
until the Assumption on August 15. This volume also contains the Feast of St. Benedict on
March 21 and the Annunciation as well as the Commons for an Apostle, One Martyr, Several
Martyrs, a Confessor-Bishop, and a Confessor not a Bishop. The last folios of this volume are
missing. Moreover, fols. 131-140 and fols. 161-168 are fifteenth-century leaves that replaced the
original folios.16
Table 1: Liturgical contents of W. 759.

Folio

Feast

2
12
16
16v
19
31v
41
43
44
53
58
69
81v
88
99
108
116
117v
123v
124
124v
130
131
141v
151v
161

Easter
Easter Week
Octave of Easter
Week following the Octave
Weeks of Eastertide
Ascension
Days following the Ascension
Octave of the Ascension
Pentecost
Week after Pentecost
Trinity Sunday
Summer Histories
Sundays after Pentecost
Dedication of a Church
St. Benedict (during Eastertide)
Annunciation
St. Ambrose
St. Mark
St. Robert
St. Peter, Martyr
Saints Philip and James
Invention of the Cross
Nativity of St. John the Baptist
Saints Peter and Paul
St. Paul
Mary Magdalene

16

Folios 131-140 include part of the Feasts of the Nativity of St. John the Baptist (June 24) and the Visitation
(July 2). Folios 161-168 contain the Feast of St. Mary Magdalene (July 22) and the beginning of the Feast of the
Crown of Thorns (August 11). For a complete index of the volume’s contents, see Cockerell, “Antiphoner of the
Cistercian Abbey of Beaupré;” Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts.
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169
169
175
183
222

Peter in Chains
Finding of St. Stephen’s Relics
St. Lawrence
Common of Saints
Te Deum

The second volume (W.760), also for the abbess’s side, begins with the Assumption and
concludes with Christmas. Most of its contents are Sanctoral offices. Numerous leaves from this
manuscript are missing, particularly after fol. 96 at which point the red and blue flourished
initials of the first third is replaced with exquisite gold-leaf historiation.
Table 2: Liturgical contents of W. 760.

Folio

Feast

1
36
45
93v
97
110
110v
111
111v
122v
123
131v
132
132v
136
148
149v
161v
172
179v
183
183v
194v
195
256
258v

Summer Histories
Sundays after Pentecost (9th-25th)
Advent
Christmas Eve
Assumption
Week after the Assumption
Sunday after the Assumption
Octave of St. Lawrence
St. Bernard
Decollation of St. John the Baptist
Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Week after the Nativity of the BVM
Sunday after the Nativity of the BVM
Exaltation of the Cross
St. Michael
11,000 Virgins
All Saints
St. Martin
St. Cecilia
St. Clement
St. Catherine
St. Andrew
Octave of St. Andrew
Common of Saints
Te Deum
Te decet laus

6

W.761 is the only surviving volume from the prioress’s side. It completes the Temporale
from Christmas to Easter and includes numerous saints’ feasts including overlap with W. 759 for
the feasts of St. Benedict (March 21) and the Annunciation.
Table 3: Liturgical contents of W. 761.

Folio

Feast

1
14v
20v
22v
27v
42v
44
51
52v
59v
60r
65v
66r
67
103
109v
111
119
125
133
141v
149v
149v
160v
172
185
195v
205v
216v
225
268
270v

Christmas
Week after Christmas
Sunday after Christmas
Circumcision
Epiphany
Octave of Epiphany
Weeks of Epiphany
Ferial office
Septuagesima Sunday
Sexagesima Sunday
Quinquagesima Sunday
Ash Wednesday
Days after Ash Wednesday
Quadragesima Sunday and Lent
Passion Sunday
Week following Passion Sunday
Palm Sunday
Holy Week
St. Stephen
St. John the Evangelist
Holy Innocents
St. Thomas of Canterbury
St. Agnes
Conversion of St. Paul
Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary
St. Agatha
Chair of St. Peter
St. Benedict (outside of Eastertide)
Annunciation
Common of Saints
Te Deum
Hymn for Vespers on Christmas [cut off]
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A much shorter volume consisting of sixty-two leaves, added after 1290 and originally
included in W. 759, was separated out as W. 762. 17 It does not include all of the folios copied
after 1290, many of which still remain in the bound volumes. The first forty-two folios belong to
a fifteenth-century hand and contain offices for Corpus Christi (fols. 1-28r), the Visitation (fols.
28r-40v), and the Annunciation. Folios 43-62 were copied in a seventeenth-century hand. These
pages primarily contain Benedictus and Magnificat antiphons for numerous feasts in the months
of March, May-August that were added or elevated in the Cistercian calendar in 1656 as well as
for several feasts from the Common of Saints.
Table 4: Liturgical contents of W. 762.

17

Folio

Feast

1
26v
28
42
43

Corpus Christi
Week after Corpus Christi
Visitation
Crown of Thorns
12th and 13th Sundays after Pentecost

44
44
44v
45
45
46
46
47v
48

canticle antiphons for:
Annunciation
St. Joseph
St. Joachim
Archangel Gabriel
Invention of the Cross
St. John before the Latin Gate
Apparition of St. Michael the Archangel
St. John the Baptist
Saints John and Paul
end of canticle antiphon section

48v
48v
51v
52
52v
54
54v
54v
54v

Visitation (invitatory antiphon)
Translation of St. Benedict
St. Anne (canticle antiphons)
St. Peter in Chains (Vespers antiphons)
Transfiguration
Crown of Thorns
Memorial for St. Lawrence
Saints Tiburtius and Susanna
Crown of Thorns (Benedictus antiphon)

Randall, “Fragmentation,” 211.
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54v
55
55
60v
61

Memorial for Saints Tiburtius and Susanna
Memorial for St. Clare
Common of Saints
Sunday after Corpus Christi
8 tones for the doxology

Approximately 100 leaves are missing from the extant volumes, and numerous pages
have been bound out of place.18 Some losses were due to the nuns themselves.19 The original
leaves of the Nativity of St. John the Baptist were simply discarded when the Office was
replaced. These would have included images. New leaves were then added for Corpus Christi,
the Visitation, and several other feasts. Extensive revisions, erasures, cross-outs, and paste-overs
are found throughout the manuscript, including even on the later leaves. Although the nuns
carefully preserved the antiphoner for over 500 years, they regarded it as a living document, and
its pages had little value if they no longer served the liturgy.
Most of the losses were likely the work of John Ruskin, who had a reputation for
breaking up and cutting down his manuscripts.20 For example, he enclosed two leaves from the
Psalter and Hours of Isabelle of France in a letter to his friend Charles Eliot Norton, writing that
that manuscript was already “imperfect as it is (wanting three psalms) so that there is no harm in
its losing two leaves more, since they will give you pleasure, and be more useful in America than
here. If these sink on the way, I will send two others.” 21 In diary entries on December 30, 1853

18

Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts.

19

Randall, “Fragmentation,” 216.

20

“[Ruskin’s] ripping up of such treasures was at any rate done, as Mr. Collingwood observes, ‘not for wanton
mischief, or in vulgar carelessness, but to show to his classes at lectures,’ or to give to friends of that which he
valued most. Other valuables he treated in the same way, and sometimes, it must be admitted, with less praiseworthy
reason. If a book would not fit a particular shelf, he had no compunction in sending for a tool and chopping not the
shelf, but the book. Several of the books in his library received this summary execution.” The Works of John Ruskin,
ed. E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn, vol. 12, Lectures on Architecture and Painting (Edinburgh 1853), with
Other Papers, 1844-54 (London: George Allen; New York: Longmans, Green, 1904; reprint, New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2010), lxx.
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and January 1 and 3, 1854, he described the difficulty dismembering a “large missal.” 22
Cockerell thought this was the Beaupré Antiphoner. 23 Whether or not these dates pertain, at some
point Ruskin did unbind the manuscript and, as he so often did, removed dozens of leaves either
to distribute as gifts or to use for teaching purposes.24
Ten individual fragments that Ruskin pulled from his half of the antiphoner have since
been identified and recovered. Seven of those leaves belonging to W. 761 are now at the Lilly
Library, Indiana University, preserved as Ricketts 79. Two leaves, also taken from the prioressside volume W. 761, now form part of Brussels, KBR, MS IV. 173 (originally found after
W. 761, fol. 223v) and MS IV. 548 (originally found after W. 761, fol. 50v). Another leaf
illustrated with an image of St. Catherine of Alexandria debating Emperor Maxentius (Oxford,
Ashmolean Museum, Ruskin Collection, Standard Series 7), originally found between folios 182
and 183 in W. 760, was removed from the antiphoner to serve as part of Ruskin’s teaching
collection.
In addition to the two Victoria and Albert folios, Randall has identified and reproduced
seven additional images cut out from the lost volumes. 25 Brussels, KBR, MS II. 3634/1-2
illustrate the feasts of the Nativity and Decollation of St. John the Baptist. An image of the
Entombment of the Virgin and her Coronation in Heaven for the Assumption was identified by
21

“Letter to Charles Eliot Norton (25 February 1861),” in The Works of John Ruskin, vol. 36 The Letters of John
Ruskin 1827-1869, 356.
22

On each of his respective diary entries from Herne Hill on Dec. 30, 1853 and Jan. 1, 3, 1854, he recalls, “cut out
some leaves from large missal,” “put two pages of missal in frames,” and “cut missal up in evening; hard work.”
Quoted in The Works of John Ruskin, 12:lxx.
23

Cockerell, “Antiphoner of the Cistercian Abbey of Beaupré,” 62.

24

Alice H. R. Hauck, “John Ruskin’s Uses of Illuminated Manuscripts and Their Impact on His Theories of Art and
Society,” (PhD diss., The John Hopkins University, 1983), 261-265.
25

These images have been reproduced in Randall, “Fragmentation,” 225, and Bart Demuyt and Ann Kelders,
“Patrimoine éparpillé: Les fragments de l’antiphonaire de Beaupré,” Science connection, no. 58 (October-November
2018): 10-14.
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François Avril and has been preserved as Bordeaux, Treasury of the Cathedral of St-André,
Collection Marcadé, no. 101. The Martyrdom of St. Andrew featuring an adoring nun (whom
Randall suggested represents the prioress, since she kneels beside an upright crozier while in the
counterpart of this image on W. 760, fol. 185r, the kneeling nun grasps the crozier as the abbess)
is held as Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum Bredt, Graphische Sammlung, Bredt 71.
Finally, three more images from the Beaupré Antiphoner have been acquired by the Walters Art
Museum as W. 915, fols. 1-3, of which only one was known to exist before Randall’s
announcement in 2004.26

0.2 The Later History of the Manuscript
The continuity of liturgical life at the abbey of Beaupré was manifested in the care and
use of the antiphoner as well as the effort to revise and retain the manuscripts. The Beaupré
Antiphoner was never supplanted by a printed edition. Even its survival is a testament to the
nuns’ solicitude. The abbey was raided and destroyed twice, in 1578 and 1658, and both times
the nuns must have dragged these large and heavy volumes away with them as they escaped. In
February, 1578, the nuns first abandoned their property in search of safety after attacks on
neighboring monasteries by armed bands of Calvinists.27 Their abbess, Anna Sconincx, had
recently died and, before they could name her successor, the nuns received word that three of
their properties in Brussels had also been seized. Without a leader, they fled first to the nearby
town of Geraardsbergen. When that town fell to revolutionaries on November 2, 1578, they
26

These folios have been reproduced in Randall, “Three Newly Acquired Illuminated Initials from the Beaupré
Antiphonary (W. 915),” Journal of the Walters Art Museum 62 (2004): 203-207.
27

Ursmer Berlière, “Abbaye de Beaupré à Grimminge,” in Monasticon Belge. vol. 7, bk. 3, Province de flandre
orientale: Liège (Liège: Centre national de recherches d’histoire religieuse, 1980), 320-321. Geert H. Janssen, The
Dutch Revolt and Catholic Exile in Reformation Europe (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014); Judith
Pollmann, Catholic Identity and the Revolt of the Netherlands, 1520-1635 (New York: Oxford University Press,
2011); Pollmann, “Countering the Reformation in France and the Netherlands: Clerical Leadership and Catholic
Violence 1560-1585,” Past and Present, no. 190 (February 2006): 83-120; Graham Darby, ed. The Origins and
Development of the Dutch Revolt (New York: Routledge, 2001).
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moved further away to their house at Ath near the walls of the city and close to the refuge house
of the sisters of Ghislenghien. One month later, the Commissioners of Grimminge sold whatever
the nuns had left behind and began disassembly of the abbey’s stones for shipment and sale. The
remains were again pillaged in September, 1587 over a four-month period.
Although their property was destroyed and their revenue streams had run dry, the
materially impoverished monastic community persevered for twelve years in exile at Ath through
the daily rounds of the Divine Office. The nuns eventually returned to their property and rebuilt.
But by at least 1646, increasing political instability forced the nuns to seek military protection. 28
For approximately 8-10 years, the abbey was again occupied by armed forces. In 1658,
marauding French troops ransacked the abbey. The following year, a subsequent wave of
soldiers vandalized the property and stole its furnishings and livestock. The deluxe antiphoner set
and a small collection of archival documents, including their two cartularies, survived only
thanks to the the nuns’ unremitting care and protection. Despite their severe poverty and lack of
food, they never sold the Beaupré Antiphoner whereas other communities, such as Forest abbey,
departed with their books in order to raise funds. Instead, the sisters of Beaupré relied on
provisions from neighboring monasteries and lay benefactors. By this time, the antiphoner was
likely the oldest and perhaps the sole object that the nuns still possessed from their thirteenthcentury origins, and must have become an important part of their identity as a symbol of
continuity and their resilience.
The next abbess, Anthoinette Quarré, began a rebuilding campaign following her
installation in 1661. Nevertheless, ongoing fighting in the area forced her to flee to Brussels in

28

Berlière, “Abbaye de Beaupré,” 322.
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1667 with the younger sisters of the community. 29 She died of dysentery there on June 4. The
older nuns remained behind at Beaupré, and reported being continually harassed by soldiers
stationed nearby.
The succeeding abbess, Lutgarde Lepoire, was also forced to flee the abbey for safety on
numerous occasions. As Ursmer Berlière observed, these frequent escapes only exacerbated the
deep financial troubles of the community. The economic picture had begun to improve somewhat
under Angéline de Lanfranchy, elected abbess in 1681, until the bombing of Brussels began on
August 13, 1695 by François de Neufville, Duke of Villeroy, under orders of King Louis XIV. 30
A large portion of their archives was destroyed as well as their silverware, a cross, and other
valuables that had been stored there for safekeeping. A nun recorded the estimated loss to be
between 11,000-12,000 francs. 31

0.3 Ruskin and the Beaupré Antiphoner
Despite the violence and precariousness the nuns endured since the late sixteenth century,
the Beaupré Antiphoner was largely unscathed until its status changed from liturgical book to art
object. In addition to the destruction of half of the volumes in a fire and the loss of many leaves
already mentioned, Ruskin used the manuscript for paleographic study and made transcriptions
of several chant texts in the bottom margins (W. 760, fols. 114r-118r, 231r,v and W. 761,
fols. 37v, 126r). More significantly, the majority of the antiphoner’s marginal imagery has been
scraped away.32 While Dorothy Miner first opined that a prudish custodian of the manuscript

29

Brussels, KBR, Fonds Goethals no. 74, fol. 50r.

30

Brussels, KBR, MS II. 3319, fol. 145v.

31

Brussels, KBR, MS II. 3319, fol. 145v.

32

On W. 760, fol. 116r, he also scrawled an English definition for the word “oblectatio” and in the upper left margin
of fol. 117v, he noted his paleography questions (again in English) about the meaning of a rubricated R for the
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effaced the drollery in the seventeenth century, some scholars have more recently suspected the
culprit was John Ruskin.33
Ruskin began zealously acquiring illuminated manuscripts in the early 1850s with a verve
he described as nearly compulsive.34 It is certain that he purchased his half of the Beaupré
Antiphoner by 1854, because in that year he produced an engraving of Christ’s baptism in the
Jordan from W. 761.35 He also used an example of a “most accurately drawn” archer figure from
the bottom margin of W. 760, fol. 122v in a lecture on November 25, 1854, at the Architectural
Museum in Westminster.36 The antiphoner featured prominently in Ruskin’s prolific writings and
public lectures as a model of Gothic illumination, so much so that Alice Hauck called the
Beaupré Antiphoner and the Psalter and Hours of Isabelle of France (Cambridge, Fitzwilliam
Museum, MS 300) Ruskin’s two favorite thirteenth-century manuscripts. 37 In his teaching
lectures between 1853-1856 aimed to revive the art of Gothic illumination, Ruskin referred more

responsory chant at the end of a line and observed that there were two forms of the letter D on the page with both a
bent and a vertical back.
33

Dorothy Miner, “The Antiphonary of Beaupré,” Bulletin of the Walters Art Gallery 9, no. 8 (1957): 5.

34

“I can’t conceive anybody being ever tried with a heavier temptation than I am to save every farthing I can to
collect a rich shelf of thirteenth-century manuscripts. There would be no stop to it, for I should always find the new
ones illustrating all the rest.” John Ruskin to His Father, October 23, 1853, in The Works of John Ruskin, ed. Edward
Tyas Cook and Alexander Wedderburn, vol. 12, Lectures on Architecture and Painting (Edinburgh 1853), with
Other Papers, 1844-54 (London: George Allen; New York: Longmans, Green,, 1904; reprint, New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2010), lxviii-lxix.
35

Works of John Ruskin, vol. 24, Giotto and His Works in Padua; The Cavalli Monuments, Verona; Guide to the
Academy, Venice; St. Mark’s Rest, 82-84.
36

“Addresses on Decorative Colour: The General Principles of Outline,” in Works of John Ruskin, 12: 494-495.

37

Hauck, “John Ruskin’s Uses of Illuminated Manuscripts,” (1983), 275. Ruskin described the entire antiphoner as
“very beautifully executed, and in a free style” in his “Addresses on Decorative Colour,” in Works of John Ruskin,
12: 494. In the index of manuscript cited throughout Cook and Wedderburn’s thirty-eight volume compilation of
John Ruskin’s writings, the seven total references to the Beaupré Antiphoner as well as two more identified by
Hauck are matched only by nine for the Book of Hours of Yolande of Flanders and the twenty-eight references to
the Psalter and Hours of Isabelle of France that he called “the greatest treasure of my life.” Few other manuscripts
are mentioned three or more times.
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often to the Beaupré Antiphoner than to any other manuscript. 38 The Beaupré Antiphoner may
paradoxically have suffered all the more under Ruskin’s care because of his high regard for it.
There is no narrative evidence describing Ruskin’s effacement of manuscripts, and
therefore it is a topic that has not been raised in the literature. Randall is the only scholar even to
make note of the losses in the Beaupré Antiphoner.39 And because Hauck limited her study to
John Ruskin’s writings rather than to studying the manuscripts in his collection themselves,
questions regarding the origins of the marginal erasures or his treatment of manuscripts in
general never surfaced. Nonetheless, Ruskin’s agency is often implied, for example, in the
catalogue entry for the Victoria and Albert fragments which states, “neither of the V&A’s
fragments (7939 & 7940) appears to have the characteristic, ‘Ruskinian’ erasures present in the
Beaupré volumes.”40 Randall, however, doubted that Ruskin was responsible for the erasures,
citing, as contradictory evidence, Ruskin’s comments praising a nude wielding a club atop an
initial on London, British Library, Add. 52778, fol. 178v as a “superb grotesque.” 41 She
conjectured that the erasures must be the work of a later, twentieth-century owner.
Of the forty-nine illustrated pages, only eight survive with their marginal images intact,
and two of these feature pious subjects. (On the illuminations, see chapter 2.) Another seven are
partially erased. The remaining thirty-four pages are entirely or almost entirely expunged (save a
small animal or roundel face, for example). The most affected manuscript was W. 761, which is

38

Ruskin was troubled by the disenchantment and labor conditions of industrial society, and as Hauck observes, “the
revival of book illumination was presented as a social panacea which would create enjoyable occupations, stimulate
public appreciation of books, and improve literature.” Hauck, “John Ruskin’s Uses of Illuminated Manuscripts: The
Case of the Beaupré Antiphonary, 1853-1856,” Arts Magazine 56, no. 1 (Sept. 1981): 81.
39

Randall, “Fragmentation,” 219n24. See also Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts, 3:1:26-56.

40

http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O178830/manuscript/ and http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O170357/fragmentof-a-leaf-from-manuscript/ (accessed February 1, 2020).
41

Randall, “Fragmentation,” 219n24; Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts, 3:1:39.
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also the volume from which Ruskin removed the most leaves. Many of these erasures were
executed so carefully and completely that the only indication a figure had once occupied that
space is an abraded texture to the parchment and occasionally the remnant of feet drawn into the
border. Other images were only lightly scraped, smudged, or even left untouched, suggesting a
haphazard or incomplete process.
Ruskin held the antiphoner in his possession for approximately fifty years. During that
time, Ruskin’s views on art, politics, and religion changed markedly. 42 He remained a devout
Evangelical Protestant throughout his early life. His art collecting, study of Gothic art and
religious expression, and teaching career were intertwined with fundamental ethical and aesthetic
questions that haunted him; especially, disenchantment and the social consequences of
industrialism, the existence and nature of evil, truthfulness and natural representation, and the
telos of art. In 1858, however, Ruskin experienced what he later described in Praeterita as his
“unconversion” to Christianity. He complained, “I had been educated in the doctrines of a
narrow sect,” and his disillusionment precipitated a radical intellectual and emotional crisis. He
found himself plunged for several years in the early 1860s into a deep and paralyzing depression
during which he largely retreated from public engagements. Though it has been assumed that
Ruskin’s motivation for destroying the Beaupré Antiphoner’s marginal figuration would have
stemmed from his strict Evangelical values, it is more probable that his loss of faith and his
newly inverted estimation of Gothic illumination, and specifically marginal figuration, could
have led him to efface the antiphoner.

42

Francis O’Gorman, “Religion,” chap. 10 in The Cambridge Companion to John Ruskin, ed. Francis O’Gorman
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 144-156; Elisabeth Brewer, “John Ruskin’s Medievalism,” in From
Arabye to Engelond: Medieval Studies in Honour of Mahmoud Manzalaoui on His 75th Birthday, ed. A. E. Christa
Canitz and Gernot R. Wieland (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1999), 265-282.
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In the 1860s, Ruskin stopped referring to the Beaupré Antiphoner, which he had
mentioned so many times in the 1850s.43 He did, however, continue to comment on his other
favorite, the Psalter and Hours of Isabelle of France. 44 He no longer believed that Christianity
was the font of beauty and artistic inspiration that he had considered it when he famously first
experienced “a well illuminated missal [as] a fairy cathedral, full of painted windows... with the
music and the blessing of all its prayers besides.” 45 Instead, he now came to view religion as
perverse, and those same illuminated Gothic manuscripts as vain and replete with the evil
impulses of simple and superstitious minds.
During this time of spiritual crisis in the early 1860s, Ruskin wrote about his struggle
with depression in letters to friends. He found it difficult to motivate himself to perform daily
tasks and to respond to their letters. Meanwhile, he was consumed with “intense scorn of all I
had hitherto done or thought, still intenser scorn of other people’s doings and thinkings,
especially in religion.”46 Several years later, he expressed to W. H. Harrison that “all the worst
evil on this earth is priests’ work - all the completest loss of good has been by priests’
hindrance.”47 Though he had formerly defended the grotesque and symbolic in medieval art
against accusations of unnaturalness, he now determined that those grotesque images in the
border best disclosed the real depravity of religion.
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Ruskin discussed the Beaupré Antiphoner in his writings and lectures in “Addresses on Decorative Colour: The
General Principles of Outline” (Nov. 25, 1854), twice in Modern Painters, vol. 4 (1856), “Giotto and His Works in
Padua” (1853-1860), in his “Lectures on Art” (1870), and finally in “The Pleasures of England” (1884).
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Hauck, “John Ruskin’s Uses of Illuminated Manuscripts,” (1983), 220-226.
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Works of John Ruskin, vol. 35, pt. 2, “Praeterita”, Volumes II and III; “Dilecta;” and Appendix, 491.
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John Ruskin to Charles Eliot Norton, Denmark Hill, February 25, 1861, in Works of John Ruskin, vol. 36, The
Letters of John Ruskin 1827-1869, 356.
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John Ruskin to W. H. Harrison, Denmark Hill, [1865], in Works of John Ruskin, 36:483.
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In Cestus of Aglaia (1865), he recounted a time when he was again looking at his
“favourite thirteenth-century psalter” of Isabelle of France. But this time, he had to put the book
down after stumbling on a page where two dragons inhabited the margin of Psalm 24, now
suddenly disgusted at how “men lifted up their souls to vanity sometimes even in the thirteenth
century as in the nineteenth.”48 He instead picked up a book of English verses, only to become
more incensed.
It is full of costliest engravings - large, skillful, appallingly laborious... and by
all this toil there is set forth for the delight of English women, a series of the
basest dreams that ungoverned feminine imagination can coin in sickliest
indolence, - ball-room amours, combats of curled knights, pilgrimages of
disguised girl-pages, romantic pieties, charities in costume, - a mass of disguised
sensualism and feverish vanity - impotent, pestilent, prurient, scented with a
venomous elixir, and rouged with a deadly dust of outward good; and all this
done... in a boundless ignorance of all natural veracity... and all common human
wit and sense extinguished in the vicious scum of lying sensation.49

As if addressing himself from a decade before, he warned that “we deliberately spend all our
strength, and all our tenderness, all our skill, and all our money, in doing, relishing, buying, this
absolute Wrongness, of which nothing can ever come but disease in heart and brain.” 50
On another occasion, Ruskin complained about his beloved Psalter and Hours of Isabelle
of France, concerning which he now determined that
...half its letters are twisted snakes; there is scarcely a wreathed ornament,
employed in Christian dress, or architecture, which cannot be traced back to the
serpent’s coil; and there is rarely a piece of monkish decorated writing in the
world, that is not tainted with some ill-meant vileness of grotesque. - nay, the
very leaves of the twisted ivy-pattern of the fourteenth century can be followed
back to wreaths for the foreheads of bacchanalian gods. And truly, it seems to
me, as I gather in my mind the evidences of insane religion, degraded art,
merciless war, sullen toil, detestable pleasure, and vain or vile hope... it seems to
me, I say, as if the race itself were still half-serpent, not extricated yet from its
clay; a lacertine breed of bitterness - the glory of it emaciate with cruel hunger,

48

Works of John Ruskin, vol. 19, “The Cestus of Aglaia” and “The Queen of the Air,” with Other Papers and
Lectures, 99-100, 102.
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“The Cestus of Aglaia,” in Works of John Ruskin, 19: 102.
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“The Cestus of Aglaia,” in Works of John Ruskin, 19: 102-103.
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and blotted with venomous stain: and the track of it, on the leaf a glittering
slime, and in the sand a useless furrow.51

A similar sentiment was expressed by Mrs. R. S. Robert, whose observations on a missal leaf
that Ruskin showed to her distinctly recall Ruskin’s voice. “What he took out was [a fragment in
his collection] with two pages of an ancient missal, but also the letters were serpent-like, forked
and wicked-looking, yet this was designed when the Christian faith was strong and pure.” 52
To students at Cambridge, he delivered a lecture on May 24, 1867, entitled “On the
Relation of National Ethics to National Arts” in which he warned of the evils lurking in the
margins of illuminated manuscripts and the danger of Christianity they evince. 53
There is not any so mysterious or dreadful a part of the history of men as the
corruption of religious faiths sincerely held by the vain agonies and vain
pleasures of selfish purpose. We do wrong for the most part in accusing men of
hypocrisy; they are nearly always deceived themselves more than they deceive
others; and then the very strength of their faith communicates itself in some
dreadful way to their vices, gives consistency to their ambition, cloak to their
covetousness, and liberty even to their lust; for, dark and mysterious as the
history of the Dionysiac elements is in the pre-Christian ages, it is yet more
terrible to see it maintain itself in openness side by side with the imaginations of
baptised faith, colouring the page of the psalter with a border of demoniacal and
indecent phrenzy [sic], lurking beneath the foliage and flowers of the temple
gate and at last prevailing over accomplished art till the Madonna and the
Magdalen are blended together in the undisguised seeking for sensual beauty;
and thenceforward the enchantment of Christian art sinks into a foul sorcery.

In a volte-face from his earlier comments on the Beaupré Antiphoner, Ruskin scrawled a note on
a manuscript list from 1870 beside the entry for the St. Catherine leaf that he had cut out for his
teaching collection (the most sumptuous leaf in the Beaupré Antiphoner) calling the illustration
“rude, but standard.”54 Randall considered the remark “actually quite beguiling” given the
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quality of the illustration, its weighty subject matter, and Ruskin’s previous statements. 55 The
sentiment, it seems, may have been less directed toward the image, and more a reflection of his
view during this period that the best of Gothic illumination, Christian art, and even Christianity
itself was still hopelessly crude and wanting.
Despite his vituperative tone, Ruskin began attending church again as early as 1867 as an
interested non-believer and would re-embrace a non-sectarian, non-doctrinal form of Christianity
sometime before Christmas, 1876. The incomplete, occasionally meticulous, but occasionally
careless erasures in the borders of the Beaupré Antiphoner may be the result of a bibliomaniacal
crime of passion committed during the stage of his life after an invigorating period of discovery
had been dashed by pangs of disillusionment.

0.4 Overview of the Dissertation
The antiphoner bears the marks of its long history across its pages. It was used and
maintained by the nuns for centuries as an essential source and symbol of continuity with their
Cistercian chant tradition. Later observers such as Ruskin viewed it as an alluring if troubling
lens into a distant and poorly understood past. For both, the antiphoner was an object of
encounter between the past and present. Indeed, the remarkable continuity and regular use of the
manuscript makes it an ideal source to examine change over time. Yet, it is possible to approach
the antiphoner, as most have, as a thirteenth-century artifact and dismiss the many erased,
crossed out, torn out, pasted over, and rewritten sections throughout its pages as unfortunate
marks of later damage or defacement. This dissertation, however, focuses on these scrapes,
splotches, and additions as sites of interactions and negotiations with the history, tradition, and
authority that the contents of the antiphoner represent.
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The revisions are inseparable from the systems of value and authority that produced
them, and they were intended to be closely associated. The abbey of Beaupré existed in an
institutional structure of concentric circles expanding from the grounds of the monastery to the
Cistercian Order and finally to the Roman Catholic Church. The religious identity of the nuns
was shaped by the order in which each of these structures commanded their attention,
commitment, and informed their lives and sense of purpose. The editorial projects on the
antiphoner mark critical stages when the order of that hierarchy was reshuffled, and the nuns’
view of their role and position was fundamentally transformed. Eventually, under the last abbess,
the configuration of their identities, expressed in and through their liturgy, became completely
inverted from the abbey’s thirteenth-century founding. Whereas the nuns in the thirteenth
century sang primarily standardized Cistercian chant, remnants in the antiphoner of nonCistercian assignments and several unica were possibly composed by the women themselves.
They were evidently permitted as acceptable departures and point to some degree of liturgical
autonomy. During the Observant reform of the late fifteenth century, all local particularities were
removed and the authority of the “Bernardine” recension of Cistercian chant was rigidly
enforced. Pressure to Romanize the liturgy in the post-Tridentine era then undermined Cistercian
musical authority and the liturgical uniformity of the Order.
The social, institutional, and religious shifts underpinning these musical changes did not
begin inside the community of Beaupré, but the times that the nuns undertook to modify their
chant were simultaneously moments of accommodation and adaptation to their changing
environment and position in the Church. Conversely, their resistance or slowness to integrate
change may be viewed as implicit or explicit rejection of the developments they represented. In
this regard, the women were not passive recipients of change, but active, thoughtful, and
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responsive agents of it. Their collective and measured responses were in turn a significant
influence on the society surrounding them.
Chapter 1 establishes the foundations of the Cistercian Order and its early expansion as
related primarily through the Order’s own narrative sources. I review historiographic debates on
the Cistercian primitive documents and the formation of a centralized Order as well as the
question of women’s early involvement in the movement. The Cistercians considered themselves
true Benedictines through their rigid application of the Rule of Benedict. Much of their identity
was focused on the liturgy. Their third abbot, Stephen Harding, undertook a major revision of the
hymns and chants for the Mass and Divine Office as well as a new translation of the Bible.
About a decade after the founding of the New Monastery at Cîteaux, he sent groups of monks to
Milan and Metz, the fountainheads of Ambrosian hymnody and Gregorian chant respectively, in
search of authoritative sources. His ambitious project proved misguided, however, when
numerous infelicities in the recovered sources began to emerge. A second attempt was entrusted
to the supervision of St. Bernard of Clairvaux probably in the mid-1140s. The chant committee
produced five texts to accompany their new editions of the antiphoner, gradual, and hymnal.
Four of these are music theory treatises explaining and justifying their editorial rationale. The
latter portion of this chapter explains the principles they used and reviews the scholarship on the
revision process.
All of the existing studies of the Beaupré Antiphoner have come from the field of art
history. Although the Beaupré Antiphoner has been frequently cited in studies of French and
Flemish Gothic illustration, mostly in comparison to other manuscripts, Lilian M. C. Randall has
been the only scholar to devote significant attention to the manuscript since Cockerell,
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Thompson, and Van den Gheyn. 56 She provided meticulous description of the antiphoner’s
codicological features, liturgical content, illumination, and decoration as well as a complete
bibliography as a resource for scholars. Randall acknowledged that “richly illuminated northern
European Antiphonaries for Cistercian use dating to the 13th century are relatively rare” and that
Cistercians, particularly at the abbey of Cambron, had been strongly opposed to such lavishness
until the end of the thirteenth century. 57 Indeed Cambron’s own antiphoner dated circa 12601270 is significantly less ornate.58 She proposed that one of the two illuminators of the
antiphoner also produced Troyes, Bibliothèque municipale, 556 and 898. 59 Other comparanda
suggested by Alison Stones, she admits, are more distant. These include:
Baudouin d’Avesnes, Chronique (Arras, Bibliothèque municipale, MS 1043(863))
Hours of Thérouanne, (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, lat. 14284)
Breviary-Missal of St. Peter, Oudenbourg
(Collegeville, MN, Hill Museum and Manuscript Library, Bethune 1)
Two cuttings from a gradual in the Museum für Angewandte Kunst, Vienna
One artist (Prague part) of the Metz Pontifical for Renaud de Bar
(Prague, Národní knihovna České republiky, MS XXIIIC 120)
Stones also found correspondences with hand 1 in the Hours of Saint Amand (Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, lat. 13260) and a group of manuscripts that share rectilinear
borders such as:
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Psalter (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, lat. 10435)
Psalter of Louis le Hutin (Tournai, Cathedral Treasury)
Alphonso Psalter (London, British Library, Add. 24686)60
In her brief summary, Randall agreed that the text and flourished initials were likely
produced at the scriptorium at Cambron, but the paucity of extant illuminated manuscripts
known to come from that abbey leaves open the question about the creators of the images. She
proposed that “the amalgamation of Parisian influence with north-east French and southern
Netherlandish artistic currents in the Beaupré Antiphonary requires further separate study.” 61 The
link to Paris is especially interesting and extends beyond decorative style. As she pointed out, the
abbot of Cambron during the production of the antiphoner was Baudouin de Bousso (12831293), who had been trained as a theologian at the University of Paris under Thomas Aquinas.
She suggested the blending of styles may have been at the request of Abbot de Bousso in
collaboration with Abbess Beatrix of Beaupré and Domicella de Viane.
Chapter 2 addresses the decoration in the manuscripts, focused especially on topics not
yet raised (or resolved) in the art historical literature, such as the relation between the imagery in
the margins and the main text and initials as well as representations of music, which constitute
the most common subject depicted. While the aforementioned self-portrait of the Cistercian
scribe and the image of the patronness, Lady de Viane, have been essential clues for locating the
manuscript, Lady de Viane’s family and in particular her husband has been misidentified. Based
on the heraldry in two images of knights beside St. Stephen, I argue that they depict Gerard,
second oldest of the Enghien family who inherited the lordship of Zottegem through his mother
and that this was Lady de Viane’s husband. Gerard de Viane, who was her father, was also a
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patron of Beaupré. The more powerful and wealthy Enghiens, meanwhile, were major patrons of
Cambron. Lady de Viane thus received both her noble title and her association with the abbey of
Beaupré through her father, not her husband. Her husband received both of his titles through
women. This identification strengthens the connections between Cambron and Beaupré.
In chapter 3, I consider the reform that precipitated the first revision of the Beaupré
Antiphoner and the networks forged in the process. I situate the reform within the larger
Observance movement and investigate documentary evidence from related houses for clues
about what the reform at Beaupré in 1463 may have entailed. I argue that two important
developments in this reform movement began at Beaupré. The first of these was liturgical, which
is the focus of chapter 4. The second was the migration of an otherwise Cistercian women’s
movement into Benedictine houses, which provides important context for the liturgical
developments. Beaupré was the first to be recruited in 1480 to reform the black nuns of
Ghislenghien the following year, and these sisters in turn reformed the Benedictine women of
Forest in 1500. The only direct evidence of the reform of both houses is the new antiphoners they
produced, which contain Cistercian versions of the chant melodies although both communities
remained Benedictines. The nuns of Beaupré, Ghislenghien, Forest, as well as La Cambre
(Beaupré’s motherhouse) then formed a spiritual association that endured into the eighteenth
century.
Chapter 4 examines the musical evidence of the reform. I argue that the Observant
movement that swept through most Cistercian abbeys of women in central Belgium and areas of
northern France in the fifteenth and early sixteenth century took a liturgical turn beginning at
Beaupré under the second and third abbots of Jardinet, Martin de Lannoy and Arnoul de
Solbrecq. The revision of the Beaupré Antiphoner must have taken place after 1476, over a
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decade after the reform, because it included the feast of the Visitation, which was universally
adopted in that year. Although they were not overlapping events, the liturgical revision was
perfectly aligned with the values of the reformers and the Observant movement generally. The
belated liturgical overhaul at Beaupré implies that chant had not been an initial concern in other
houses reformed in the same movement, but eventually became a point of focus at Beaupré. I
trace the work of the antiphoner’s editor(s) and analyze the fragments of chant that were rejected
but not entirely removed from the antiphoner for clues about the abbey’s earlier liturgical
practices. These remnants illustrate some of the motivations behind the reform. Though the
Beaupré Antiphoner was predominantly a Cistercian manuscript, there were numerous
departures including several unica. I conclude that the women of Beaupré did not become fully
Cistercian, at least in a liturgical sense, until the late fifteenth century.
In chapter 5, I follow the Cistercian Order’s attempts to adapt to post-Tridentine use and
the flurry of new editions and variants they produced. Because many of the new leaves added for
feasts introduced or elevated in 1656 were extensively revised along with the rest of the
antiphoner, I propose that the cantrix of Beaupré made two attempts to update the antiphoner in
the late seventeenth and again in the late eighteenth century. The extensive revisions to chant text
and melodies are securely attributable to the printed Antiphonale Cisterciense, juxta Ordinis
breviarium dispositum: Ad cujus calcem addita sunt responsoria vigiliarum sine cantu,
antiphonae, etc., pro minoribus festis published in 1737. I propose that the volume was acquired
and likely integrated into the Beaupré Antiphoner in conjunction with the dedication of the new
church in 1769 under the abbey’s last abbess, Angéline de Lossy, who governed from 1755 until
her death on April 10, 1796. That the changes were incorporated after 1737 means that the nuns
maintained the medieval versions of the Cistercian chant for approximately two hundred years
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after the publication of the post-Tridentine Roman breviary of Pope Pius V in 1568. Whatever
the cause of their slowness to adapt, their late adoption of post-Tridentine editions demonstrates
the uneven reception of printed books, the resilience of medieval chant, and the liturgical
heterogeneity experienced by a monastic Order long committed to uniformity.
The revision history of the manuscript is thus not merely a local liturgical history. It
offers a bottom-up grassroots perspective on the development of Cistercian chant and the
implications that development had on monastic life. Despite the focus in this dissertation on
revision, I do not wish to privilege a linear narrative of change over time that would wrongly
overshadow the nuns’ tireless, unmatched, and unparalleled commitment to liturgical and
theological continuity. Indeed, carefully considered change and development is a necessary
condition of continuity, not a threat to it. This synergy between tradition and transformation was
the spiritual and intellectual project with which these women were confronted.
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Chapter 1: The Development of the Cistercian Order and Its
Liturgy
1.1 The Early Years of Cîteaux (1098-1113)
The Cistercian Order traces its roots to 1098, when a group of enthusiastic reformminded monks left their abbey of Molesme and ventured into the Burgundian wilderness to
establish a new community at Cîteaux. In this site described by early Cistercian texts as a
“desert,” they found a place where they could apply themselves to a more austere observance of
the Rule of St. Benedict.62 The various primary sources which present the story, in particular the
Vita Sancti Roberti, the Exordium Cistercii, the Exordium Parvum, the Exordium Magnum, and
accounts by the chroniclers Orderic Vitalis and William of Malmesbury, agree on basic details.
The outgoing faction included Robert, the abbot and founder of Molesme, as well as Robert’s
prior, Alberic, and secretary, Stephen Harding. Molesme had grown rapidly in both membership
and donations since its beginnings in 1075. Robert’s decision to abandon the community he had
built may have resulted from his inability to manage his own success. Though entrants to
Molesme may have been initially attracted to Robert’s zeal, the young community became
increasingly divided in their views on monastic practice and their attitude toward contemporary
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Cluniac observance. Robert evidently felt stifled by the community’s conservatism, which leaned
heavily on convention rather than on what Robert believed to be the higher authority of the
Rule.63 His first attempt to leave Molesme was in 1090 to join another group of hermits at Aulps,
who quickly elected him abbot.
That the success of Molesme was largely due to Robert’s vision and leadership is evident
both in the abbey’s initial expansion and in its spiritual and temporal collapse in the wake of his
departure to Aulps. The bereft monks at Molesme pleaded with Robert while they
simultaneously recruited the pope to pressure his return. Robert submitted to their request and
left Aulps. Old divisions persisted, however, and the reunion proved tenuous. Robert’s Vita,
written by a monk of Molesme probably in conjunction with Robert’s cause for canonization in
1222, recounts that shortly after Robert returned to Molesme, his two most senior assistants,
Alberic and Stephen Harding, ventured out to a place called Vivicus in 1097 along with two
other monks.64 Yet again, upon learning of their furtive enterprise, the community of Molesme
intervened and petitioned Joceran, bishop of Langres, to compel those four to return under threat
of excommunication. But rather than return to Molesme, the Vita explains that the group
relocated to a place called Cîteaux where they constructed a small chapel dedicated to the Virgin
Mary. They were later joined by Robert and an entourage of like-minded monks from Molesme.
While the Vita Sancti Roberti tells of these efforts from the perspective of Molesme, the
narrative told in Cistercian accounts omits the story of the itinerant party first settling at Vivicus
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or erecting a chapel at Cîteaux. Instead, the versions in both the Exordium Parvum and the
Exordium Magnum deemphasize Robert’s familiarity with the property and highlight the
adventurousness of the original mission in which the intrepid group set out together into the
untamed and unexplored Burgundian frontier in imitation of the first Egyptian monastics. The
exordia relate that much heated discussion among the community at Molesme led Robert and
companions to petition Hugh, the papal legate and archbishop of Lyons, to establish a new
monastery. Robert thus bypassed the local bishop, which is perhaps an indication of how serious
and polarizing the debates had become. With Hugh’s permission and the donation of the property
at Cîteaux from Raynaud, viscount of Beaune, Robert welcomed sympathetic monks of Molesme
to join him in establishing the new community. Robert and a large contingent numbering
approximately twenty-one then departed Molesme.65
Robert’s quitting Molesme precipitated a temporal and spiritual crisis. The sudden
exodus of nearly half the community sowed rumors in the region about the remnant monks’
abuses and ill-discipline. Donations and novices quickly dried up. Within a few months, a
delegation from Molesme travelled to Rome, disregarding both the local bishop and the papal
legate in Lyons, to appeal directly to Pope Urban II to order Robert back to Molesme. The pope,
however, deputed the issue to the papal legate, Archbishop Hugh, who in turn called a synod at
Port-d’Anselle in June, 1099. In the end, Hugh summoned Robert to return to Molesme. Any
other monks who had left with him for the so-called New Monastery were also free to return, but
subsequently, the two communities would be forever separated. Robert acquiesced and
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approximately half or more of his followers returned to Molesme with him. 66 Though the New
Monastery lost its founding abbot, the verdict did allow it to keep “Robert’s chapel,” consisting
of various liturgical instruments and furnishings that he had brought from Molesme. An
exception was made for its breviarium, which the monks of the New Monastery were allowed to
retain until the feast of the Decollation of St. John the Baptist on August 29 in order to copy it. 67
Alberic and Stephen remained, however, and Alberic succeeded him as abbot of the New
Monastery in 1099. Robert’s absence and the loss of so many founding monks cast doubt on the
viability of the new house. Nevertheless, according to the Exordium Parvum, the fledgling group
at Cîteaux continued their discussions on monastic observance and the Rule. Among the early
topics was the admission of lay brothers and the rejection of benefices, “offerings or burial dues,
tithes of other people, or ovens or mills or manors or serfs.” 68 They also condemned any monk’s
possession of “his own lands whence he gains his livelihood by his own labor and by keeping
animals.” Additionally, Alberic was able to secure the papal privilege, Desiderium quod, from
Pope Paschal on October 19, 1100 guaranteeing independence for the monastery. They could
now begin to implement their reforms. And yet, despite planting some of the seeds of their future
growth, the Exordium Parvum described Alberic’s nearly decade-long tenure as one of stagnated
numbers and uncertainty.
Alberic died in 1108, and Stephen’s election in 1109 proved decisive for the New
Monastery. Stephen was ambitious, bold, and charismatic like Robert, but his approach to reform
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was far more radical.69 Stephen was not only interested in a critical re-reading of fundamental
texts but also in the authenticity and reliability of the transmitted sources themselves. Almost
immediately, he directed the production of two major illuminated manuscripts, Gregory the
Great’s Moralia in Iob (Dijon, Bibliothèque municipale de Dijon, MSS 168-170, 173) and a new
Bible (Dijon, Bibliothèque municipale de Dijon, MSS 12-15). At the same time, he also
organized committees (on which he may have been a member) to prepare new liturgical books,
including a hymnal and antiphoner.70 This initial burst of creative and intellectual energy
generated the earliest evidence for the monastic ideals of the New Monastery. While traditional
histories of the Cistercians have relied on later narrative and legislative sources to understand
that first generation at Cîteaux, Martha G. Newman has argued that it is this early manuscript
production and its illumination that best represents the nascent community’s ideas and
motivations.71
In Stephen’s “Monitum” for the so-called “Stephen Harding Bible,” he described his
editorial method.72 Having scoured “diverse churches” for their Bible manuscripts, he collated
them and found one with numerous passages not present in the others. He suspected the fuller
volume was more complete (“plenior”) and selected that one to be copied for the New Monastery
69
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in their scriptorium. But mounting reservations over those discrepancies led Stephen to recruit
the help of some local Jewish scholars, “experts in their scriptures,” willing to work through
those passages with him to settle the matter. 73 Stephen noted that Jerome had based his Vulgate
translation in a number of sections on the “Chaldean” (i.e. Aramaic) rather than the Hebrew
texts, “because they are found that way among the Jews.” Likewise, Stephen turned to the same
authority.74 His Jewish colleagues translated the corresponding passages for him from their
Hebrew and Aramaic manuscripts into Old French (“lingua romana”). Stephen then compared
the Old French to his Latin text. His efforts were rewarded, and accordingly,
In those places where we asked them, the parts or verses about which we were
disturbed were not found at all. Therefore, believing in the truth of the Hebrew
and Chaldean and the many Latin books which did not have these passages, but
which agreed with these two languages in all the rest, we completely erased all
those superfluous things, as appears in many places in this book, and especially
in the books of Kings where the majority of the errors was found. 75

It is generally agreed that Stephen benefitted from his proximity in Troyes to exegetes
and philologists from the school of Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105). Commonly known as
Rashi, he was one of the most well-known and influential Jewish scholars of the Middle Ages,
and his influential school of disciples positioned northern France as an intellectual center for
Jewish thought into the late twelfth century. His exegetical work, which produced commentaries
on nearly the entire Hebrew Bible, focused on the literal meaning of scripture distinct from the
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halachic and aggadic rabbinic traditions.76 He called this sense the ( מקרא של פשוטוPeshuto shel
Miqra), or “plain meaning.”
The encounter between the school of Rashi and the early Cistercians raises questions
about how their respective and novel approaches to texts resonated with each other. Beryl
Smalley notes that, in contrast to the teacher himself, Rashi’s disciples became increasingly
antipathetic toward midrashic exegesis such that Joseph Kara, a contemporary of Stephen
Harding, compared one who understands only the Midrash of a passage without attending first to
its literal meaning as “a drowning man who clutches at a straw to save himself. Were he to set
his mind to the word of the Lord, he would search out the true meaning of the verse and its literal
purpose.”77 Similarly, Stephen did not model his vision of monasticism on holy teachers, but on
the recovery of the original texts and their plain meaning, which promised to clarify Benedict’s
exact intentions. To this end, he was perfectly willing to look far outside his received tradition,
for example, to Jewish exegetes in repudiation of long-standing monastic authority and tradition.
The single document that survives before 1109 reinforces Stephen’s penchant for literalism. The
foundation charter of Aulps, written in 1097 by Stephen, then secretary to Robert, affirms that
the monastery will adhere to the Rule of Benedict “arctius,” (equivalent to artius, “more closely”
or “more firmly”). Jean Leclercq noted this word appears often in later Cistercian documents like
the Exordium Parvum and became a leitmotif for Stephen’s reform ideals. 78 Indeed, Orderic
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Vitalis considered that the founders of Cîteaux “were resolved to observe the Rule of St.
Benedict according to the letter as the Jews observed the law of Moses.” 79
Unlike Stephen’s Bible edition that was occasioned by divergences among the
manuscripts, his rejection of the Molesme hymnal was not due to any problems in the hymns
themselves, but directly inspired by his narrow and rigid interpretation of the Rule. The words
“ambrosianum” and “hymnus” appear four and eight times respectively in the Rule. These may
be interchangeable terms designating metrical hymns for the Divine Office. Stephen interpreted
both terms to refer only to those hymns authored by St. Ambrose. And since Ambrose composed
his hymns while bishop of Milan, Stephen explained in the hymnal’s “Monitum” that he sent a
delegation of monks to Milan to identify and return with the Ambrosian corpus, believed to be
sometime between 1108-1112.80 Many of the Ambrosian hymns were unusable, since they were
proper to liturgies not celebrated in the Cistercian calendar. 81 The remaining hymns were
immediately adopted en bloc.
Stephen’s liturgical focus distinguished him from Robert and probably also Alberic.
When Robert founded both Molesme and Cîteaux, he had been content to import the liturgy of
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his original community at Montier-la-Celle, which in turn was based on the use of Marmoutier. 82
This repertory of eighty-two hymns was sufficiently well-adapted, well-received, and wellestablished with “classics” like “Vexilla regis,” “Ave maris stella,” and “A solis ortus cardine.” 83
Waddell imagined that Stephen’s dismissal of the large majority of the Marmoutier hymnal on
the grounds that it was not attributable to St. Ambrose must have come as a “culture shock” to
the community at Cîteaux and others who adopted its liturgy. 84
Waddell’s seminal research in this area uncovered the highly conservative and local
character of the Milanese hymns and emphasized that fifteen (or nearly half) of the texts adopted
in the Cistercian hymnal would have been unknown to most medieval monastics. 85 In addition to
the unfamiliarity of the hymns and the loss of so many well-known ones, numerous problems
emerged with the new hymnal and complaints intensified in the following years. The wholesale
rejection of the standard hymnal meant that the Cistercian hymn repertoire was reduced to a
paltry thirty-four hymns set to only nineteen melodies. Thus, a single hymn was assigned for
each of the offices of Vigils, Prime, Sext, and None throughout the year regardless of whether
the day were Christmas, Easter, a solemnity, or feria. The hymnal included only twenty-four
proper hymns which allowed only one hymn per feast. Moreover, Waddell highlights that the
language of many of these local hymns was archaic and obtuse, and the Cistercians’ practice of
strictly syllabic settings, which would not elide or extend syllables to fit pre-existing melodies,
regularly caused problems in performance. Consequently, Cistercians often had to notate hymns
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in their entirety, whereas standard practice by this time was to notate only the first strophe of a
hymn, leaving singers to fit the remaining strophes of text to the melody. Abelard likely
expressed the opinions of many others circa 1132 when he condemned the Cistercian hymnal in
his letter to Bernard.86 He carped, “you have rejected the customary hymns and have introduced
certain hymns we never heard before, hymns unknown to practically all the churches.” 87 After
Stephen’s death in 1134, the revised hymnal was left with few advocates.
During the same years when monks of Cîteaux were scouring Milan for St. Ambrose’s
hymnal, Stephen also directed a contingent to Metz believing that city to be the fountainhead of
Gregorian chant for both the Mass and Office. This endeavor was decidedly more ambitious and
fraught with greater challenges. Stephen left no extant “Monitum” for the Messine antiphoner.
Instead, Bernard of Clairvaux’s Prologue to the second Cistercian antiphoner serves that purpose.
He explains that the journey to Metz was inspired by the most “scholarly and dedicated attention
[that] what was sung in the Divine Office should be that which was found to be the most
authentic,” and “the Antiphoner of the Church of Metz... was said to be ‘Gregorian.’” 88
Waddell’s extensive research on the primitive antiphoner suggested that Stephen’s group may
have had some difficulty once in Metz selecting the best source and spent some time combing
through the city’s manuscript collections. He finally concluded that they settled on the gradual
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and antiphoner from the abbey of St. Vincent de Metz and copied these versions to bring back
with them to Cîteaux.89
Reconstructing the so-called primitive Cistercian antiphoner was a challenging endeavor
that occupied several generations of scholars. The seminal studies among these are François
Kovács, “Fragments du chant cistercien primitif,” and Chrysogonus Waddell, “The Origin and
Early Evolution of the Cistercian Antiphonary: Reflections on Two Cistercian Chant Reforms.” 90
Konrad Koch discovered the first primitive source, the Marburg Breviary (Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, MS lat. oct. 402), which Waddell edited at the end of his life. 91
Waddell admitted this manuscript had limited utility, however, since it provides only the text and
not the melodies. Yet with these textual clues in hand, Waddell discovered a nearly complete
primitive antiphoner in the two unbound volumes of Westmalle, Abdij van Onze-Lieve-Vrouw
van het Heilig Hart, MS 12 A-B (olim Oelenberg 45-46).92 He also located two thirteenthcentury sources from Metz, which were critical for identifying the Messine tradition discernible
in Westmalle 12 A-B.93 Alicia Scarcez subsequently published a facsimile of this unique witness
with extensive commentary.94 She also provided a considerably expanded list of liturgical
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manuscripts relevant to the Bernardine revision. 95 The importance of this manuscript lies not
only in the information it offers on the contents of the primitive Cistercian antiphoner but also in
the many corrections it contains as later Cistercians began to grapple with the problems they
were encountering in the Messine versions.
These discoveries were difficult to locate because the primitive antiphoner, along with
Stephen’s hymnal, was abandoned in the mid-1140s, approximately a decade after his death in
1134. The second and third generations of Cistercians were forced to admit that the authenticity
Stephen initially sought had proved elusive and that neither his hymnal nor antiphoner was
acceptable. The Messine corpus was weighed down with infelicities that nullified its authority,
including apocryphal references in two antiphons for the feast of Saints Peter and Paul, “Petrus et
Paulus militantes,” in which Peter and Paul battle Simon Magus and Nero, and “Beatus Petrus
vidit sibi Christum occurrere,” which details Peter’s encounter with Christ on Peter’s way to
Rome to be crucified.96 Waddell noted other offending chants that described non-Biblical events
such as the choir of angels at Christ’s birth in the antiphon and responsory “Quem vidistis,
pastores?,” which is not part of the Lucan account, and a meeting of disciples held after Jesus’
resurrection mentioned in the Eastertide antiphon “Post passionem Domini.”
By the 1140s, the problems with Cîteaux’s invented liturgy could no longer be
tolerated.97 The flurry of new monastic foundations modelled on Cîteaux magnified Stephen’s
embarrassing oversights. While the second and third generations of Cistercians shared his
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general concern with correct liturgy, Stephen’s failed method of indiscriminate adoption
prompted a reassessment of his editorial approach and liturgical ideals.

1.2 Cîteaux and Its Burgeoning Network from 1113
Two events in 1113 radically shifted the future of life at the New Monastery and the
implications for its unsatisfactory liturgical books. 98 The New Monastery had finally begun to
grow under Stephen’s leadership, perhaps invigorated by the energy and enthusiasm required for
this book production. The intellectual and spiritual freedom opened up by Stephen’s willingness
to break with convention must have been attractive to many. Foremost among those was a young
man named Bernard, future saint and abbot of Clairvaux, who passed through Cîteaux’s doors as
an incoming novice in 1113.
The Exordium Magnum, a Clarevallian source compiled between 1195-1206 and
generally accepted to have been authored by Conrad of Eberbach, credits Cîteaux’s reversed
fortunes entirely to Bernard.99
When [the community of Cîteaux] had come almost to the brink of despair
because they had almost no successors, they cried out to God... And the Lord
stirred the spirit of a young man whose name was Bernard. He was a young
nobleman, sensitive and well-educated... So it happened that, once he had allied
with himself his brothers, his relations and friends, and other noblemen who
were well-educated and influential in the world, thirty of them eagerly entered
the house of the novices in the church at Cîteaux and began to struggle in the
spirit of fortitude against the lust of the flesh and the temptation of evil spirits...
Stirred by their example, a countless multitude of men of all estates and
conditions - the nobility, the poor, and those in-between - filled that stable of
Christ and were wrapped in the swaddling clothes of his innocence. The brothers
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who had suffered discouragement and despair at having no successors wondered
100

and rejoiced.

Bernard’s role in this first expansion has almost certainly been overstated, since plans for it had
been drafted by the previous year. Nevertheless, the New Monastery was buoyed tremendously
by this influx and made its first foundation at La Ferté in the same year. This act was followed in
1114 by the establishment of the abbey of Pontigny in the diocese of Auxerre, and then by both
Clairvaux and Morimond in the diocese of Langres in 1115. Only two years in monastic life, the
twenty-five-year-old Bernard was appointed the founding abbot of Clairvaux. After 1118, the
momentum of expansion skyrocketed. By the mid-twelfth century, there were nearly 350
monasteries throughout Europe and the Latin East affiliated with Cîteaux, and by the Fourth
Lateran Council in 1215, there were over five hundred Cistercian communities of men alone. 101
The factors that contributed to this dizzying growth have been a source of contention
since the twelfth century.102 Was the Cistercian Order’s rapid diffusion throughout all of Europe
and the Latin East primarily attributable to Bernard’s enormously successful preaching tours and
writing, and therefore was it Clairvaux rather than Cîteaux that was the real center of the
burgeoning network? Was it Alberic’s decision to admit lay brothers and men of all social
classes so that the tenants on newly acquired land would now be able to become conversi?103
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Was it the nature of their reform, the novel organization of their monastic network, or their
economic influence driven by their methods of land acquisition and management? Or was it the
promise of regularization, visitation, and stability that led to the absorption of pre-existing
communities and unaffiliated hermits, preachers, and other celibates? More recently, scholars
have also called into question the basis of Cistercian identity, how this monastic network formed
into the first religious Order, and the extent to which women participated in that growth.
When and why did certain monks and nuns become known as Cistercians rather than
Benedictines and what did that particular identity entail? Most scholars assign the beginning of
the Cistercian Order as a centrally administered institutional network not to the conventional
year of 1098, but to either the year of the first foundation in 1113 or the promulgation in 1119 of
the Charter of Charity which outlined the relationships among Cistercian houses. To guarantee
that all new filiations “observe the Rule of blessed Benedict in every particular just as it is
observed in [the] New Monastery,” the Charter of Charity required that every new monastery be
provided with the requisite set of books to ensure proper and uniform observance, that all
daughterhouses be visited annually by the abbot of their motherhouse, that all Cistercian abbots
assemble annually in a General Chapter to address collective issues, and that the four protoabbots of La Ferté, Pontigny, Clairvaux, and Morimond be installed as the official visitators of
Cîteaux and be given special auxiliary status to Cîteaux in the General Chapter. 104 The Charter
was so successful that Pope Innocent III at the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215 instituted a
triennial General Chapter for all abbeys and chapters of canons regular as well as periodic
visitations. The Constitutions of the Council tasked Cistercian abbots in the local area with
disseminating the custom to non-Cistercian communities.
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The Charter of Charity is one of a collection of foundational texts from the twelfth
century known as the “primitive documents.” These documents include three versions of the
Order’s origin myth (Exordium Cistercii, Exordium Parvum, and Exordium Magnum), a body of
collected statutes known as the Instituta, three versions of the Charter of Charity (Summa Cartae
Caritatis, Carta Caritatis Prior, and Carta Caritatis Posterior), a treatise on lay brothers, and a
papal confirmation. The primitive documents have long been the primary source for constructing
the narrative of early Cistercian history. It was only in the mid-twentieth century that historians
of the Order, most of whom were Cistercians themselves, began to question the authorship,
dating, veracity, divergences among versions and sources, and motivations behind the
documents.105 The different attitudes toward Molesme expressed in the Exordium Cistercii and
Exordium Parvum (as well as in the accounts in chronicles such as William of Malmesbury’s
Gesta regum Anglorum and Orderic Vitalis’s Historia ecclesiastica) have raised questions about
why the original group left Molesme, the circumstances under which its first abbot Robert
eventually returned, and whether the disparaging portrait of Molesme in the Exordium Parvum
discloses a feud with the Benedictines over the legitimacy of Cîteaux’s founding. 106
Additionally, the outsized role played by Bernard of Clairvaux, the relationship between Cîteaux
and Clairvaux, and more recently the participation of women in the early history of the
movement have all been reconsidered.
The Exordium Parvum reports the standard version of Cistercian origins. The rather brief
Exordium Cistercii was long assumed to be an abridged form of the Exordium Parvum.107
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Meanwhile, the much later and significantly longer Exordium Magnum was written sometime
between 1195-1206 by Conrad of Eberbach. 108 The Exordium Parvum describes the state of the
community as bleak before the arrival of its third abbot, Stephen Harding, in 1109. “Seldom did
anyone come there in order to follow them” and “instead of approaching them, [potential
recruits] hastened to avoid them in both spirit and body, nor did they cease from doubting in the
ability of the monks to persevere.”109 The text ends by briefly and nondescriptly commenting on
the sudden reversal and rapid growth under Stephen Harding, but it does not allude to the arrival
of Bernard of Clairvaux in 1113. The later Exordium Magnum, meanwhile, attributes nearly all
of the success of Cîteaux to the young, charismatic Bernard.
This was the view of Louis Lekai whose influential monograph, The Cistercians: Ideals
and Reality, became the standard history in English for over twenty years following its
publication in 1977. Lekai acknowledged the disagreements among the versions of exordia, but
did not engage in any textual criticism or question the dates or content of the texts. His views
were largely shaped by those of Jean Lefèvre, whose work in the 1950s elicited early reexamination of the primitive documents. Lekai accepted Lefèvre’s position that the Exordium
Cistercii served as a historical introduction to the Charter of Charity submitted to Pope
Callixtus II in 1119 for papal confirmation.110 He also agreed that the Exordium Parvum was not
authored by Stephen Harding, but was instead a mid-century response to Benedictine accusations
that Cîteaux was established illegitimately. Nevertheless, Lekai did not place as much emphasis
on the primitive documents in shaping the Order as he gave to Bernard’s preaching and the
ensuing wave of enthusiasm for both monasticism and reform throughout Western Europe. He
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argued that the General Chapter was not the centralized authority the Charter of Charity
suggested, but an inefficient and largely ineffective bureaucracy struggling to keep pace with the
groundswell of recruits responding, in part, to Bernard. 111 Lekai argued that the enthusiasm of
the 1130s and 1140s waned after the death of Bernard as idealism gave way to the inevitable
disappointments and complications of life in the Cistercian Order. 112
Lekai’s straightforward presentation skimmed over a number of problems related not
only to the primitive documents but also to the role of Bernard of Clairvaux. If Cîteaux was
faltering before Bernard’s arrival and owed its dramatic reversal primarily to Bernard and, by
extension, Clairvaux, Constance H. Berman questioned how Cîteaux maintained its superior
position in the nascent Order.113 How was Cîteaux not eclipsed by Clairvaux? And how did the
relationship between Cîteaux and Clairvaux impact the organizational structure of the Order?
Berman’s revisionist history took particular aim at Lekai’s “ideals-reality model.” She
argued that the Cistercian Order did not materialize in either 1113 or 1119, but developed only in
the third quarter of the twelfth century after Bernard had died. She contended that the exordia
were all composed after papal confirmation of the Cistercian constitution in 1165 and are
therefore unreliable sources for Cistercian beginnings. 114
Berman never settled precisely on how or why the Order took shape in that period, but
raised a few possibilities throughout The Cistercian Evolution. The seeds for Cîteaux’s
reassertion of power in the 1160s may have been sown in 1145 when Pope Eugenius III placed
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the nuns of Jully, to whom Bernard had a close relationship, under the care of Molesme. 115
Berman speculated that the deal required Molesme to relinquish any lingering claims on Cîteaux.
By this act, then, Cîteaux would have achieved a level of independence it never afforded its own
daughter-houses, including Clairvaux. Alternatively, Berman suggested that the General Chapter
may have formed originally to promote Bernard’s cause for canonization. Elsewhere, she
proposed that threats to the tithe privilege, criticism from Alexander III, as well as the undue
influence of Clairvaux led the congregation to rally behind Cîteaux to curb Clarevallian
power.116 The exordia and Charter of Charity were part of the congregation’s strategy, so that
“by consistently employing the language of caritas the authors of the Exordium Cistercii and
Summa Cartae Caritatis made it more difficult for Bernard’s successors at Clairvaux to resist
precepts about equality, which were built into such documents.” 117 Berman’s various
explanations thus revolve around themes of power and influence and ignore religious motivation.
This cynicism is in tension, however, with her opinion that the early association of Cistercian
communities was a textual community based on the liturgical ordines in the Ecclesiastica Officia
and a particular reading of the Rule of St. Benedict. At an unspecified time and for unstated
reasons, Berman suggests, the Order shifted its values from the pursuit of fraternal love urged by
the Rule to the employment of the rhetoric of love to manipulate one another.
Berman grounded her argument primarily in the charters, which do not mention a
Cistercian Order as an institution until after 1150. Before this, the word ordo referred only to a
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way of life rather than an organization.118 This single and more general definition of ordo is
central to Berman’s argument. It implies that Cistercian observance was more fundamental to
Cistercian identity than inclusion in its institutional structure. Consequently, we must not
conflate the identity with the organization and restrict our studies to communities formally
admitted by the General Chapter. A major consequence of such a view would be the almost total
exclusion of women from the first generations of the movement.
Much of Berman’s Cistercian Evolution illustrates how the propagation of Cîteaux’s
reform occurred not through colonization, in which a founding group leaves an established
community to begin a new one on the same model, but through the incorporation of existing
communities. By shifting the criterion of Cistercian identity away from institutional paternity
and toward liturgical observance, Berman’s work broadened and complicated the picture for men
as well as significantly expanded the place for women. In fact, Berman explains in the
penultimate paragraph of the book that “understanding that a Cistercian Order was a new
invention of... the third quarter of the twelfth century has been the major consequence of the
attempt to tell the story of the early Cistercians with women in it.” 119
Berman’s most controversial and polemical assertions are those related to the primitive
documents. She dates the Exordium Cistercii, Summa Cartae Caritatis, and Instituta to 1163-65
on codicological grounds that they were later additions to Trent 1711, the earliest manuscript to
contain complete texts of all three. 120 She assigns the Exordium Parvum and the Carta Caritatis
Prior to about 1170 and the Carta Caritatis Posterior to about 1175 based again on her dating of
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the earliest extant sources containing them. 121 Meanwhile, Berman dismisses as forgeries both
the papal bull Ad hoc in Apostolicae attributed to Callixtus II in 1119 (she argues it was written
c.1170), and the papal tithe privilege Habitantes in domo believed to be written in 1132. She
speculates that the Exordium Cistercii, Summa Cartae Caritatis, and Instituta were presented to
Alexander III in either 1163 or 1165 for papal confirmation. Berman considers it probable that
the Exordium Parvum, Carta Caritatis Prior, and the forged papal confirmation originated as
rebuttals to Alexander III’s criticism that the Cistercians had become too litigious and
acquisitive.122
While Berman’s challenge to the field has been welcomed, her conclusions and methods
have been roundly criticized. Responses to her book have inspired several full-length articles in
addition to numerous short reviews. None has been as long, detailed, and discrediting as
Chrysogonus Waddell’s, however. 123 His meticulous analysis unraveled her description and
dating of each manuscript beginning with her claim that Trent 1711 is comprised of two sections
thirty years apart in age. He took Berman to task for misrepresenting the liturgical documents,
such as designating the Ecclesiastica Officia as a set of a liturgical ordines (when in fact, it is
more properly called a customary or usus) as well as misusing a number of terms related to
liturgical books including breviarium, missale, collectaneum, kalendarium, and
antiphonarium.124 His critique focused particularly on her accusations of forgery of privileges
and confirmations, responding to them nearly line by line.
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Despite its largely critical reception, The Cistercian Evolution was praised both for
demonstrating the early involvement of women in the reform and for Berman’s discussion of the
architectural diversity of twelfth-century Cistercian houses as evidence of their heterogeneity. 125
Elizabeth Freeman summarized part of her critique this way: “when Berman studies the more
marginalized female members of the Cistercians she uses non-written sources imaginatively and
sensitively. But when she studies the more official administrative level of the Cistercians, her
work is limited by an ill-judged dependence on select written documents.” 126 Freeman thus
captures the challenge posed by Berman’s book: to expand the groups and types of source
material under consideration as she has, while somehow reconciling that work with official
records.
Waddell’s response to The Cistercian Evolution followed the roughly contemporaneous
publications of his own monumental critical editions of the early documents. The first of these
was his Narrative and Legislative Texts from Early Cîteaux published in 1999, the year before
Berman’s monograph, and was followed by Twelfth-Century Statutes from the Cistercian
General Chapter in 2002 and The Primitive Cistercian Breviary in 2007. In his Narrative and
Legislative Texts from Early Cîteaux, Waddell provided a substantial review of the
historiography on each text as well as a description of the sources and a critical apparatus. His
detailed historiographical survey conveniently presented the diversity of views and situated his
own position among them.
At the end of the introduction for each text, he offered a new or working hypothesis,
which in most cases was a marked departure from received positions. He challenged a number of
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commonly held assumptions, for example that the name of the new community changed from the
New Monastery to Cîteaux in 1119 and that the Exordium Cistercii is either an earlier form or an
abridged version of the Exordium Parvum.127 In sharp contrast to Berman, Waddell gives the
surprisingly early date of 1112/1113 for the Exordium Parvum, which would make it the earliest
of the primitive documents. He allows for the possibility of Stephen Harding’s authorship, but
cannot confirm it. Waddell considers the purpose of the document to be a postulant’s guide
composed for the first wave of recruits that included Bernard. 128 He bases this claim on the verbs
contained in its purpose clause, which exhort the reader to love, pray, sweat, and finally repose in
death. He rejects the suggestion that the Exordium Parvum was drafted to seek papal
confirmation for the Charter of Charity. Although it was originally an internal document, it was
revised and expanded sometime just before 1147 to serve as an introduction to the Cistercian
customary.
Waddell argues that the Exordium Cistercii, Summa Cartae Caritatis, and Capitula,
which are always grouped together, served a similar purpose as the Exordium Parvum to
introduce the customary (the former Recension 2 and the latter Recension 3). He disagrees with
the consensus date of 1123/1124 held by Jean-Baptiste Auberger and others and suggests instead
that the text was written early in the abbacy of Bl. Raynard, abbot of Cîteaux (1133/11341150).129 The grounding for his dating is based on Clarevallian influence evident in a small
verbal parallel between line 19 and Bernard’s Sermo I in Cantica dated between 1132-1135.
Moreover, there is a stylistic correspondence between the rhymed prose in a charter drawn up by
Raynard and the Exordium Cistercii.
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Waddell attributes the accompanying Summa Cartae Caritatis to the same period and
author, and contends that the document “is exactly what it claims to be: a summary of the
Charter of Charity.”130 The early version of that charter, the Carta Caritatis Prior, was the
document confirmed by Pope Callixtus II on December 23, 1119. Waddell convincingly
dismisses the possibility that the pope would have accepted a summary of a document for
confirmation. The version confirmed in 1152 by Eugenius III was the Carta Caritatis Posterior.
The textual history of the Carta Caritatis Posterior is particularly difficult to trace, however,
because it was continually amended and because the form that survives is from 1190. Waddell
notes that the text itself acknowledges several revisions made over more than a decade and that it
received a total of five papal confirmations between 1152-1165 each time it was revised. 131
The other body of legislative texts, the Statutes, was collected and edited by JosephMarie Canivez in seven volumes between 1933-1944. 132 Before Waddell’s edition of the twelfthcentury statutes, historians of the Cistercians relied heavily on Canivez’s edition. Consequently,
the problems of that edition, such as the manuscripts Canivez choose to include and exclude, the
dates he provided, and the substantive variants he overlooked, had major ramifications for the
field. Alexis Grélois argues, for example, that the prevailing assumption that women were
excluded from the Order until the thirteenth century was founded largely on the silence of
Canivez’s edition concerning nuns. Grélois mentions two statutes from 1187 from the nuns’
archives of Las Huelgas that “show a very different attitude toward Cistercian nuns,” but do not
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appear in Canivez’s edition.133 Moreover, the statutes for many years are lost and preclude
arguments from silence on the involvement of women in the Cistercian Order. 134
For these reasons, Waddell assumed the task of a new edition. He divided the statutes
into three separate groupings: those found in annual statutes, systematic collections, and local
collections. He was careful to note that the statutes are not the verbatim pronouncements of the
General Chapter. Many are the work of appointed definitors who prepared the statutes after the
Chapter meeting ended.135 Still other statutes were copied into the manuscripts from notes taken
by individual abbots at the Chapter in anticipation of the definitors’ copy. Some have been
changed by later editors either substantively or trivially. Finally, Waddell uncovered a significant
number of manuscripts that included retractions of earlier statutes. Thus, he cautions that the
statutes are not a monolithic body of texts.
Grélois echoed Waddell’s sentiment and stressed that “the widespread belief that the
statuta form a uniform collection has led many scholars to overestimate their meaning.” 136 He
suggested that annual collections of statutes from the General Chapter circulated among
monasteries and that, in the gap between their codification in local collections, there was an
opportunity to revise the rule if it was perceived to be impractical or unenforceable. He provided
several examples again related to nuns in which encroachments on their autonomy, such as a
statute in 1242 requiring nuns to profess obedience to their father immediate rather than to their
abbess, were met with demonstrations, doors locked on visitors, and even attacks on them by
133
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armed nuns.137 In this instance, the women eventually prevailed, and the Chapter revoked the
ruling. These humanizing scenarios, together with Waddell’s sensitive distinctions, are an
important corrective to assumptions of conformity and uniformity in the Order and the statutes.
In fact, Constant Mews has proposed that histories of Cistercians have traditionally focused too
heavily on the Order at the expense of the more interesting and significant developments taking
place within individual communities.138

1.3 The Status of Cistercian Nuns in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries
Supposed resistance to the establishment of female communities in the Cistercian Order
has long been a commonplace in the historiography of monasticism. Richard W. Southern stated
that no other contemporary monastic group “shunned female contact with greater determination
or... raised more formidable barriers against the intrusion of women” than the Cistercians. 139
Louis Lekai explained that the reluctance of the General Chapter to admit women was based on
their threat to the “purely contemplative character of the Order.” 140 Likewise, Sally Thompson
asserted that “the early Cistercians were remarkable for their hostility to the feminine sex.” 141
This position largely stems from the silence on women in the foundational documents of the
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Cistercians, the late official admission of nuns to the Order, and the negative and discouraging
tone towards nuns in several thirteenth-century statutes from the General Chapter. Two statutes
in particular (from 1220 and 1228 respectively) prohibited the incorporation of existing women’s
communities and the foundation of new ones. Many scholars have pointed to these
pronouncements as a hardened official ban on what monks had long ignored or disdained from
the beginning.
The view that the early Cistercians were antagonistic to nuns was not seriously
challenged until the 1990s. Scholars have since questioned the traditional account of Cistercian
identity, scrutinizing both the status of women in the Order and the means by which the reform
movement spread. Historians have reexamined the evidence for the early presence of nuns in the
Cistercian network and reassessed what specific elements made a community Cistercian in the
eyes of medieval ecclesiastical authorities. This research has transformed our understanding of
twelfth and thirteenth-century nuns, male Cistercian attitudes, the complexity of religious
institutional networks and identities, and the development of the Cistercian Order, and has also
signaled a shift from comprehensive histories of the Order toward regional studies. Meanwhile,
Cistercian nuns have moved from a parenthetical aside closer to a parallel stream in Cistercian
historiography.
Brigitte Degler-Spengler was among the first to show that women were active
collaborators in the Cistercian movement from its beginnings. 142 She re-examined three oftquoted statutes of the General Chapter that purportedly refused the admission of women. Only
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one of these texts dates from the twelfth century, and she criticized previous scholars for reading
later documents back into the twelfth century. 143
In fact, women were an integral part of Cistercian history from the very beginning. Nuns
were present at the abbey of Molesme (from which Cîteaux was founded) as early as 1075, as
Constance Berman has shown.144 Sometime around 1113, Molesme established a community of
nuns at Jully who followed a largely Cluniac observance. 145 The abbey of Le Tart was
established from Jully in the 1120s, possibly with the help of Stephen Harding. 146 Although Le
Tart fell under the jurisdiction of Molesme, its observance was that of Cîteaux, and it was the
first female monastery to adopt Cistercian customs. Le Tart had eighteen daughter-houses by the
end of the century, forming a type of congregation. Degler-Spengler argued that the prerogative
to establish Le Tart was Stephen Harding’s own and was not a mandate from the nascent General
Chapter.147 She found this circumstance to be traditional and consistent with Benedictine practice
and by no means evidence of a rejection of women from Cîteaux’s reform. According to DeglerSpengler, then, it is unsurprising that the General Chapter in its early years left the regulation of
new women’s communities to individual abbots. The abbots’ lack of involvement should not be
interpreted necessarily as an act of disapproval. What changed was not male attitudes towards
nuns, but the explosion in the number of women seeking a religious way of life. Known
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collectively as the mulieres religiosae or women’s religious movement of the early thirteenth
century, new women’s communities of diverse types (including the Beguines and Clarissans)
multiplied dramatically in the thirteenth century. 148 Their rapid growth became unmanageable for
individual abbots, and the General Chapter assumed responsibility for new nunneries in 1213.
From this point, the prevailing silence on nuns in the juridical sources of the Cistercian Order
shifts suddenly to a drumbeat of regulation and control.
The single twelfth-century statute from the General Chapter concerning monastic women
(1134) forbade abbots to consecrate nuns. Degler-Spengler rebuffed the view that this signals
early opposition to new female foundations. She claimed that this admonition was a reminder to
abbots that the consecration of nuns was the duty of the local bishop whom abbots should be
careful not to supersede. Rather than curtailing support for nuns, the General Chapter sought to
regulate abbots’ involvement and responsibilities out of concern for relations with local bishops.
What makes one a Cistercian is a question that has occupied many scholars. Despite the
isolated status of Coyroux as the only formally approved abbey of Cistercian women in the
twelfth century, the expanding networks of female communities observing Cistercian customs
centered on Le Tart and a similar one around the abbey of Las Huelgas in the 1180s support the
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view that women were interested, included, and organized early in the reform movement even if
not represented at the General Chapter or subject to visitation.
Central to this question is the recognition that a monastery can propagate itself in two
ways: colonization and incorporation. Incorporated communities are formed by non-associated
members who later seek affiliation. Incorporation is a more dynamic and less uniform process,
and particularly so for women. Because incorporation involves local, informally organized
communities, studies on this aspect of Cistercian growth have been based on geographically
defined regions. Monastic identity among religious women in England was particularly fluid.
Numerous scholars have investigated the changeable references to monasteries of women as
variously Cistercian and Benedictine, for example, on mortuary rolls. 149 The abbey of La
Cambre, the motherhouse of Beaupré, is a similar case in the Low Countries. Alexandre
Notebaert noted that the monastic identity assigned to La Cambre in the early documents
depended on the author’s perspective.150 In the original foundation charter of 1201, no mention is
made of an Order or a Rule. The bishop’s confirmation from 1202, however, refers to both the
Rule of St. Benedict and the Cistercian Order. Notebaert concluded from his survey of
documents before 1232 that, with one exception, lay authors do not mention Cistercians or the
Benedictine Rule in association with La Cambre. The reverse is true of bishops, however. Long
before La Cambre was officially recognized by the General Chapter or known as Cistercian by
the laity, the bishops of Cambrai were referring to the community as Cistercians. Because
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nunneries were under the authority of the local bishop, the path toward Cistercian integration is
thus longer and more complex than the actions of the General Chapter. 151
According to Degler-Spengler, the women’s religious movement posed real challenges to
the existing institutional patriarchy. She observed that there were only 15 female monasteries in
Germany in the twelfth century. 152 By 1250, that number increased to 250, and to over 300 by
1300. Similarly, there was only one Cistercian nunnery in the Low Countries as of 1181
(Herkenrode), but by 1251, there were 66, which greatly exceeded the number of men’s
communities in the region (15 recorded in that year). Roger De Ganck characterized this change
as an “avalanche.”153
In contrast to the General Chapter’s near complete silence on women in the twelfth
century, statutes from the General Chapter concerning women were pronounced with increasing
frequency and specificity during the first half of the thirteenth century. Degler-Spengler read this
trend as a series of increasingly restrictive efforts to manage the massive influx of nuns into the
Order. In 1219 and again in 1225, the General Chapter set limits on the maximum size of
Cistercian nunneries and promised to depose abbesses who allowed their communities to grow
larger. In 1220, the Chapter discouraged the incorporation of all new women’s communities.
They extended the hiatus in 1228 to include even those founded by colonization (likely delaying
the incorporation of Beaupré). If the intended effect of the oft-quoted 1228 statute was to curb
the expansion of nunneries, Degler-Spengler insisted it was a grand failure. But the legislation
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did ease the burden on the male branch by refusing to promise new nunneries either visitation or
spiritual oversight. Other ordinances addressed additional pressures on male communities such
as a request to the pope in 1222 that the General Chapter not be compelled to send monks and
lay brothers to female monasteries to assist in administration.
The lack of success in the General Chapter’s regulatory efforts is clear in legislation from
1229, which reduced the punishment for abbots who continued to visit women’s communities.
Rather than immediate demotion, offending abbots were resigned to a fast of bread and water on
Fridays. A series of regulations for nuns’ confessors were issued in the 1230s and 1240s. By
1241, the General Chapter agreed that Cistercian monks and nuns were equally subject to
imprisonment for the same offenses.
When read against the women’s religious movement and similar struggles to integrate
women among the Premonstratensians, Dominicans, and Franciscans, the statutes regarding nuns
suggest an inability to cope with unprecedented growth. Degler-Spengler concluded that “it
would not have been prudent for the Cistercian General Chapter to show a more positive attitude
towards women’s houses than did the other Orders; this would doubtless have resulted in too
many convents being assigned to the Cistercian Order, in view of the flood of women’s
monasteries and the popes’ policy of incorporation.”154
Anne Lester views the exodus of women into religious life around 1200 as a
fundamentally urban movement. She argues that “the poverty movement and the women’s
religious movement were a powerful critique of the norms of behavior linked to profit making
and social ambition that proliferated in [regions like northern Italy and the southern Low
Countries]” and that these women largely belonged to those social classes most connected to the
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urban fair economy.155 Her study of Cistercian nuns in the Champagne region traces the
institutionalization of the women’s religious movement. With few exceptions, the female
Cistercian abbeys in Champagne began as informal groups living and praying together while
serving the poor, lepers, and the dying in hospices known as domus dei. She follows Augustine
Thompson’s characterization of their individual, uninstitutionalized, and unregulated religious
experience as “freelance” spirituality.156 Supporting this work was a class of wealthy women
disposed toward patronizing new women’s communities. Lester acknowledges that it is not yet
fully understood how women began to enjoy greater control over property and wealth by the
thirteenth century, but partially attributes changes in “tenurial practices, the demilitarization of
fiefs, the effects of the crusades upon familial estates, and the prominent role of the regentcountesses.”157
The abbey of Beaupré mirrors these trends closely. The house was founded in 1228
through the benevolence of Alix de Boelare.158 It is unknown, however, when the abbey of
Beaupré was formally admitted by the Cistercian Order. While they called themselves Cistercian
in their foundation charter of 1228, which was confirmed by the bishop of Cambrai the following
year, they do not appear in the statutes of the General Chapter in 1229 among the lists of those
seeking admission to the Order or those seeking approval to found new monasteries. 159 In fact,
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they are not referred to in any document of the General Chapter until the resolution of a dispute
between a nun of the house and her aunts in 1234.160 Nevertheless, Pope Gregory IX had granted
a papal certificate to Beaupré on December 20, 1233 with the inscription, “Dilectis in Christo
filiabus, Abbatisse ac conventui de Belloprato, Cisterciensis Ordinis, Cameracensis diocesis.”
André Du Bois argued that Beaupré was thus formally incorporated between 1230-1233 and that
the delay was the result of an administrative backlog rather than a fundamental shift in the
community’s religious identity.
The patroness of the Beaupré Antiphoner, Lady de Viane, and another woman named
Clementia are depicted in volume 1, fol. 3v. While these liturgical books represent a firm
commitment to Cistercian chant at a time in the 1280s when their status as Cistercian nuns was
solidified and undisputed, they also included many unica that departed from standard Cistercian
use - perhaps local chants or even compositions by the nuns themselves. As chapter 4 of this
dissertation will show, these liberties that were evidently permitted a community of Cistercian
nuns in the thirteenth century were deemed inadmissible by Cistercian reformers in the fifteenth
century, who considered them deviations and insufficiently Cistercian.

1.4 Liturgy in Women’s Communities
The Summa Cartae Caritatis required that all Cistercian monasteries possess the
necessary books and observe the same liturgy. The reality in the twelfth and early thirteenth
centuries, particularly for women, was typically more complex. 161 The historical record shows
that it was not clear whether communities considered themselves Cistercian only once they
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possessed the right liturgical books, or whether they acquired the books because they had already
been recognized as Cistercians. Furthermore, the books they received were not always the
correct Cistercian ones. To cite one example, Heloise’s abbey of the Paraclete, like many reformminded communities in the twelfth century, never became formally affiliated with Cîteaux, but
in the books from the Paraclete, Chrysogonus Waddell uncovered substantial Cistercian
influence traceable to the first Cistercian antiphoner.162 The Paraclete maintained many of the
chants that were supplanted in the second recension of the 1140s. 163 But even before the
Bernardine reform, Heloise complained of many of the same problems that inspired the
Cistercians’ second revision including “the inequality of syllables” and hymns about the morning
light sung at midnight.164 The partially Cistercian liturgy established by Heloise thus illustrates a
middle ground occupied by many women’s communities. Heloise evidently consulted Cistercian
books, but was not bound by them.
Another women’s monastery, La Fille-Dieu in Switzerland, was founded in 1268 but was
not officially incorporated into the Cistercian Order until some time later. 165 The liturgical
manuscripts for the new house (Westmalle 12 A-B), probably provided by the Abbot of Hautcret,
consisted of a compilation of five or six manuscripts grouped in two volumes and heavily edited,
erased, and rewritten.166 These folios originally contained the chants of Stephen Harding’s first
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recension of the antiphoner and were wholly or partially re-worked after the Bernardine reform.
Waddell speculates that the manuscript was a working copy from Cherlieu, the motherhouse of
Hautcret and a likely site of the reform project. 167 It was given to Hautcret shortly after the
revision was completed for their temporary use. Once a more presentable copy of the new liturgy
was finished, the Westmalle manuscript fell out of use. Only when a new community of nuns in
the area required Office books did the manuscript return to practical use.
Waddell found when he compared the Westmalle chants to sources from Metz that the
Westmalle manuscripts still contained a significant portion of Messine material belonging to
Stephen Harding’s first revision. Upon their incorporation, then, the nuns of La Fille-Dieu were
given a messy, partially outmoded, and already rejected liturgy. How common this circumstance
was in nuns’ communities is unknown, but it suggests a double standard between the male and
female branches of the Order. Additional questions awaiting research are how women’s
communities received and adopted new liturgical norms, what liturgical standards they were held
to by their abbot-visitors and the General Chapter, and how much freedom they had to compose
new liturgies.
Most of the liturgical books used by Cistercian women were copied by male scribes.
These books and their images have traditionally been overlooked in studies of the devotional
lives of nuns because, as Jeffrey Hamburger noted, they do not allow us to look “beyond
inevitably misogynistic representations of women” produced by men. 168 His prodigious body of
scholarship has focused on images created by nuns, known as Nonnenarbeiten, characterized by
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a certain amateurishness and simplicity. Whatever they lack in visual refinement, they provide as
a rare opportunity to encounter religious women expressing themselves directly. Work in this
area has opened new avenues for understanding the visual culture, spirituality, and intellectual
lives and contributions of medieval nuns broadly.
Art historians have taken especial interest in liturgical books produced by women. Much
of their work has focused on how the images in these books function as exegetical meditations
on the liturgy. The most notable Cistercian study is Judith Oliver’s monograph on the Codex
Gisle (Osnabrück, Bistumsarchiv, MA 101). 169 This exquisite and exceptional codex was
produced by Gisela von Kerssenbrock at the abbey of Marienbrunn in Rulle around 1300. Its
historiated initials are interwoven with the text and music of the liturgy and thus synthesize art,
music, theology, and liturgical action.170 Oliver observed, for example, that the sequence of
images contained within the full-page initial for the Easter introit “Resurrexi” parallels the
sequence of post-Crucifixion events recited in Apostle’s Creed (He descended into hell. On the
third day he rose again from the dead).171 The initial R is surrounded by angels and populated
with figures from the Old Testament and John the Baptist who all meet at this theological nexus.
Similarly, they carry scrolls with Biblical verses derived from chants as well as lessons from
other liturgies in Holy Week and Eastertide. The dense assemblage of meaning in the codex’s
images both reflects on the liturgy and shapes the experience of it as visual commentary.
The potential to convey complex theological ideas in a liturgical manuscript through the
combination of chant and image has been approached by both Lori Kruckenberg and Judith
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Oliver examining the same image in the Codex Gisle for the Christmas day introit “Puer natus
est.” Kruckenberg pointed to this illustration as a clear example of the liturgical theology of the
sequence as angelic song. Within the initial P, a choir of six nuns sing from a book with the text
of the sequence “Grates nunc omnes.” A mirroring choir of angels overhead simultaneously
sings “Gloria in excelsis Deo.”172 The parallel between the two choirs is solidified by the final
words of the sequence, which read “ut canamus cum angelis semper gloria in excelsis.” She
notes moreover that the image is not divided into panels, but is contained within “one
continuous, interconnected representation.” 173 Moreover, she found multiple intersecting
temporalities within it that express both the hic et nunc theology of liturgical commemoration
and the underlying unity of discrete liturgies such that the sequence “Grates nunc omnes”
belongs to the Mass in nocte whereas the illuminated introit belongs to the Christmas Mass in
die.
Oliver followed her monograph on the Codex Gisle with a more in-depth article on this
single image. She stressed the unity of the frame and argued that the canopy of the bed on which
Mary lies holding the Christ-child with Joseph doubles as the vault of the monastery church and
the legs of the bed as its columns.174 Meanwhile, angels in the upper corners play the harp and
vielle evoking sound on the page and perhaps inviting the nuns to add their own voices to the
angelic ensemble by singing the notated chant. Oliver highlighted that the choirmistress, Gisela
(her name is inscribed over her), points to the word “omnes” in the sequence text, thereby
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commanding all her sisters to sing. As she argued for the unity of the page, Oliver attended as
well to the words as visual objects themselves. On this page, the chant text is written in gold leaf.
Oliver related these golden letters to the writing of Mechtild of Hackeborn (c. 1241-1298) from
the Cistercian abbey of Helfta who described the words of chant as jewels in her Book of Special
Grace (Liber specialis gratiae).175 In a vision of Christ and St. Agnes on St. Agnes’s feast,
Mechtild saw the words of the Matins responsory “Amo Christum” embroidered in gold on their
robes. These words produced light which shined on the nuns as they sang the liturgy. Similarly,
red or blue-colored neumes are symbolic. Oliver remarked that gold represented divine light,
blue was associated with the heavens, and red evoked blood, fire, and love. 176 These visual
techniques imbue the chant with power, spiritual context, and multi-sensory experience. They
also reflect a deep engagement with liturgical theology, referential and ruminative thinking, and
even perhaps contemporary spiritual and visionary writing.
There have been several recent studies of women’s liturgy in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries outside of a Cistercian context including Michael Norton and Amelia Carr’s
examination of twenty-five liturgical manuscripts from the Augustinian monastery of
Klosterneuberg.177 Although Klosterneuburg was a double community, Norton and Carr
critiqued the long-held assumption that men’s and women’s liturgies there were identical. The
authors situate their work in a burgeoning body of scholarship reassessing “the extent to which
the canonesses of Klosterneuburg held sway over their liturgical practice.” 178 The authors note
the difficulty of disentangling male and female liturgical observance, but establish this
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differentiation as their primary task. Like much other scholarship on women’s liturgy, their
interest is directed toward female authorship, practice, and self-governance rather than toward
the canonesses’ liturgy in its entirety.
Anne Bagnall Yardley has produced an ambitious survey of the liturgical books and
practices of all types of religious women in medieval England from the tenth century through the
dissolution of monasteries in 1538.179 She set herself the task of describing normative practices
based solely on manuscripts used by women without recourse to male models. Yardley
acknowledged the challenges of her endeavor, which include the paucity of the evidence and the
substantial diversity among the customs of religious institutions. In order to limit herself to
women’s manuscripts, she was impelled by the sparsity of sources to broaden her inquiry to all
communities of women. Nonetheless, she argued that monastic communities of every observance
share much in common through the regular chanting of the liturgy. 180 Her survey emphasized the
similarity of liturgical practices between female and male communities and serves as a welcome
corrective to scholarship highlighting difference.
The most forceful case for the study of the liturgy in women’s communities was arguably
presented by the authors of Liturgical Life and Latin Learning at Paradies bei Soest, 13001425.181 Jeffrey F. Hamburger, Eva Schlotheuber, Susan Marti, and Margot E. Fassler
contributed from the perspectives of art history, history, manuscript studies, and musicology
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toward a detailed study of the three graduals, a two-part antiphoner, and several additional
fragments from the Dominican monastery of Paradies bei Soest. They contended that the liturgy
was not only central to the lives of these women, but also that it was the focal point of their
learning. Unlike religious men, whose knowledge was typically directed toward issues of general
concern and circulated outside the community, enclosed women concentrated their education and
intellectual reflection on matters specific to them, especially on their own liturgy. The authors
proposed that, between women and men, “it was the concept of education itself that differed.
Whereas learned knowledge in the Latin schools and universities was organized by disciplines
and the scholastic pursuit of truth through reason (ratio), in female monastic communities it took
form and acquired depth in close association with liturgical practice.” 182 Consequently, they
argue that liturgical books and books of prayer produced or used by sisters and nuns are essential
sources for the study of women’s learning and thought.
As the authors demonstrate, the women of Paradies bei Soest expressed their learning
through a combination of media including liturgical activity, chant, imagery, and text. A major
contribution of the volumes is that the authors convincingly demonstrate how the study of
women’s liturgy and learning requires a multi-disciplinary approach. Secondly, the monastery
avoided reform during the period under investigation. By showing the Paradies liturgical books
to be repositories of sophisticated liturgical commentary and reflection, the authors paint a
picture of unreformed religious observance at sharp odds with the portrait drawn by later
reformers. Thirdly, because women’s learning was primarily directed inward and did not
routinely circulate, the authors make the case that scholarship in this area ought to be grounded
in individual female communities. Less explicit in the volume is the importance of diachronic
studies in women’s communities that trace the development of their internal discourse over time.
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Fassler’s examination of the chant at Paradies bei Soest in Liturgical Life and Latin
Learning centered on their sequence repertory, and Fassler and Hamburger highlighted the nuns’
composition of new offices for Saints John the Baptist, John the Evangelist, and Catherine of
Siena.183 Other scholars have also searched for the female voice in the additions women made to
their liturgies. Penelope Johnson argued that one way monastic women “asserted [their]
individuality and manipulated [their] environment” was through the creation of new offices. 184
Additionally, nuns personalized the liturgy through processionals like those of Poissy and in
Books of Hours. They also adapted communal liturgical prayer to vernacular versions in small
prayer books. Thom Mertens described these as perhaps “the most widespread form of nuns’
literacy in the Middle Dutch area” and drew particular attention to those containing the
vernacular Divine Office.185 He linked these translations to the Observant movement in the Low
Countries and suggested that they represent a more accessible personal engagement with the
liturgy associated with the Devotio moderna.
Though Johnson’s claim about the creation and elaboration of liturgies is convincing, it
must be complemented by the ways in which women also used traditional chant and liturgy to
understand and express themselves. By focusing too exclusively on supplemental materials, an
implicit suggestion may be made that the standard liturgy was so highly gendered that women
generally felt alienated by it, and that it is therefore a less ideal source for understanding
religious women. In fact, the revision history of the Beaupré Antiphoner and the network of
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monastic women created around the abbey of Beaupré during the Observant reforms of the late
fifteenth century suggest keen interest and appreciation of the chant repertoire created in the
second “Bernardine” recension of the Cistercian antiphoner and promulgated throughout the
Order. The nuns remained careful and thoughtful custodians of their liturgical tradition for
centuries. The compelling authority of their Cistercian chant corpus rested on the way in which it
was created.

1.5 Background of the Second Revision
Chrysogonus Waddell suggested that the omission of any reference to Stephen Harding’s
liturgical reform at Cîteaux in the Exordium Parvum was an implicit admission of its failure.186
Disillusionment with the Milanese and Messine sources necessitated a different and more
nuanced approach. If authenticity could not be recovered from a single urtext, the succeeding
generation of Cistercians determined that the authoritative form of the chant could be
reconstructed through reason, and therefore that reason superseded the authority of the written
record. True authenticity lies not in historical artifacts or long-held customs, but in logical
consistency.
Interestingly, this was a sentiment already expressed to Bernard by Abelard in his critique
of the primitive Cistercian hymnal and antiphoner. 187 Abelard’s Letter 10 was written probably
in 1131, but perhaps as late as 1135, in response to a complaint Bernard muttered to Heloise
during a visit to the abbey of the Paraclete about their text for the Our Father prayer. Abelard had
instituted at that abbey the phrase “supersubstantial” (supersubstantialem) in place of the
traditional “daily” (quotidianum) with reference to the Eucharistic bread. He argued that
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Matthew was an eye-witness, and therefore that his Gospel text, which uses supersubstantialem,
was a better source than Luke, whose commonly used text employs the word quotidianum.188
Having established this justification, Abelard then pivots into a lengthy critique of Cistercian
liturgical liberties. Abelard instructs Bernard to “pay heed that usage not be preferred to logic nor
custom to truth” and then quotes Augustine, Gregory I, and Gregory VII on the higher authority
of reason over custom.189 Though Jan Ziolkowski questioned how familiar Abelard was in reality
with the Cistercian liturgy, which the Cistercians themselves purported to keep guarded in those
first decades, Abelard’s critiques of the hymnal in particular are well-argued and biting. 190 He
cited Gregory I’s letter to Augustine of Canterbury in which the pope instructs the missionary
bishop to accept whatever he might find among the local churches “by way of special usage” that
may be advantageous and pleasing to God for the building of the English church. In contrast, the
early Cistercians applied no such discretion. They disposed of their own Molesme custom
without serious study of what they were leaving or what they were adopting. The Cistercians,
Abelard alleges, have abandoned both custom and reason and now baffle the people with their
novel and nonsensical chants.
No direct response from Bernard survives, and it is conceivable that he may have even
tacitly agreed. But Waddell believes an indirect response to Abelard does survive in the striking
parallels between Bernard’s Letter 190 written to Pope Innocent II in 1140 condemning points of
Abelard’s theology and alterations made in the revised hymnal to the standard text of the popular
Advent hymn “Conditor alme siderum.”191 These deviations exist nowhere else and are securely
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attributable to the Cistercian revision committee, and quite possibly Bernard himself in this case.
They hinge on a number of specific theological nuances. For example, as Waddell explains,
Bernard took issue with Abelard’s claim that the purpose of Christ’s incarnation was to educate
us in the truth. In Bernard’s soteriology, Christ came rather to restore fallen human nature.
Bernard writes, “but what does it profit that he should instruct us, if he does not restore us?”
(ceterum quid prodest quod nos instituit, si non restituit?).192 In the overhauled second stanza,
the original third line, “you saved the ailing world” (salvasti mundum languidum), has been
replaced by a phrase more suggestive of incarnational and redemptive theology that employs
another form of the verb restituire: “you became man, and restore [life]” (factus homo restituis).
Each of the hymn alterations match Bernard’s letter in this way. Waddell argues that the redacted
hymn text could only be Bernard’s way of responding, not in the form of a single polemical
letter, but far more effectively by branding the new liturgy with his theological stamp. Every
Cistercian for ages to come would chant Bernard’s position in chorus. Thus Bernard condemns
Abelard even while he is in the process of revising the hymnal following Abelard’s attacks.
On the basis of this correspondence, Waddell suggests 1139 or 1140 as the terminus post
quem for the new revisions of the hymnal, antiphoner, and gradual. The year 1147 is a more
secure terminus ante quem based on the Vita Sancti Stephani Obazinensis. The abbey of Obazine
had adopted the Cistercian liturgy in 1142 with a donation of old Cistercian books from Dalon,
but by the time of its formal acceptance in 1147, those liturgical books already had to be replaced
because of the recent reform described by the author. 193 The circumstances, personalities, and
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working conditions of this second revision are shadowy. The task was monumental and
ambitious. Not only was it the largest musical revision project ever undertaken, but an entirely
new editorial approach had to be developed. Bernard tells us in his Prologue to the Tractatus that
he recruited skillful brethren and entrusted them with the second revision. 194 He also indicates
that the new antiphoner incorporated “many and diverse sources,” regardless of their provenance.
At length, however, our brother abbots of the Order became unable to tolerate
[the Messine chants] any longer, and as they had determined that it should be
revised and corrected, they enjoined that this should be our responsibility. I,
indeed - summoning some of these very brethren who have been found to have
superior knowledge of the theory of the chant and skill in its practice - together
we have collected from many and divers sources a new Antiphoner, the
following volume.195

Although the hymnal, gradual, and antiphoner were redacted at the same time, the
gradual and antiphoner posed a different set of issues than the hymnal. The initial objections to
the hymnal were not primarily musical, whereas the focus of revisions in the gradual and
antiphoner was on the chant melodies. Thus, all of the music theory texts related to the reform
concern the gradual and antiphoner. The main objections to the primitive hymnal were its
insufficient size and the exclusion of familiar and much-loved hymns. The discovery of a
loophole in the earlier reading of the Rule enabled a solution. As Waddell summarized it,
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At a somewhat later date, but before 1147, some lynx-eyed Cistercian must have
noted that Benedict had used the term ambrosianum only with reference to
Vigils, Lauds, and Vespers. This opened the door to a large body of popular and
utterly standard hymns which were then assigned to Terce and Compline. At the
same time, some of the more archaic, esoteric-sounding Milanese hymn-tunes
were re-written or else replaced by newly composed Cistercian melodies of
great verve and exuberance.196

The new hymnal, which scholars refer to as the “Bernardine” hymnal or second
recension, preserved all thirty-four Ambrosian texts, though a few underwent various degrees of
alteration most often based on an alternative (and preferred) Milanese variant. 197 To relieve the
tedium of singing lengthy and frequently repeated hymns, the revision committee divided a
number of hymns so that a different portion was sung at Vigils and Lauds without abandoning
the requisite Ambrosian hymnody. For Terce and Compline, eighteen popular and widely known
non-Ambrosian hymns, all but one of which had been part of the Molesme repertory originally,
were admitted into the Cistercian office including “Vexilla regis,” “Crux fidelis,” “Ave maris
stella,” and “Veni creator spiritus.”198 Finally, hymn-centos (i.e. hymns composed of
amalgamated sections of other hymns) were also added for the feasts of Mary Magdalene, All
Saints, and the Holy Cross based on material from both the primitive hymnal and non-Cistercian
sources.
The Bernardine hymnal departed most from the primitive hymnal in its revisions to its
melodies. Waddell asserts that the committee’s primary focus was on the hymn texts, and yet
ironically perhaps the greater flexibility permitted for the music meant that the tunes underwent
even more extensive scrutiny and modification. While all of the Ambrosian texts were preserved,
seven of the Milanese melodies were eliminated. Many of the remaining twelve were tweaked
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either to bring them into closer alignment with modal theory or to accommodate more standard
and less idiosyncratic versions. Moreover, twenty-five new melodies were added. Some, like
“Ave maris stella,” were set to uniquely Cistercian versions, which Waddell credits to the
committee’s attention to Latin phrase structure and better text-music alignment. 199 The thirtyseven total melodies of the Bernardine recension nearly doubled the size of the previous hymnal.
The additions contributed not only to the diversity of tunes in the Cistercian office, but they also
greatly expanded the modal orientation of the repertoire. Whereas the primitive hymnal included
nine melodies in Hypomixolydian, nine in Hypodorian, and only one in Dorian, the new
offerings covered six of the modes excluding the two Lydian scales with finals on fa. The modal
distribution of the Bernardine hymnal was balanced between authentic and plagal types. Twenty
of the hymn tunes have their finals on re, seven on mi, and ten on sol.
Hymns comprise only one part of the office, however, and the revisions of the gradual
and antiphoner posed much greater musical challenges. The failure of the first reform provoked
an epistemic crisis between authority and reason. Scholars such as Waddell and Claire Maître
have inquired how Stephen Harding’s community could have accepted such problematic chants
initially and why Stephen never made an effort to amend them. 200 This was a question posed
already during Stephen’s lifetime by William of Malmesbury in Book IV of the Chronicle of the
Kings of England. William replied that Stephen was unshakably convinced of the unity of ratio
and auctoritas. When ratio cannot be easily detected in an authoritative text, its authority is
assurance enough that it is rational. The failure to detect it is the responsibility of the individual.
Stephen increasingly failed to convince others, however, that their objection to the Messine
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versions stemmed from their ineptitude rather than from their own reasoned judgment. Maître
detected in this Cistercian microcosm a larger epistemological shift at play involving a new selfconsciousness and reliance on the self.201 The primacy of individual reason enlisted succeeding
generations to develop a coherent and universal music theory to which the revised chants would
conform. Maître highlighted the novelty of such an analytical system preceding rather than
describing the musical object.
Waddell argued that the new Cistercian music theory was deeply rooted in the
Cistercians’ theological understanding.202 Because human ratio is a participation in the divine
ratio, it is unitary, simple, and ordered. Likewise, Maître asserted that chant in its state of natural
perfection cannot permit multiplicitas. She claimed, “its perfection comes from an order
designed by God, and it is by nature intelligible. It is possible for the human being to retrieve it
by the exercise of reason, by revealing the eternal principles of the chant.” 203 These parameters
thus situate Cistercian music theory within the modern field of natural theology at the
intersection of theology and philosophy. For the Cistercians, the ontology of chant determines
the form its melodies must take and dictates their editorial method. Indeed, the reformers were
not content only to produce new volumes of the hymnal, gradual, and antiphoner but also penned
five texts describing and theorizing their reform: the Tonary of St. Bernard, the Regule, the
Tractatus, Bernard’s Prologue to the antiphoner, and the Prologue to the gradual. All of these are
music theory treatises except Bernard’s Prologue, which narrates the story of the second
revision. The Tractatus and Regule in particular go far beyond introducing the changes to the
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new antiphoner and gradual and instruct the reader, for his or her own edification, why the chants
had to be thus based on rational deducible principles.

1.6 Principles of the Second Chant Revision
Claire Maître, like Solutor Marosszéki, proposed that the most significant and
unprecedented aspect of the Cistercian project was not their identification of problematic chants,
their theoretical principles, or their editorial interventions, but rather their construction of a
totalizing intellectual system. While their primary concern was maintaining strict modal identity
on a local melodic level, they were simultaneously committed to the development of a global
modal theory in which the modes both generated and were generated by each other. On the
relation of authentic and plagal modes, the Cistercians invented the notion of a mediatrix, in
which the final of a mode generates the fifth of the succeeding mode. 204 Although the modes
occupy different scales, they remain related by their shared maneria. All of the modes are related
as equal in quality through this generation in contradistinction to the modal hierarchies of some
earlier theorists that relegated plagal modes to a secondary status. Moreover, the Cistercians
extended modal finals to psalm recitation, laid out in detail in both the Regule and Tonary.
Marosszéki was among the first to investigate the intellectual context of the Cistercian
reform and to summarize the principles of the four theoretical treatises before any of them had
appeared in reliable modern editions.205 His study did not restrict itself to the reformers’ account
of their methods, but used his own comparative musical analysis to deduce their principles.
According to him, the Cistercian chant reform revolved around four central tenets: modal unity,
the ambitus limited to a tenth, the reserved use of the B ♭ in notation, and the simplification or
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excision of certain types of repetitions and extraneous passages. Among these, unity of mode
was unquestionably the reformers’ main focus. It is the only topic treated in all four theory texts,
and the short Prologue to the gradual treats little else.
The Regule and Tractatus discuss mode at length in technical terms, but the Tonary,
written as a dialogue between a Magister and Discipulus, provides definitions of those terms and
the clearest explanation of the modes and each of their characteristics. The four texts all reiterate
the schema of the octoechos based upon the four maneriae: protus, deuterus, tritus, and tetrardus.
Within each maneria are two forma: authentic and plagal. Together, these eight scales
correspond to the eight modes or tones. All eight scales consist of a single octave that may be
exceeded by one degree on either end for a total ambitus of a tenth. This is called the progressio,
which is the “quantity” of the scale. It is demarcated by the lowest pitch, the depositio, and the
highest, the elevatio. Each progressio then contains a particular intervallic pattern known as a
dispositio. The Regule and Tonary identify the dispositio as the “nature” of the chant. The
depositio of the plagal forms of each maneria are a fourth below the final of the corresponding
authentic scale. Although they occupy different if overlapping progressiones, they share a
dispositio around the final. For example, the finals of the first maneria, D and A, are flanked by
whole tones on either side. The finals of the second maneria, E and B, both have a whole tone
below and a semitone above, etc. The overlapping range between the authentic and plagal of
each maneria is known as the common. This consists of one degree below the authentic final (the
requisite depositio of authentic modes) and a sixth above the authentic final (the admissible
elevatio of plagal forms). The remaining degrees are called proper.
The potential for one mode to transgress into the proper of a different mode and thereby
create modal slippage was one reason the Cistercian reformers were concerned to limit the
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ambitus to a tenth. The pitch below the grave final and that above the acute final strengthen the
identity of the mode rather than diminish it, since these neighboring intervals are fundamental to
the nature of the maneria. The two pitches outside the main octave are nevertheless exceptional
and subsidiary to those within the octave. They are to be approached with reserve and never
exceeded. The Cistercians also argued pragmatically that a tenth fits within the natural range of
the human voice as well as within the four-line staff without “unnatural” ledger lines. Moreover,
the authority of David’s psaltery, which has only ten strings, further substantiates this restriction.
Modal unity for the Cistercians was not only a matter of restricting cadences to the finals
of each maneria (re and la in protus, mi and ti in deuterus, fa and ut in tritus, and exceptionally
only sol for tetrardus) or of respecting the species of the form. It also applied to the melodic
characteristics associated with each mode, termed the compositio.206 Thus, an initial ascent from
a whole tone below the final to scale degrees 1-5-6-5 is a compositio of an authentic mode,
particularly of protus, because a plagal should not leap a fifth from the final or reach its elevatio
so quickly and decisively in the incipit. Moreoever, the compositio of the authentic is cheerful
because of its higher tessitura and such leaps, which the Regule characterizes as a “hilari motu”
(joyous gesture).207 Because compositio is qualitative, it is more difficult to define. The author of
the Regule writes that “the compositio is determined by the lightness or heaviness of descending
and ascending gestures as well as by the many differences of melodic contour” (compositio
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[consideratur] secundum levitates et gravitates descensuum et ascensuum, et multiplices
diverticulorum varietates).208 Similarly, the Magister of the Tonary responds to the student’s
question about compositio, instructing him that “the compositio consists in lightness and
heaviness, in motion to and fro, in the varied arcs and valleys and the many differences of
contour” (compositio autem consistit in levitate et gravitate, in extensione et reflexione, in variis
anfractibus multisque diverticulorum varietatibus).209 Despite this terminological imprecision,
compositio remains integral to the issue of modal unity.
Melodies which remain within a tenth are simple as opposed to double (double because
such a melody has the depositio of one mode and the elevatio of another).210 Within the category
of simple chants, however, some are regular because their maneria is clear from their dispositio,
while others are irregular because they do not possess the characteristics of their maneria,
whether from a progressio that is too small or from a compositio that fails to assert one mode
over another. For example, the compositio of a chant is necessary to distinguish between
authentic protus and plagal tetrardus, which share the same progressio and dispositio.
In addition to whether a chant is regular or irregular in terms of its maneria, simple
chants can also be perfect and imperfect regarding their form. 211 A perfect melody possesses not
only the dispositio proper to its maneria, but it also contains all of the identifying features of its
particular form, whether authentic or plagal, in terms of both progressio and compositio.
Imperfect chants, by contrast, are either diminished or dissolute. Like irregular chants, the range
of diminished chants is restricted to the sixth common to both authentic and plagal forms of the
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maneria. But whereas irregular refers to an ambiguous maneria, imperfect by diminution
indicates that the forma, whether plagal or authentic, cannot be determined from the progressio
or compositio. The maneria of a chant imperfect by diminution is not in question, however. The
Cistercian committee considered imperfection a much less serious offense than irregularity and,
remarkably, allowed it. Diminished chants are the only instance when compositio is not a
requisite melodic feature. Dissolute chants, whether by translation or by opposition, are not
permitted. Dissolution occurs when features of a melody do not align modally. Translation arises
after the grave final has been established in multiple cadences, but then later cadences move to
other pitches. Opposition results when there is disagreement between dispositio (nature) and
compositio (appearance), between progressio and compositio, or between compositio and
compositio.
The Regule illustrates these cases with the examples of the antiphon “Benedicta tu”
(Can 001709), which by nature belongs to plagal protus but by appearance resembles plagal
deuterus; the antiphon “Gaudeamus omnes in domino” (unidentified), which differs according to
its authentic tetrardus progressio spanning the ninth from grave fa to acute sol and the plagal
compositio which leaps a fourth rather than a fifth in the incipit, which it continues to emphasize
at the expense of the dominant; and the responsory “Beata Cecilia” (Can 006161), in which the
compositio of the first phrase outlines a rising fifth from sol-re followed by a stepwise ascent to
mi, thereby establishing authentic tetrardus. 212 But the subsequent phrase lingers on ut, which
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suggests the compositio of the plagal form of tetrardus because of the emphasis on the fourth
above the final rather than the fifth.
Antiphoner from Cambrai Cathedral (c. 1230-1250), Cambrai, Bibliothèque municipale, 38 (olim 40), fol. 156r
G-D = authentic tetrardus ≠

Be-ne-dicta tu

in mu-li- er- i-bus

A-D = plagal deuterus

et be-ne-dictus fructus ventris tu- i.

Beaupré Antiphoner, W. 760, fol. 55v; W. 761, fol. 174v; W. 761, fol. 218r (designated authentic tetrardus)
deemphasize A, cadence on G

Be-ne-dicta tu

in mu-li- er- i-bus

et be-ne-dictus fructus ventris

tu- i.

Example 1: Gregorian and Cistercian versions of the antiphon “Benedicta tu.”

“Benedicta tu” was singled out for particular opprobrium in both the Regule (four times)
and the Tractatus (ex. 1). Although it was widely classified as plagal deuterus, as the author(s) of
the Regule and Tractatus acknowledge, they (or he) claimed its dispositio belonged to the first
maneria because of an understood B♭. The alteration of this pitch displaced B as the modal
final. Instead, the antiphon could only cadence on A, thereby suggesting plagal protus despite the
antiphon’s overall compositio of plagal deuterus. The Cistercians’ solution was to classify the
antiphon as neither protus nor deuterus, but as authentic tetrardus based on the compositio of the
first phrase. The dissolution by opposition of the Gregorian version was thus corrected by
bringing the ambiguous dispositio into agreement with the compositio even though the chant had
never before been assigned to the authentic tetrardus mode before the Cistercians.
This type of dissolution was one cause of the reformers’ distaste for B ♭ because of its
direct threat to the maneria. Referencing [Pseudo-] Odo’s Dialogus de musica, the author of the
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Regule warns that the alteration of a single note can undermine the mode and holds up this
antiphon as a cautionary tale of taking liberties with the melody.
Modal unity and limited range were traditional principles in music theory, but the tight
regulation on the B♭ was a uniquely Cistercian preoccupation and an issue particular to
diastematy. The objection to the B♭ is not only modal, however, but also visual. It is an
unnatural element with no place reserved on the staff. It was permitted only in those cases
necessary to avoid the tritone when it does not simultaneously alter the mode. As both the Regule
and Tractatus caution, the introduction of B♭ to the fourth maneria makes its dispositio in both
forms identical to the first maneria, as in the case of “Benedicta tu.” So too in an antiphon like
“Nos qui vivimus” (Can 003960), the presence of a B ♭ split the manuscript tradition, in which it
is categorized variously as plagal protus or plagal tetrardus even though it ends on re, and re (at
least according to the Cistercians) is not a final of tetrardus based on their shared dispositio
(table 5). For the reasons detailed above in the ostensibly plagal deuterus melody “Benedicta tu,”
B♭ can also never appear in the second maneria lest it supplant the final, B♮.
Table 5: The addition of B♭ to tetrardus renders its dispositio identical to protus.

Protus
Tetrardus

Authentic

Plagal

DEF GABCD
G A B♭ C D E F G

ABCDEF GA
D E F G A B♭ C D

Moreover, the B♭ is permitted only in the acute range. The introduction of the Regule
grounds this rule in the generation of the B♭ according to Boethius’s discussion of the ancient
Greek Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems. The Lesser Perfect System consists of an octave plus
an upper tetrachord, whereas the Greater Perfect System encompasses two full octaves. Both
systems are constructed identically in the lower octave. Upon an extraneous pitch at the bottom
of the scale called the proslambanomenos (meaning “the additional thing”) and corresponding to
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the note A are stacked two diatonic tetrachords. The hypaton tetrachord occupies B-E and the
meson tetrachord E-A.213 The two are thus conjoined on E (the synaphe). In the upper acute
range, the Greater Perfect System repeats the intervallic pattern with a B-E in the diezeugmenon
tetrachord and E-A in the hyperbolaion tetrachord to form two complete octaves with the lower
proslambanomenos. The tetrachords that comprise this higher octave are thus disjoined from the
A of the meson tetrachord. By contrast, the tetrachord above the base octave in the Lesser Perfect
System is conjoined to A. Known in this System as the synemmenon tetrachord, it is the origin of
B♭, in which it provides the half step between the first and second degrees of the diatessaron,
mirroring B-C of the diezeugmenon tetrachord in the Greater Perfect System.
Reconciling the Greek tetrachordal system with the scalar hierarchies of the medieval
modes caused at least as many theoretical problems as it explained. Whereas B ♭ has a fixed
place in the Lesser Perfect System, it does not appear naturally in the church modes. The author
of the Regule simultaneously wanted to explain the origin of both B♮ and B♭ as natural to their
respective systems, yet later in the text dismisses the B♭ as unnatural to the scale and lacking a
fixed position on the staff. Whether diatonic or not, its existence was unavoidable. In some cases,
they maintained the chromatic alteration, but concealed it visually through transposition. 214
Cristiano Veroli, following Marosszéki, tabulated all of the chants in the gradual that he argued
the Cistercians had transposed to the upper fifth to avoid writing the B ♭. In other cases, the
practical task at hand was to contain it lest it alter the dispositio and contradict the mode. The
addition of B♭ in all four authentic forms effectively transforms their dispositio into their plagal
counterparts transposed at the fifth (table 6). Among the plagal forms, B ♭ similarly changes the
213
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dispositio to become equivalent to the mode a fifth higher. Plagal protus with B ♭ becomes
authentic deuterus, plagal deuterus becomes authentic tritus, plagal tritus, becomes authentic
tetrardus, and finally plagal tetrardus (whose dispositio is already equivalent to authentic protus)
becomes authentic deuterus following the pattern of the altered authentic modes (table 7). Thus,
a B♭ can never be more than an altered tone, and its overuse would undermine any mode.
Table 6: The addition of B♭ renders the dispositio of authentic modes identical to their
corresponding plagal forms through transposition at the fifth.

Authentic Protus
Plagal Protus

D E F G A B♭ C D
ABCDEF GA

Authentic Deuterus
Plagal Deuterus

E F G A B♭ C D E
BCDEF GAB

Authentic Tritus
Plagal Tritus

F G A B♭ C D E F
CDEF GABC

Authentic Tetrardus
Plagal Tetrardus
Authentic Protus

G A B♭C D E F G
DEF GABCD
DEF GABCD

Table 7: The addition of B♭ renders the dispositio of plagal modes identical to another.

Plagal Protus
Authentic Deuterus

A B♭ C D E F G A
EF GABCDE

Plagal Deuterus

B♭ C D E F G A B♭
*though this mode cannot exist because of its altered final, it hypothetically fits the same pattern

Authentic Tritus

F GABCDEF

Plagal Tritus
Authentic Tetrardus

C D E F G A B♭ C
GABCDEF G

Plagal Tetrardus
Plagal Protus

D E F G A B♭ C D
ABCDEF GA

Solutor Marosszéki pointed to Dominique Delalande’s analysis of the communion “Dicit
Dominus” (Can g00624) as an example of how the Cistercian reformers raised the melody a
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whole tone from F (with B♭) to G to avoid notating the flat while maintaining the same
intervallic structure.215 Nevertheless, this solution was not perfect. When their transposition
confronted them with a C♯ and F♯ in the penultimate phrase, “servasti vinum bonum usque
adhuc hoc signum fecit Ihesus primum,” they reverted to the original pitch level. The subsequent
and final phrase, “coram discipulis suis,” where there again appeared a B ♭ in some sources, is
transposed back up a tone even though this has decisively changed the final from F to G.
Marosszéki, like Delalande, presented the Cistercian revision of this communion as an obstacle
course of accidentals and a demonstration of the lengths the editors took to exclude them from
their notation.
Veroli disagreed with Marosszéki’s interpretation of the underlying rationale for the
changes to this communion melody, however. Veroli argued from his detailed analysis and
melodic collation that the original mode was ambiguous since neither the progressio nor the
compositio matched the tritus maneria suggested by the F final.216 In this regard, the presence of
B♭ may have been a symptom rather than a cause of modal slippage. For Veroli, this
communion is ultimately not an example of the Cistercians’ specifically targeting B ♭ qua B♭,
but another demonstration of how Cistercian restrictions on the ambitus, the B ♭, and even
repetition are all ultimately deployed in the service of clarifying the mode.
Veroli’s other case study on the Cistercian handling of B♭ focused on the communion
“Simon Ioannis” (Can g00256) (fig. 2).217 This chant, similar to many tritus melodies, was
notated with both B♮ and B♭ in all the sources surveyed. Like several other non-reformed
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manuscript traditions including Montpellier Codex H. 159, the Cistercians transposed the
original melody on F to a fifth higher on C. Although transposition preserves the dispositio with
a B♭ without the need to notate the accidental, the Cistercian editors followed, rather than
corrected, the transposed version found in the Montpellier Codex and others in which an
additional B♭is added to the melody, producing in effect a double flat.

13th-century
Missal from
Liège
(Namur,
Musée
diocésain,
MS 2)

Sy-mon iohan- nis di- li- gis

omni- a

a-

nosti

mo

Sy-mon iohanGraduale
cisterciense
(Paris, BnF,
n.a. lat. 1414)

omni-

a-

mo

tu

scis do-

his domi-

ne tu

mi-

ne qui-

a

te.

nis di- li-

a nos-ti

me plus

tu

gis

me plus

his domi-

ne

tu

scis do-

mi-

qui-

a

te.

Example 2: Cistercian revision of the communion “Simon Ioannis.”
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In a version of the chant found in a thirteenth-century Missal from Liège (Namur, Musée
diocésain, MS 2) that was cited by Veroli because of its close correspondence with the
Bernardine gradual, the communion melody modulates from plagal tritus to plagal tetrardus at
the cadence on “plus his” (F-D-G-G) (ex. 2). On the previous word “me,” the Cistercian version
moves down from a whole step. The shift destroys the dispositio of the tritus maneria at the
cadence and produces the same modulation into tetrardus (B♭-G-C-C (corresponding through
transposition again to F-D-G-G)). Veroli believes the B ♭ in this communion was not simply an
oversight on the part of the Cistercian committee, but was maintained precisely for the purpose
of modulation.218

1.7 The Issue of Repetition
What Marosszéki termed the fourth pillar of the Bernardine revision concerned cuts and
the suppression of certain repetitions. The theoretical treatises hardly discuss this action. In fact,
the undesirability of repetition is raised only once in the penultimate paragraph of the preface to
the Tractatus, and its exact meaning has been debated.
For we found the text in many places so paltry and mean that in the same
historia the same [versus] was thrice or four times repeated... We therefore took
pains that the same [versus] should not be found more than once in the text of
the same historia. Indeed, unless we are mistaken, you will find scarcely three
[versus] which occur even twice in the whole Antiphoner.219

The author specifies the source of the inappropriate repetition as those communion chants that
have been imported into the Office as responsories. These borrowings, which according to the
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Tractatus elicit boredom and contempt among the novices, are compounded by their verses,
which are ill-suited to the mode of the responsory. To rectify this problem, the editors explained,
Some of the postcommunions we have removed by substituting traditional and
authentic responsories; nevertheless, we retained the text of some of them that
were holy and scriptural. and we adorned them with a wholesome and beautiful
chant, in each case employing sober and sensible music.220

Yet, scholarship on the Bernardine chant forms has made little mention of these responsories,
and they have yet to be identified.
Peter Wagner interpreted versus to mean any textual excerpt.221 The Cistercians’
objection thus rested on repeating texts on the same feast day. Veroli refuted Wagner’s
interpretation, however, by compiling an inventory of textual repetitions in Masses preserved in
the Cistercian gradual (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS n.a. lat. 1414) as well as the
similar gradual-sacramentary from the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem (c. 1140, use
of Paris) (Rome, Biblioteca Angelica, MS 477).222 He argued convincingly that the volume of
textual repetition maintained in the revised gradual refutes Wagner’s view.
Marosszéki, by contrast, understood versus to include any melodic-textual phrase. He
interpreted this passage as targeting repetitions and excessively lengthy melismas in the gradual.
Several types of interventions in the gradual went unmentioned in the four theoretical treatises,
and Marosszéki was thus led to create a somewhat miscellaneous category of simplifications and
cuts, which he related, however tangentially, to this passage. For him, the Cistercian stance on
repetition manifested in three contexts unnamed in the Tractatus. First, the initial phrases in six
220
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offertories were repeated either immediately after the first phrase or after the entire chant as a
reprise - a holdover from an earlier and obsolete antiphonal practice of reiterating the chant or its
first phrase when offertory verses were still in use.223 With the exception of “Benedictus es,”
these superfluous extensions were cut while care was taken to end on the proper final. Secondly,
Marosszéki counted approximately sixty Alleluias that saw their melismas reduced in both the
jubulus of the alleluia chant and the cauda of the verse. Finally, and the most minor of all the
revisions, the repercussed notes in some gradual chants were reduced, but not abolished.
Regarding Marosszéki’s first group of offertories, Veroli identified five other Mass
propers whose melodies were shortened by the Cistercians. 224 Additionally, five chants in the
Cistercian gradual were simplified not only by the Cistercians but also as witnessed in numerous
other non-Cistercian manuscripts, particularly from northeastern France. 225 On the basis of these
last five correspondences, Veroli suspected that future source study will reveal even more
correspondences between the Cistercian changes and versions already in circulation, particularly
in more formulaic graduals and tracts. He predicted that such findings will continue to fray the
distinctiveness and peculiarity of the Bernardine forms. Yet, given the later date of many of
Veroli’s comparanda, the search for origins and causation may introduce a “chicken and egg”
problem.
In response to Marosszéki’s final group of simplifications, Veroli drew attention to
several contrasting examples where the Cistercian gradual contains more repercussed notes than
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most other sources.226 Veroli did not find sufficient consistency to support Marosszéki’s
generalizations about this principle of reform. He also did not consider the Cistercian versions so
distinctive in this regard from other versions circulating in northeastern France. Rather, he
argued that the multivalent term historia does not refer to the proper office of a feast in the
Tractatus as Wagner read it. Among the many other meanings associated with the term in the
Middle Ages that he lists (codex, proper office, lection, responsory following a lection, or
rhythmic and versified office), he contended that historia in the passage in question refers more
narrowly to the Matins antiphons on a feast or solemnity. 227 The Cistercians, according to Veroli,
were concerned primarily with textual repetition, which would impinge on the narrative flow of
the lections at Matins. They were not disturbed by all texts repeated during a feast per se, as
Wagner claimed, or by those melodic repetitions as Marosszéki proposed. They were interested
only in the continuity and structure of the Office readings and chants.
Veroli concluded that the Bernardine revisions not found outside Cistercian sources are
quite few. In this regard, he is in general agreement with the consensus view. Marosszéki had
suggested that comparison of the Bernardine melodies with variants and corrections already
circulating in the region would show the Cistercian interventions to be significantly more modest
than has often been presumed. A large proportion of the chants affected had long been known
and discussed as problematic in theory texts such as Odo of Cluny’s Dialogus de musica, Guido
d’Arezzo’s Micrologus, and especially Regino of Prüm’s De harmonica institutione and John
Cotton/ Johannes Afflighemensis’s De musica, which first investigated the problem of ambitus
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and modal unity.228 Waddell had also found that the eclecticism of the Bernardine sources
becomes evident through comparison of the revised antiphoner with the synoptic tables produced
at Solesmes for their 1934 Monastic Antiphonary. 229 The adoption of non-Messine sources thus
aligned the Bernardine chants more closely with general practice.
Veroli proposed that the Cistercian editors had only one overriding concern - modal unity
- rather than Marosszéki’s four. While Veroli admited that “within the Cistercian Gradual all
traditionally ambiguous melodies show a compactness and modal coherence that are hard to find
elsewhere,” he also argued against Delalande’s assertion that the Cistercians suppressed internal
modulations. Rather, he contended that modal unity was a “very broad and elastic concept” that
was “applied by reformers with such rigor as much as compromise.” 230 Though the Cistercians’
efforts were more systematic than any that had come before, their dogmatism is easily
overstated. The author of the Tractatus acknowledged this flatly.
We do not wish to conceal from posterity that, following the exhortation of our
lords and fathers, we retained many things from the old Antiphoner which are
tolerable enough, but actually could be a good deal better. We have left
uncorrected however, two things that are in dire need of correction, that is to
say, the metrum [mediant] of the Fourth tone and the metrum of the Seventh.
Though we were able to correct them in the Gradual, we were unable to do so in
the Antiphoner because of the usage in the psalms: this brought forth
protestation by these same fathers of ours, with whose consent and blessings we
carried out the rest of the work according to our ability.231
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The Cistercians’ discerning rather than blanket approach has been the focus of recent
studies on the two recensions of the antiphoner. Since the primitive Cistercian gradual has never
been identified, Delalande, Marosszéki, and Veroli’s analysis of the Cistercian gradual employed
comparanda from the region or manuscripts representative of particular traditions without
recourse to older Cistercian material. As the above quotation evinces, we know from the
Prologue to the gradual that the same revision team edited the antiphoner and the gradual as a
piece.232 Similarly, the Regule interchanges musical examples from both the Mass and the
Office.

1.8 The Revision Process
Research on the gradual has focused on musical analysis, whereas examination of the
Cistercian antiphoner has concentrated on its sources. Several studies have honed in on particular
manuscripts close to the revision process that reveal the internal workings of the committee
through their edits and additions. Alicia Scarcez concluded that the corrections she uncovered in
Westmalle 12 A-B belong to an intermediate stage between the first and second antiphoners and
that this antiphoner was a “laboratoire” for the second revision of the repertory. 233 With such a
privileged view into the reform process, Scarcez argued that the consensus touted by Bernard in
his Prologue was illusory. In fact, she finds evidence of a great diversity of opinion, a complex
process, and (as the author of the Tractatus acknowledges in the conclusion quoted above)
several tasks left incomplete for lack of a viable solution.
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Manuel Pedro Ferreira’s analysis of the notation in Westmalle 12 A-B as well as the
gradual Oelenberg 47 revealed several hands actively working on the revisions. 234 He, following
Maur Cocheril, found that the two main hands of the gradual resembled hands C and D in the
antiphoner.235 Hand D in Westmalle 12 A-B was responsible for corrections and final edits, and
Ferreira argued that this must be the hand of the head of the revision committee, Guy d’Eu. 236 He
concluded that these two manuscripts were thus produced by the Cistercian committee to serve
as exemplars for the Bernardine reform in the 1140s - a bold claim for these manuscripts that
Scarcez rejects.
The identity of the actual authors of the five documents of the chant reform has been the
subject of long debate, beginning with Dom Mabillon in 1690. The name Guy de Cherlieu
(Guido Chari-Loci) appeared in a now lost manuscript of the Tractatus from the abbey of
Foigny, which Mabillon had consulted. He concluded, however, that there must have been two
authors because the text describes a number of towns in the immediate vicinity that are not in
fact near Cherlieu. Additionally, the explicit of the Tonary names a certain Guy d’Eu (Guido
Augensis) as its author. Were these the same person or was more than one monk named Guido
responsible for the revisions? Scarcez believes the Guy d’Eu of the Tonary, whose name appears
in two other works, is different from Guy de Cherlieu, and the two Guys represent distinct
traditions.237
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Claire Maître revisited the question at some length in her edition of the Regule. She
accepted Francis Guentner’s view that Guy de Cherlieu and Guy d’Eu were the same person. 238
Nothing is known of Guy, first abbot of Cherlieu, beyond a short notice by the nineteenthcentury hagiographer Paul Guérin and subsequent references by Pierre Pidoux and Laurent
Cottineau, which connect him to the Durnes family of the Ornans bailiwick in Franche-Comté.
None of these authors cite any sources. 239 She dismissed these biographical details as
unsubstantiated and echoed Guentner that Guy, Abbot of Cherlieu, may have come from the
environs of Eu in Normandy. According to this theory, the monk Guy d’Eu became known as
Guy de Cherlieu when he became abbot. 240 Maître discovered a charter from the abbey of
Foucarmont, near Gard, with “Guido abbas de Caro-loco” named as a witness. The abbey of
Cherlieu founded the abbey of Gard, near Foucarmont, in 1139 in the region of Eu. She proposed
that the charter suggests a link between Cherlieu and Eu, but readily admitted that the evidence is
too scant to be conclusive.
More recently, David Wulstan has insisted that “the identity (or identities) of ‘Guido’ are
more problematic than hitherto imagined.”241 While he too sees no reason to deny Mabillon’s
claim that the author of the Tractatus is Guy de Cherlieu, he, like Scarcez, rejected Guentner and
Maître’s contention that Guy de Cherlieu and Guy d’Eu are the same person. Although there is
overlap and complementarity among the three main texts, Wulstan detected different voices and
probably different authors behind the didactic Regule, the polemic Tractatus, and the Tonary.
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The reference to Guido Augensis, novice under William of Rievaulx, in the explicit of the
Tonary must be faulty, Wulstan reasoned, because Guy d’Eu “was old enough to be [William’s]
father (if not grandfather).”242 Wulstan provided birth and death dates for Guy d’Eu as the basis
of his argument, but did not cite sources for them. He inverted their relationship and proposed
instead that Guy d’Eu was the novicemaster of William, Bernard’s secretary at Clairvaux, later
sent to Rievaulx. Wulstan argued that Guy d’Eu became abbot of Longpont and died in 1132
when William left for Rievaulx as abbot and Guy de Durnes also left Clairvaux to become abbot
of Cherlieu. According to Wulstan, Guy de Durnes wrote the Tonary with William while at
Clairvaux and penned the Regule after becoming abbot of Cherlieu. Wulstan considered
William’s mentorship to account for the better editing, clearer presentation, and greater
consistency in spelling and format in the earlier Tonary. Whereas the text of the later Regule is
more comprehensive, Wulstan found it to be “a somewhat rambling work, the terminology much
less carefully defined, and inconsistent,” and he attributed these characteristics to the lack of an
editor as capable as William.243 In Wulstan’s view, Guy de Cherlieu completed all three of the
main theoretical texts, but other authors either began the works or wrote the texts that were
incorporated into them, namely Guy d’Eu and Guido d’Arezzo in the Tractatus and William in
the Tonary. Wulstan’s explanation has the benefit of accounting for the dual authorship of the
Tractatus detected by Mabillon and for the multiple and diverse sources mentioned in Bernard’s
Prologue.
Wulstan has also postulated that one of the skillful brethren behind the Tractatus may
have been Abelard’s son Astralabe.244 Although there is no evidence for his participation before
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1147, Astralabe may have assumed oversight of his mother Heloise’s abbey of the Paraclete after
his father’s death in 1142. The Paraclete, Wulstan noted, was within a reasonable vicinity from
Cherlieu where the text was produced. He may also have become involved once Guy de
Cherlieu, the primary author, grew ill before his death in 1158. 245 Wulstan found in Astralabe’s
musical revisions of his mother’s sequence “Epithalamica” as well as his most famous hymn “O
quanta qualia” a melodic overhaul on two originally C-final orientations (what Heinrich Glarean
labelled “modus lascivus” in the fifteenth century) into a rigidly authentic Dorian tune according
to perfectly Cistercian principles.246 Moreover, the best text of the Tractatus on which Wulstan
based his edition was copied at the abbey of Hauterive near Fribourg under the abbacy of
Astralabe, to which he was raised in 1162. This copy is filled with several musical examples,
sections, and interventions not found in other witnesses that Wulstan credits to Astralabe.
Scholars disagree over the relationship and the hierarchy of importance among the
Tonary, Regule, and the Tractatus. Each of their respective editors has advocated for that
particular text. Wulstan claimed that the Tractatus is based on the earliest and most fundamental
material, whereas Maître asserted that the Regule was the primary reference text of the reform.
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Christian Meyer, in his edition and discussion of the Tonary, highlighted the instability of its
textual transmission and placed it at the center of Cistercian musical thinking and practice. 247
Meyer, following the work of Michel Huglo, compared variants among the witnesses of
the Tonary and asked whether the disparities in the manuscript tradition were linked to networks
of monastic filiation, as Huglo had suggested, or whether they were tied to the reform process
itself, as suggested by his textual collation.248 In what he described as the “paysage fort
contrasté” of the manuscript tradition, he found evidence of several stages of revision to the base
text, including the later addition of examples of the grave intonation for the first tone to the list
of representative antiphons with medial intonation. 249 Meyer suspected these clarifying examples
were provided to address lingering confusion about the revisions shortly after their introduction,
perhaps at the behest of the General Chapter. 250 While the timing of the revisions and their
dissemination is admittedly difficult to track, Meyer identified the abbey of Morimond as a key
player. He related the musical reformist élan at Morimond and its southwest German foundations
to the influence of the earlier chant reform undertaken at Hirsau and disseminated through the
area. He did not muster evidence for any musical or intellectual parallels between Hirsau and the
Morimond foundations beyond geography, however, and he did not venture to say how
Morimond’s involvement changes our picture of the Bernardine reform, but his methodology
offers another welcome avenue toward disentangling the reform process.
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1.9 A Fixed and Unified Corpus
As the Cistercian network expanded, chapter 9 of the Summa Cartae Caritatis legislated
that all houses affiliated with Cîteaux possess the necessary books including a psalter, a hymnal,
a collectaneum, an antiphoner, a gradual, the Rule, and a missal. 251 Chapter 10 of that document
stipulated that the text and music of these books as well as the Gospel book, epistolary, and
lectionary must be identical everywhere. To ensure uniformity across a rapidly diversifying and
far-flung network, the scriptorium at Cîteaux produced an ambitious compilation of its central
texts begun sometime before 1174 and completed between 1183-1188. 252 This manuscript now
exists as Dijon, Bibliothèque municipale, MS 114. Along the border of its table of contents on
fol. 1v is written the purpose of the book (twice - once in red ink on the outer edge in a clear
Caroline miniscule and again rewritten underneath it in a highly decorative, multicolored script).
“In this volume are included the books pertaining to the Divine Office, at least those not
permitted in our Order to differ. They are here redacted into a single manuscript for that very
reason so that the present book may be an invariant exemplar to preserve uniformity and to
correct differences in other manuscripts.” (In hoc volumine continentur libri ad divinum officium
pertinentes, quos utique non decet in ordine nostro diversos haberi. Sunt autem hic in unum
corpus ea maxime ratione redacti ut presens liber sit exemplar invariabile ad conservandam
uniformitatem et corrigendam in aliis diversitatem.) The actual table lists:
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I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.

Breviarii pars prima. Breviarium scilicet dominicale ab adventu usque ad pascha
Breviarii pars secunda. Breviarium scilicet dominicale a pascha usque ad adventum.
Breviarii pars tercia. Breviarium scilicet in nataliciis sanctorum per totum annum.
Epistolare.
Textus evangeliorum.
Missale.
Collectaneum.
Kalendarium.
Regula.
Consuetudines.
Psalterium.
Cantica de privatis. dominicis et festis diebus.
Hymnarium.
Antiphonarium cum sua prefatione.
Graduale cum sua prefatione.

Sadly, the last five sections including the hymnal, antiphoner, and gradual are missing. Waddell
supposed they were lost after the advent of printing when a publisher never returned them. 253
Nevertheless, the consistency of these books in the following centuries is remarkable.
The General Chapter regularly legislated against any musical encroachments on the Bernardine
chants. They prohibited three- and four-voice polyphony in 1217 in response to its practice at the
abbeys of Dove and Tintern and condemned “novelties and conspicuous curiosities” in 1302. In
1320, they called syncopation and hocket “absurd novelties” that were unacceptable in the
liturgy.254 Louis Lekai records that the General Chapter remained consistently negative on the
use of instruments in church despite continuous pressure to adopt them in services. Though they
finally relented and officially permitted the use of the organ in 1486, visual evidence such as that
found in the Beaupré Antiphoner (W. 761, fol. 270v), which depicts the image of a Cistercian
monk seated at an organ and was likely painted about 1288-1289, suggests that some Cistercians
had at the very least been comfortable with the notion of a Cistercian organist for a long time
before.
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Archdale A. King helpfully summarized the composition, printing, and promulgation of
new Cistercian books related to the liturgy from the thirteenth century including approved
breviaries printed at Basel (1484) and Strasbourg (1487, 1494) as well as the first printed missal
in Strasbourg (1487).255 Other editions from Milan and Venice published around the same time
did not have the permission of the General Chapter or abbot of Cîteaux. Consequently, in 1504,
the General Chapter explicitly forbade unauthorized publications of Cistercian liturgical books.
As will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4, the advent of print presented no challenge to the
liturgy of Beaupré. The General Chapter’s enforcement of musical prohibitions was largely
successful, and the Bernardine versions were preserved in most communities into the second half
of the seventeenth century and beyond. The authority of the Bernardine recension, buoyed by its
accompanying music theoretical apparatus, distinguished Cistercian chant from other traditions
and fostered an extraordinary musical conservativism in the Order. The revision history of the
Beaupré Antiphoner suggests that the nuns were fully cognizant of the relative merits of their
chant and took pains to maintain its integrity. During the Observant reform in the fifteenth
century, the antiphoner underwent careful scrutiny to remove any departures from Bernardine
use. An even stronger testament to their conviction in Bernardine musical authority, however,
was the nuns’ leading role in spearheading Cistercian chant in Benedictine communities of
women.
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Chapter 2: Decoration of the Beaupré Antiphoner
A total of 60 images survive from the Beaupré Antiphoner among an estimated original
set of at least 116.256 Volumes W. 759-761 contain 48 historiated initials and one miniature. The
central illustrations in the bound volumes have been inventoried by Sydney Cockerell and Lilian
Randall (see Appendix A).257 The subject and location of the initials in the manuscripts follow
the solemnities of the liturgical year. All of the historiated initials were framed with marginal
figures and drolleries. In addition to the illuminated initials, a lone miniature appears on the last
page of W. 761 (fol. 270v) introducing a hymn for Christmas. It features a Cistercian monk
playing a positive organ, and is the earliest image of a positive organ from the Low Countries.
The focus of the present chapter is not a comprehensive description of the extant
illustrations or an overview of the entire visual program. Instead, I will attend primarily to those
images that relate directly to the production of the manuscript, that represent music or the liturgy,
or that provide clues about use and interaction with the manuscripts over their long history. In
particular, I will return to the question of the patron’s identity and argue that Lady de Viane’s
husband was Gerard of Enghien, Lord of Zottegem and that he is twice depicted beside St.
Stephen, once in the first bound volume W. 759, fol. 169r and again on a separated fragment,
W. 915, fol. 2r. Lady de Viane’s father, Gerard de Viane, had been an early patron of Beaupré,
whereas the Enghien family were among the main benefactors of Cambron. After their son, also
named Gerard, moved to Ghent where he became castellan through his wife, patronage of
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Beaupré by the Viane family waned. It is most likely that Lady de Viane, her husband, and at
least one of their daughters were buried at Cambron beside the other Enghiens.
Secondly, among the manuscripts’ imagery, music is the most common subject depicted.
The Beaupré Antiphoner provides rare, and often exceptional, visual evidence of thirteenthcentury instruments. Yet not all details in the images can be accepted at face value. This chapter
will therefore describe and assess the veracity and reliability of the antiphoner’s representations.
Moreover, the antiphoner contains several images that relate not to music-making in a practical
sense, but to the theology of music, harmony, and sound, whether audible or inaudible. An image
in the bottom margin of the page introducing the feast of St. Benedict featuring a naked monk
dancing to a naked vielle player (W. 759, fol. 99r), for example, warns of the danger of secular
music and its power to unsettle the mind and body, while conversely the opening image of the
same volume for the Vespers antiphon of Easter portrays a devil twisted in anguish by the sound
of the angelic choir. Because of music’s inherent ambivalence, it requires skill, discipline,
attention, and restraint to perform in a way befitting God’s praise.
Finally, the large majority of marginal imagery was effaced by John Ruskin, as I argue in
the introduction. No study has yet been made of the drollery in the Beaupré Antiphoner, and
therefore I will focus on the surviving remnants and situate them in the context of Gothic
marginal decoration to posit what their original meaning and purpose may have been, and what
Ruskin found so scurrilous and objectionable about them.

2.1 The Patrons of the Beaupré Antiphoner
A woman with the inscription Domicella de Viane is depicted on W. 759, fol. 3v as the
patron of the Beaupré Antiphoner with a second and younger woman below identified as
“Domicella Clementia” (fig. 1). Henry Yates Thompson was the first to name Domicella de
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Viane as Marie de Bornaing, and he located Viane as the village in East Flanders near the
abbey.258 He suggested that Clementia was likely either Lady de Viane’s daughter or niece.
Domicella de Viane’s husband, however, is not featured on fol. 3v or named anywhere in the
manuscript. Gerard, Lord of Viane, appears in donation charters from 1277 and 1283. 259

Figure 1: Illuminated page for the first responsory of Easter. Center, detail of Domicella de
Viana. Right, detail of Domicella Clementia (W. 759, fol. 3v).

No scholar has yet been able to account for Domicella Clementia. Cockerell remarked
that the obituary of Beaupré (Brussels, KBR, MS 18200-1) records on March 26 (vii Kal.
Aprilis) the death of Lord Willelm of Viane and his daughter, lady Clementia (“obiit dominus
Willelmus de Viana et domicilla Clemencia filia eius”), but it supplies no year. In fact, there are
several Clementias listed in the obituary (though admittedly not related so closely to the Viane
258

The appellation “de Bornaing” does not appear in the two cartularies that survive from Beaupré, but it does
appear in the register of charters in Brussels, KBR, Fonds Goethals no. 74, fol. 21r; Henry Yates Thompson,
Illustrations of One Hundred Manuscripts in the Library of Henry Yates Thompson (London: Chiswick, 1916), 6:4.
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Domicella de Viane’s parents, Gerard, Lord of Viane and his wife Beatrix, donated land in 1244 and 1245.
Another Gerard, Lord of Viane, who appears in a charter in 1296, was her eldest son.
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family), and this entry makes no reference to his wife. 260 Moreover, three other references to
“Gerardus dominus de Viana” appear on May 11, October 9, and November 7, and these likely
correspond to the three generations of Gerard of Viane in the charters (Lady de Viane’s father,
husband, and eldest son). “Maria de Viana” is remembered on the Ides of September. Moreover,
a re-assessment of the identity of Gerard based on two initials in the Beaupré Antiphoner renders
it possible to determine that whatever the identity of Clementia was, she was not their daughter.
Gerard, in fact, was not a descendent of the Viane family, but rather of the Enghien-Zottegem
line, and he inherited his title as Lord of Viane from his wife (“causa uxoris”). This Gerard, Lord
of Zottegem and Viane, is well attested in documents, and we know the names of his three
children. Neither of their two daughters was named Clementia. We can thus rule out that the
obituary entry cited by Cockerell refers to her. She is also likely not a relation of Gerard at all,
and may have been a sister, close cousin, or niece of Domicella de Viane, whose genealogy is
undocumented apart from her father.
2.1.1 Two Initials for St. Stephen
Two initials feature knights wearing identical coat of arms praying beside St. Stephen.
Henry Yates Thompson and subsequent scholars recognized their arms were not those of the
house of Viane and were puzzled by the knight’s identity, whom they expected to be Lady de
Viane’s husband but concluded it could not be. In fact, they are the Lord of Viane, but he is
donning his own heraldry as Lord of Zottegem.
The first of these images introduces the opening responsory of Matins for the feast of the
Invention of St. Stephen’s relics on W. 759, fol. 169r, “Stephanus autem plenus gratia”
(Can 007702) (fig. 2). St. Stephen holds his emblems: a book in his left hand and a stone in his
260

Joseph Van den Gheyn provides a transcription of all of the entries from the obituary of Beaupré that may apply
to these three figures in “L’antiphonaire de l’abbaye de Beaupré près Grammont,” Handelingen van de Oudheid en
Geschiedkundige Kring van Audenarde 2 (1908-1909): 196.
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right.261 He is flanked by a kneeling knight and a Cistercian nun in the same habit as her
correspondence on W. 761, fol. 125r. The knight wears a sleeveless blue surcoat emblazoned
with a lion rampant decorated with a red fleur-de-lys on its shoulder (fig. 2 and 4).

Figure 2: Illuminated page for the first responsory of the Invention of St. Stephen’s Relics
(W. 759, fol. 169r). Right, detail of the main initial featuring an adoring knight and nun.

Figure 3: Left, detail of a hybrid with distaff and spindle in the upper margin. Right, detail of a man
playing with a cat in the bottom margin of W. 759, fol. 169r.

261

His book is a traditional attribute which represents either his office as deacon or his sermon to the Sanhedrin in
Acts 6:8-7:57, for which he was condemned to death and became a martyr.
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The significance of the coat of arms is amplified in the marginal decoration through a
witty inversion of the fearsomeness of the lion rampant into the non-threatening playfulness of a
cat (fig. 3). At the top of the page, a hybrid with the legs of a cat and the upper body of a human
plays with a distaff and spindle, suggesting yarn. Likewise, in the lower margin, a seated figure
in a green coif and blue surcoat resembling the knight’s garments dangles a stick in front of a
domestic cat. The cat bats the stick with a front paw outstretched in a passant pose that serves as
a counterpoint to the lion rampant in the initial.
Another image of a nun and knight beseeching St. Stephen is found on the disbound
fragment W. 915, fol. 2r and shows the knight wearing a similar surcoat (fig. 5). 262 On a blue
background, a white (or possibly silver or gold on the actual coat of arms) lion rampant is again
charged with a red fleur-de-lis on the shoulder.
Sydney Cockerell was the first to proffer an identification of the knight. He anticipated
the assumption that this was the blazon of the Viane family who commissioned the antiphoner
and observed that “these are not the arms of Viane which were (in the fifteenth century at any
rate) quarterly 1st and 4th Argent, a lion rampant sable crowned or, 2nd and 3rd Barry of six
vair and gules.”263 Gerard de Viane’s coat of arms does appear both in the thirteenth-century
Herald’s Roll (copied c. 1270-1280) and in the Camden Roll (c. 1280), assumed to be in large
part copied from the latter. The blazon illustrated is similar to that described for him by René
Goffin: d’or au lion de gueules, armé et lampassé d’azur, accompagné d’un semé de billettes du
second (see table 5).264 Rather, Cockerell suggested that the coat of arms in the two initials for
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St. Stephen “appear to be those of a member of the great house of Masmines.” 265 Elsewhere in
the same article, he surmised that “[the knight’s] name was probably Stephen.” 266 Nevertheless,
Randall described the image as featuring the Viane coat of arms. 267
Cockerell based his correspondence with the arms of Masmines on those illustrated in
Loredan Larchy’s edition of Paris, Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, MS 4790; a fifteenth-century
armorial of the Knights of the Golden Fleece to which Robert Masmines (Dutch, Massemen) had
been named in 1430 shortly before his death that year (fig. 6). J. B. Rietstap’s catalogue lists the
Massemen blazon as: d’azur au lion d’or, arm[é] et lamp[assé] de gu[eules], le corps ch[argé]
d’une fleur-de-lis du mème [sic], posée en bande.268

Figure 4: Detail of knight
before St. Stephen
(W. 759, fol. 169r).

Figure 5: Detail of knight
before St. Stephen
(W. 915, fol. 2r).

Figure 6: Robert Masmines
(Paris, Bibliothèque de
l’Arsenal, MS 4790, fol. 145r).
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Table 8: The main and cadet branches of the House of Zottegem in the long twelfth century.
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The Massemen were indeed an influential family in the region of Beaupré and were
related to the Viane patrons of the antiphoner through marriages of both families into the
Zottegem family.269 The Massemen belonged to the collateral Zottegem-Ressegem-Massemen
branch, and their arms were those of Zottegem. The oldest known Zottegem blazon consisted of
a lion and a diagonal bar.270 The addition of the fleur-de-lys on the lion’s shoulder and the loss of
the bar already appears in the seal of Giselbrecht (1202/04-1239), crusader and lord of
Ressegem, Massemen, and Laarne.271
A cadet branch of the Zottegem family merged with the Flemish Wolvertem. These two
branches of the Zottegem tree had their own coats of arms. The herald of the Flemish
Wolvertem-Zottegems was “d’azur au lion d’or, cour[onné] de gu[eules], la poitrine ch[argé]
d’une fleur-de-lis du même” like that of the later Massemen except for the addition of a red
crown. The cadet and collateral branches thus maintained versions of the Zottegem blazon, since
the Zottegem link remained the most noble of the joined families on those sides.
By contrast, Rietstap registers the Hainaut Zottegem arms as: gironné de dix pièces
d’arg[ent] et de sa[ble], les girons de sa[ble] ch[argé] chacun de trois croisettes d’or
(table 5).272 These, in fact, are the arms of the more noble Enghien house, which was the
patrilineal line of the joined families. Lady de Viane’s husband was from the first generation
born of that alliance. He was the second eldest son of Siger (Sohier, Zeger) of the house of
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Enghien and Aleidis (Alaisa, Alayde, Aleydis, Adelheid, Ide) of the house of Zottegem (tables 8
and 9). While Gerard’s elder brother Walter inherited the title of Lord of Enghien, Gerard
assumed the lordship of Zottegem through his mother. The younger son, John, became Bishop of
Tournai (1267-1274) and then of Liège (1274-1281). Lady de Viane descended from a cadet
branch of the Berthout-Grimbergen line.
Alison Stones identified the arms on the knight as those of Gerard of Zottegem, “married
to an unnamed lady of the Viane family at a certain date,” but doubts this is the same couple
associated with the antiphoner. 273 She highlighted that their son, Gerard who married Marie,
Castellan of Ghent, carried a different blazon. The knight, she argued, was likely not married to
Lady de Viane, because he is portrayed as young, and they appear on different pages. Stones
proposed the knight may instead be a son or brother “whose arms are undocumented.” 274
There is thus some disagreement in the secondary literature on the coat of arms of
Gerard, Lord of Zottegem and Viane, and his father Siger. 275 We know that his mother Aleidis of
Zottegem’s previous husband before Siger had worn: d’azur au lion d’or, armé et lampassé de
gueules.276 Guyot suggests that Siger and his son (Gerard, the husband of Lady de Viane) chose
the Zottegem blazon. The initials from the Beaupré Antiphoner strongly suggest that the first two
generations of the Hainaut Zottegem line did retain the Zottegem arms. Lady de Viane’s
ambitious son Gerard kept the patronyms of Zottegem and Viane but took the coat of arms of
273
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Enghien with changed colors, even though the lordship of Enghien belonged to his uncle and
first cousins.277
The possibility that the Enghien-Zottegem heraldry recognized in later armorials was
only created in the third generation of that alliance accords with the tendency to adopt the arms
of a person’s most prestigious connection (whether family or noble title), and this connection
changed markedly for the eldest men in the first generations of the Enghien-Zottegem family
line, because they all received their primary noble titles from their mothers or wives rather than
from each other patrilineally. Gerard, husband of Lady de Viane, gained his primary title as lord
of Zottegem through his mother. The eldest son of Gerard and Lady de Viane inherited the
lordship of Zottegem from them, but more importantly, he also received the position of Castellan
of Ghent in 1282 through his wife, Marie, Castellan of Ghent and Lady of Heusden (east of
Ghent). His preference for the Enghien coat of arms was likely political or aspirational when he
moved to Ghent. Thus, if the husband of Lady de Viane did carry the coat of arms of Zottegem
as Guyot proposed, unlike his father-in-law (the primary Gerard, Lord of Viane) or his son, he is
the knight depicted, and these are his arms.
Lady de Viane and her husband continued her father’s support of Beaupré with their own
gifts in 1277 and 1283 as well as with the antiphoner. Her husband last appears in documents
related to Beaupré in December 1290, the year the antiphoner was completed. Little is known of
Lady de Viane; even her name is attested in only a few sources, as she was referred to merely as
N. de Viane in seventeenth-century genealogies by Houwaert, Foppens, and Butkens. The late-
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thirteenth-century genealogy by Balduinus de Avennis, upon which the early modern accounts
are based, records only that “Gerardus…de Enghien” married “filia domini Gerardi de Viane
juxta Grammont.” Their three children were the aforementioned Gerard, Castellan of Ghent, the
middle child, Isabelle, who married Thomas de Coucy, and finally their youngest daughter,
Adeyde, who married Gerard de Lens, a knight.
Table 9: Coats of arms related to the Beaupré Antiphoner.

“Sir de Viane”
Camden Roll,
London, British
Library, Cotton Roll
XV. 8

House of
Enghien

House of
EnghienZottegem, from
Gerard,
Castellan of
Ghent

Arms of
Giselbrecht and
Robert of
Massemen
(c. 1387-1430)

Modern-day flag
of Zottegem

Whereas the Viane family were benefactors of Beaupré, the Enghien family were
important patrons of the much larger and influential men’s abbey of Cambron. Numerous
members of the Enghien family were either interred in that abbey or listed in the obituary until at
least the fifteenth century. Siger of Enghien as well as his eldest son, Walter of Enghien (brother
of Gerard, Lord of Zottegem), and several other relations were remembered there on May 9.
Gerard of Zottegem appears in the obituary of Cambron on September 7. Most members of
Gerard of Zottegem’s family were buried at the abbey, in addition to many of his Enghien
cousins.278 Walter of Enghien (d. 1271) was known to have a tomb located between the church
and cloister.279 Walter’s third wife, Marie de Rethel, was also buried at Cambron. Her illustrated
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book, dubbed “Madame Marie’s Picture Book” (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS
nouv. acq. fr. 16251) likely produced in Mons almost contemporaneously with the Beaupré
Antiphoner (c. 1285), included a Cistercian calendar further attesting to the Cistercian
connections of the family.280
Why Gerard of Zottegem was portrayed beside St. Stephen specifically remains a
question for research, but it is noteworthy that the youngest of his three children was buried
beside her husband in 1314 in the chapel of St. Stephen at the abbey of Cambron. Gerard may
have been severely ill at the time the images were executed and had arranged to be buried there
as well. He likely died shortly after the antiphoner was completed, which is perhaps why he is
not depicted as an active patron, but as a knight beseeching St. Stephen’s intercession.
2.1.2 W. 759, fol. 90r: Dedication of a Church
Lilian Randall has suggested that the knight reappears for a third time in the antiphoner
as the layman in a blue surcoat (without heraldry) holding a book and bucket in the initial for the
Dedication of the Church on W. 759, fol. 90r (fig. 7).281 The initial depicts the gathered
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community of nuns inside the church of Ste. Marie of Beaupré while the bishop stands outside
knocking on the door during the “attollite portas” dialogue. 282
The folio features one of only four scenes extant in the lower margin; all which are found
in W. 759 between folios 60r-108r. They each illustrate some aspect of the feast day, usually
based on the Gospel for the day. In the margin for the night office of the Dedication of a Church,
an old wizened man with visible ribs is carried off to perdition while a grief-stricken woman
helplessly looks on. Just to the right of the death-bed scene, a younger figure steals moneybags
from a locked chest. In the top margin, a hybrid with a horn pursues a hare. According to Jean
Wirth, hunt scenes involving hares signify flight and the chase quite literally. 283 The upper scene
thus amplifies the clandestine crime of the young man below.
The relation between the two scenes in the lower border is explained by the Gospel for
the Dedication of a Church taken from Luke 6:43-45.284 Jesus instructs in this passage that “a
good tree does not bear rotten fruit, nor does a rotten tree bear good fruit. For every tree is
known by its own fruit.” The didactic images on fol. 90r illustrate that the wicked life of the
dying man has resulted not only in his own eternal condemnation, but also in that of his son who
persists in his father’s evil deeds. The dying father and thieving son represent the negative aspect
of the Gospel syllogism, but the same lesson applies to good fruit and good trees.
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Figure 7: Top left, illuminated page for the first responsory of the anniversary of the Dedication of
the Church (W. 759, fol. 90r). Top right, detail of the scene in the bottom margin. Bottom left, detail
of the main initial depicting the nuns of Beaupré in their abbey church. Bottom center, detail of the
dying father. Bottom right, detail of the thieving son.

The chants and readings for the day emphasize the theme of building. In the central text,
the historiated initial is populated with the gathered community of Beaupré who celebrate the
building of their church as well as the “living stones” of their monastic lives. Just as their sins
will chase them, the good zeal and noble works they contribute now will endure and continue to
bear good fruit with each passing anniversary of the dedication. Meanwhile, if Randall’s
association of the knight with Gerard of Zottegem in this image is correct, his presence at the
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liturgy exemplifies the virtue of benefaction and those who build up and support the temporal
and spiritual lives of the monastic community in contrast to the thief below.

2.2 Representations of Music and Sound
The Dedication image serves as a reminder that Lady and Gerard de Viane’s gift was not
simply a material art object, but a contribution in support of the liturgical and musical life of the
community. Images of mundane and angelic music and music-making in the antiphoner abound,
and offer a wide variety of meanings. Musical iconography is found on the first folio of the first
volume as well as the last page of the last original volume thus framing the entire antiphoner.
There are a total of eight surviving musical images, including five initials and three marginal
scenes, as well as three effaced marginal illustrations of musicians and dancers identified by
Randall.285 The three visible marginal representations of music are found in two sections of the
manuscript (table 10). Two feature men blowing horns at animals, suggesting a hunt, and another
on the page introducing First Vespers for the feast of St. Benedict depicts a naked monk dancing
to the music of a nude vielle player.
2.2.1 Images of Worldly Music in the Margins
Table 10: Musical iconography in the margins.

Volume

Folio Subject

Instruments

W759

90r

Hybrid playing a horn in upper margin

Trumpet

W759

99r

Naked monk dancing to turned vielle player

Bowed vielle, dancer

W761

196v

Horn player in upper margin

Horn
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Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts, 3:1:37, 45-46. These are: a hybrid dancing to another hybrid
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The hunting scenes both feature a type of horn. A hybrid on fol. 90r faces down a
standing rabbit while blowing a trumpet in the upper margin (fig. 7). The instrument he holds
from underneath lacks holes; it is straight, long, and has a funnel-shaped bell. The ink is green,
perhaps suggesting a copper or brass instrument. The horn-blower on W. 761, fol. 196v is the
lone survivor of the marginalia on that page (fig. 8). He is particularly tiny and is wedged into
the fold of the binding. Nevertheless, both the natural horn he holds in his right hand as well as a
staff in his left have been effaced. The ink residue for both objects is the same green color. This
instrument also lacks holes, and, like all natural horns, it is much smaller than the trumpet and is
curved slightly upwards.

Figure 8: Hunter with horn (W. 761, fol. 196v).

Although the hunt is a common subject in the borders, it was a pastime forbidden for
monks and nuns. Likewise, the nude and tonsured dancer and vielle player on W. 759, fol. 99r
engage in the prohibited activities of dance and secular entertainment, and they do so on the page
introducing First Vespers for the Feast of St. Benedict (fig. 9). Both figures are slightly pivoted
to suggest movement. The naked and neutered monk faces the viewer while the viellist’s back is
turned revealing his buttocks.
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Figure 9: Left, feast of St. Benedict (W. 759, fol. 99r).
Right, detail of a naked monk and viellist in the lower margin.

Both anticlerical satire and images of musicians, dancers, naked figures abound in
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century manuscripts from northern France and the Low Countries, yet
representations of nude dancing monks are rare. I have not yet located any others in monastic
liturgical books. A Book of Hours from the diocese of Cambrai (the same diocese as the abbey of
Beaupré) produced c. 1300-1310 (Baltimore, Walters Art Museum, W. 88) includes an image of
a naked tonsured cleric (according to Jean Wirth) playing the citole for a dancer on a page for
Psalm 121, “Laetatus sum in his quae dicta sunt mihi” (fig. 10). 286 The man appears to reach for
the cleric’s genitals to the amusement of a roundel face looking on. A later censor has applied a
thin messy layer of brown ink to obscure the musician’s nakedness.
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Figure 10: Detail, Book of Hours, c. 1300-1310
(Baltimore, Walters Art Museum, W. 88, fol. 80r).

The image in the Beaupré Antiphoner creates an analogy between the naked pair and the
figure of the jongleur as a statement on the carnality of vain entertainments and the necessary
separation of monastics from worldly behaviors and interests.287 Jongleurs were a broad class of
performers who specialized in a diverse array of entertainments. They were known variously as
actors, jugglers, mimes, buffoons, minstrels, animal trainers, acrobats, and jugglers. 288 They
came from all walks of life including the clergy and were either hired for events or performed
publicly for tips. Although they were roundly condemned by religious writers who associated
them with the devil and as instigators of immodesty, vanity, and sin, much of the scholarship on
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these performers has stressed religious ambivalence and changing attitudes toward them and
their entertainments, especially among the mendicants.289
Jean Leclercq surmised that the majority of jongleurs in the early Middle Ages were
clerics.290 Condemnations against them were based primarily on their moral depravity and their
wandering lifestyle. Leclercq reaffirmed Helen Waddell’s conclusion that to be a jongleur (or
accused of such) was the most degrading profession a cleric could assume. 291 Yet, Leclercq
highlighted the conflicted opinions on jongleurs as early as the tenth century. The same
ambivalence is present in Abbot Suger’s Vita Ludovici VI, in which jongleurs are compared with
brave knights in one section of the text and with prostitutes in another. 292 Edmond Faral observed
that churches and monasteries welcomed jongleurs’ performances of chansons de geste and
dramatized lives of saints.293 Leclercq added that jongleurs often accompanied groups of
pilgrims or performed along pilgrimage routes. 294 Though jongleurs are often regarded as secular
musicians, their repertoire could equally be religious. Still, Leclercq argued that rhetoric did not
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always match practice. Jongleurs may have been regarded as “une ‘classe infâme,’ à laquelle
s’opposait surtout le clergé régulier. Mais cela n’empêchait ni les prélats, ni les monastères de les
utiliser, tantôt pour leur plaisir mondain, tantôt pour la propagande religieuse.” 295
John Baldwin’s historical investigation of the jongleurs’ social status compared the
writings, patronage, and performing activity of three contemporaneous groups living beside each
other in Paris around 1200 (a group of theologians from the cloister of Notre Dame led by Peter
the Chanter, a group of poet-musicians from the cathedral choir, and the royal court of King
Philip Augustus) to show the diversity of views on jongleurs and to what ends they were
employed.296 Complementing Baldwin’s horizontal study, Isabelle Marchesin offered a vertical
examination of shifting opinions on jongleurs from their first mention at the Council of Agde in
506, which censured wandering (gyrovague) clerics. Later sources objected to the jongleurs’ lack
of stable income, which necessitated that they sell themselves like prostitutes, to their social and
economic inutility, and to their distracting and unedifying spectacles. Thus, portrayals of
jongleurs with deformed and contorted bodies point not only to the histrionic movements of their
performances but they also symbolize their incessant wanderings, their uselessness to society,
and their corrupting influence on the audience.297
Some jongleurs were depicted nude. Elizabeth Moore Hunt’s research on nudity in
manuscripts from the period and environs of the Beaupré Antiphoner focused on the gendering
of the jongleur rather than on the body qua flesh. Susan L’Engle has studied nudity in religious
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illumination where it connotes innocence, modesty, humility, humiliation, and penance. 298 But
nakedness in the image on W. 759, fol. 99r is used instead to draw attention to the mortal and
corrupted bodies of these androgynous figures, their undignified contortions, and the
compromised integrity of the monk who has shamefully cast off the garment of his religious
profession. Medieval references to jongleurs compiled by Helen Waddell and Edmond Faral as
well as by Christopher Page attest to a particular focus on the body of the jongleurs when
describing their immorality.299
Page observed in the writing of Peter the Chanter as well as Thomas Chobham, Robert of
Courson, and Thomas Docking a distinction between secular musicians and the quasivaudevillian entertainers whose performances focused on their bodies. “There is a deep and
almost morbid hatred in these four authors for all bodily movement without modesty of carriage
appropriate to virtue and without the dignity of a useful purpose.” 300 In his Summa de
sacramentis, Peter the Chanter castigated jongleurs on the grounds of the “wantonness and
obscenity of their bodies, deforming the image of God.” 301 Echoing Peter the Chanter, a revulsed
Thomas Chobham bemoaned how “some [histriones] contort and distort their bodies with
shameless jumps or shameless gestures, or in shamelessly denuding their body.” 302 Thomas
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Docking’s censure also emphasized the nakedness and immodesty of the performers. For
William of Auxerre, the central moral issue was also not a musical one, but one of bodily
comportment. “Minstrels practice their art without sin, for it is not a sin to play upon the cithara
or to play an instrument... Strictly speaking a histrio is one who makes men laugh with
gesticulations of his body... to give [money] to minstrels with this intention is to sacrifice to
demons” [emphasis mine].303
Bernard of Clairvaux used the image of “acrobats and jugglers, who with heads down and
feet up, stand or walk on their hands” as an analogy for the inverted values of monastics vis-à-vis
the world, but immediately qualified that the monastery is not the theater “where lust is excited
by the effeminate and indecent contortions of the actors.” 304 Whereas the nudity of the figures on
W. 759, fol. 99r is lewd and base, the sin of that monk is more severe. Around 1320, the
Dominican Peter Paludanus glossed the injunction in several Psalms to “sing a new song to the
Lord” by contrasting this spiritual song with “a minstrel wishing to play the fiddle [who] takes
off his outer clothing, adjusts his inner garments, takes off the belt of his tunic, puts down his
hood...”305 Unlike David dancing before the ark, this monk has handed himself over to
animalistic passions by cavorting to the spell of the viellist’s music, by abandoning his monastic
habit, and by following the musician in his brazen nakedness rather than conforming himself to
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the yoke of obedience under the Rule. The moralizing message of this scene directed to the nuns
of Beaupré thus belongs to a larger discourse on bodily movement and, by extension, monastic
enclosure, modesty and restraint, and maintaining the dignity of one’s monastic profession.
In the tradition of monastic satire, monks and nuns were often both the primary producers
and the target audience. Such satire revolved around entrenched negative stereotypes affirmed by
monastics themselves. Some, like the wandering gyrovague and sarabaite or the monk given to
laughter, are even mentioned in the Rule of Benedict. Sita Steckel laments that no complete
history of anticlerical satire has yet been undertaken to offer context on the trajectory of the
literary or visual tradition, and there have been no studies of images of monks or nuns behaving
as dancers or actors.306 One could argue that satire against Benedictines (particularly Cluniacs) is
virtually intrinsic to Cistercian identity. Literary examples are many. Cistercian critiques of
Cluniac excess in matters of food, such as in Idung of Prüfening’s Dialogus, escalated into
staged and versified satire in De Mauro et Zoilo.307 The Cistercian enthusiasm for satire against
non-reformed monastics in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, however, turned against them
from the thirteenth century and exposed them as easy targets of hypocrisy by goliards,
mendicants, and the laity alike.308
The historiated initial on fol. 99r illustrates St. Benedict miraculously repairing his
nurse’s sieve (fig. 9). The choice to pair the dancing monk with the story of the broken ceramic
may rest on an analogy between the shattered sieve and the condition of the monk’s soul. The
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viellist’s music has upset the equilibrium of the body and soul and caused the monk to lose his
reason and behave rashly and immodestly.
According to Pythagorean musical thought, which dominated speculative music theory
into the early modern period, the physical properties of music have the power either to restore or
to disrupt the functioning of the mind and body. In the Timaeaus, Plato elucidates why the soul is
so sensitive to music by explaining the soul’s metaphysical constitution. The world soul and the
human soul are each composed of a mix of the circles of the Same and Different created by the
demiurge. The circle of the Different is arranged and distributed in various proportions, and set
in motion. Musical pitches are also produced from the same arithmetic ratios set in motion. 309
The body is thus vulnerable to musical vibrations, because they can either strengthen or disrupt
the inner motion of a soul in the same way that pitches combine in musical intervals.
Disharmonic sounds resonate and arouse irrational and undisciplined urges within us even below
the level of cognition, just as dissonance is produced from irrational ratios. Boethius affirms
Plato’s theory of resonance and asserts that “when rhythms and modes reach an intellect through
the ears, they doubtless affect and reshape the mind according to their particular character.” 310
Study of the various modes, therefore, is simultaneously ethical, political, and psychological.
Like the “resonant frequency” in modern acoustics, at which frequency an object will
crack, the viellist’s excited music has fractured the monk’s soul like a pot. Whereas Benedict
(and by extension, the Rule) makes the broken sieve whole again, the viellist sows confusion and
irrationality through his disordered melody. The viellist and his music stand in contrast to the
chant notated on the page. Liturgical song is harmonious and restores the soul to its natural order.
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The figures in the margin are a reminder to the nuns of Beaupré how sensitive the soul is to its
environment and why monastic enclosure is so essential.
2.2.2 Images of Celestial Music in the Illuminated Initials
Table 11: Historiated initials featuring music.

Vol.

Fol.

Subject

Instruments

W759

2r

Harrowing of Hell/Angel Choir

Harp, bowed vielle, portative organ

W760

173r

St. Cecilia wedding feast with
musicians

Psaltery, dancer, hybrid organ,
bowed vielle

W761

4r

Nativity and shepherds with
instruments

2 bagpipes, panpipe (frestel-type)

W761

268r

Christ in majesty with angel choir

Portative organ, bowed vielle, citole,
harp

W761

270v

Monk playing organ

Positive organ

In contrast to worldly music’s disharmonious and disruptive power, five main initials
feature music-making in praise of God (table 11). This music too, particularly that of the angelic
choir, is disruptive, as represented in the opening image on W. 759, fol. 2r, but in a reversed
capacity (fig. 11). This depiction of the Harrowing of Hell strongly evokes sound in both
registers of the initial A of the “Alleluia” for Easter. An angelic trio at the top sounds their
heavenly music playing a harp, vielle, and portative organ. Below, Christ bursts open the gates of
hell and the angelic choir’s music floods into the netherworld. A devil stands upon the hellmouth
grimacing and paralyzed with pain while he shields both ears with his palms. Christ steps
triumphantly atop a chained Satan. He has planted a flag of victory in Satan’s mouth with his
right hand as he escorts Adam and Eve out of the hellmouth. Behind them, standing in
chronological order, are Moses depicted with horns, King David bearing his crown, an
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unidentified young man (perhaps a prophet), a woman with a head covering (perhaps a holy
woman of the Old Testament or Synagoga personified), and finally a bishop with a mitre.

Figure 11: Initial for the First Vespers antiphon for Easter (W. 759, fol. 2r).
Right, detail of the devil standing atop the hellmouth grasping his ears.

The angels’ music simultaneously symbolizes harmony in a theological and ontological
sense as well as phenomenal (i.e. audible) music that the devil perceives. The two scenes are
separated visually by a thick crossbar, and yet their sound infiltrates the lower register,
proclaiming the Paschal message to souls and devils alike that their salvation has been won. The
angelic music similarly overflows into the musical notation of the subsequent Alleluia antiphon,
which is the substance of the angel’s proclamation. The choir of nuns and the choir of angels
combine in the exultant “Alleluia” text.311 Moreover, as the first leaf of the antiphoner set, the
image doubles as a commentary on the spiritual power of liturgical chant in general. The chant of
the liturgy mirrors and anticipates the beatitude of heaven. By joining voices with the angelic
throngs, the devil is dispersed and harmony is restored.
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2.2.3 Feast of St. Cecilia: W. 760, fol. 173r
The following musical illustration in W. 760 for the feast of St. Cecilia, patron of music,
intersects with another aspect of Pythagorean musical thought. This is the inaudible song of the
cosmos created by the motion of bodies in proportional relationship. Akin to the nuns’ joining
the angelic choir in their chant, Thomas Connolly argues that St. Cecilia entered into a mystical
union with God by singing silently in her heart. 312 This contemplative experience fortified her for
both marital celibacy and her eventual martyrdom.

Figure 12: Initial for the first responsory of Matins for the feast of St. Cecilia (W. 760,
fol. 173r). Top right, detail of St. Cecilia’s forward gaze.
Bottom right, detail of the singing (?) organist.
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The image portrays her wedding feast to a pagan man named Valerian (fig. 12). In the
busy scene, she is seated in the middle of a table wearing a crown looking directly forward, as if
an icon, while her tablemates eat, drink, and converse. Companions on both sides look towards
her to engage her and a diminutive servant in front offers her a dish. Though surrounded by
attentive people, she is oblivious to them. A trio of instrumentalists in the foreground playing an
organ, bowed vielle, and psaltery, as well as a dancer, provide the entertainment.
During the celebration, St. Cecilia reaffirmed her commitment to celibacy. She then
convinced her husband to embrace Christianity and marital celibacy with her. They were both
martyred shortly thereafter by the Roman Emperor Alexander Severus around the year 230.
Although she is regarded as the patron of musicians, St. Cecilia is an elusive historical figure
with no direct connection to music or musicians. In fact, her only link to music stems from a
single line in her Passio (written between 495-500) that reads “while instruments were playing,
she sang to the Lord alone in her heart saying, ‘let my heart and my body be made immaculate
that I not be confounded’ (cantantibus organis Caecilia virgo in corde suo soli domino decantabat
dicens fiat domine cor meum et corpus meum immaculatum ut non confundar).” This text in its
entirety is read as a lection and also chanted as the first responsory on her feast.
The illumination on fol. 173r is the initial C for the first responsory on this text
(Can 006267). At Lauds (and, in some non-Cistercian contexts, at Vespers), the text of the first
antiphon is also based on this excerpt, but the antiphon text omits the phrases “in corde suo” and
“corpus meum.” Whereas the full passage describes St. Cecilia “tuning out” the secular music at
her wedding reception by turning her attention inward, the truncated version implies that she
sang, not in her heart, but out loud while instruments played. Hagiographers have long assumed
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that her association with music resulted from the misreading of her Passio encouraged by this
antiphon.313
Connolly argued that there has never been such a misunderstanding of her Passio, and
that St. Cecilia was entrusted to be the patron of music precisely because she represents the
“song of the heart.” In the Letter to the Ephesians 5:19, Paul counseled the church to “[speak] to
yourselves in psalms, and hymns, and spiritual canticles, singing and making melody in your
hearts to the Lord.” St. Cecilia, Connolly maintains, embodies singing in the heart, active
listening, and spiritual contemplation. Her song unites her with God and strengthens her
resolution to remain celibate and eventually to confront martyrdom. She was not a musician, but
a musical mystic. Connolly contends that in texts and visual representations of St. Cecilia by the
late Middle Ages and Renaissance, she
had come to be understood... as one who had particular vision, particular access
to divine impulse, particular sensitivity to all the instrumentalities of God
working within the world by the proportions that He had himself established.
She was, then, a true and perfect musician, who heard and sang and played the
inner, divine melody.314

Connolly stresses the significance of listening in the episode. Music, defined in Augustine’s De
musica as the “art of moving well,” begins as a motion set forth by God, and its perfection lies in
its return to God. By listening to God and returning the song in her heart, the soul of the
contemplative-musician is moved toward God.
In later images, Cecilia is often depicted as a musician holding an instrument. But the
image in the Beaupré Antiphoner predates that development. The representation in W. 760
follows the Passio text closely and shows her quietly grinning in a moment of contemplative joy.
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2.2.4 Representations of Musical Instruments
Although Kimberly Marshall identifies the organ in the St. Cecilia miniature as a tabletop positive and Peter Williams labels it a small positive based on its size and “rounded-square
keys... (in the tradition of the Stuttgart Psalter for Psalm 137?),” the musician is poised as if he
were playing a portative organ. 315 This instrument resembles the positive organ depicted in the
Beaupré Antiphoner on the final page of W. 761 rather than the other portatives in the
manuscript, but unlike the musician in that image, the musician at St. Cecilia’s wedding feast
stands perpendicular to the instrument and depresses the keys with his right hand while he uses
his left hand to pump the bellows from the back. 316 This instrument is significantly larger than an
ordinary portative and is free-standing rather than strapped to the musician.
Marshall has identified several fifteenth-century examples of large stationary organs
similarly played like portatives.317 She accounted for these either as instruments belonging to an
intermediate stage of development or as the product of artists’ combination of different models
without understanding the organological differences. Because of the inclusion of both organ
types elsewhere in the antiphoner, it is unlikely that the artist of the St. Cecilia initial
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haphazardly combined models. Moreover, the much later comparanda of hybrid instruments
Marshall provides are much smaller instruments than that in the St. Cecilia initial.
Another explanation for the hybrid construction of this instrument is symbolism.
Instruments were commonly used symbolically in medieval art, and Marshall has inventoried
seventeen images of positives and portatives in her study that are depicted without a musician
playing them.318 These, she suggests, employ the organ as a symbol for music as a liberal art, as
a musical attribute of the subject represented, or as spiritual or artistic inspiration depending on
context. The instrument on W. 760, fol. 173r is unplayable as depicted, and therefore not a true
intermediate instrument. In the context of the feast of the patron of music and the multiple songs
taking place simultaneously in the story, the organ is likely symbolic. The prominence of the
instrument in the image, occupying the entire bottom quarter of the initial with its large bourdon
pipe forming the vertical axis, also suggests symbolic weight.
The portative organ was a non-liturgical instrument despite its frequent presence in angel
choirs.319 Might the illuminator have conflated the two organs to symbolize the two musical
worlds St. Cecilia was inhabiting? Notably, the organist is the only figure portrayed with his
mouth open as if singing (fig. 12, detail). His position and the visual link between his figure and
St. Cecilia’s via the tall bisecting line of the bourdon pipe suggests that he is symbolically
amplifying her song even as he performs another with the ensemble. Is the viewer also meant to
“hear” both types of songs like Cecilia, despite viewing only one group performing?
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The angelic choir surrounding Christ in majesty on W. 761, fol. 268r similarly features
the ensemble of a portative organ, bowed vielle, and harp with the addition of a citole (fig. 13).
The citole in this image had long been classified as a gittern. Laurence Wright has since
convincingly differentiated between these instruments.320 The citole is a string instrument held
across the chest and plucked with a long plectrum. It features “shoulders” or trefoil wings on
each end, although in this image one end is blocked by the initial C. It is most often paired with a
vielle. The first literary reference to the citole at the end of the twelfth century predates that of
the gittern by roughly a century, and the instrument fell out of use in the late fourteenth century.
This image thus falls in the middle of its currency.

Figure 13: Christ in Majesty with angel choir (W. 761, fol. 268r).

The portative organ on fol. 268r is unusual for having two bourdon pipes which are at
least double the length of the lowest pipe in the rank. Notably, all four of the organs in the
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Beaupré Antiphoner include this type of significantly longer bourdon pipe. 321 The organs on
W. 759, fol. 2r and W. 760, fol. 173r have one bourdon, the portative on W. 761, fol. 268r has
two, and the positive organ on W. 761, fol. 270v has three. The first literary references to
bourdon pipes in positive organs date from the mid-thirteenth century. 322 Only visual rather than
literary sources attest to bourdons in portatives. 323 Nevertheless, most representations of
medieval organs lack them. The presence of bourdons in visual representations of both portative
and positive organs gradually decreased from the fourteenth to the fifteenth centuries.

Figure 14: Portative technique represented in the Beaupré Antiphoner. Left, W. 759, fol. 2r.
Center, W. 761, fol. 268r. Right, W. 760, fol. 173r.

The organs illustrated are also notable for their rendering of playing technique (fig. 14).
In W. 759, fol. 2r, the angel touches the keyboard with the second finger. In W. 761, fol. 268r,
the angel uses the second and third fingers. On the organ on W. 760, fol. 173r, the player extends
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all four of his fingers in a technically unspecific manner. Although many scholars have criticized
Hans Hickmann’s claim that portatives were played only with the second and third fingers, the
Beaupré Antiphoner images do appear to illustrate this performance practice. 324

Figure 15: Miniature for the Christmas hymn, “Intende qui regis Israel” (W. 761, fol. 270v).
Below, detail of the keyboard.

The illustration of a positive organ on the last extant page of the original three volumes
on W. 761, fol. 270v is the earliest representation of that instrument in the southern Low
Countries (fig. 15). A Cistercian monk seated on a faldstool with his back to the viewer is shown
pulling slides while a disproportionately large man pumps a bellows behind the rank of pipes.
324
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The image was executed during a period of relatively rapid transformation in the form of the
positive organ. Although no information can be gleaned on the internal mechanisms of this
instrument such as the wind chest and key action, which were undergoing significant
development in the latter half of the thirteenth century, the organ does feature slides like those
described by Hero of Alexandria, Vitruvius, and Theophilus Presbyter (who included a section
on organ building in his early twelfth-century treatise, De diversis artibus). Pressed keys did,
however, appear several decades earlier.325 The spherical treble knobs are generally smaller, but
the shapes are uneven, imprecise, and provide unreliable iconographic evidence. The lower
slides to the left of the player are onion-shaped and marked with two parallel horizontal lines
around the circumference. Smudges in the middle of each, as well as the small size of the image,
make it difficult to detect whether the knobs might have had letter-note names on them as
Theophilus advised. These letters are visible above the slide manual of the organ drawn in the
Stephen Harding Bible (fig. 16). Many details of the Stephen Harding Bible organ are
historically inaccurate, including its wind system, with a bevy of bellows strewn around the
player, and the inefficient downward motion of the slide.326 But its small range and manual
consisting of hand pulls rather than keys are characteristic of twelfth-century organs. The
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arrangement of pipes from the highest pitch (shortest pipe) at the left to the lowest pitch at the
right is also not uncommon.327

Figure 16: Slide organ in the Stephen Harding Bible (Dijon, Bibliothèque municipale de Dijon,
MS 14, fol. 13v), c. 1109-1111. Right, detail of the hand pulls with letter names.

There were several types of manuals before the keyboard became standard in the
fourteenth century. In an early thirteenth century Psalter-Hymnal thought to have been produced
in Paris, King David sits perpendicular to the organ like the musician on W. 760, fol. 173r and
plays a series of nine push buttons, likely corresponding to the diatonic scale plus B ♭ (fig. 17).

Figure 17: Psalter-Hymnal (New York, Morgan Library, MS M.313, fol. 84v), 1220-1230.
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Another manual type portrayed in the Würzburg-Ebracher Psalter from the same period
requires two players, like the Winchester organ, and a third individual to pump the bellows
(fig. 18).328 The organists sit perpendicularly at separate manuals along two sides of the
instrument. One player in the image stands in front of four knobs while a fellow musician uses
both hands to pull the two knobs in front of him.

Figure 18: Würzburg-Ebracher Psalter (Munich, Ludwig
Maximilians Universitätsbibliothek, Cod. MS 24, fol. 2r), c. 1230.

Figure 19: Rutland Psalter (also known as the Belvoir Castle Psalter)
(London, British Library, Add. MS 62925, fol. 97v), c. 1260.
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The earliest surviving image to represent a keyboard on a positive organ is the English
“Rutland” (or “Belvoir Castle”) Psalter copied circa 1260 (fig. 19). Here, King David sits before
two ranks of pipes with a bourdon placed at the treble end and depresses square keys with single
fingers of both hands. Meanwhile, a boy with his tunic hiked up steadies himself with a hanging
balance bar while he pumps two large bellows with his feet.
Even though the organ on fol. 270v of W. 761 postdates these comparanda, its typology
resembles theirs. The Beaupré positive has approximately two dozen slides roughly equivalent to
the size of those on the Rutland Psalter instrument (sixteen are visible, the player’s body blocks
an area equivalent to about five slides, and the treble end of the instrument is cut off by the
initial I). There is a discrepancy, however, between the number of slides and the number of
pipes. There are thirty-two pipes filed in a single rank in addition to three equal-length bourdons
whose height surpasses that of the initial. Jean-Pierre Félix has suggested that the layout of the
pipes in this organ is chromatic.329 The sheer size of the rank corroborates his claim.
Nevertheless, the disparity in the pipe-to-slide ratio is a reminder that many depictions of
instruments, especially ones as large, complex, and mutable as the late-medieval organ, are not
dependably realistic or complete.330
Most organs before the mid-thirteenth century, including both hand pull and push button
types, were diatonic. Chromatic pitches became more prevalent at approximately the same time
that keyboards were gaining popularity in the second half of the thirteenth century. Because a
key requires only one finger to depress rather than the whole hand, the greater efficiency allowed
the performer to play faster, more intricate, and more rhythmically precise melodies; this in turn
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lent itself to chromatic expansion on the instrument. The Beaupré Antiphoner organ thus
occupies a transitional moment between the medieval slider system suitable for drones and
sustained melodies (such as the cantus firmus in a polyphonic setting) and the chromatic
keyboard instruments of the fifteenth century that so closely resemble the modern instrument. 331
The musician’s two hands in the Beaupré manuscript are shown in different positions.
The wrist of his left hand is turned diametrical to the player. It either pushes or pulls the slide
out. The hyperextension of his left arm and wrist, which gives the appearance that the slide
moves away rather than out, is the result of a skewed visual perspective common throughout the
antiphoner’s imagery. The fingers of the right hand, however, are evenly splayed as the monk
moves to the next slide. While the right hand reaches out, the left is engaged. This artistic device
implies action and movement rather than actual performance technique. The left palm’s position
directly on top of the knob of the slide indicates it is gripped by the whole hand rather than by
the action of a single finger.
In his discussion of the Würzburg-Ebracher Psalter organ, Julien Ferrando highlighted the
three different hand positions used to manipulate knobs, and these positions offer a useful basis
for comparing playing techniques.332 Although the player to the right in figure 18 looks as if he is
depressing the key with his thumb, the second player is more clearly pulling the slides. The
organist on the right must therefore be gripping the knob, palm down, between his second and
middle finger with his thumb beneath. The second organist grasps one knob with a similar grip,
but with his palm turned upwards. His other hand operates the knob using only his thumb and
index finger with the thumb either above (if the knob is flattened) or at the sides (if the knob is
spherical). The organist in the Beaupré manuscript plays with palms down in the manner of the
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first position, pulling the knob between the second and middle fingers and securing it with the
thumb underneath. The splayed fingers in his right hand are extended to grip the slide between
those fingers from behind the knob and pull out.
Because of the uniqueness of this image in medieval art of the southern Low Countries
and because of its inaccuracies, it is impossible to ascertain what model or models the artists
might have used. It is also doubtful that organs were employed liturgically in the thirteenth or
fourteenth centuries at either Cambron or Beaupré. The organ was not officially permitted in the
Cistercian liturgy by the General Chapter until 1486, but was widely used in Cistercian houses
long before. Though the monastic organist featured in the image implies a Cistercian setting for
the organ, such as the abbey church of Cambron, Jean-Pierre Félix remarked that “Cl[ément]
Monnier, l’historien de l’abbaye cistercienne de Cambron, est assez avare en enseignements sur
les orgues de cette maison. Il nous apprend d’abord que l’Abbé Jean Hoton (1449-1464) y fit
monter les premières orgues, dont l’usage venait d’être introduit dans le chant liturgique.” 333
Presumably as a smaller and less wealthy monastery under Cambron’s care, Beaupré would not
have had an organ or have introduced organ music in the thirteenth century, long before
Cambron. The proximity of the positive organ depicted in W. 761 to Theophilus’s twelfthcentury description leaves open the possibility that this image, like those of the Utrecht Psalter
and Stephen Harding Bible, was based primarily on literary description or possibly older artistic
renderings rather than a physical instrument.
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2.3 Characters in the Margins of the Beaupré Antiphoner
The historiated initials of the Beaupré Antiphoner bear no trace of their later use or
interpretation. The images in the margins, however, underwent profound censure resulting in the
loss of the great majority of their content. The surviving images have not yet received any
scholarly attention. In the introduction, I argued that the censure was the work of John Ruskin
rather than a later puritanical nun, as Dorothy Miner opined. Attributing the interventions to
Ruskin helps explain why shocking images such as that depicted in figure 9 remain intact; they
were spared because of their anticlericalism, not in spite of it. Other decoration that survived
depicts pious or everyday scenes. Fantastic elements, fight scenes, dancers and acrobats, animals,
and other subjects that seemed unfitting for a liturgical manuscript, and which Ruskin considered
signs of medieval Catholic excess and abuse, were almost all methodically erased.
Many late-medieval religious manuscripts, particularly from France and the southern
Low Countries, populated their borders with profane characters and activities. 334 The denizens of
the edges are typically humans, animals, or hybrids and may be shown simply looking on,
engaging in ordinary pursuits, or participating in intentionally provocative acts, including some
that have sexually suggestive or scatological connotations. The meaning and function of their
presence as a frame for a book’s main, usually religious, content has generated much scholarly
attention and speculation. Michael Camille’s influential work on marginal imagery has shown
several ways in which peripheral figures relate to the central visual or textual content through
puns, symbolism, etymology, and intertexuality. 335
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In the Beaupré Antiphoner, the marginal characters stand on top of decorative borders
which extend from the historiated initial and wrap around the main body of the text and music.
These radiating lines provide a type of architecture which the figures inhabit. While the borders
frame and enclose the central body of text, they also connect to the main initial and draw the eye
back to it. The outlying characters are not independent of the main body of the page as
extraneous diversions, but are often witty extensions of the central initial through visual rhyme,
parody, or some other form of play.
In the following discussion of the extant decoration in the borders, three illuminated
folios include figures in the margins that create tension and drama on the page by rejecting or
scoffing at the main visual and liturgical content. A second set of pages, by contrast, amplifies
aspects of the Gospel reading for the feast or some detail of the main initial. The visual gloss on
the central image clues the viewer to a particularly important element in the historiated initial,
like the domestic cat and feline hybrid previously discussed in figures 2 and 3. The
correspondences between center and periphery in this second group raise questions about the
implied meanings of spatial relations on the page. On one folio containing chants for St. Stephen,
for example, an adoring nun depicted beside the protomartyr in the historiated initial is reiterated
in the lower margin. The same nun, represented differently based on the image’s location on the
page, evokes two temporalities analogous to those experienced in the liturgy and outside the
liturgy, in periods of communal prayer and manual work. These fundamental pillars of monastic
life are intertwined, not artificially disentangled, in the layout of the decorated page.
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2.3.1 Adoration of the Magi: W. 761, fol. 28r
The initial of the Magnificat antiphon for Epiphany, “Magi viderunt stellam” (Can
003654) on fol. 28r of W. 761, is illuminated with the scene of the three wise men presenting
their gifts to the Virgin and child (fig. 20). One of the magi genuflects with his crown on his
knee offering his gift while another stands pointing out the star in the distance to the third magus.
A hybrid in the upper margin, whose body is the decorative border itself, peers into the initial
with a face rhyming with the size, proportion, and direction of the genuflecting magus. On the
other end of that border, which extends down to the middle of the outer side of the page, stands
another hybrid whose body similarly grows out of the border line. This partially damaged figure
looks backwards toward the edge of the page and covers its ears with its hands. Turning its back
to the scene, it neither wants to see the image or the star nor hear the news of the newborn child,
either announced by the angel to the shepherds or announced by the nuns in the chants of the
liturgy. These two hybrids, who share a body, constitute another type of audience to the nativity
event and represent contrasting reactions to news of the savior’s birth.

Figure 20: Initial for the Magnificat antiphon of Epiphany. Right, detail from the right margin
(W. 761, fol. 28r).
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2.3.2 Annunciation: W. 759, fol. 108r
The visual correspondence between the center and periphery is more subtle on fol. 108r
of W. 759 featuring the first responsory of Matins for the feast of the Annunciation, “Missus est
Gabriel angelus” (Can 007170) (fig. 21). The angel Gabriel’s banderole in the historiated initial
declaring “Ave gratia plena dominus tecum” is echoed in the upper margin by a man holding a
blank scroll running the opposite direction of the initial. The marginal scroll thus creates a
counterpoint with the inscribed scroll held by the angel. The man walks away from a harpy with
his tunic ridden up and buttocks exposed (his bare posterior has been only partially effaced).
Harpies in the Beaupré Antiphoner appear in several contexts with different possible meanings.
Their most common association since their ancient Greek origins is with wind and storms, and
the upturned tunic suggests that is the harpy’s function here. 336 The wind represented by the
harpy is analagous to the wind stirred by the angel’s wings. The relationship between the two
scenes is clearly intentional. Thus the man and the harpy are in a parodic, reversed relation to the
angel and Mary in the initial. The man runs away with the message (blank banderole) in fear,
whereas the angel with his inscribed banderole tells Mary to have no fear.
Although marginal imagery is frequently antithetical to the main content of the page, as is
the upper margin on this Annunciation page, the scene in the lower margin complements the text
through humorous punning. There, a fishmonger is shown selling fish to a woman and her son
(fig. 22). The arms of all three characters are extended in a gesture of exchange, and the two
customers lean forward in eager anticipation.
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Figure 21: Initial for the first responsory of Matins for the Annunciation
(W. 759, fol. 108r).

Based on the long beak-like mouth of the fish depicted and their size and shape, the catch
being sold resemble pike. Pike was an especial delicacy in the Middle Ages favored by the
nobility, and their appeal is made evident by the boy’s excitement. The word for pike in Latin is
“lucius.” The name recalls St. Luke, the author of the text on the angel’s banderole and of the
responsory that it illuminates. Luke is the evangelist who provides the fullest account of the
Annunciation and Nativity, and these early events in the life of Christ are associated most with
his Gospel. Although the evangelist is known as Lucas in the Latin Vulgate, his name derives
from Lucius, meaning “the one born at dawn” 337 Therefore, these fish may serve as a signature,
in the form of a pun, of the author of the chant text and the Annunciation pericope.
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Figure 22: Annunciation page. Right, detail of a fishmonger scene in the bottom margin.

On a more general level, the fishmonger scene includes the numerologically perfect
number of seven fish. Fish were an early symbol for Christ. They appear frequently in the
Gospels because fishing was the livelihood of many of the apostles, and they assumed
Eucharistic symbolism at the miracle of loaves and fishes. Moreover, the Greek word for fish,
ΙΧΘΥΣ (ichthos), was used by early Christians as an acrostic for “Jesus Christ, Son of God,
Saviour.”338 The outstretched arms of the woman and boy enthusiastically receiving fish from the
fishmonger echo Mary’s consent to receive Christ as his mother in the historiated initial.
On a third and more prosaic level, the fishmonger scene may have been one associated
with the time of this feast on March 25, since fish were a permissible meat during Lent and
because New Year’s Day festivities were also widely celebrated on March 25. This multivalent
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marginal scene might also recall fish (and especially pike) literally as a seasonal and gastronomic
specialty.
2.3.3 Martyrdom of St. Lawrence: W. 759, fol. 176v, and Ascension: W. 759, fol. 32v
In another image in the same volume on W. 759, fol. 176v, two Roman soldiers poke the
burning body of Lawrence on the gridiron while Emperor Valerian sits to the side and points at
him in judgment (fig. 23). The initial introduces the first responsory for St. Lawrence, “Quo
progrederis sine filio” (Can 007502). St. Lawrence, who was an archdeacon of Rome, was
executed during the persecution of Emperor Valerian in 258. In the lower margin, two knights
advance (“progrediri”) toward each other. Perched at the top, a lone harpy surveys the page
below. The long line of the harpy’s tail points directly toward a scornful roundel face with eyes
locked across the page. The face stares down the harpy with raised eyebrows and a snide frown.
The tension in the roundel created by the harpy’s looming presence is apprehensible if we
chronologically and geographically extend Rudolf and Margot Wittkower’s interpretation of the
harpy in several Italian Renaissance paintings as a symbol of Christianity’s victory over
paganism.339 The application of their view in the Beaupré Antiphoner follows the equation of the
harpy in the previous image not merely with storm and disturbance, but more specifically with a
fallen angel or devil, and by extension pagan persecutors of the early Church. This view is
supported by the appearance of Emperor Valerian in the initial, the embodiment of paganism,
whose persecution of Christians was vindicated decades later with the Edict of Milan in 313.
Harpies appear elsewhere in the volume on fol. 32v (fig. 24), where a flock of three are stationed
atop the folio for the Ascension, one of which closely resembles her counterpart on fol. 176v
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(fig. 23).340 A monkey in the left margin reaches up to pet one of them who protrudes from the
upper border line. The monkey’s arm thus completes the border.

Figure 23: Initial for the first responsory of the Martyrdom of St. Lawrence. Center, detail of the
roundel face. Right, harpy on the upper border. (W. 759, fol. 176v).
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Figure 24: Upper margin of the first responsory of the Ascension (W. 759, fol. 32v).

Monkeys feature prominently in the margins of illuminated Gothic manuscripts. Isidore
of Seville related the term for monkey, simius, to similitudo because of monkeys’ predilection for
imitation. Similarly, Camille suggested that the French singe became associated with signe, and
that monkeys came to signify imitation and false representations. “The prevalence of apes in
marginal art similarly (sic) draws attention to the danger of mimesis or illusion in God’s created
scheme of things.”341 In the harpy, whose female head and bird-like body renders it neither
human nor a bird, the monkey appears to recognize those same qualities of deception and false
appearance through the monkey’s touch and affectionate gaze.
At the bottom of the page for St. Lawrence, a knight in chainmail with his rondache held
high prepares to lunge toward a crouched man without armor who leans back in a defensive
posture (fig. 25). Although the two figures are disproportionately drawn and the kneeling man
appears as tall as the standing knight, their stances and gear suggest an unequal match.
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Figure 25: Lower margin of the first responsory of the Martyrdom of St. Lawrence
(W. 759, fol. 176v).

Combat scenes in the borders have been interpreted in various ways, including as sexual
innuendo. Howard Helsinger views hunt and fight episodes on the first page of psalters as
dramatizations of the spiritual battle, whether internal or external, frequently referred to in the
Psalms.342 Jean Wirth and Andreas Bräm acknowledge the ambiguous meaning of fight scenes in
the borders, but propose that the use of the rondache as shield, as well as the lack of armor,
suggests a game or training rather than a war battle or duel. 343 The illuminator may thus be
linking the “red” martyrdom of St. Lawrence with the “white” martyrdom of monastic life,
recalling St. Benedict’s description of the monastery as the “school of the Lord’s service,” where
the monastic is to take up “the weapons of obedience” to “fight against the devil... single-handed,
God helping them, against the vices of flesh and mind” (Prologue, Chapter 1). Much of this
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battle takes place in the liturgy, which requires vigilance, discipline, constancy, and even
stamina.344
A roundel face in the bottom inside corner of the page looks up and away from the fight
scene toward the book’s binding. The face wears a pointed hat shaped like an inverted funnel.
Debra Higgs Strickland has argued that such hats often identify Jews, but they may also “operate
as signs of evil or some other quality... Or, sometimes, a hat is just a head covering.” 345 Unlike
the roundel face above the main initial that acts like a guardian of the image closely monitoring
the harpy at the top, the lower roundel face looks askance at the fighting men. Its antipathy to the
battle training taking place beside it, its position at the far corner periphery, as well as its conical
hat suggest this roundel character is scoffing at this (spiritual) combat training. It too appears as
an antagonist of Christianity as well as a representation of the internal sloth or acedia that the
men train to overcome.
2.3.4 Martyrdom of St. Stephen: W. 761, fol. 125r
The resemblance between the main initial and the marginal figures is nowhere closer in
the antiphoner than on W. 761, fol. 125r for the Martyrdom of St. Stephen (fig. 26). The subjects
in the historiated initial and the lower margin are nearly identical. The primary difference is in
their location on the page, which signifies their setting within the main body of the liturgy or in
the mundane world outside it. The initial for the First Vespers responsory, “Stephanus autem
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plenus gratia” (Can 005025), features St. Stephen, tonsured and dressed in a deacon’s dalmatic,
holding a Gospel book in his right hand as he holds up a stone of his martyrdom in his left. He
looks down at a Cistercian nun kneeling in supplication beside him.
The nun is depicted in a black veil and a brown Cistercian habit. She is echoed in the
bottom margin where St. Stephen again appears. In this instance, he wears a blue dalmatic and
holds the book in his left hand as he turns toward the nun and blesses her in a Trinitarian gesture
with the thumb pinched with (exaggeratedly long) index and middle fingers. This nun in the
lower margin wears only her white wimple without the black veil.

Figure 26: Illuminated page for the first responsory of the Martyrdom of St. Stephen. Top right,
detail of the main initial. Bottom right, supplicant in the lower margin (W. 761, fol. 125r).

The most significant difference between the two scenes is in their temporality. The
figures in the initial are set against a two-dimensional golden background and rest motionless in
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a contemplative gaze befitting the liturgy. The vertical and relatively parallel folds of the nun’s
garments above suggest stillness. By contrast, the sign of the cross made by St. Stephen in the
lower margin evokes movement and interaction. The nun’s habit below is rumpled and spills
over the decorated border. A dark crease line at the center of her body twists from her center
back to her front knee suggesting a quick fall to her knees without properly adjusting the fabric
in front. Her lack of a black veil could suggest several things, for example that she was at work
at the time of this apparition from the protomartyr. But unless she is not yet solemnly professed,
she is not dressed for choir. The liturgy of the feast day has instead burst into her daily routine.
2.3.5 Trinity Sunday: W. 759, fol. 60r
Like the image for the Dedication on W. 759, fol. 90r (fig. 7), a scene in the bottom
margin of W. 759, fol. 60r for Trinity Sunday illustrates the Gospel pericope for the day and
warns against avarice (fig. 27). The Trinity is depicted in the main initial as the dove of the Holy
Spirit carrying a banderole with the words of God the Father naming the crucified Christ as his
Son, “hic est filius meus dilectus.” Below is a scene illustrating the Rich Man and Lazarus, also
known as the Feast of Dives. In the assigned Gospel passage from Luke 16:19–31, Jesus relates
the parable of a well-dressed rich man who refused to help a poor beggar. The hungry vagrant,
named Lazarus, “longed to eat the scraps from the rich man’s table.” He was covered in sores,
which dogs would lick. Lazarus is represented as he commonly was in the Middle Ages, as a
leper; here, covered in red spots with a black lesion on his nose. He approaches the table with a
leper’s bell.346 The rich man instructs the servant to shoo Lazarus away.
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Figure 27: Historiated initial of the Trinity depicted with Christ Crucified for the first responsory
of Trinity (W. 759, fol. 60r). Right, detail of leprous Lazarus from the Feast of Dives.

The oblique relation between the Trinity and the story of Lazarus and the rich man owes
to the ambiguous character of Trinity Sunday. As an “idea feast,” Trinity Sunday celebrates a
doctrinal formulation rather than a Biblical or historical event. It was only universally adopted in
the Roman calendar by Pope John XXII in 1334. The dedication to the Trinity was simply
grafted onto the preexisting liturgy for the first Sunday after Pentecost, including the Gospel
reading from Luke 16:19–31 represented in the border image.
Although the story of the rich man and Lazarus does not overtly relate to the dogma of
the Trinity, the liturgy routinely combines seemingly disparate ideas, themes, and symbols as a
tool for provoking rumination. In that vein, the artist has presented some visual parallels between
the two images on W. 759, fol. 60r. Like the image of the dying man and his thieving son on
fol. 90r, the margin elicits an antithetical comparison to the historiated initial. The three rich
persons at the table who hoard their possessions and indulge themselves on excess contrast
sharply with the three persons of the Trinity. The initial shows God pouring Godself out into the
world, willing to share its sufferings through God’s crucified Son. Christ and the leper wear
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garments of the same brown color, and the same red ink used to dot Christ’s stigmata marks
Lazarus’s leprous sores. Though the parallelism between Christ and Lazarus on the folio is
visually subtle, the identification between the beggar and Christ would have been easily
recognizable to any viewer familiar with the Beatitudes or the related lesson in
Matthew 25:31-46. In that passage, Christ teaches that “when the Son of Man comes in glory,”
he will judge the world based on how each one responded to those in need, because “whatever
you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.” In the passage
from Luke, the rich man dies and is rejected from paradise by Abraham.
The surviving marginal decoration in the Beaupré Antiphoner demonstrates multiple
strategies, purposes, and registers for creating meaning through association. This style of
presentation has long baffled modern commentators and offended others, like Ruskin, who
considered it profligate, wasteful, confusing, distasteful, and ultimately non-Biblical and nonChristian. Such a gap reveals our distance from the period and the culture of the nuns of Beaupré
in the thirteenth century. In the fifteenth century, recognition of that growing gap had already
begun, and reformers worked passionately to reverse the trend and return to founding principles
and original practices.
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Chapter 3: Observant Identity and the Liturgy in the Late Fifteenth
Century
The term “reform” has been applied loosely in the past to encompass a broad swath of
religious change. Julia Barrow has cautioned that the concept (reformatio and reformare) is
multivalent and has undergone substantial semantic shift since antiquity. 347 For Classical authors
such as Ovid and Seneca as well as in St. Jerome’s translation of the Letters of St. Paul and in the
writings of later Church Fathers, “reform” referred to an individual’s specific condition. Its
meaning in modern parlance more closely approximates “conversion” or “change of heart.”
Between c. 800 - c. 1030, Barrow argues, the term accumulated several other meanings related to
restoration (health, sight, relationships, rights, position, buildings, etc.). She discovered that the
association of reform with ordines ecclesiae first appears in documents in 843 and 859 (for the
monasteries of Saint-Laumer and Cessieu respectively). 348 But its primary usage into the last
quarter of the eleventh and early twelfth centuries concerned the restoration of destroyed
buildings (e.g. in Appendix C, pg. 342).349 The meaning of reform as institutional change was
not commonly used until the fourteenth century and then primarily in monastic circles. By the
Council of Constance (1414-1418), it had become a “catchword.” 350 Nevertheless, “reform” of
institutional structures and customs typically continued to coincide with rebuilding projects and
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economic stabilization. Fifteenth-century definitions of reform thus encompassed monastic
discipline, an individual’s prayer life, fiscal solvency, and building conditions. The
interdependence of temporal and spiritual concerns acknowledged in the late Middle Ages is
easily lost, minimized, or misconstrued in the much narrower modern meaning of the term.
Reform has long carried positive associations of progress and improvement at the
expense of what had come before.351 Among the shortcomings of this evaluative judgement is
the obfuscation of the nature of the reform itself and the status quo against which it was directed.
Recent scholarship, particularly studies of reform among female religious, has exposed the
ambivalence, questionable tactics, and often unfounded slander levelled by reformers against
communities content with their traditional practices and protective of their autonomy. 352 Though
the growth and economic stability enjoyed by many recently reformed abbeys such as Beaupré is
commonly viewed as validation of the reformers’ critiques and justification for their
interventions, in most cases there is no objective metric to suggest direct causation, and
economic stability may not have been a happy byproduct of reform at all as much as a driving
motivation for allowing change. Understanding “reform” in a wider, less anachronistic sense
necessitates re-evaluating the price (in autonomy and local traditions) that communities paid to
regain liquidity as well as good order.
Secular leaders and lay benefactors supported and rewarded reformed houses for reasons
not exclusively religious, and much of what has been cloaked as improvement was ultimately
simply acquiescence to external authorities, whether administrative powers or religious authority
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broadly conceived. The approach taken in this chapter is to understand the reform of Beaupré not
through textual sources, which provide no direct witness to the process, but rather through the
musical changes made to the nuns’ antiphoner, which will be analyzed in chapter 4. While the
bulk of the written record is occupied primarily with questions of discipline, this alternative
perspective broadens the scope of the reform. An overreliance on texts risks skewing our
perspective by disregarding the oral exchanges, educational initiatives, and burst of artistic and
manuscript production at the heart of the reform. Discipline and customs were major concerns of
the reformers, but they were ultimately less consequential to the communities themselves. The
major impact of the reform was instead the reconfiguration of the community’s structures of
authority, identity, and the networks of which it was a part. These transformations privileged the
institutionalized Cistercian Order at the expense of the local. Although major, potentially
expensive projects like the revision of the Beaupré Antiphoner often took place several years
after the official institution of the reform, they are nonetheless manifestations of reform ideals,
and arguably even more effective expressions of them once the community had secured its
financial position and finally had resources to invest in itself.

3.1 The Observance
A central claim of the present discussion is that Cistercian chant assumed heightened
significance in the reform movement that impacted Beaupré under two of its later architects, the
second and third abbots of Jardinet, Martin de Lannoy and Arnoul de Solbrecq. These two
Cistercian leaders also had a hand in propagating Cistercian chant in several reformed
Benedictine monasteries. The separation they evidently made between Cistercian identity and
Cistercian chant indicates, I argue, their belief in the superior musical merits of the Cistercian
tradition. The nuns of Beaupré became important early collaborators in this liturgical turn
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alongside Abbot Martin de Lannoy, their longtime confessor. The adoption of Cistercian chant in
several Benedictine monasteries, led by nuns of Beaupré and monks of Jardinet, demonstrates
not only the centrality of chant and liturgy to this reform movement, but also a more
sophisticated and nuanced approach to chant vis-à-vis the Observance than one concerned
merely with standardization and uniformity of discipline.
Moreover, the thoughtful musical reflection exhibited in the newly produced or revised
liturgical manuscripts associated with the reform compels us to reevaluate the traditional
narrative of late-medieval religious decline. The musical evidence contradicts the view that the
changes redressed a deterioration in liturgical observance over time. Instead, the reform was
inspired by a revival of interest in twelfth-century authority and the works of early charismatic
leaders, especially St. Bernard. Reformers were painfully aware of the historical distance that
separated them from their founders, and they interpreted any discrepancies as corruption of the
tradition. They faulted their religious contemporaries and couched the problem in their writings
as a matter of discipline, and their characterization of late-medieval religious life was accepted as
a truism for centuries. In fact, the underlying religious issue was ultimately a disagreement over
continuity. For the sake of fidelity to twelfth-century forms, reformers were willing to disrupt the
status quo. The Beaupré Antiphoner, likewise, was remolded to conform with standard use for
the sake of supposed continuity with the Bernardine recension, even where continuity had never
previously existed. Opponents of the reform, meanwhile, often fought vigorously to preserve
their communities’ customs, and they perceived disruption as a threat to tradition rather than a
restoration of it.
In the reform process, no one acted alone. Whatever specific role the abbots of Jardinet
played, the reform of female communities was ultimately taught and supervised by the nuns
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themselves. Monastic women circulated between reforming communities, both teaching and
learning the new observance. Because of the primarily oral mode of transmission as well as the
poor survival rate of archival sources in the southern Low Countries, virtually no documentary
evidence explains the program of reform. Mapping the network of transmission helps to fill the
lacuna with sources from related monasteries. The only direct evidence of the reform of Beaupré,
apart from revisions to their antiphoner, is found in a confraternity agreement copied at Beaupré
in the eighteenth century. As the confraternity attests, networks of association, often developed
and strengthened through shared liturgy, opened new pathways for exchange and spiritual care
among communities beyond the immediate concerns of the reform itself. These alliances, which
circumvented institutional and gender boundaries, have hardly been studied and are thus little
understood.
The abbey of Beaupré was reformed in 1463 under the direction of the first abbot of
Jardinet, Jean Eustache.353 The gap between the introduction of the reform and the terminus post
quem of the revisions in 1476, when the General Chapter adopted the feast of the Visitation
incorporated into the Beaupré Antiphoner, suggests that the reform was a lengthy process.
Indeed, it is misleading to imagine the reform as an isolated event rather than as a watershed
moment, from which building projects, manuscript production, and artistic commissions
continued, potentially for decades.
Nuns of Beaupré were tasked with the reform of the first Benedictines incorporated into
an otherwise Cistercian women’s movement in 1481 with the reform of the female abbey of
Ghislenghien. Nuns of Ghislenghien were then entrusted with the reform of the Benedictine
sisters of Forest abbey in 1500. Just as changes made to the Beaupré Antiphoner constitute the
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only direct evidence of reform activity at the abbey, liturgical sources are the only surviving
products of reform at both Ghislenghien and Forest. Although the abbey of Ghislenghien was
reformed first, it was only in 1507 that they acquired their new antiphoner choirbook set, of
which only the winter cycle now survives as Lund, Lund University Library, MS 56. Production
of new Cistercian liturgical books for Forest abbey began within months of their reform in 1500,
and their five-volume antiphoner was completed in 1502. 354
Local reform movements like the one that impacted the abbeys of Beaupré, Ghislenghien,
and Forest swept across most of Europe from the late fourteenth century, reached their zenith in
the fifteenth century, and continued into the seventeenth century among the Cistercians of the
Strict Observance.355 Known collectively as the Observant movement, they touched scores of
religious communities with the only notable exception of the Carthusians, who were nevertheless
profoundly impacted by unprecedented growth and influence. 356 In the name of return to the
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founding ideals of a community, the reform process fundamentally transformed that identity and
severed it from its traditions and local networks. Because the liturgy is a powerful nexus of
identity, social relationships, and larger institutional networks, changes to longstanding liturgical
traditions under the Observance were especially impactful both within and without the reformed
communities. Nevertheless, the liturgical developments associated with the reform remain
largely unexamined even by those few historians who have acknowledged the importance of the
liturgy to reform goals.357
The umbrella term “Observance” bands together what Kaspar Elm once described as an
“almost incomprehensible variety of local reform” according to a shared zeal among their
proponents for a renewal of the original observantia regulae of their particular religious
communities.358 That this impulse arose in response to a pandemic of decadence and abuse was
accepted as a truism for centuries. In fact, the narrative of late-medieval religious decline derives
largely from the writings of its often highly controversial and strong-armed advocates, who were
hardly impartial or objective. These include the Buch der reformacio predigeordens by the
Dominican Johannes Meyer as well as the Liber de reformatione monasteriorum by the
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Windesheim canon Johannes Busch. 359 By comparing accounts of reform attempts from sources
like Meyer’s Buch and Busch’s Liber with chronicles written by the nuns themselves, historians
like Anne Winston-Allen have uncovered an extraordinary level of discrepancy. What outsiders
often deemed recalcitrance, the women considered loyalty to their abbess and fidelity to their
traditional way of life.360 Winston-Allen remarked that “the nuns were usually quite willing to
accept improvements to their education and even the discipline of conformity to the rule but they
adamantly opposed infringements of the cloister’s prestige and independence... For resisting
these measures nuns were labeled ‘worldly’ or ‘wild, roguish women’ by the frustrated
reformers.”361
Since several landmark publications by Kaspar Elm began to undermine the dominant
paradigm of late-medieval religious decline, there has been a profusion of studies, predominantly
in German, that have radically reshaped our perspective on late-medieval religious culture and
the Observant movement. Nevertheless, these studies have not yet fully supplanted the negative
image of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century monasticism in part due to the institutionalization of
narratives of decline and “lateness” through historical periodization and disciplinary boundaries.
Scholarship has suffered from insufficient interdisciplinarity required to understand such
complex, sweeping, and widespread change. As Jean-Marie Le Gall has argued, “les
réformateurs ne disent pas explicitement tout ce qu’ils font,” and we cannot rely exclusively on
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documentary sources.362 The reform is closely associated with monastic enclosure and
restrictions on private property, but these disciplinary matters were only manifestations of a
deeper religious impulse.363 The formation of new groups, particularly among the mendicants,
and of new congregations, especially among the Benedictines, resulted in both new divisions and
new alliances affecting nearly all of the traditional orders through most of Europe. The turn
toward individual affective piety and devotional culture (what Berndt Hamm famously termed
“Frömmigkeitstheologie”), under the influence of the Devotio moderna, has been widely
correlated with the diminished importance of communal prayer, such as liturgy. 364 Petrus Becker,
however, has argued that this is a false dichotomy in a monastic context. 365 Indeed, the Beaupré
Antiphoner demonstrates a heightened value placed on proper and exacting celebration of the
Divine Office as an integral aspect of the Observant movement.
Many modern scholars have drawn on the notion of “normative centering” (normative
Zentrierung) also coined by Berndt Hamm to identify common ground among reform
movements. Hamm used the term to describe “the alignment of both religion and society towards
a standardizing, regulating and legitimizing focal point.”366 “Normative centering” takes the
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forms of “consolidation and concentration, simplification and standardization, or as the
‘reduction of complexity.’”367 In some aspects, the Cistercians were early pioneers in “normative
centering,” and by the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, this tendency had already been
absorbed into the fabric of its centralized organization, standardized customs, and collective
mechanisms of governance and regular visitation. For this reason, Cistercian organizational
structures like the General Chapter and uniform customary had been widely influential since the
Fourth Lateran Council.
“Normative centering” assumed multiple forms in various contexts. In one instance, loose
associations of communities were modelled on a particular monastery, such as the Benedictine
abbeys organized around Kastl (from 1378), Melk (from c. 1415), St. Matthias in Trier (from
1421) and Chezal-Benoît (from 1491).368 The reform at Melk itself began after a group of
Viennese monks returned from Subiaco where they had sought to learn the ideal observance
from the fountainhead of Benedictine monasticism. They stopped short, however, of requiring
complete adoption of their customary in order to join their association. 369 These clusters of
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otherwise independent monasteries held provincial chapters and provided visitations, but these
actions had no legal basis or obligation.370 By contrast, the Benedictine abbeys of Santa Giustina
in Padua (from 1408), Bursfeld in Lower Saxony (from c. 1430), and Valladolid in Spain (from
1450) did create proper congregations, which observed centralized governance as well as
uniform customs and liturgy, like the Cistercians.
Though “normative centering” usefully highlights many abstract connections in this
period, such as the concentration of authority or the devotional focus on the person of Christ, its
utility is less well suited to account for the tremendous variety of actors, motivations, ideologies,
and developments rumbling underneath its smoothed conceptual surface. John Van Engen
warned of the tendency to “homogenize calls for reform into a single, ever larger stream
emptying into the sixteenth century,” which, he argued, the debates at the Councils of Constance
and Basel clearly and firmly contradict.371 Faced with the daunting scope, variety, and
complexity of an epoch of reform, James Mixson insisted that “the challenge is how best to
confront the particularities of each microclimate that produced Observant reform, and yet also to
account for the coherence that so many Observant inflections eventually attained.” 372 Recent
work by scholars like Bert Roest and Elisabeth Lusset has stressed the importance of regional
context and called for more order-transgressing studies that emphasize geographical proximity
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over institutional boundaries.373 Roest has even gone so far as to argue that “il faut considérer
presque chaque transformation observante d’un monastère ou d’un réseau de monastères affiliés
comme une histoire sui generis, avec une trajectoire spécifique, des interventions des pouvoirs
locaux, et des solutions économiques et spirituelles assez distinctes. Cette absence
d’homogénéité, bien soulignée par les études les plus récentes, complique naturellement notre
tentative de dessiner une image globale du phénomène.” 374
Locality was an especially important factor shaping Cistercian reform. Abbot visitators
rarely imposed reform on houses of men or women since their power was limited and, as Eva
Schlotheuber observed, they tended not to intervene or exert undue influence. 375 Rather, bishops
and secular leaders in many of these places applied strong external pressure on Cistercian
communities to reform even if, in reality, they lacked jurisdiction over them. 376 Consequently,
the changes implemented in monasteries that did reform varied greatly based on the concerns of
the reformers and local circumstances.
Schlotheuber further noted that the Cistercians produced no charismatic reform leaders to
organize around and have consequently remained a shadowy object of study. 377 Unlike the
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mendicants and Benedictines, the General Chapter strongly opposed the formation of local
congregations that would have filled the vacuum. 378 Consequently, Elm concluded that
the failure of the reform efforts emanating from the central authorities gave the
impression that the Cistercian Order had had no part in the reform movements
and Observance efforts characteristic of the 14th and 15th centuries... Late
medieval reform efforts in the Cistercian Order did not originate from the Curia
and the leadership of the Order, but from the grassroots, and they did not start in
the motherland, but on the periphery of Europe, in the Netherlands, in Spain,
and on the Apennine peninsula.379

Local Cistercian reform efforts were thus unrelated, and their objectives and organization did not
overlap. Elm claimed that regional Cistercian reform movements differed as much as between
independent orders.380 What shaped these initiatives instead was local context and comparable
social and political circumstances.

3.2 Liturgy and Reform
The subject of chant and liturgy in Observant reforms falls into two distinct arenas. The
first concerns what reformers from the top down determined was proper liturgy, and
consequently how contemporary practice departed from that ideal. A second bottom-up stage
deals with how these ideas were disseminated and implemented in each community.
Documentary sources related to liturgical changes mandated by Observant reformers address
378
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performance practice and singing style, the use of instrumental accompaniment (namely, the
organ), or efforts to simplify the liturgy. Musicological analysis undertaken to describe,
characterize, and interpret the changes applied to the chant melodies themselves has lagged
behind historical studies of the Observance. This omission has left a critical aspect and a major
undertaking of the Observant movement largely opaque to scholars and resulted in a devalued
role attributed to the liturgy. 381 Nonetheless, Peter Feige with Kaspar Elm stressed that “in spite
of all the organizational, financial, and disciplinary tribulations of the Order, [the General
Chapter’s] first concerns were the liturgy, the monks’ obligation to attend the choral prayer, the
common dormitory, clothing, and monastic morality.” 382 Important musical developments did
not necessarily produce textual descriptions or justifications, and they require analysis of the
music itself. In other cases, the sources have been lost, such as the correspondence discussing
liturgical reform between the abbey of Saint-Martin in Cologne and the prior of Florennes
mentioned in the Tractatus contra multiplicationem divini officii by Goedfroid de Godinne.383
Documents regarding the liturgy contain numerous references to punctuality at the office,
communal participation, and appropriate singing style including adequate pauses, maintaining
proper pitch, and keeping to a moderate volume. 384 Caution must be applied, however, before
drawing firm conclusions from these ubiquitous and timeless generalities. Such pro forma
381
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injunctions regularly appear first in visitation reports and documents issued by the General
Chapter or abbots of Clairvaux or Cîteaux. The Cistercian nuns of Valduc (Dutch: Hertogendal),
for example, were reminded in a visitation report shortly after their reform that only the sick and
infirm were released from their obligation to attend the Office and that they must take care not to
mutter, to sing off-pitch, or to allow their voices to crack. Instead, they should chant in a
supported manner with joyfulness and with utmost diligence. 385 The visitator who wrote the text
did not explicitly accuse the women of poor attendance or bad singing, but here only reaffirmed
the importance of full participation, proper focus, and musical skill.
That the quality of singing and involvement of the entire community regularly appears
first in texts as a matter of form may not necessarily and reliably describe contemporary practice
in every case, but the literary convention does work as a framing device into which the reforms
described subsequently fit. A few rare accounts do mention more specific “abuses” in
performance that were corrected in the course of reform. The Cistercian nuns of Wienhausen
were condemned by their visitators in 1483, for example, for alternating the chant between the
priests and the choir, for shouting rather than singing their responses, and for not observing
appropriate pauses.386
As discussed in chapter 2, the organ was officially barred from the Cistercian liturgy until
1486. Nevertheless, Clément Monnier, historian of the abbey of Cambron, related that Cambron
introduced organ accompaniment in their liturgy already under Abbot Jean Hoton (1449-
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1464).387 Might the more permissive approach to liturgical music at Cambron have trickled into
the liturgy at Beaupré until the more stringent reformers from the abbey of Jardinet assumed
cura monialium of the nuns? Whether or not the nuns of Beaupré had been using an organ in the
liturgy like the one depicted in their antiphoner (W. 761, fol. 270v), organs did become subject to
attack in several Observant movements. The Augustinian canons at Windesheim prohibited the
use of the organ in 1464 throughout their Congregation. 388 The Benedictine congregations of
Santa Giustina and Valladolid likewise forbade organs in their houses. 389 One may speculate that
these bans were inspired by the Cistercians. Nevertheless, the enforcement of this preexisting, if
frequently disregarded, legislation is impossible to track in reformed Cistercian communities, but
the organ did at least remain a point of contention for some Observant reformers.
Related partly to the elimination of instruments were efforts to pare down and standardize
the liturgy. Many reformers, such as Johannes Rode, abbot and architect of the influential reform
movement from St. Matthias in Trier, called for the simplification of the liturgy in his
Consuetudines, itself based on the Liber ordinarius of Saint-Jacques in Liège (1284).390 The
Bursfeld Congregation issued a similar directive with their Liber ordinarius completed by the
abbot of Bursfeld, Johann Hagen in 1445, but not widely adopted until 1474 due to a lengthy
power struggle between the papal legate, archbishop, and the Mainz-Bamberg province of
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Benedictines.391 Numerous other groups did likewise, including the Congregation of
Windesheim and the mendicant order. In 1505, the Observant Dominican Congregation of
Holland issued an exemplar against which to check all of the choir books for errors, accretions,
and omissions and banned personal psalters. 392 Similarly to ensure uniformity of practice, the
Congregation of Livry in 1515 abandoned the earlier requirement of memorizing the antiphoner
and required each canon to read and sing from a book at the liturgy. 393
Following discussions first raised at the Council of Basel (1431-1449), several initiatives
sprung up that sought to locate and restore chant from the most ancient sources. These efforts
continued unabated into the sixteenth century. Though these projects took different forms, they
were united in their concern to “remove superfluous material and purge apocryphal and
inauthentic readings.”394 For example, in 1511, Philippe Bourgoing, former prior of Cluny,
assembled a group of theological scholars to review and modify the Cluniac liturgy to align it
better with the Rule of St. Benedict.395 Most fruits of these labors have not survived, and none
have yet received significant scholarly analysis, including the Bursfeld ordinal or breviary. Mary
Kay Duggan has shown how the Brethren of the Common Life harnessed the new technology of
print to support the dissemination of new reform texts, in marked contrast to other early printers
391
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focused on canonical books.396 The majority of the Brethren’s efforts from 1474-1478 were
devoted to publishing reformed liturgical books, especially diocesan breviaries and the Liber
ordinarius and Caeremonia of the Bursfeld Congregation. Duggan traces the “beginning of
ecclesiastically approved production of printed liturgical ritual in northern Europe” to this
reforming enterprise.397
Such tasks of editing, simplification, and standardization would have been a much easier
undertaking for reform-minded Cistercians who already possessed authoritative exemplars
created in the “Bernardine” recension of the mid-twelfth century. Extra-liturgical accretions had
already been eliminated then. By the fifteenth century, these twelfth-century melodies were also
regarded as ancient.398 Therefore, Observant Cistercian energies would not have focused on
revising traditional melodies, as the Bernardine liturgical commission already had done, but on
scrubbing out any musical departures (e.g. polyphony, mensuration, instrumental
accompaniment) and additions from those twelfth-century forms (e.g., extra-liturgical chants like
sequences, non-canonical additions) based on Cistercian exemplars at hand.
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Whatever musical forms were imposed during the Observance in non-Cistercian houses,
they were adopted differently in each community, and the values and associations attached to
them carried distinct implications. The liturgy is consistently mentioned in narrative accounts,
such as in Johannes Busch’s Liber de reformatione monasteriorum, but rarely accompanied by
much musical detail.399 After Busch imposed the reform on the Benedictine nuns of Ebstorf in
1464, their chronicler writing circa 1487 recorded that the prioress and two nuns came from the
abbey of Hadmersleben and almost immediately threw away all of their liturgical books and
began to teach a new liturgy, presumably that of Bursfeld. 400
On the first Sunday after her arrival, we changed the choral singing and the
entire music. And the women had an enormous amount of work because they
often copied out during the day what was going to be sung that night. Twelve
sisters were appointed at the beginning, six in one choir and six in the other, to
sing the office. All the others were exempted so as to watch until they had been
instructed in the manner of it. All the books for the choral singing, as well as the
readings, the graduals, and the antiphons had to be discarded. They were cut up
and destroyed and new ones copied.401

The author then describes how the prioress of Ebstrof assigned six nuns to the production of new
liturgical manuscripts. By 1487, she counted twenty-seven new liturgical volumes that nuns of
the house had copied for their reformed liturgy. 402
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An additional complication for our historical understanding of the reform, which the
chronicle of Ebstorf illustrates, is that it was spread primarily orally through visitation and
instruction.403 Either a reformed individual or group moved into an unreformed house,
temporarily or permanently, to lead the reform of that monastery or an individual or group from
an unreformed community observed and learned the reform through an extended residence in a
reformed house. This period of instruction could take months or many years, and often resulted
in close personal connections between the new communities. Among the Benedictine and
Cistercian nunneries known as the Lüneburger Heideklöster (or in English as the Heath
Convents) in Lower Saxony, which included the abbey of Ebstorf, even the bishops of Verden
and Hildesheim, Duke Otto of Braunschweig-Lüneburg, and later Duchess Anna of Nassau
shared this task of education and musical rehearsal. They reportedly travelled to each of these
communities themselves to instruct the women personally in proper liturgical observance,
singing, and Latin.404
Education, exchange, ramped up artistic production, and shared values and experiences
imparted reformed communities with a common identity and purpose based on geographical
proximity more than institutional history or identity. 405 Though the reforms were highly
controversial in many communities when first introduced, and traumatizing for some of those
now strictly enclosed and separated from their families, possessions, and social identities, June
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L. Mecham found that once the initial losses had occurred, the demands for new manuscripts,
illuminations, decorations, vestments, embroideries, and tapestries created a galvanizing artistic
revival within the communities. New abbesses and prioresses acted as art patrons, and thereby
injected their houses with new expressive energy. 406

3.3 Origins of the Observance
Although some historians begin their discussions of the Observance with the Western
Schism in 1378, the first stirrings of reform had already been initiated by Pope Benedict XII. He
issued four bulls, the first of which he directed toward his own order, the Cistercians, in Fulgens
sicut stella on July 12, 1335. He followed this on June 20, 1336 with Summi magistri addressed
to the Benedictines, on November 28, 1336 with Redemptor noster to the Franciscans, and
finally on May 15, 1339 with Ad decorem to the Canons Regular. Scholars have long noted that
the progression of these documents appears to extend outward from the groups that the
Cistercian Pope Benedict XII understood best. But Franz Felten proposed that the initial impulse
behind the reform bulls, especially Fulgens, was not from the pope at all, but from the General
Chapter seeking the pope’s support for reforming efforts already underway. 407
The first and longest section of the tripartite bull Fulgens concerns administrative and
financial matters including, for example, guidelines for visitation as well as the procurement of
funds required for visitations and travel to the General Chapter. The middle section of the bull
deals with disciplinary exteriors most closely associated with monastic reform such as clothing,
private possessions, pensions, and the consumption of meat, but also the responsibility of the
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General Chapter to ensure the correct liturgical texts are used.408 Finally, the bull addresses
monks’ studies in the universities.
On the one hand, the organizational model of the Cistercians (regular visitations, General
Chapter) was highly influential because it enabled alternative paths to reform that circumvented
the local abbot, whose ineffectual leadership or financial parasitism under the commendatory
system was often a major contributing factor to a monastery’s decline. 409 On the other hand, the
Cistercian General Chapter was too weakened by lack of resources as well as by infighting with
the abbot of Cîteaux to administer any kind of broad reform. 410 Thus, the centralized
organization of the Order, which had fended off other attempts for collective governance like
congregations, paradoxically opened the path for the groundswell of localized Cistercian reform
movements, such as that which reached the abbey of Beaupré.
Internal reform in a male Benedictine monastery was more difficult because of the lack of
an administrative structure above the abbot that could circumvent his ineffectual leadership and
physical absence. Moreover, the so-called abuses targeted by Observant reformers were much
more prevalent in Benedictine houses than in those of their Cistercian cousins largely because of
Benedictines’ traditionally more flexible and accommodating approach to both work and
prayer.411 Issues widely labelled abuses under the Observance included exceptions to enclosure,
private property and finances held by obedientiaries, private cells, and eating meat. Benedictine
abbeys were more likely to be divided into noble and non-noble houses, which exacerbated
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issues of private property. Furthermore, communities of black monks and nuns were divided to a
much greater extent along the lines of social status, job position within the monastery, and
personal access to resources. These divisions all posed threats to the communal life.
Despite the generally disproportionate scrutiny directed toward Benedictine abbeys under
the Observance and the greater challenges they faced to reform themselves without sacrificing
their independence, Benedictines were better positioned to become active in reform movements
not only because of their freedom to join associations and congregations, but also because the
black monks were generally more supportive of university studies. 412 Universities became
powerful incubators and catalysts of reform. Benedictines were also more open to academic
training in fields other than theology and philosophy. 413 Most leading Benedictine reformers
came from the universities. The link between the Observance and university education is
especially clear in the association between reform and manuscript production. Among the
Dominican houses surveyed by Werner Williams-Krapp, for example, ninety percent of the
manuscripts produced in the area belonged to the ten percent of houses who reformed under the
Observance.414
The attention Pope Benedict XII placed on university education in his reform bulls
created the foundation for many later Observant movements. The influence of universities on
monastic communities and reform movements was both profound and ambivalent. Universities
412
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were instrumental in the social elevation of the bourgeoisie and “the breaking of noble privilege
in the monastery, which was one of the aims of the reform.” 415 Yet, that ideal to attenuate social
difference and restore the common life was fostered in a university environment that
simultaneously spurred new divisions in monasteries by cultivating an elite class of monks with
disproportionate influence and professional mobility. 416

3.4 Observant Reform and Society
Breaking noble privilege and democratizing religious experience, whether through
greater focus on individual piety promoted in the Devotio moderna or stricter enforcement of the
vita communis, are threads running through the various local reform movements. As Mixson has
convincingly shown, an outsized portion of the monastic practices deemed lax and corrupt by
reformers were simply either long standing customs of the nobility or practical compromises
reached over time to serve the mission of the institution more effectively. 417 Condemnations of
private property, for example, were not fundamentally based on a rejection of material objects
per se, he contended, but on the power relations their ownership signified, reinforced, or
undermined. Custom and status were the foundations upon which the delicately intertwined
legal, political, and social systems had been based since antiquity. Status and authority had to be
regularly performed and upheld through customary actions. These included gift-giving and
415
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receiving, hospitality often accompanied by elaborate ceremony and ritual, and the distribution
of provisions to subordinates.
Ecclesiastics and religious became powerful operators within this system over the course
of the Middle Ages, and monastic life in the West was radically shaped by its exercise. Through
custom, the spiritual and temporal duties of lordly ecclesiastics and monastic superiors were
inextricably connected in ways now difficult to conceptualize. Relationships between religious
and noble families were maintained for generations through ongoing exchanges of patronage,
intercessory prayer, and even the offering of family members to a community. For both parties,
reciprocal giving not only supported the liturgical lives of the nuns and monks economically and
increased hope of salvation for the deceased, but it also helped to maintain the marriage between
the political and religious bases of medieval society as a unified Christian whole. Among the
major objections to the reform process by unsympathetic monks and nuns was the installation
into a community of new “foreign” leadership from other monasteries, who had no ties to the
resident nobility.418 This action was viewed as an attempt to weaken local control.
Even within a monastic community, hierarchies were established and maintained through
the conferral of prebends by one’s religious superior as a gift to those who had offered their lives
in service to the Church through profession.419 Likewise, abbots and abbesses distributed
pittances (extra allotments of food, drink, clothing or some other provision) according to the
custom of a lord and his vassals. Such gifts were intended to reinforce, rather than undermine,
the cohesiveness of the community and its hierarchies.
Custom was so deeply engrained and naturalized in medieval thought that most
contemporaries were unaware of it. Yet, “they encountered it every day in their liturgies; in the
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presence of their superior, whose will was law....; and in their ‘customaries.’” 420 Thus,
modifications to the liturgy, to daily observance, or to the structure of communal life and its
administration had implications far beyond the walls of the cloister. To insist that noble and
peasant religious eat the same food at the same table (and not the meat of the privileged, but the
common fare of hoi polloi) was a statement as political and social as it was about adherence to
the Rule of St. Benedict. Julie Hotchin noted that monks and nuns expressed both their social and
religious identities through the customs and traditions distinctive of their own monastic
community, including those related to discretionary finances, personal possessions, and
privileges. These customs “stood in stark contrast to the conformity and uniformity, not to
mention loss of autonomy, imposed by the new relationship with a reforming religious order.” 421
Reforms thus not only modified behaviors, according to Hotchin, but transformed identity and its
associated relationships.
Threats to both social and religious identity help explain the fierce and occasionally
violent resistance to reform efforts. Winston-Allen recounts numerous examples of objections
that reform desiderata were inappropriate for the nobility or that undermined the wishes of the
lay benefactors who had supported the abbeys for generations. For many local patrons,
monasteries were viewed less as centers of asceticism than as “patrician finishing schools and
living establishments for the unmarried daughters of the nobility.” 422 The reform of these houses
under the Observance stripped nuns of their noble customs and consequently left this population
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of women without a middle-ground alternative between arranged marriage and strict religious
enclosure and dispossession.
How various reforms impacted custom and identity were shaped and amplified by the
local setting of Observant movements, and in turn the local setting influenced reform goals.
While different reform movements shared many common goals and values such as fuller
participation in the communal life, the means to those ends differed so markedly in various
locations that “comparable social and political circumstances” became more important factors
than institutional affiliation toward realizing those goals. 423 Such circumstances often included a
common agent of reform such as a local bishop or secular ruler imposing reform upon an entire
region rather than upon a single group. For this reason, local context is even more critical than
institutional boundaries and identities.
Each reform thus materialized through a unique configuration of standardizing centripetal
forces such as stricter adherence to rules, customs, and statutes as well as particularizing
centrifugal components like geographic proximity, common culture, and family connections. For
example, among the Benedictine and Cistercian Heath Convents in Lower Saxony, Mecham
found,
The reforms intensified early connections between the Heath convents by
introducing common devotional practices that mitigated differences based on
monastic order or diocesan practices, and female reformers brought new skills
and activities, shaping the artistic output that followed in the wake of reform in
ways unique to each convent. The reform that bound the [Heideklöster] convents
together thus replicated broader, pre-existing networks of social, political,
religious, and economic ties that connected the female monastic houses in this
region with each other and with the secular world. By the late fifteenth century,
then, adherence to the reforming effort played a greater role in stimulating
exchanges between convents than membership in a particular monastic
order....424
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The local grassroots character of Observant movements meant that a reform movement sprouted
from a single source could later splinter into different branches with different emphases. In the
case of the abbey of Beaupré, their extended involvement with nuns outside the Cistercian Order
was unique within that movement. Likewise, future studies will be needed to confirm whether
the heavy liturgical component of the reform at Beaupré and the Benedictine houses they
influenced was a feature of all the reforms of Cistercian nunneries in Brabant, Hainaut, and
Flanders or whether it was a particular priority of the male abbey of Jardinet who oversaw this
set of reforms. The dynamism of the movement, based more on individual leaders than texts,
discourages generalizations.
Local stages for reform also permitted a high degree of mutual influence, collaboration,
and common ground among different religious orders. These exchanges produced another
paradox of the Observance: that the quest for the observantia regulae proper to one’s religious
community often occasioned a porous and blended religious identity among reformed groups.
The liturgy was one especially potent site for new or hybridized identities to occur and be
expressed.
The grassroots Observant reforms in northern Germany and the Low Countries drew
simultaneously from multiple streams. Carthusians were actively involved in the reform of nonCarthusian monasteries for whom they authored numerous reform treatises. 425 The Benedictine
reform centers of Bursfeld and Melk as well as the Cistercian congregation of Sibculo in the Low
Countries incorporated aspects of Carthusian visitation and discipline. Most monastic reform
movements in northern Germany and the Low Countries were influenced to some degree by the
Devotio moderna associated with the Augustinian canons of Windesheim in the Netherlands, yet
the Windesheim canons themselves were indebted to Carthusian and Cistercian customs and
425
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devotional practices.426 The Devotio moderna was the impetus for and “the strongest and most
direct influence” on the Observant movement, yet Elm and Feige have argued that this nonmonastic movement “was the real moving force that taught the Cistercians to recognize the value
of their way of life and to appreciate their great past” rather than challenged or supplanted it. 427
Conversely, Hamm remarked that the influence of St. Bernard’s writings on the Devotio
moderna was so great that Hamm described the “new devotion” as a Renaissance of St. Bernard,
in which he was widely regarded among the four great doctors of the Church. 428 Giles Constable
named St. Bernard “by far the most important” twelfth-century writer in the fifteenth century,
arguing that he was even more popular than St. Augustine. 429
Of the forty-six communities not part of the Windesheim Congregation listed by Karl
Grube in which the influential reformer Johannes Busch directly intervened, well over a third
were also outside the Augustinian order. They included Benedictines, Cistercians, and
Premonstratensians.430 Among these was the abbey of Bursfeld. The abbots Johannes Dederoth
and his successor Johannes Hagen, early architects of the Bursfeld reform, were deeply
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influenced by Busch and the Windesheim canons.431 They also drew on the Consuetudines of
Johannes Rode, formerly a Carthusian prior, and then abbot of another important center of
Benedictine reform at St. Matthias in Trier.432 Together and often in some combination, the
Windesheim and Bursfeld Congregations played an outsized role in the various monastic reform
movements in northern Germany and the Low Countries. While the Bursfeld Congregation
echoed the Cistercian approach to areas like standardized liturgy, discipline, and studies, many
Cistercian communities in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries were deeply impacted
by Bursfeld customs. Some reform-minded Cistercians eventually left the Cistercian Order to
join the Bursfeld Congregation and led the reforms of other Benedictine abbeys in the early
sixteenth century according to Bursfeld use.433

3.5 The Namur Reform from the Abbey of Marche-les-Dames
The cascade of Observant reform that eventually enveloped Beaupré and most of the
Cistercian women’s communities in modern-day central Belgium began when Marie le Bervy
(Berwier), a Cistercian nun of Robermont, recruited fourteen others to establish a stricter
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monastic observance with her at the abbey of Marche-les-Dames in 1406. 434 According to an
account presented in a fifteenth-century chronicle, Marie le Bervy had been reared by religious
women in Liège from a young age (by a recluse at Saint-Servais and then at the beguinage of
Saint-Christophe).435 She entered the Cistercian abbey of Robermont as a teenager, and became
quickly disillusioned there by the longstanding practices of simony and private property. When
she raised her concerns in community, she met stiff resistance. Frustrated and determined, she
found encouragement from the Carthusian prior, Adrien Monet, who was also associated with
the Canons of Windesheim and the Devotio moderna. Jean de Gêves (Jehan de Geef), a monk of
Aulne Abbey, became another powerful ally and an important intermediary. He appealed directly
to William II, Count of Namur, on Marie le Bervy’s behalf, and proposed instituting her reform
instead at Marche-les-Dames. William consented, and the General Chapter agreed to allow ten
nuns, including four others from Robermont, to embark with her on this new enterprise. Jean de
Gêves was appointed their confessor at Marche-les-Dames. 436
By 1413, William II had grown impatient at the condition of five of the other Cistercian
nunneries in his county (Moulins, Argenton, Jardinet, Boneffe, and Soleilmont) and demanded
that the General Chapter immediately consolidate them into a single monastery (in unum redigi
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facere monasterium) (fig. 28) (see Appendix B).437 Only one Cistercian women’s community
(Salzinnes) and the single Cistercian men’s community (Grandpré) in Namur were unaffected. 438
The General Chapter delegated the Count’s request to the abbot of Clairvaux, who in turn
entrusted it to the abbots of Chaâlis, Aulne, and Villers, and urged them to find an acceptable
compromise.
No statute from the General Chapter describes the compromise that was reached between
the named abbots and the Count of Namur, but later events suggest that the five abbesses were
given an ultimatum. If they were unable to reverse their fortunes, the abbots threatened to
refound the communities as abbeys of monks. Because the abbot of Aulne was the father
immediate to the nuns of Soleilmont and Moulins, these two abbeys were reformed first in 1414.
At the time, Marche-les-Dames had been the only Cistercian nunnery to have reformed
successfully, and the abbot of Aulne naturally looked to it for new leaders. He appointed Marie
de Senzeilles of Marche-les-Dames as the new abbess of Soleilmont, which she successfully
rehabilitated in 1415. Soleilmont was then tasked with the reform of Argenton, which it carried
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out in 1439. Of the five Namurois Cistercian nunneries to come under scrutiny, only these two
persisted as houses of monastic women.

Figure 28: Spread of the Reform from the Abbey of Marche-les-Dames.

The reform at Moulins, however, failed. The abbot of Aulne deposed the presiding
abbess, dispensed the remaining nuns of their vows, offered them pensions, and colonized the
emptied monastery with monks from Aulne and Villers. Jean de Gêves was named the superior
of the new men’s community.439 Under Jean de Gêves’s leadership, the abbey of Moulins
immediately established itself as a center of reform.440 Jean de Gêves shaped Marie le Bervy’s
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reform agenda into a movement by actively collecting, copying, and circulating manuscripts, by
disseminating those texts through reform-minded confessors sent to women’s monasteries, and
by refounding nunneries that could not be revived with communities of monks. 441 Although no
inventory and few books from the library of Moulins survive, manuscript production would
become a hallmark of this movement into the early sixteenth century. Anne Bondéelle-Souchier
demonstrated in her exhaustive study that libraries of French Cistercian nuns were long
characterized by a predominance of liturgical books. 442 The trend continued in many reformed
houses, including the refounded community of Marche-les-Dames from which several graduals
(Namur, Musée diocésain, 31 and Namur, Société archéologique, 1, 2) and antiphoners (Namur,
Musée diocésain, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34, 36, 37, 38) produced after the reform still survive. 443
The nuns of Jardinet, Argenton, and probably also Boneffe (though they are not explicitly
mentioned in the documents) had been given ultimatums in 1414 to discontinue accepting
novices until they reformed.444 Whereas Argenton succeeded with the help of two visiting nuns
from Soleilmont, the communities at Jardinet and Boneffe did not endure. After the Duke of
cisterciens du Jardinet, de la fin du XVe siècle? Namur, Ville, 73, fol. 95-130,” Art, histoire et archéologie en
Namurois: Volume publié à l’occasion du 150e anniversaire de la Société archéologique de Namur (=Annales de la
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Burgundy, Philip the Good, purchased the county of Namur in 1429 from William II’s
spendthrift son, John III, the pace of the reform quickened and the region subject to reform
expanded beyond the county of Namur into neighboring Hainaut, Brabant, and Flanders. On
May 26, 1441, Duke Philip ordered the abbeys of Aulne and Cambron to oversee the transfer of
two nuns of Jardinet to L’Olive and a third to Félipré and handed the abbey to monks from
Moulins with help from the Benedictine abbey of Florennes. 445 Another three of the six
remaining nuns of Jardinet refused to be transferred and died there. 446 The nuns of Boneffe were
not removed until 1461, and the abbey became a men’s community comprised of monks from
Moulins and Jardinet in the following year.447 Two of the remaining three nuns of Boneffe were
transferred to Salzinnes and the other moved to Florival. 448

3.6 The Abbey of Jardinet as a Reform Center
Jean Eustache, formerly an Augustinian canon of Val-des-Ecolier in Mons and then
monk and prior of Moulins, was named the abbot of Jardinet in approximately 1438 even before
monks had settled the property. The former women’s abbey was in such disrepair that a
completely new monastery had to be built nearby. In 1439, the community at Moulins also began
construction of a refuge house at Nizelles.449 Jean Eustache was then briefly appointed abbot of
Nizelles on June 18, 1441, but abdicated in 1442 to return to his position at Jardinet. 450 The core
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of his new community at Jardinet came from Moulins, and they were placed under the authority
of the abbot of Aulne until 1460, at which time they reported directly to Cîteaux. 451 As the new
community of Moulins had done, Jean Eustache arranged for a collection of core texts to be
brought to Jardinet from Moulins.452 Jardinet continued to copy and circulate manuscripts into
the sixteenth century as part of its reforming efforts. Xavier Hermand distinguished Jardinet’s
refounded fifteenth-century library by its conspicuous lack of modern authors, and speculated
that the full collection would have resembled those of Cistercian libraries in their twelfth- and
early thirteenth-century “golden age,” dominated by patristic and pre-scholastic authors. 453
Almost nothing of the abbey of Beaupré’s library survives. 454 Moreover, few remnants
remain of its archives before 1500, and these documents offer no details about internal affairs at
the abbey.455 The many references to the reform from the monastery itself date between the
sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. While they suggest a watershed event in the life of the abbey,
they leave no details about what the reform actually entailed. An early eighteenth-century
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Ceremonial (Brussels, KBR, MS II. 3319 Dx, fol. 149r) credits Jean Eustache with introducing
the reform at Beaupré, but without additional commentary. Moreover, nothing is known about
the four abbesses preceding the reform who governed from 1376-1461, and so the immediate
context of the reform is opaque.456
Like many monasteries, Beaupré experienced considerable financial instability
throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Whatever circumstances precipitated the
election of Johanna van den Nieuwenduerpe in 1461, her primary task was to initiate reform. The
abbey’s economic situation had not significantly improved since 1410 when it was threatened
with excommunication for missing its dues to the General Chapter. 457 This circumstance left the
community exposed to external imposition. To facilitate the reform of Beaupré, the General
Chapter temporarily suspended the abbot of Cambron as father immediate in 1462 and placed the
nuns under the care of the abbot of Jardinet.458 Jean Eustache was not warmly received there by
all, however, and this may be an explanation for why he is not remembered in Beaupré’s
obituary (Brussels, KBR, MS 18200-01, begun in 1516). Ursmer Berlière recalled that several of
the nuns quickly appealed to their influential parents to restrict his involvement. 459 The Lord of
Ravenstein approached the Duke of Burgundy on their behalf to request a halt to the reform.
Unfortunately for the dissenting nuns, the sympathies of the Duke and in particular his wife,
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Isabella of Bourbon, lay not with the status quo. They ruled that the reform under Jean Eustache
would proceed.
Subsequently, a nun of Beaupré was sent to the abbey of Valduc in 1463 to learn the
reform and to institute it at Beaupré according to the chronicle of Joes van Dormael written in
1488. A monk of Villers, he had been confessor at Argenton for twenty years before he was
appointed the confessor of Valduc in 1467 several years after the reform. Valduc is never named
in any sources from Beaupré, however, and the connection between the two communities was
weak. The chronicle also relates that nuns from many other abbeys descended on Valduc at this
time for the same purpose. These included a nun from Wauthier-Braine (Dutch: Woutersbrakel),
a prioress from Rothem, and the Benedictine abbess (“prelatersse”) from Milen (Mielen,
Nonnemielen), Marie Pollarts van Hoelene.460 Valduc’s own beleaguered reform efforts that
began in 1460 were still ongoing when these delegates arrived. Thus, it is most probable that
these sisters were instructed in whole or in part by the reformers in residence from Argenton
rather than from the nuns of Valduc themselves. The reform process at Valduc was particularly
divisive and protracted. When it was begun, fully six of the thirteen professed nuns opted to
leave the monastery for other “unreformed” communities. Additionally, three of the four women
who had planned to enter the novitiate walked away. This communal crisis only compounded an
existing economic one. The situation provoked the abbot of Villers to make a formal visitation
on December 10, 1460. At that moment, he directed four nuns and two conversae from Argenton
to move to Valduc, stabilize the community, and instruct the sisters on matters of the reform. The
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slow rate of progress by the reluctant remaining community at Valduc incited the abbess to step
down in frustration in 1463. The abbess of Argenton was given the responsibility to choose her
successor. She named Marguerite Calabers, the sister of Abbot Francken (Vrancken, Frank, or
Francon) Calabers of Villers, who finally succeeded and the community rebounded.
Although not directly related to the reform of Valduc, Roger De Ganck cautioned, there
survives a visitation report written in 1473 in Middle Dutch by Abbot Francken Calabers
(Brussels, National Archives, Brabant Ecclesiastical Archives, supplement 20491). 461 After
demanding regular and punctual attendance at the liturgy and urging the proper style of singing,
he proceeded to outline rules for enclosure and the reception of guests, times of abstinence from
meat, simplicity of clothing, allowances for reading in the vernacular both privately and in the
refectory, nuns’ personal annuities, and where money should be kept. Finally, he admonished the
nuns to seek permission from their confessor (rather than the abbess) in order to leave the
enclosure.
Another rare documentary source from this Observant Cistercian movement survives
from the abbey of Flines, and the significant overlap between the two documents allows us to
draw some inferences on the reform of Beaupré. Although Flines and Beaupré had little
interaction, they both shared confessors from Jardinet. 462 The nuns of Flines were presented with
a list of articles of reform drafted on December 15, 1506 by Abbot Nicole Spaens of Nizelle, a
men’s foundation of Jardinet, which won the approval of the abbot of Clairvaux and the General
461
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Chapter in 1507.463 This document is the clearest and only official description of this reform
movement. Dated one hundred years to the day after Marie-le-Bervy launched her reform on
December 15, 1406, it attests to the expansion and development of her initial program. 464 In
language and form echoing Abbot Francken Calabers’s visitation report, the document opens by
addressing regular participation and punctuality at the liturgy. 465 In a diptych commissioned by
the abbess of Flines to be sent to Clairvaux as a testament to their commitment, Andrea G.
Pearson has interpreted a clock in the distance as a symbol of the liturgy celebrated “meurement
et à traict” (promptly and on time) as demanded in the document. 466
The reform articles for Flines address enclosure not in abstract terms, but lay out specific
building requirements related to stricter claustration, namely, the installation of many more
windows. In addition to the ubiquitous prohibitions on simony and private property, there are
regulations on pittances, communal goods, the eating of meat, simplicity of clothing, and the
reception of guests. These general prescriptions shed light on the reform agenda, although they
tell us nothing about life at Flines abbey or about how the new regulations were interpreted and
implemented. Such details would have been overseen by the resident confessor.
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Pearson stressed the extent to which the reforms weakened the authority of the abbess in
favor of the male confessor, and this shift in power was perhaps the most tectonic development
of the process. By physically restricting her access to the external world and its resources,
Pearson noted that the abbess and her community would have become much more dependent on
the confessor as a conduit of information and as a mediator in their temporal and spiritual affairs.
For this reason, the women’s communities with confessors from Jardinet presumably shared a set
of experiences and new customs that gave a distinct shape to their reforms. Some provisional and
circumstantial evidence, including liturgical reform, suggests that to be the case.
A series of letters between the abbess of Flines, Jeanne de Boubais, the abbess of
Wauthier-Braine whose community was leading the reform at Flines, as well as the Benedictine
abbess of Ghislenghien show both the stresses involved in the reform process and the support
and encouragement reformed nuns expressed to each other. 467 The letters describe gifts of
cutlery, bowls and utensils, and small statutes exchanged between nuns of Flines and WauthierBraine as the abbess of Wauthier-Braine exhorted Jeanne de Boubais and her sisters to follow the
direction of their confessor. “And yes, my good friend, I beg you always to follow the good
counsel of those who desire your well-being and honor, in particular your spiritual father, who is
mine too as well as my dear friend.”468 The abbess of Ghislenghien wrote to Jeanne de Boubais
on July 5, 1508 similarly advising her to follow her confessor and expressing solidarity between
their communities. “I hope that the good alliance between us is maintained; which is to say that
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the spiritual goods of your church and ours be joined and likewise the good and holy prayers of
your venerable father confessor, to whom I entrust myself with all my heart.”469
Flines, Wauthier-Braine, Ghislenghien, and Beaupré were among those to share
confessors from Jardinet.470 The Chronicle of Jardinet offers the fullest and most reliable account
of these consequential years and names many confessors from Jardinet serving at neighboring
women’s communities (Appendix C). At Beaupré, the chronicle does not specify the confessor in
its list of the first generation of monks, and identifies only “Brother Jacob of Hurine, procurator
of [Jardinet], who did well, and afterwards became procurator of Beaurpé, where he died” (Frater
Jacobus de Hurine hujus domus procurator, qui optime fecit et postea in Belle Prato obiit
procurator).471 Beaupré is next mentioned in conjunction with the election of Jardinet’s second
abbot, Martin de Lannoy, in 1477 after Jean Eustache stepped down for reasons of old age.
Because of an outbreak of fighting around Jardinet during the Burgundian wars, the election took
place at the abbey of Beaupré with only four capitulars present besides Jean Eustache himself:
Martin de Lannoy, Jean Siron, Jacques de Wimes, and Servais de Felleries. Martin de Lannoy
was elected. The chronicler provides little biographical information about Abbot Martin except
indirectly when he describes Jean Siron as a confessor like Martin (“una cum religiosis viris
praelibati monasterii de Gardineto fratribus Martino de Alneto, Johannes Siron, capellano de
Bellemonte, cum praedicto Martino confessore, Jacobo de Wimes et Servatio de Fellerie ibique
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nobis consedentibus”).472 After Abbot Martin’s election, Jean Siron is again mentioned as “hujus
domus procurator, et veniens a Belloprado in Gardinetum transiens per Oliva obiit ibidem.” 473
Martin de Lannoy was identified as the long-time confessor of Beaupré in the
Martyrology of the abbey of L’Olive. One of the longest and most detailed entries in the obituary
of Beaupré (Brussels, KBR, MS 18200-01) is for Martin de Lannoy where he is called “pater et
confessor” of this monastery before the reform (with a later hand adding “30 annos”
interlinearly).474 He is also credited with “assisting” their reform fifteen years before his
installation as abbot in a miscellany from Beaupré (Brussels, KBR, Fonds Goethals no. 74,
fol. 60r).475 It is plausible that Jean Eustache decided to hold the abbatial election at Beaupré
precisely because Martin de Lannoy was his intended successor and was already in residence
there at the time.476
The connections between Beaupré and Jardinet were thus extensive and endured until
1574 when the women were placed back under the care of the abbot of Cambron. In total, eight
monks in the Chronicle of Jardinet are associated with Beaupré in some capacity, and three of
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these are also listed at Beaupré in Fonds Goethals no 74. 477 The reform of Beaupré was
especially successful. A note on the same folio of Fonds Goethals no. 74 claimed that the Abbot
of Clairvaux found 213 religious at Beaupré during his visitation in July 1515. Since the reform
of Beaupré was transmitted by a single nun residing for a few months at Valduc (rather than the
more invasive process at abbeys like Valduc in which a core group of reformed nuns took over
leadership, largely sidelined the existing community, and functionally refounded the monastery),
it is distinctly possible that Martin de Lannoy, with the backing of Jean Eustache, was the
primary director of the changes at Beaupré according to the model of Jardinet.
Once abbot, Martin de Lannoy and his successor, Arnoul de Solbrecq, took especial
interest in both Benedictine reform and the Cistercian liturgy during the years of their combined
administration (1477-1502). These abbots were also unique within the reform movement from
Marche-les-Dames in their incorporation of Benedictine men (see chapter 4).

3.7 The Nuns of Beaupré as Reformers
The Bishop of Cambrai, Henri de Berghes, directed the abbey of Ghislenghien to reform
in 1480. Sources do not agree, however, on how the reform unfolded or why these Benedictine
nuns became swept into a current that had previously only impacted Cistercian women. The
earliest account of Ghislenghien’s reform comes from Joes van Dormael’s chronicle, in which he
claimed that two nuns from Ghislenghien were recommended to the abbey of Valduc by Bishop
Henri de Berghes to learn the reform. 478 They spent a year of novitiate at the Cistercian
monastery and professed vows with the archbishop presiding. The enormous festivities that
ensued were capped with a celebratory meal of fish and wine. As a parting gift, the bishop
attached indulgences to several of the abbey’s altars, and requested that the nuns of Valduc and
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Ghislenghien enter into a confraternity agreement, presumably to ensure continuing exchange,
support, and informal supervision as stakeholders in one another’s communities. 479
Ende des versocht hij oec ende badt oetmoedichleec om tconfraterniteit van hier
binnen, dwelc hem, alsoet wel betaemde, willichleec gheconsenteert was met
eenen openen brieve, bezeghelt vander abdissen ende convent...
And he [Bishop Henri de Berghes] sought and also humbly requested (for) a
confraternity among them, which was granted to him, as he wished, with an
open letter, sealed by the abbess and the convent.

Jacques Lavalleye and Cyriel Vleeschouwers were among the scholars who accepted this
account, although this version is attested nowhere else. All other sources, including those from
Ghislenghien and Beaupré, agree that it was Beaupré who reformed Ghislenghien. The Gallia
christiana relates that the reform of Ghislenghien was conducted by two nuns from Beaupré who
came to Ghislenghien.480 A confraternity agreement copied in the early eighteenth century into a
Ceremonial and Book of Prayers from Beaupré (Brussels, KBR, MS II. 3319) attests to an
association among Beaupré, Ghislenghien, Forest, and Beaupré’s Cistercian motherhouse of La
Cambre. No evidence of the confraternity between Ghislenghien and Valduc alluded to by Joes
van Dormael survives.
Whereas Valduc remained under the care of the abbot of Villers throughout its history,
Beaupré became closely tied to the abbey of Jardinet only in the second half of the fifteenth
century. The Chronicle of Jardinet does list a confessor from Jardinet at Valduc among the
second generation of monks after 1477, either working alongside an aged Joes van Dormael or
succeeding him after his death on May 1, 1489. The abbey’s involvement at Valduc, however,
followed well after their reforms, and the abbot of Jardinet never assumed the role of father
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immediate as he did at Beaupré. The chronicle, meanwhile, lists Jean de Binche as confessor of
Ghislenghien both among the first generation of monks at Jardinet under Jean Eustache and
again among the second generation under Martin de Lannoy. Jean de Binche died at
Ghislenghien on October 5, 1483 shortly after the abbey’s reform. His epitaph in the Chronicle
of Jardinet was, “confessor monialium noviter reformatarum in Ghilenghien.” 481 The chronicler
also describes him as subprior at Jardinet during the election of Martin de Lannoy. 482
Ghislenghien is the only Benedictine community mentioned in the Chronicle of Jardinet. A mid17th-century Ceremonial from Ghislenghien with additions in the 18th century (Tournai,
Archives de l’État, no. 68, fols. 43r, 59v) lists the abbot of Jardinet third in its set of regular
prayer intentions and the abbot of Cambron is mentioned fourth. “L’abbé Martin du Jardiné” is
the only abbot specifically named. In 1491, Bishop Henri Berghes requested that the abbot of
Cambron, Guillaume Dieu, send one of his monks, Coreille, to oversee the abbey of
Ghislenghien.483

Marche-les-Dames
1406 →

Soleilmont
1415 →

Argenton

Valduc

Beaupré

1439 → 1460-1463→ 1463 →

Ghislenghien

Forest
Kortenberg

1480-1481 →

1500
c. 1500

Table 12: Transmission of reform from Marche-les-Dames to Forest Abbey.

Following the success of the reform at Ghislenghien, the community was then
commissioned to reform the Benedictine nuns of Forest Abbey in 1500 and Kortenberg (table
12). Little is known about the reform attempt at Kortenberg except that it was short-lived,
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unsuccessful, and occurred at roughly the same time as the initiative at Forest. 484 On July 23,
1500, Abbess Barbe de Leaucourt of Forest was removed from her abbatial seat by the bishop of
Cambrai after a decade of financial troubles that precipitated a spiritual crisis in the community.
A group of reformers was dispatched from Ghislenghien to rectify the situation and restore the
monastic observance at Forest. Among these was Marguerite I de Liedekerke, who was elected
as the new abbess. Despite the economic woes at Forest, one of her first acts as abbess was to
acquire a sumptuous, large-format, five-volume antiphoner which prominently featured both her
portrait and her coat-of-arms in each of the volumes. The set was executed by Julien de Gavre in
the “Ghent-Bruges” decorative style and completed in 1502. It contains the Cistercian versions
of the chants even while it retains local feasts such as that of St. Alena whose relics were housed
at Forest Abbey.
An unnotated sixteenth-century breviary from Forest (Brussels, KBR, MS 3822-3823)
also survives which is rubricated explicitly as Cistercian use both at the beginning of the Psalter
(fol. 19r) and at the beginning of the breviary section (fol. 106r). The designation illustrates that
the nuns were not unwitting about the origins and associations of their new liturgy, but actively
adopted it as their own. That the liturgical change was embraced and executed so quickly implies
that it was a priority of the new abbess as a clear and audible sign of its reform.
The Ghislenghien antiphoner likewise contains Cistercian use. That one of the first
actions taken by the Benedictine women from Ghislenghien to reform their fellow Benedictines
from Forest was to order new Cistercian liturgical books at Forest is a reliable indication that
484

Remarkably, the reform attempt at Kortenberg was remembered in several documents from Ghislenghien despite
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Cistercian chant was established at Ghislenghien well before 1507 despite the late date of their
new antiphoner. Marguerite I de Liedekerke’s commission of the Forest Antiphoner in 1500
suggests that her contingent was already habituated to the Cistercian liturgy when they arrived
from Ghislenghien and were unwilling to revert to the Benedictine liturgy at Forest only to
transition back to the Cistercian office later. Abbess Marguerite I de Liedekerke and her fellow
reforming sisters would have introduced, taught, and championed the Cistercian liturgy on the
model of Ghislenghien just as the nuns of Beaupré surely had during Ghislenghien’s reform.

3.8 The Confraternity around Beaupré
The abbey of Beaupré, its motherhouse, and these two Benedictine nunneries formalized
and strengthened their shared liturgical ties by entering into a confraternity association. The
agreement is the only other evidence of reform-related activity at Beaupré aside from revisions to
their antiphoner. Chant reform and their confraternal alliance must therefore be understood as
related. Indeed, Bishop Henri de Berghes’s insistence, according to Joes van Dormael’s Kroniek,
that newly reformed abbeys solidify their bonds through a confraternity suggests that spiritual
association was a key part of the reform.485
The agreement is found near the back of a Ceremonial and Book of Prayers (Brussels,
KBR, MS II. 3319, fol. 147v) copied by a nun early in the eighteenth century. It describes the
terms of an association among four women’s monasteries who agreed to pray for one another’s
recently deceased. The nuns of Beaupré would chant a Requiem Mass for the departed nuns from
two Benedictine abbeys of women, Forest and Ghislenghien, and sing the seven Penitential
Psalms for the soul of a nun from their Cistercian motherhouse of La Cambre as well as for the
lay sisters from all three houses. At the bottom of the same page, distinguished visually from the
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text of the confraternity document by smaller script and more compact line spacing, the author
noted that Beaupré reformed both Ghislenghien and La Cambre (the latter is an error).
Nous avons association, a[vec] les Dames de Forêt, de même avec les Dames de
Ghislenghien, et [nous] chantons une Messe, au trépas de chaque Dame et pour
les Soeurs, un 7 [P]seaumes.
Au trepas d’une Dame de la Cambre, nous disons un 7 [P]seaumes et pour les
Soeurs, de même.
Beaupré s’a tellement maintenu en disciple de l’ordre et les Dames ont reformé
La Cambre, et Ghislenghien, quoique [el]les sont de l’ordre de S. Benoît.486

The connection between the reform and the genesis of this association is only implied. The nuns
of Beaupré were qualified to lead the reform, she claims, because of their good discipline.
Nevertheless, the author registers a level of surprise that Cistercians from Beaupré were
entrusted with Ghislenghien’s reform “quoiqu’[el]les sont de l’ordre de Saint Benoît.”
The lack of date or historical context offers no indication of the relationship between the
confraternity and the reform in this particular late witness. Did Beaupré reform these Benedictine
abbeys directly or indirectly because of this preexisting association or was this spiritual society a
product of the reform? A mortuary roll from Forest Abbey (Manchester, John Rylands Library,
Latin MS 114) strengthens the probability that the confraternity did indeed follow the reform.
The roll circulated after the death of Abbess Elisabeth ‘sConincs on July 19, 1458 and includes a
list of ten monasteries with confraternal agreements with Forest at that time. 487 No Cistercian
abbeys, including Beaupré or Ghislenghien, appear. Between September 6, 1458 and
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July 8, 1459, a courier named Johannes Leonis set out on four occasions to visit a total of 390
religious communities as far north as Utrecht, as far east as Andernach via Cologne and Bonn,
and to the Belgian coast in the west. Tituli from each of these communities were added to the
roll. Beaupré is the only one from the aforementioned association to have been visited. It appears
as number 350, and its text is generic and uninformative, suggesting no special relationship to
the nuns of Forest before 1459.488
Though a more complete study of confraternal networks of women in this period (or any
other on this largely neglected subject) remains a desideratum, there are some indications
elsewhere that spiritual associations were a regular occurrence following reform where a
congregational or provincial framework was lacking. The necrology of Marche-les-Dames, for
example, includes dozens of names of figures and monasteries (e.g. Soleilmont, Argenton, ValBenoît, Moulins, Jardinet) with whom that abbey became associated through the reform
movement.489 The abbeys of Argenton and Valduc entered into a confraternity association in
1467 shortly after Valduc completed its reform with assistance from Argenton. They were joined
in 1469 by the Cistercian abbey of Maagdendaele in Oudenaarde after a group of four reformed
nuns and two lay sisters of Valduc moved to Maagdendaele for the year to instruct the reform
there.490 Joes van Dormael was simultaneously confessor to both Maagdendaele and Valduc
from 1468 to 1476. While he may have conflated the two communities in society with Valduc
(the abbey of Ghislenghien’s proper name was Val-des-Vierges, which translates into Dutch as
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“Maagdendaele”), the role he attributes to the bishop as an advocate of confraternities among
reformed women is striking and deserves future investigation.
By circulating news of deaths within their respective communities and offering
intercession for one another’s recently departed, associated monasteries expressed spiritual care
for one another. This care required ongoing communication, mutual involvement, and
identification with members of another community. For groups of religious women, especially
Cistercians, who were unable to organize themselves into reform congregations, such a
grassroots association may have symbolized and functioned as an analogous alliance. Like the
exchanges of letters, religious statuettes, and kitchen utensils between the abbesses of Argenton
and Valduc during the former’s reform of the latter, we are left to guess what other exchanges
took place in the context of these relationships. The only chronological information the
association text found in Brussels, KBR, MS II. 3319 does provide is that circa 1700, at least two
hundred years after the reform itself, this agreement was freshly re-copied and remained active.
Unfortunately, the necrologies and chapter books from these communities do not offer evidence
of specific exchanges with the sole exception of Beaupré’s obituary (Brussels, KBR, MS 1820001), which does record that one of their nuns, a Sr. Beatrix, died at Ghislenghien on
January 4, 1751.491
Confraternities frequently entailed other privileges in addition to prayers for the
deceased, such as the right to sit and participate fully in each other’s choir and to take refuge in
another’s house or properties during times of war or calamity. Among the many names used for
these arrangements (society, fraternity, confraternity, association), several scholars like W. G.
Clark-Maxwell and Giles Constable have also referred to them as a “participation in benefits”
491
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agreement.492 Monasteries could associate for any number of reasons, but in several cases, a
confraternity accompanied the adoption of other shared customs. In 1131 at Reims, for example,
eighteen Benedictine abbots gathered and agreed to meet regularly in a General Chapter like the
Cistercians, adopt a common set of customs, and form a confraternity. 493 The Dutch Cistercian
Colligatio Galiaeensis resembled a congregation, but was nevertheless permitted by the General
Chapter because it was more a fraternal union and not a governing body. Their alliance was
based on a “common observance, the mutual exchange of priors, the sending of confessors, and
last but not least the mutual remembrance of the dead, which had been carried out with care from
the beginning according to the evidence of the surviving memorial books.” 494
While the purpose of congregations, provincial chapters, and spiritual associations could
overlap, the looser organization of associations permitted alliances across religious orders and
between male and female communities.495 There is no direct evidence describing how the society
between Beaupré-Ghislenghien-Forest-La Cambre functioned, and we are left to speculate on
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what it may have meant to them and what it could have enabled in terms of privileges. What it
does tell us is that Beaupré’s obligations for prayers were greater for Ghislenghien and Forest
than for La Cambre. This suggests that the community of Beaupré recognized the scope of their
influence even though they seem to have only played an indirect hand in the reform of Forest.
They readily assumed their role as leader and spiritual caretaker of these two Benedictine
communities, and they maintained that identity and responsibility into the eighteenth century.
These intangible relationships were among the most enduring and important aspects of the
Observant reform, and yet remain the most elusive to study.

3.9 Conclusion
The liturgy at the abbey of Beaupré continued uninterrupted and unchanged for
approximately two hundred years from the time the nuns’ antiphoner was completed in 1290.
Only under the banner of the Observant reform movement in the late fifteenth century were the
contents of the Beaupré Antiphoner first scrutinized for conformity to twelfth-century Cistercian
norms. At reformed abbeys like Beaupré, the standard chants, which carry the imprimatur of St.
Bernard of Clairvaux, were vigorously reasserted in the fifteenth (or asserted for the first time).
An editor, likely the cantrix, identified numerous local feasts and unica chants in the Beaupré
Antiphoner that were no longer admissible. These departures were systemically crossed or ripped
out, and occasionally replaced with new inserts. Offices added to the Cistercian calendar since
1290, such as the feast of Corpus Christi (1318) and the Visitation (1476), were then
incorporated.496 In the course of this painstaking process, the antiphoner must have also been
rebound and Roman numeral foliation added.
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While the Observant reform has long been most closely associated with disciplinary
customs such as enclosure and private property and with a new devotional culture based on
individual piety (the Devotio moderna), the Beaupré Antiphoner attests to the care and attention
given to traditional chant and liturgy in this period. Traces of the rejected chants scattered
throughout the three main volumes (W. 759-761) elucidate thirteenth-century practices as much
as they indicate the reformers’ principles. These remnants are presented and analyzed in
chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Reformed Cistercian Liturgy in the Beaupré Antiphoner
The first changes made to the Beaupré Antiphoner must have occurred after 1476,
because they included the addition of the office of the Visitation, which became a universal feast
in that year. Thus, the nuns were scrutinizing their traditional liturgy around the same time they
introduced Cistercian chant to the Benedictine abbey of Ghislenghien, which occurred in 1481,
during the reform of that house. These Cistercian women introduced a repertoire they had
already revised. Evidence appears in the surviving winter half of Ghislenghien’s antiphoner
(Lund, Lund University Library, MS 56), copied in 1507, which includes the standardized
versions that characterized the revisions at Beaupré rather than the local variants that had been
eliminated. If the Ghislenghien Antiphoner is a witness to the chant that the Cistercian reformers
practiced at the time in their own house, the revisions at Beaupré were underway, if not already
completed, in the five-year period between 1476 and 1481. Thus, the reforms of the liturgy in
both monasteries were closely related in time. It is even conceivable that those who edited the
Beaupré Antiphoner were charged with instructing the nuns of Ghislenghien in the new liturgy.
Among the interventions made in the Beaupré Antiphoner was the addition of new
leaves, of which sixty-five remain extant. They include complete offices for the feasts of Corpus
Christi and the Visitation as well as the feast of Mary Magdalene. The added folios were taken
from at least four different pre-existing sources rather than copied specifically to fit the existing
structure of the manuscript. The bottom of W. 762, fol. 40v, for example, cuts off with a Mass
Alleluia for the Visitation, which is entirely out of place in an antiphoner for the Office and,
indeed, is the only such instance of a Mass chant in any of the volumes. The canticle antiphon for
Corpus Christi on W. 762, fol. 15r was originally “Lauda Jerusalem cum canticis” (Can a00661),
which was erased and replaced in a different textualis quadrata (rather than the main semi212

quadrata) hand with the more common canticle antiphon for this feast, “Sapientia aedificavit
sibi” (Can 204549), evidently in order to adjust the pre-existing contents of this added leaf to the
office at Beaupré.
All other changes to the original thirteenth-century material carried out in the late
fifteenth century were made to bring the antiphoner into agreement with normative Cistercian
use as it had been practiced since the twelfth century. Sanctorale offices for saints of special
importance to the nuns were a particular concern. Local non-standard chants for the offices of
Saints John the Evangelist, Benedict, John the Baptist, Ursula, and Catherine were expunged.
Some of these were replaced with new inserts. Nevertheless, several vestiges of what was
replaced remain on the pages immediately preceding or following the added leaves, or they were
left in the manuscript because they were relatively innocuous and unperformable incipits. The
remnants of the thirteenth-century offices include either standard texts with unique melodies and
modal assignments, chants that are of local use rather than Cistercian, or chants that appear to be
unica based on their absence from the database and comparable manuscripts in the Cantus Index.

4.1 Losses in the Beaupré Antiphoner
Table 13: Removed and added leaves in W. 759497

Quire Foliation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Missing/Removed/Added

1-8
9-16
17-24
25-32
33-40
41-48
49-56
57-64
65-72

497

The following tables are based on the codicological analysis in Lilian M. C. Randall, Medieval and Renaissance
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Art Gallery, 1997), 3:1:26-56.
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

73-80
81-88
89-98
99-106
107-113
114-120
121--128
129

18

130

19
20
21
22
23

131
132
133-140
141-144
145-152

24

153-160

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

161-168
169-171
172-178
179-186
187-194
195-202
203-210
211-218
219-223

missing 1 page (civ) between 107-108
missing 1 page (cxviii) between 120-121
20 pages removed between 130-131 including the feast the Nativity of St.
John the Baptist
page added in the 15th century
page added in the 15th century
pages added in the 15th century
13 pages removed between 160-161 including the Octave of the Nativity of
St. John the Baptist
pages added in the 15th century

missing final folios
Table 14: Removed and added leaves in W. 760.

Quire Foliation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1-8
9-16
17-24
25-32
33-40
41-48
49-56
57-64
65-72
73-80
81-88
89-96
97-104
105-112

Missing/Removed/Added

missing 2 pages (lxxxxv-vi) between 96-97

214

Extant Fragments

15

113-120

16

121-128

17
18

129-134
135-142

19

143-148

20
21
22
23

149-154
155-162
163-170
171-178

24

179-182

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

183-186
187-194
195-202
203-207
208-215
216-223
224-231
232-239
240-247
248-255
256-258

4 pages removed between 122-123 including the
feast of the Decollation of St. John the Baptist.
In their place, 5 pages were added in the 15th
century.
missing 2 pages (cxlii-iii) between 132-133
12 leaves removed between 148-149 for the feast
of 11,000 Virgins

2 leaves removed between 182-183

First page is extant as
Oxford, Ashmolean
Museum, Ruskin
Collection, Standard
Series 7

missing 3 pages (xiv-xvi) between 206-207

missing final folios
Table 15: Removed and added leaves in W. 761.

Quire Foliation
1
2

1-9
10-17

3

18-21

4
5
6

22-26
27-34
35-42

7

43-48

Missing/Removed/Added

missing 7 pages (xxi-xxvii) between 20-21 for
Matins of the feast of the Circumcision

missing 1 page (xlix) between 42-43
missing 1 page (lii) between 44-45
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Extant Fragments

8

49-51

missing 3 pages (lix-lxi) between 50-51. The
first is extant as Brussels, KBR, MS IV 548.
missing 3 pages (lxiii-lxv) between 51-52

9

52-57
missing 1 page (lxviii) between 52-53

10
11

58-64
65-71

12

72-77

13
14

78-84
85-92

missing 1 page (lxxv) between 59-60
missing 1 page (lxxxiii) between 66-67
missing 1 page (lxxxix) between 71-72
missing 1 page (xciv) between 75-76
missing 1 page (civ) between 84-85
missing 1 page (cxiv) between 93-94

15

93-99
missing 1 page (cxxi) between 99-100

16
17

100-104
105-111

18

112-118

19

119-124

page cxxi extant as
Bloomington, Indiana
University, Lilly
Library, Ricketts MS 79

missing 2 pages (cxxv-cxxvi) between 102-103
missing 1 page (cxxxiv) between 109-110
missing 1 page (cxliii) between 117-118
missing 2 pages (cxlvii-cxlviii) between 120-121
missing 10 pages (cliii-clxii) between 124-125

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

page lix is extant as
Brussels, KBR, MS IV
548
pages lxiii and lxiv are
extant as Bloomington,
Indiana University, Lilly
Library, Ricketts MS 79

page cxliii extant as
Bloomington, Indiana
University, Lilly
Library, Ricketts MS 79
page cxlvii extant as
Bloomington, Indiana
University, Lilly
Library, Ricketts MS 79

125-132
133-140
141-148
149-156
157-164
165-172
173-180
181-188
189-196
197-204
205-212
213-220
missing 1 page (clxii) between 223-224

32

221-225

33

226-233

missing 1 page (cclxiv) between 224-225
missing 1 page (i) between 225-226
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page clxii extant as
Brussels, KBR, MS IV
173

34

234-240

missing 1 page (xiii) between 236-237

page xiii extant as
Bloomington, Indiana
University, Lilly
Library, Ricketts MS 79

missing 1 page (xix) between 241-242
35

241-246
missing 1 page (xxiv) between 244-245

36

247-254

37

255-261

missing 1 page (xxxviii) between 258-259

38
39

262-266
267-270

missing 4 pages (xlvii-li) between 266-267
missing final folios

page xxxviii extant as
Bloomington, Indiana
University, Lilly
Library, Ricketts MS 79

Table 16: Removed and added leaves in W. 762.

Quire Foliation
1
2
3
4
5

1-7
8-15
16-23
24-29
30-42

6
7
8

43-48
49-54
55-61

Missing/Removed/Added
pages added in the 15th century
pages added in the 15th century
pages added in the 15th century
pages added in the 15th century
pages added in the 15th century
fol. 41 added from a unique source in the 15th century
copied and added after 1656
copied and added after 1656
copied and added after 1656

4.1.1 The Feasts of St. John the Baptist
The most heavily affected offices were those for St. John the Baptist. All three of his
feasts were excised, resulting in the loss of several historiated initials. His Nativity (June 24) and
his Decollation (August 29) were replaced with late-fifteenth-century leaves (W. 759, fols. 131140 and W. 760, fols. 122a,r-122e,v respectively) (tables 13 and 14). The Octave of his Nativity
following W. 759, fol. 130v, however, was discarded and replaced with folios of a new office for
Mary Magdalene (July 22). No remnant of the original office for Mary Magdalene has survived,
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so we can only presume that it fit this pattern and was local and non-standard. 498 Mary
Magdalene was the object of special veneration in many Cistercian as well as non-Cistercian
communities, such as the abbey of Rulle.499 Just as John the Baptist and John the Evangelist were
closely associated in the “cult of the two Johns,” so the Baptist and Mary Magdalene were paired
as solitary penitents and prophets in, for example, the Cistercian Life of Mary Magdalene from
the twelfth century.500 Likewise, Mary Magdalene and John the Evangelist were related, as
Judith Oliver describes, as “lovers of Christ and had physical contact with His body. They
witnessed the Resurrection at Easter, and led solitary lives in exile in the desert or on Patmos.” 501
That her original office suffered complete removal intimates that Mary Magdalene may have
been celebrated in a particular, non-standard way by the nuns of Beaupré just as John the Baptist
and John the Evangelist had heightened liturgical status there.
The twenty missing leaves after W. 759, fol. 130 included most of Matins for the
Invention of the Cross (May 3) and the Nativity of St. John the Baptist. The missing folios were
replaced with ten fifteenth-century leaves containing the entire office for the Nativity of the
Baptist. What remains of First Vespers and the first Nocturn of Matins for the Invention of the
Cross are the standard Cistercian chants, and therefore there is no way to determine whether any
498

On this office, see Chrysogonus Waddell, “St. Bernard’s Mary Magdalene Office,” Liturgy O.C.S.O. 23, no. 3
(1989): 31-61; Alicia Scarcez, “The Proto-Cistercian Office for Mary Magdalene and Its Changes in the Course of
the Twelfth Century,” in Mary Magdalene in Medieval Culture: Conflicted Roles, ed. Peter Loewen and Robin
Waugh (New York: Routledge, 2014), 51-74.
499

Judith H. Oliver, Singing with Angels: Liturgy, Music, and Art in the Gradual of Gisela von Kerssenbrock
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2007), 193.
500

Christian Heck, “Rapprochement, antagonisme ou confusion dans le culte des saints: Art et dévotion à
Katharinenthal au quatorzième siècle,” Viator 21 (1990): 229-238; Jeffrey F. Hamburger, St. John the Divine: The
Deified Evangelist in Medieval Art and Theology (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 65-82; Katherine
Ludwig Jansen, The Making of the Magdalen: Preaching and Popular Devotion in the Later Middle Ages
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000); Jansen, “Maria Magdalena: Apostolorum Apostola,” in Women
Preachers and Prophets through Two Millennia of Christianity, ed. Beverly Kienzle and Pamela Walker (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1998), 57-96; Oliver, Singing with Angels, 187-197, 307n52.
501

Oliver, Singing with Angels, 193.
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other feasts between May 2 - June 24 also included problematic departures from common
Cistercian usage or were merely collateral victims of revision. Only the conclusion of the
original Nativity office survives on W. 759, fol. 140r, and it alerts us to the rationale for the
removal of the thirteenth-century office.
The top of the page includes the end of an as yet unidentified Vespers responsory verse.
It is followed by a Magnificat antiphon, “Et posuerunt omnes qui,” and the incipits for the Lauds
and Vespers memorials throughout the week: “Elysabet Zacharie” and “Iohannes vocabitur”
respectively. Though these three texts correspond to the standard Cistercian assignments, none of
the original Beaupré melodies resemble those from any other identified sources. The Magnificat
antiphon is the only non-standard antiphon that remains complete in the antiphoner (discussed
below in ex. 4-6). The two incipits of memorials with unique melodies point back to chants in
the replaced office that have been corrected to agree with standard use.

Figure 29: Unicum thirteenth-century Vespers responsory beginning the feast of the Decollation of
St. John the Baptist, which has been removed and replaced with fifteenth-century leaves containing
the standard Cistercian office (W. 760, fols. 122v-122a,r).
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Similarly, the original office for the Decollation of St. John the Baptist begins on W. 760,
fol. 122v with a Vespers responsory “Baptista Christi et praecursor” that I have been unable to
locate in any other source (fig. 29, transcription in ex. 9 below). It is not yet included in the
Cantus Index database and is not the chant provided in the antiphoners for Forest, Ghislenghien,
or Cambron (Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS. 44/Ludwig VI 5, dated circa 1260-1270),
which all provide the standard Cistercian assignment.502 As seen in figure 29, its initial is
historiated, with the saint flanked by two kneeling nuns and two angels (one of them censing his
head), suggesting the community’s special devotion to the Baptist.
In addition to the removal and addition of folios, Roman numeral pagination was added
to the antiphoner by its editor in the last quarter of the fifteenth century. 503 In the three sections
where new leaves were added, the Roman numeration is nevertheless sequential. The antiphoner
must therefore have been rebound at this time, and the continuous pagination confirms that the
substitutions and losses were intended.
4.1.2 Feast of St. Ursula and the 11,000 Virgin-Martyrs of Cologne (Oct. 21)
The feast of St. Ursula was also mostly expunged. Twelve leaves were removed from
W. 760 between fols. 148-149 leaving only the four antiphons and the first syllable of the
responsory for First Vespers and the end of the office for Second Vespers, beginning with the
fourth antiphon. None of these assignments agree with Cistercian use, though they are shared in
the Forest Antiphoner (table 17). The summer volume of the Ghislenghien Antiphoner is missing
and thus is not part of this comparison. This office was entirely overhauled across the Cistercian

502

My thanks to Morgan Conger of the Manuscript Department at the Getty for sharing the digitized files of this
manuscript with me.
503

Lilian M. C. Randall, “The Fragmentation of a Double Antiphonal from Beaupré,” in Interpreting and Collecting
Fragments of Medieval Books, ed. Linda L. Brownrigg and Margaret M. Smith (Los Altos Hills, CA: AndersonLovelace, 2000), 216n17.
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Order in the post-Tridentine period, making it possible that leaves containing standard Cistercian
chants were added to the volume in the late fifteenth century, and then intentionally discarded
centuries later.
Table 17: Comparison of the Office of St. Ursula in the Beaupré Antiphoner and Cistercian Use.

Vespers 1
antiphon 1
antiphon 2
antiphon 3
antiphon 4
responsory

W. 760, fols. 148r-149r

Cantus ID

Gratuletur hodie
Hae sunt quae cum saeculo
Virginitatis munditiam
Austri flatus vehemens
Vir[gine asmentes]

202032
202050
205250
200443
602494

BnF 1412, fols. 196r, 200

Cantus ID

not Proper
O felices hostium fortium

601566

Sacratissima virginitas
204348
Adducentur regi virgines
a01527
Post eam proxime
a01527a
Adducentur regi virgines post 800008

Gustaverunt et viderunt
Offerrentur virgines Christo
In laetitia et exsultatione
Adducentur virgines post

202037
602609
602609a
800008

Gratuletur praesens ecclesia

O flos campi et lilium

203439

folios removed
Vespers 2
antiphon 4
responsory
verse
versicle
Magnificat
antiphon

202033

4.1.3 Feast of St. Catherine (Nov. 25)
In one section of the Beaupré Antiphoner, discrepancies in two sets of later pagination
added during the revisions provide some insight into the process. Two folios are missing from
the bound volumes in W. 760 following fol. 182 for the office for St. Catherine. The consecutive
Roman numeral foliation in the bound antiphoner indicates that the losses were intentional
excisions prior to rebinding. Yet, a second set of Arabic page numbers applied shortly before
1700 (according to Michelle Brown) registers a gap of one leaf. 504 The later pagination implies
the presence of a page around 1700 that was not present in the volume after 1500. In other
words, a page was removed, saved, and later re-integrated. In fact, this leaf, while excised from

504

Randall, “Fragmentation,” 218n20.
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the bound volume, still exists at the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, and it is the most beautiful,
colorful, and highly decorated in the entire Beaupré manuscript, which is why John Ruskin
added it to his teaching collection in the early 1850s. Its visual brilliance alone attests to the
nuns’ strong affection for St. Catherine. The Ashmolean leaf contains the beginning of First
Vespers. The second removed leaf, which had originally followed this one, is still missing. The
second page would have included the Vespers responsory and Magnificat antiphon. The final
part of that Magnificat antiphon still exists in the manuscript at the top of W. 760, fol. 183r and
provides an explanation for the discrepancies in the two systems of pagination, which is
consistent with the pattern of losses elsewhere in the antiphoner.
The original Magnificat antiphon for the feast of St. Catherine was again an unicum. The
short remaining final melisma of its florid melody alone spans the interval of a tenth. Like all
other unica original to the Beaupré Antiphoner except “Et posuerunt omnes,” it was rejected by
the Observant editor along with the rest of the office for St. Catherine. That the Ashmolean leaf
survives and that it contains modern, but not Roman numeral, pagination suggests that the nuns
were understandably reluctant to part with the most exquisite page of their antiphoner after its
removal. They must have retained it as a treasured art object. Only when the antiphoner was
rebound again circa 1700 was the leaf reintegrated into the antiphoner and received an Arabic
page number, even if its office for St. Catherine was incomplete without the other destroyed
folio. John Ruskin would have discovered the Ashmolean leaf bound in its original position in
the manuscript, only to remove it a second time for his teaching collection during his own
rebinding of the antiphoner.
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4.1.4 Feast of St. Benedict (March 21)
Additional removals and alterations are found in conjunction with St. Benedict. This
office exists in two of the extant volumes. The history of the office of St. Benedict at Beaupré is
especially complex, and evidence of the changes made is more subtle. Although the only change
to the office based on whether the feast fell within or without Paschaltide according to Cistercian
use was the substitution of the Vespers antiphon with “Alleluia” (Can 001335), the liturgy at
Beaupré included more extensive differences. The office beginning on W. 759, fol. 99r is for the
feast during Paschaltide. It provides the same “Alleluia” antiphon for the psalmody of First
Vespers. At Beaupré, however, all of the antiphons for the day as well as the Matins invitatory
are set to the text “Alleluia,” though their melodies (only presented as incipits) are different. This
variety of melodies is irregular for the Cistercian liturgy. Additionally, the Vespers and Lauds
responsories are non-standard.
The parallel liturgy in W. 761, fol. 205v supplies incipits for the full office outside of
Paschaltide. These chants and melodies also diverge from standard Cistercian use in the same
places (Vespers antiphons and Vespers and Lauds responsories). Because they are only incipits,
the leaf was spared by the correctors. The proper assignments were written on the page in small
script within the lines of the staff (fig. 30). The notated antiphon incipits are not unica, but they
are post-Gregorian chants that are not part of the Cistercian corpus.
The notated responsory incipit, “Solem mundi,” (appearing on both W. 759, fol. 99r and
W. 761, fol. 205v) is an unicum, however. It is preceded in both volumes by a rubric directing
the cantrix to find the full chants at the back of the book. As expected, the leaves in both
volumes containing the complete melodies are wanting. Likewise, a single antiphon incipit for
the psalms of Second Vespers, “Salve pater,” is found at the bottom of W. 761, fol. 216r. It is
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also an unicum and has been crossed out in brown ink. The page(s) on which the chant is fully
notated is missing from the manuscript.

Figure 30: First Vespers for the Feast of St. Benedict (W. 761, fol. 205v).

In W. 759, the Paschaltide responsories were notated with the non-Paschaltide
alternatives written interlinearly above, followed by a rubric to locate the complete chant at the
end of the book (figs. 31 and 32). Both the notated responsory and the alternative in small script
were subsequently crossed out, but in two different inks suggesting two different editors. The
notated responsory and verse for Lauds on W. 759, fol. 106v-107r, “Iustum deduxit dominus,” is
struck through in red ink. The non-Paschaltide alternative above, “O maiestatis,” was also
crossed out, but in brown ink. “O maiestatis” was expunged because it is an unicum. Let us
investigate more closely why “Iustum deduxit dominus per vias rectas” and its counterpart for
Second Vespers were eliminated.
Indeed, the rejection of the fully-notated Paschaltide brief responsory, “Iustum deduxit
dominus per vias rectas,” illustrates the rigidity with which the Observant editor(s) enforced
Cistercian norms. The text is that of the regular Cistercian assignment, and therefore the
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objection was purely musical. In the Beaupré Antiphoner, the words are set to a standard
responsory melody. Yet, the respond was given a different standard melody than the Cistercian
version found, for example, in Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, nouv. acq. lat. MS 1412,
fol. 40v (ex. 3). The melodies for the responsory verse in both the Beaupré Antiphoner and
Cistercian sources are quite similar. Whereas the Bernardine chant differs between respond and
verse, the melody in the Beaupré Antiphoner is repeated for both parts. Despite the near
agreement between Cistercian use and the Beaupré Antiphoner for these responsory verses, the
Lauds verse, “Et ostendit illi regnum dei” (W. 759, fols. 106v-107r) has been nevertheless
crossed out.

W. 759,
fol. 106v

W. 761,
fol. 215r

Figure 31: Lauds responsories for the feast of St. Benedict. Above, the office in Paschaltide (with the
non-Paschaltide alternative written interlinearly above). Below, the office outside of Paschaltide.
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W. 759,
fol. 107

W. 761,
fol. 216v

Figure 32: Second Vespers responsories for the feast of St. Benedict. Above, the office in Paschaltide
(with the non-Paschaltide alternative written above). Below, the office outside of Paschaltide.

BnF 1412, fol. 40v

R. Iustum deduxit dominus per vi- as rectas V. Et ostendit il-li regnum de-i,

per vi- as

W. 759, fol. 106v (crossed out)

R. Iustum dedu-xit dominus per vi-as rectas. Al- le-lu-ya al- le-lu-ya.

V. Et ostendit il- li regnum de-i.

Al-le- lu-ya....

Example 3: Comparison between the Lauds responsory for the feast of St. Benedict in standard
Cistercian use and at the abbey of Beaupré.
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The same situation applies to the Second Vespers brief responsory. Once again, the
original scribe on W. 759, fol. 107r notated “Amavit eum dominus et ornavit eum, alleluia
alleluia” with the same melody as the Lauds brief responsory. It is also crossed out in red. Like
the Beaupré Antiphoner, the same musical setting was used in MS 1412 for both the Lauds and
Vespers responsories. The objection was the same.
4.1.5 Chants for St. John the Evangelist (Dec. 27)
St. John the Evangelist is the only saint with special chants whose office in the main body
of the antiphoner did not suffer losses of folios. This exception is due to the fact that only one
chant is an unicum, the final responsory of Matins, “Christus apparens iam grandaeuo” V. “Tu es
magister meus” (W. 761, fol. 139r, v). Instead of losing several standard chants in order to
remove this single outlier, the editor simply wrote the “correct” assignment in the margin, “In
medio” (Can 006913), with a rubric to cross-reference the Common of One Confessor.
Near the end of the same volume in a short section of suffrages, St. John is supplied with two
chants for First Vespers and Matins. The latter antiphon, however, is cut off and the following
four leaves after fol. 266 are wanting. The first chant text for the Vespers commemoration, “Iste
est Joannes qui supra,” is the same as the standard Cistercian assignment, but its melody is
dissimilar. This same text also appears in a fully notated chant earlier in the volume on fol. 133r
as a commemoration for the feast of St. John the Evangelist. There, it is accompanied by a rubric
directing the singer to the back of the book even though it is fully notated on this page. The
melody provided on fol. 133r is the normative Cistercian tune, however, and the one on fol. 266r
is unique. The version at the back was offered as a more florid, solemn alternative.
The second chant notated on that page, “Valde honorandus est,” is rubricated as the first
antiphon of the first Nocturn of Matins. I have been unable to locate this melody in any other
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source, including MS 1412. The standard chant in this position appears in the main office, so the
unique chant may be an alternative particular to Beaupré. The following page containing the
second half of this chant is missing. Although the established pattern of missing leaves following
irregular melodies suggest that these were excised, the lost folios were nevertheless originally
given Roman numeral foliation (which skips from xlvi to lii), unlike other instances of deliberate
removal that left no gap in the foliation. The loss of “Valde honorandus est” does not match the
pattern of the other removals, and therefore remains unexplained.

4.2 Analysis of the Unica Antiphons and Responsories
Of the rejected unique melodies, only one responsory and two antiphons remain complete
in the antiphoner. Substantial fragments of two additional responsories and two antiphons are
extant. The chants in this group of rejected items share several distinctive melodic features. They
have an ambitus of at least an octave and include large leaps of fourths and fifths. They are
somewhat melismatic and contain a significant amount of internal repetition (ex. 4). Moreover,
one of the complete antiphons, “Et posuerunt omnes,” the Magnificat antiphon for the Nativity of
St. John the Baptist (W. 759, fols. 141r, v), shares large sections of its melody with the second
half of the Magnificat antiphon still remaining on W.760, fol. 183r for the feast of St. Catherine
(ex. 5). Both the shared passages of music in the two unica as well as a similar compositional
process, based on recombining a common set of short melodic figures, suggest a common origin
for the chants, most likely the abbey of Beaupré itself. Their melodies, in transposed mode 6,
span a decidedly non-Cistercian ambitus of an eleventh, yet all of their internal cadences occur
on the modally unambiguous final or dominant. The text of “Et posuerunt omnes,” which is that
of the standard Cistercian assignment, derives from Luke1:66-68 and contains two sections of
direct speech that are set off melodically by large leaps. The first, a question, begins on the
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depositio and rises up an eleventh to the elevatio, akin to the natural intonation of a question
albeit much more exaggerated. The second, a statement, reverses this contour and begins on the
elevatio and falls an eleventh to the depositio before ascending back into the middle of the
progressio for the last cadence on the final. The latter phrase demonstrates an especially close
correspondence between text and music by setting the opening word of the declaration
“Benedictus deus Israel” to the climax tone and descending to the lowest pitch in the middle of
the phrase “quia visitavit et fecit” that refers to Christ’s condescension and incarnation.
The fragment for St. Catherine is based on much of the same melodic material. The first
melodic correspondence between the chants, however, is compromised by the partial loss of the
text and music at the beginning of the fragment (labelled A in ex. 5). Nevertheless, the melody
set to the text “...corporis oleum gaude mater mellifica per tui [doni meritum]” for St. Catherine
also appears on the phrase “[manus domini] erat cum illo et Zacharias pater eius repletus [est
spiritu sancto]” in the antiphon for St. John the Baptist. Likewise, the melodic phrase on “O
dulcis regis filia” in the chant for St. Catherine is found again on “Benedictus deus Israel” in the
counterpart for the Baptist (B). Finally, both chants share an identical melodic passage
immediately before the final cadence on “prosit nobis tua misericordia” in the chant for St.
Catherine and “redemptionem plebis” in the antiphon for the Baptist (C).
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Et

posu-e-

cum il-

runt om- nes qui

ma-nus domi-ni er-at

ei-us reple- tus est spiri-

is-te

e-rit e-te-nim

bis su-

ae.

tu sanc-to et pro-phe- ta- vit

vi- si- ta- vit et fe- cit redempti-on-em ple-

as pa-ter

au- di-e- bant in cor-de su-o di-cen- tes quid pu- tas pu-er

lo et Za- cha-ri-

di- cens benedic- tus de-us Is- ra-el qui-a

Example 4: Internal repetition in the First Vespers Magnificat antiphon for the Nativity of John the Baptist,
“Et posuerunt omnes qui audierant” (W. 759, fol. 141r, v).
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Et

posu-e-

B

runt om- nes qui

A

cum il-

as pa-ter

C

do- ni me- ri- tum o

ple-

is-te

bis su-

e-rit e-te- nim

ae.

ei-us reple-tus est spi-ri- tu sanc- to et pro-phe-ta- vit

bant in cor-de su-o di-cen- tes quid pu-tas pu-er

C

prosit no-bis tu- a mi-se- ri-cor- di- a.

mel-li- fi-ca per tu- i

vi-si- ta- vit et fe- cit redempti-on-em

Za- chari-

au- di-e-

lo et

ma-ter

cens benedic- tus de-us Is- ra-el quia

ma-nus do-mini er-at

di-

A

um gau-de

cis regis fi- li- a ho-ra mor- tis

[missing] corporis o-le-

B


dul-

Example 5: Above, First Vespers Magnificat antiphon for the Nativity of John the Baptist, “Et posuerunt omnes qui audierant”
(W. 759, fol. 141r, v). Below, First Vespers Magnificat antiphon for the feast of St. Catherine, title unknown (W. 760, fol. 183r).
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Et posu- er-unt omnes

tenim

rep-letus est spi- ri- tu sanc- to et propheta-vit di-

qui au-di-ebant in corde su- o di-cen-tes quid pu- tas pu-er is-te e- rit e-

manus do-mini er- at cum il- lo et Zachari- as pa-ter ei-us

Be-ne- dic-tus de-us Is-ra-el* qui-a vi-si-ta- vit et fe- cit redemptionem plebis su-ae.

* Erasure and edit. The melody originally written on the page was:

Is-ra-el

cens

This older version is that of the Bernardine recension (e.g. compare Bibliothèque nationale de France, nouv. acqu. lat. 1412, fols.
66v-67r). The change occurred in the late seventeenth century at the same time as countless similar corrections throughout the
antiphoner to better align word accent with melodic emphasis.
Example 6: “Corrected” Bernardine version of “Et posuerunt omnes qui audierant”
added in the late 15th century (W. 759, fol. 140r).
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Val-

de ho-no- ran- dus est be-a-

tus Jo-

an-nes qui supra pectus

[missing]
do- mi- ni in

ce- na... [recubuit]

Example 7: Matins antiphon fragment, “Valde honorandus est” (W. 761, fol. 266v).


vv

Is-

te est Jo-an-

be-a- tus

aposto-

nes qui sup-

lus cu- i

ra pec-

tus do-mi-ni

re-ve-la-ta sunt secre-ta

in ce-na re- cubu-it

cae- les-ti- a

Example 8: Vespers memorial Antiphon, “Iste est Joannes qui supra” (W. 761, fol. 266v).

The second antiphon fragment, “Valde honorandus est,” is a memorial for Matins for
St. John the Evangelist (W. 761, fol. 266v) (ex. 7). It is likely in mode 5, and all of the internal
cadences in the surviving portion are on the dominant. The name “Beatus Johannes” is set for
melodic emphasis in the upper fourth of the ambitus. The melodic figures in these two words are
repeated, in inverse order, on “domini” and “in cena.”
Similar correspondence between the meaning of the text and the musical setting is
evident in the Vespers memorial for St. John the Evangelist on the same page (ex. 8). On nearly
the same text, the melody first ascends to its elevatio on the word “cena.” It then falls an octave
on “recubuit beatus [apostolus]” as the evangelist reclines on Christ’s chest. The elevatio is again
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reached before the final cadence in a substantial melisma on “secreta” as the heavenly secrets
drop down to earth to be revealed. That second arrival on the upper final results from a loose
repetition of the chant initially set to the text “pectus domini in cena recubuit” and reworked on
“cui revelata sunt secreta.” The final cadence on the word “caelestia” is based on the melodic
figure already presented on “Johannes” and “pectus domini.” Thus, despite the high degree of
internal repetition and melodic development, sensitivity to the meaning of the text, its phrase
structure, and modal clarity suggest careful compositional planning.
The sole responsory from a rejected office that is still complete in the antiphoner is the
twelfth responsory of Matins also for the feast of St. John the Evangelist, “Christus apparens iam
grandaeuo,” V. “Tu es magister meus” (ex. 7). Its text is newly composed and is set in mode 8.
Because of its special liturgical position, it is the most ornate of the remaining unica. Its dramatic
melodic contour begins with an opening climb of an octave followed by a series of three
sweeping descents and ascents through the octave before leaping down an octave at the final
octave in two consecutive leaps of a fifth, one step apart.
These flights do not resemble any of the respond formulas presented in Walter Howard
Frere’s seminal study of responsories, and thus they point to a post-Gregorian period of
composition from the eleventh century on. 505 The verse, similarly, is original rather than based
on an eighth-mode formula. Responsories like “Christus apparens iam grandaeuo” composed of
entirely new melodic material are exceptional and comprise the smallest family in the genre. The
large majority are based on formulaic gestures (what Kate Helsen calls melodic “elements,”
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Walter Howard Frere, Antiphonale Sarisburiense: A Reproduction in Facsimile of a Manuscript of the Thirteenth
Century, with a Dissertation and Analytical Index, vol. 1, Introduction and Indices (London: Plainsong and
Mediæval Music Society, 1901-1925; Farnborough, Hants.: Gregg Press, 1966).
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since they do not form complete musical phrases by themselves) similar to the antiphons
discussed above or, less commonly, on standard melodies. 506
Scholars have long noted that most responsories consist of some combination of standard
“elements,” and that this is particularly true of mode 8 melodies, which lack a single overarching
melodic type. Responsories composed using the various concatenations of gestures particular to
each of the modes are known as formulaic or centonate. Scholarship on responsories has focused
largely on the typology of these elements in formulaic melodies. 507 “Christus apparens iam
grandaeuo” and the surviving fragments of unique responsories in the manuscript are not
constructed using the traditional responsory formulas (ex. 9). This responsory, however, does
closely correspond to the general features of the freely composed group. Its ambitus of a tenth
exceeds that of most older melodies, which are often restricted to a range as narrow as a sixth (or
even less in plagal modes, as Frere highlighted) and typically within an octave. Helsen further
characterized such chants as distinguished by their “wide leaps and scalar passages, as well as a
more melismatic character,” which are conspicuous in “Christus apparens iam grandaeuo.” 508
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Kate Helsen, “The Great Responsories of the Divine Office,” (PhD diss., University of Regensburg, 2008), 1314. She estimates that two-thirds of all responsories in modes 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8 (the most common modes) and just
over half in modes 3, 5, and 6 are based on the combination of short formulas (pg. 37).
507

Peter Wagner, Einführung in die Gregorianische Melodien: Ein Handbuch der Choralwissenschaft, vol. 3,
Gregorianische Formenlehre (Leipzig: Breitkopf and Härtel, 1921), 188-223, 327-354; Willi Apel, Gregorian
Chant (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1958), 234-240, 244-246, 330-343; Hans-Jørgen Holman, “The
Responsoria prolixa of the Codex Worcester F 160,” (PhD diss., Indiana University, 1961); Paul F. Cutter, “The
Old-Roman Responsories of Mode 2,” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 1969); Helmut Hucke, “Das
Responsorium,” in Gattungen der Musik in Einzeldarstellungen: Gedenkschrift Leo Schrade, ed. Wulf Arlt, Ernst
Lichtenhahn, and Hans Oesch (Bern: Francke, 1973), 144-191; Hucke and David Hiley, s.v. “Responsorium,” in Die
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 2nd rev. ed., ed. Ludwig Finscher (Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1998), 8:176200; Paul F. Cutter and Brad Maiani, s.v. “Responsory,” in New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed.
Stanley Sadie (New York: Grove, 2001); Helsen, “Great Responsories”; Helsen, “The Use of Melodic Formulas in
Responsories: Constancy and Variability in the Manuscript Tradition,” Plainsong and Medieval Music 18, no. 1
(April 2009): 61-76.
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Helsen, “Great Responsories,” 16.
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Chris- tus ap-parens

tunc se-pultu-rae

pa- ra-

ri ci- ti- us

quem in- trans. Pro su- is o-

rat

iam gran- daeuo tempus est a- it ut in meo reg-no cum tu-is epul-e- ris fratri-bus

su- ae locum iu-bet

sanc- to.

Pro.

V. Tu es magis-ter me-us Christe quem pu-ro cor-de di- li-go mi-se-re precor istis quos hic

li- is.

li- o et spi-ri-tu- i

fi-

fi-

Pro su-is. V. Glo-ri- a

pat- ri et

me-rentes de-se- ro.

Example 9: Final Matins responsory, “Christus apparens iam grandaeuo” V. “Tu es magister meus” (W. 761, fol. 139r,v).
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[missing] pre-ces te pre-ca- mur ve- ro re-gi ut iunga-mur ce-lo- rum mi-li- ci- e.

Ortu.

Example 10: First Vespers responsory for the Nativity of John the Baptist, title unknown
(W. 759, fol. 141r).

Bap- tis-

ta Chris- ti et prae-cursor

tri-ni-ta- tis me....[missing]

Example 11: First Vespers responsory for the Decollation of John the Baptist,
“Baptista Christi et praecursor” (W. 760, fol. 122v).

4.3 Cistercian Liturgy in Benedictine Monasteries
The exemplar used to revise the Beaupré Antiphoner may have been supplied by Jardinet,
since it was ultimately the responsibility of the father immediate to ensure liturgical books were
“correct.”509 Martin de Lannoy would have been intimately familiar with Beaupré’s liturgy as the
nuns’ long-time confessor, and called for the revisions after his election in 1477. How or why
Beaupré initially adopted so many of these special chants in the 1280s is unknown. The irregular
chants do not appear to derive from Cambron based on the extant sections of the Cambron
antiphoner. The particularities of the liturgical calendar at Beaupré and their unique chants had
marked the special identity of their local community. Whatever the origins, the loss of these
509

In addition to the father immediate’s role as visitator, the monks of Jardinet were known to circulate manuscripts
generously among the houses in which their monks were active. Xavier Hermand, “La réforme de l’abbaye de SaintTrond et les réseaux monastiques au début du XVIe siècle: Autour d’un recueil de textes réformateurs; Bruxelles,
Bibliothèques royale, 20929-20930,” Revue Bénédictine 112 (2002): 375.
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distinct liturgies and dozens of leaves from their antiphoner severed the nuns’ ties with the first
generations of the community who crafted and sang them.
The Beaupré Antiphoner is the best (and indeed only) direct witness of reform activity in
that monastery. When placed in the context of reform networks, however, the revisions at
Beaupré appear consistent with the liturgical concerns of the monks of Jardinet in the final
decades of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Monks of Jardinet, rather than Cambron,
would have overseen, if not directed, the revisions and subsequent rebinding of the volumes. Out
of a firm conviction in Bernardine authority and a commitment to uniformity, continuity, and
correctness, abbots Martin de Lannoy and his successor Arnoul de Solbrecq were willing to
impose Cistercian chant also on several Benedictine communities beginning with the nuns of
Ghislenghien.
Ghislenghien’s reform was the first and only successful extension of an otherwise
Cistercian women’s movement under the abbacy of Martin Lannoy, who died in 1489. 510
Jardinet’s third abbot, Arnoul de Solbrecq, then energetically pivoted Jardinet’s reforming
attention primarily to both Benedictine women and men. He introduced the reform to the first
abbeys of Benedictine monks at Lobbes (1497) and Gembloux (1501-1503). A portrait of him in
the Gesta abbatus gemblocensium depicts him in this hybrid role standing between the
Benedictine and Cistercian orders as monastic reformer of both. In his right hand, he holds the
two crosses of Jardinet and Gembloux and, in his left, he grasps both the key of St. Peter and a
bundle of rods (reminiscent of some depictions of St. Benedict) symbolizing his status as
510

Ursmer Berlière erroneously assigns this date 1484, although 1489 is the year given in both the obituary from
Beaupré and the Chronicle of Jardinet. “Abbaye du Jardinet,” in Monasticon Belge, vol. 1, bk. 1, Provinces de
Namur et de Hainaut (Liège: Centre national de recherches d’histoire religieuse, 1973), 79; Dereine, “Une
chronique de l’abbaye,” 159-162. See also Pieter-Jan de Grieck, De benedictijnse geschiedschrijving in de Zuidelijke
Nederlanden (ca. 1150-1550): Historisch bewustzijn en monastieke identiteit (Leuven: Encyclopédie Bénédictine,
2010), 411-420.
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reformer.511 There is some indication that monks from Jardinet promoted the Cistercian liturgy in
these Benedictine monasteries as well. Unfortunately, no liturgical books from Lobbes have
survived. Nevertheless, a booklist written circa 1500 at Jardinet contains twenty categories of
books to be sent with a group of reforming monks from Jardinet to support their work at
Lobbes.512 Over half of these are liturgical manuscripts. The list includes items such as several
antiphoners, a missal, three processionals, a psalter with hymnal, in addition to an “usus ordinis
Cisterciensis” and “plura breviaria quibus utuntur fratres.” The list raises the possibility that a
major liturgical undertaking, specifically of a Cistercian type, was underway there as well.
The reform of Gembloux unfolded differently from all others over the previous century,
and it marked the waning of Jardinet as a center of reform. Indeed, their attention at the
beginning of the sixteenth century swerved so sharply toward the Benedictines that many of the
monks left the Order entirely to join Benedictine houses and associate themselves with the more
formal, better organized, and flourishing Bursfeld Congregation once nearly all the Cistercian
nunneries in Flanders, Hainaut, and Brabant had already been reformed. Abbot Arnoul de
Solbrecq, along with twelve others from Jardinet, officially quit the Cistercian Order in 1503 to
transfer permanently to Gembloux where they affiliated with the Bursfeld Congregation in 1505.
Among these was Servais de Felleries (the same Servais de Felleries who was at Beaupré in 1477
for the election of Martin de Lannoy), a renowned scribe who had produced a series of liturgical
manuscripts for the abbey of Clairvaux sometime before 1472 (including a gradual in two
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A. Papin, Gesta abbatum gemblocensium (Brussels, KBR, MS 10293-10294). See Lefèvre, “Histoire et
institutions,” 171; Lefèvre, “Réformes cisterciennes,” 52.
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The list is found on the last folio of a composite manuscript (Namur, Library of the Société Archéologique de
Namur, MS Ville 73, fol. 213v) and edited in Corpus Catalogorum Belgii: The Medieval Booklists of the Southern
Low Countries, vol. 2, Provinces of Liège, Luxemburg and Namur, ed. Albert Derolez and Benjamin Victor
(Brussels: Paleis der Academiën, 1994), 193-195.
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volumes as well as three antiphoners, one of which was in two volumes and the other two of
which were four-volume sets).513 Even before the reforming group from Jardinet set out for
Gembloux, the scriptorium at Jardinet produced a Ceremonial and Ordinal according to the use
of the Bursfeld Congregation (Brussels, KBR, MS 21716), which was completed on
November 16, 1501, as a resource for the reform of Gembloux. 514 Such production and
circulation of texts, particularly liturgical manuscripts, to assist and guide the work of reform
mirrors the strategy attested in the booklist at Lobbes only a few years prior.
Table 18: Liturgical manuscripts from the Abbey of Gembloux dated to the 15th and 16th
515
centuries at Brussels, KBR.

Antiphoner

15th century

MS 5645

(cat. no. 675)

Breviary

16th century

MS 5605

(cat. no. 551)

Gradual

16th century (miscatalogued as 14th)

MS 5644

(cat. no. 634)

Gradual

16th century

MS 5641

(cat. no. 633)

Gradual

16th century

MS 5646

(cat. no. 635)

Gradual

16th century

MS 5648

(cat. no. 636)

Missal

16th century

MS 5237

(cat. no. 436)

Numerous liturgical manuscripts postdating the reform at Gembloux survive and suggest
an efflorescence of chant and book production (table 18). Their new antiphoner closely matches
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Guy Philippart, “Un légendier des cisterciens du Jardinet, de la fin du XVe siècle? Namur, Ville, 73, fol. 95-130,”
Art, histoire et archéologie en Namurois: Volume publié à l’occasion du 150e anniversaire de la Société
archéologique de Namur (=Annales de la Société archéologique de Namur) 69 (1995): 205-207.
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Hermand, “La réforme de l’abbaye de Saint-Trond,” 375.
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Van den Gheyn’s dating seems to have been based primarily on paleographic grounds and is often unreliable.
The musical evidence suggests that either the manuscript was copied at Jardinet in the late fifteenth century and
brought to Gembloux by the reforming group or the date of the manuscript is sometime after 1503.
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the Forest Antiphoner in size, in its year of production, in the “Ghent-Bruges” style of
decoration, and in its retention of Cistercian melodies in the reformed Benedictine community.
The abbey of Gembloux continued to reform other houses of Benedictine men and to
incorporate them into the Bursfeld Congregation after 1505. These included Sint-Andriesabdij
Brugge (Saint-André-les-Bruges) in 1514 and Sint-Truiden (Saint-Trond) in 1520. Six monks
from Gembloux were sent to Sint-Andries to shore up the reform of that house as it petitioned for
affiliation with the Bursfeld Congregation. A chronicle of Sint-Andries records that “the abbot
[of Sint-Andries] requested the abbot of Gembloux to send some of his monks, since they were
introducing the reform of Bursfeld through them in their abbey, but in these men they were
indeed deceived, for they unleashed total confusion through their reform and brought great
damage and harm to our monastery.”516 Ursmer Berlière attributed the controversy to the
circumstance that “le 29 avril 1517 [moines de Gembloux] introduisaient dans ce monastère des
usages nouveaux et les livres liturgiques de leur abbaye d’origine, ce qui n’alla pas sans
protestations et disputes.”517 Did the resident black monks protest because the new usage was not
that of Bursfeld as they expected, but that of Cîteaux in use at Gembloux? Were these former
Cistercians still imposing Cistercian chant on Benedictine houses as late as 1517?
Like Arnoul de Solbrecq, Guillaume de Bruxelles, who was abbot of Sint-Truiden at the
time of its reform, had formerly been a Cistercian active in the same reform movement at the
Cistercian nunnery of Flines in 1506 as rector, but left the Cistercian Order for the Benedictines
516

Hic abbas [sancti Andreae]... petiit ab abbate Gemblcensi aliquos ex suis religiosis, quatenus per ipsos reformatio
Bursfeldensis introduceretur in sua abbatia, sed in istis hominibus vere deceptus fuit, nam pro reformatione omnem
confusionem introduxerunt, et multa damna ac detrimenta praestiterunt nostro monasterio. Arnold Goethals,
Chronica monasterii Sancti Andreae juxta Brugas ordinis sancti Benedicti, ed. W. H. Jacob Weale (Bruges:
Gailliard, 1868), 172n2.
517

Berlière, “Abbaye de Saint-André-lez-Bruges,” in Monasticon Belge, vol. 3, bk. 1, Province de Flandre
occidentale (Liège: Centre national de recherches d’histoire religieuse, 1960), 112.
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in 1513 when he was first named abbot of Saint-Amand before assuming the role at Sint-Truiden
in 1519. Guillaume de Bruxelles similarly acquired a number of new manuscripts according to
the use of the Bursfeld Congregation. Although I have only been able to locate one surviving
liturgical manuscript from Sint-Truiden, a gradual copied between 1540-1542 now housed at the
Bibliotheek Hasselt Limburg, its chant melodies are indeed Benedictine. 518 It suggests that the
dissemination of Cistercian chant into reformed Benedictine houses in the region had halted by
this time.
Forest Abbey likely abandoned Cistercian chant when it sold its antiphoner in 1610 to the
Cistercian monks of Baudelo in Ghent to increase liquidity after decades of lavish spending.
Whatever books the nuns bought to replace their antiphoner do not survive, but it is reasonable to
presume they abandoned the Cistercian office at this time.
The nuns of Ghislenghien were compelled to relinquish their Cistercian chant in 1650
when a visiting abbot, Dom Martin Gouffart of Saint-Denis en Brocqueroie was aghast to
discover that these Benedictine women were still singing Cistercian melodies. In his journal for
August 1, he wrote,
Aoust 1er. Furent envoyés à Ghislenghien Dom Nicaise et frere Bertin, religieux
de nostre maison, pour enseigner aux Dames et religieuses l’office benedictin
reformé, à la facon que nous le faissions à St. Denÿs. Ces bonnes Dames avoient
depuis environ cent ans et plus l’office des Bernardins qu’elles avoient receu des
Dames de Beaupret avec la reforme et cependant estoient tousiours benedictines.
Or... je leur persuada de quitter ledit office bernardins pour, selon leur
profession, prendre le benedictin. Ce qu’elles firent apres avoir passé ung peu de
contradictions que les plus anciennes y apportoient. Ces deux religieux ÿ
519
demeurerent iusques au VIIIme octobre.
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https://hasselt.bibliotheek.be/catalogus/diederik-van-breedzip/graduale-van-de-abdij-van-sint-truiden/library-vlimburg-extern_4315574. The library of Sint-Truiden suffered a catastrophic fire in 1538, and this volume would
have replaced the one lost.
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“August 1. Dom Nicaise and Br. Bertin, religious of our house, were sent to Ghislenghien to teach the nuns and
sisters the reformed Benedictine office in the manner which we sing it at St. Denis. These good women have been
performing the office of the Cistercians for approximately a hundred years or more, which they received from the
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His note is the best documentary evidence of a liturgical component of the fifteenth-century
reform beyond the liturgical manuscripts themselves. It also demonstrates that the introduction of
Cistercian chant at Ghislenghien was credited to nuns of Beaupré, not the local bishop, the Duke
or Burgundy or other ruler, or monks of Jardinet.
Two additional sources from Ghislenghien at the Archives de l’État in Tournai relate to
this intervention. A document dated the same day as Dom Martin’s journal entry authorizes the
nuns of Ghislenghien to replace the Cistercian office with a Benedictine one. 520 This small
parchment may have been handed to the abbess of Ghislenghien by Dom Nicaise and Br. Bertin
upon their arrival. Near the end of a short chronicle from Ghislenghien covering the years 16031652, two different hands scrawled notes about the change. 521 One indicated that the new
Benedictine liturgy was introduced at First Vespers on the vigil of St. Lawrence on August 9.
She remarked that the nuns did not take the change lightly, but proceeded only after receiving the
“conseille de plusieurs gens docte.” The second recorded that the old Cistercian books, perhaps
including Lund MS 56, were pawned to the abbey of Villers for 800 francs. The funds were then
used to buy new Benedictine liturgical books. The abbey of Ghislenghien was thus the first and
the last Benedictine house of this reform to employ Cistercian chant.
The discussion raised at Ghislenghien in 1650 on the merits of Cistercian chant was
likely not the first one held there during the community’s long history. Although it is not

nuns of Beaupré with their reform and however remained Benedictines. Yet... I persuaded them to abandon the
aforementioned Cistercian office, according to their profession, [and] to take up the Benedictine one, which they did
after having gone through a few of the contradictions that the older ones presented. Those two religious remained
there until the 8th of October [translation mine].” From J. H Drykoningen, ed. Journal de Dom Martin Gouffart
(1607-1669), abbé de Saint-Denis en Brocqueroie (1646-1669) (Mons: J. Duculot, 1955), 56-57.
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Daniel van Overstraeten, Inventaire des Archives de l’Abbaye de Ghislenghien (Brussels: Archives Générales du
Royaume, 1976), no. 73.
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Overstraeten, Inventaire, no. 48, fol. 46r.
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possible to recover what Cistercian chant represented to these reformed Benedictine nuns and
monks, the reform to which it was associated was a watershed event even centuries later, and
was understood as effectively akin to a refounding. An Ordinal from Forest Abbey written in
1568 (Brussels, KBR, MS 4227-4228, fol. 5) numbers former abbesses both from the time of the
foundation and from the time of the reform, for example,
Margarita van Liederkercke die xxi abdesse ende die
eerste abdesse der reformatie van deser abdÿe diet
hier seer dueghdelijcke .xli. jaren gheregeert heeft die
sterf int jaer ons heeren xvc en xli. den xxv dach in
septembris ende seyt begraven in middel vander
Jonsses choor.

Margarita van Liederkercke, the 21st abbess and the
first abbess of the reform of this abbey, who
governed here most virtuously for 41 years, died in
the year of our Lord 1541 on the 25 day in
September and was buried in the middle of the [St.]
John choir.

Margaretia van Liederkerke die xxii abdesse, ende die
tweeste naerder reformatie van deser abdiien
naerdien zy die selve abdye xix jaeren oft daer
omtrent zeer dueghdelic gheregnert hadde starf int
jaer ons heeren xvc lx den xix Maÿ ende seyt begraven
in den Jonsses Choor voor St. Michiels autaer bidt
voor de siele

Margaretia [II] van Liederkerke, the 22nd abbess and
the second after the reform of this abbey, had
governed the same abbey most virtuously for 19
years or thereabouts, died in the year of our Lord
1560 on the 19th of May and was buried in [St.]
John’s choir before the altar of St. Michael. Pray for
her soul.

4.4 Conclusion
The loss of a community’s traditional liturgy and the local relationships and networks
that shaped it must have fundamentally altered how the liturgy was perceived and received. The
revised liturgy belonged less to the resident community than to the larger Order, and the
privilege some communities enjoyed that enabled them to modify certain liturgies was wrested
away as the authority of uniform Bernardine usage was reasserted. Many traditionally
independent Benedictine monasteries now experienced a new liturgical resemblance to a
sprawling international monastic network, whether Cistercian or Bursfeld or another. Liturgical
affinities, such as those among La Cambre (Beaupré’s motherhouse), Beaupré, Ghislenghien,
and Forest, opened new networks of exchange and spiritual support.
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The interventions made in the Beaupré Antiphoner in the last quarter of the fifteenth
century are owed to an Observant movement zealous to re-establish early authoritative Cistercian
practice, especially regarding chant. Liturgically, at least, the large number of departures from
Cistercian norms suggests that the first generations of nuns at Beaupré in the thirteenth century
found themselves under far less scrutiny and enjoyed some local independence. In this space of
flexibility, local benefactors, traditions, and past generations of nuns were able to leave a
distinctive stamp on the abbey’s life and liturgy. By their own determination, the liturgy of
Beaupré only became fully Cistercian in the late fifteenth century through the revision of their
antiphoner as the demands of that identity grew more stringent.
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Chapter 5: Cistercian Chant at Beaupré after Trent
Critical discussions about sacred music began to percolate around the time of the Council
of Trent (1545-1563), less than a century after the cantrix of Beaupré had purged their antiphoner
of non-standard Cistercian chants. Complaints were levelled particularly at the relationship
between the musical setting and the proper accentuation of the Latin text. The Roman breviary of
Pope Pius V (1568) and corresponding missal (1570) were issued in response to these concerns,
but the revisions were relatively modest. The more substantial alterations to the chant melodies
that would characterize post-Tridentine chant were first introduced only decades later, with the
publication of a two-volume gradual by the Medici Press (more commonly referred to as the
“Medicean edition”) in 1614-1615.522
The Cistercians were initially exempt from adopting Roman post-Tridentine use, and the
General Chapter resisted its growing influence for decades, with mixed success. Pressure from
both within and without the Order eventually toppled the General Chapter’s opposition, and
Claude Vaussin, abbot of Cîteaux, approved a new revised breviary in 1656. Once the
irreproachability of the Bernardine forms had finally been breached, subsequent revisions
progressively streamed in through a host of new revised editions until 1778. In contrast to the
Order’s earlier revisions under Stephen Harding and St. Bernard of Clairvaux, the early modern
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The gradual, which Palestrina and Annibale Zoilo were originally commissioned to edit in 1577, was a lengthy
and fraught project. Felice Anerio and Francesco Soriano eventually assumed the task in 1608, and completed the
volumes in 1614 and 1615. A companion antiphoner was never completed. David Hiley, Western Plainchant: A
Handbook (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1993), 615-618. Although the Medicean gradual has long been regarded as a
landmark publication in the history of post-Tridentine chant, Theodore Karp found its influence to be exaggerated,
in “On the Transmission of Some Mass Chants, c. 1575-1800,” in Il canto piano nell’era della stampa: atti del
Convegno internazionale di studi sul canto liturgico nei secoli XV-XVIII: Trento, Castello del Buonconsiglio,
Venezia, Fondazione Ugo e Olga Levi, 9–11 Ottobre 1998, ed. Giulio Cattin, Danilo Curti, and Marco Gozzi (Trent:
Provincia Autonoma di Trento, Servizio Beni Librari e Archivistici, 1999), 81-98; Karp, An Introduction to the
Post-Tridentine Mass Proper, 2 vols., Musicological Studies and Documents, 54-1 (Middleton, WI: American
Institute of Musicology).
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editions of Cistercian chant do not transmit a single, uniform, or unified corpus born from a
discrete editorial project. Rather, the Cistercian editions published after the Council of Trent
reflect a steady and ongoing process of accommodation to new Roman norms. The development
of post-Tridentine Cistercian chant was a cumulative process, in which later editions included all
of the changes introduced in earlier volumes, and introduced additional alterations. The
reluctance of the abbots of Cîteaux to admit sweeping changes and their attempts to retain as
many portions of the medieval melodies as possible resulted in a proliferation of variants and
numerous editorial inconsistencies in the books printed between 1656-1778.
Moreover, adoption of the modifications in individual houses was an uneven, sporadic,
and unsupervised process. Revisions made to the Beaupré Antiphoner in this period, and
especially those found in a personal antiphoner copied in 1706 for Béatrice Fievetz, nun and later
abbess of Beaupré, demonstrate the delayed, partial, and perhaps even selective implementation
of the various post-Tridentine versions in circulation.
The unity of the Order, which had been predicated on the uniformity of its liturgy and
customs since the time of its foundation, fractured under the weight of Romanizing pressure,
print culture, political and economic instability, competing associations like blossoming local
congregations, the prolonged dispute between the Common and Strict Observances, and
divergent attitudes toward medieval precedent vis-à-vis modern values. While such factors
amplified the pace and degree of fragmentation in some locations, communities including the
abbey of Beaupré struggled (or refused) to adopt post-Tridentine norms, instead maintaining the
twelfth-century Bernardine versions of their chant into the late eighteenth century. The early
modern Cistercians’ apparent liturgical resistance to Roman reform is an underexplored area; the
new findings presented in this chapter point to the existence of a broader phenomenon that has
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not been noted in the musicological literature. Little scholarly research has been undertaken on
the Cistercian office in the early modern period or on post-Tridentine Cistercian chant
generally.523 As Louis Lekai highlighted, historians and critics writing since the nineteenthcentury reconstruction and restorations of chant (by the monks of Solesmes, among others) have
consistently derided the post-Tridentine revisions as corrupt, bastardized, inauthentic, and
“mutilated.”524 Consequently, scholars have not yet acknowledged even the basic fact that postTridentine Cistercian chant is not a stable repertoire, unlike its medieval precedent.
Musicologists such as Theodore Karp, for example, portrayed the Cistercian chant repertoire
published in the editions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as a unified corpus in
contrast to the many Roman versions he collated. 525 Secondly, the few existing studies of postTridentine chant have concentrated on the new forms that chant assumed. 526 Largely overlooked
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has been the highly divergent reception of the modern print editions and the resilience of the
medieval versions.527 What role gender could have played in the reception of Tridentine chant
reforms remains a question for future study.
Because changes to the chant appeared incrementally, it is possible to establish the
terminus post quem when a given abbey might have adopted a particular variation, based on
when it was first introduced. The nuns of Beaupré twice adapted their liturgy to post-Tridentine
versions soon after their publication. A first effort was made in the wake of the new Cistercian
calendar issued in the revised breviary of 1656. New folios were copied containing additional
chants, primarily for new or newly elevated feasts. The manuscripts were rebound at this time,
and the new leaves were added as a supplement to each volume. 528 Only twenty of these
seventeenth-century leaves are extant, all of them bound together in W. 762.
The second project involved a line-by-line emendation of the entire antiphoner, including
the pages added after 1656. These extensive edits to both text and music derive from the
Antiphonale Cisterciense, juxta Ordinis breviarium dispositum: Ad cujus calcem addita sunt
responsoria vigiliarum sine cantu, antiphonae, etc., pro minoribus festis published in 1737 by
Pierre-Jean Mariette. The 1737 antiphoner constitutes the final stage of post-Tridentine chant
Liturgical Changes in Italian Printed Graduals, 1572–1653,” Journal of Musicology 36, no. 3 (2019): 331–69;
Gillion, “Editorial Endeavours: Approaches to Plainchant Revision in Early Modern Italian Printed
Graduals,” Plainsong and Medieval Music (forthcoming).
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revision in the Cistercian Order before the abbey of Cîteaux was suppressed in 1791. The
revisions to the Beaupré Antiphoner did not adopt the versions of chants published in the
Antiphonale Cisterciense (1690), or the many intervening editions of the Cistercian breviary. It is
likely that even the printed antiphoner from 1737 was not incorporated into the Beaupré
Antiphoner until the dedication of the new abbey church in 1769, under the last abbess before the
French Revolution.

5.1 Post-Tridentine Chant and the Cistercian Order
Critiques levelled at Gregorian chant increased within ecclesiastical circles from the midsixteenth century. Pope Gregory XIII acknowledged in 1577 that the editions produced in the
wake of the Council of Trent were insufficient and wrote to Palestrina and Annibale Zoilo:
Inasmuch as it has come to our attention that the Antiphoners, Graduals, and
Psalters that have been provided with music for the celebration of the divine
praises and offices in plainsong (as it is called) since the publication of the
Breviary and Missal ordered by the Council of Trent have been filled to
overflowing with barbarisms, obscurities, contrarieties, and superfluities as a
result of the clumsiness or negligence or even wickedness of the composers,
scribes, and printers: in order that these books may agree with the aforesaid
Breviary and Missal... their superfluities having been shorn away and their
barbarisms and obscurities removed... we have decided to turn to you.529

In this context, “barbarisms, obscurities, and contrarieities” has generally been interpreted in
relation to Book IV of Gioseffo Zarlino’s Istitutioni harmoniche (1558), which refers several
times to barbarisms that distort the accentuation of the Latin text.
We ought... to take care that we adapt the words of the speech to the musical
figures in such a way and with such rhythms that nothing barbarous is heard, not
making short syllables long and long syllables short as is done every day in
innumerable compositions... for there are few chants that are not filled with
barbarous things of this kind.530
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He then reinforces his point with common words that are routinely given incorrect emphasis in
the musical setting, such as Domínus, Angélus, Filíus, miracúlum, gloría, etc. The poor
correspondence between text and music, Zarlino argued, also extended to phrases, where
inappropriately placed rests and cadences interrupt the sense units of the texts. Finally according
to Theodore Karp, the Pope’s reference to “obscurities and contrarieties” may have been an
allusion to the archaic sound of the medieval modes to contemporary listeners. 531
Karp, following Raphael Molitor, identified four types of interventions that characterize
post-Tridentine chant. The humanist revival of Classical Latin brought renewed attention to the
versification of the text. The common priority of post-Tridentine chant editors was the proper
alignment of melodic emphasis (produced through melismas, leaps, or an especially high or low
tone) with accentuation of the Latin text; therefore melodic alterations yielding this alignment
constitute the majority of revisions.532 Secondly, many melodies were simplified, particularly by
shortening melismas and reducing repetition. The goal of stricter modal unity often entailed
making the first as well as the last pitch of a melody the modal final. Moreover, each syllable
following a stressed antepenultimate syllable was set with a single note. Karp’s analysis of postTridentine modifications drew special attention to the deleterious effect these alterations had on
the formulaic composition of the Gregorian melodies, and the fundamental shift they represented
away from orality and toward a more literate and concise style.
The Council of Trent formally pronounced little on liturgical music, despite much
discussion. The Council Fathers limited their official statements on sacred music to generalities,
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such as prohibitions on musical “lasciviousness.” Instead, they delegated the subject to local
bishops and synods. Craig A. Monson suggested that this decision became the most
consequential for the development of sacred music in the following centuries. As he summarized
it, “the history of post-Tridentine sacred music is therefore local history, characterized not by
uniformity but by fascinating diversity...”533 Consequently, a series of printed editions of Roman
liturgical books appeared in quick succession beginning in the first decades of the seventeenth
century. The unprecedented variety and pace of change was driven by the freedom individual
editors were allowed, and by the printing press, which enabled publishers to incorporate and
circulate changes rapidly. Although most post-Tridentine editions were in broad agreement about
both the chants assigned and their editorial standards, books printed by the same publisher only a
few years apart could include versions amended at the whim of local ecclesiastics,
congregations, communities, or editors. Source texts differed among publishers, and editorial
principles were often applied inconsistently. Subsequent volumes corrected many of these
incongruities, albeit still gradually and partially. The post-Tridentine Cistercian books reflect the
same pattern of incremental change found in the Roman editions.
The editorial method first developed by the Bernardine committee, based on applying a
set of theoretical principles a priori to the chants, was intended to produce a single authoritative
version. It is therefore somewhat ironic that post-Tridentine chant editors created innumerable
variants by adopting a similar method.534 Like the Bernardine committee, they too determined
that the authentic chant of Pope Gregory I must have adhered to certain principles, and so they
felt justified in describing their chant as a return to tradition and recovery of authenticity.
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Critiques of medieval chant as well as the post-Tridentine editorial approach were
enumerated in the introductions to many of the new editions. For example, the Antiphonarium
Romanum... cujus antiquus Ecclesiae Cantus Gregorianus è puro fonte Romano elicitus,
accurate notatur published by Jean-Baptiste-Christophe Ballard in 1723 claims in its subtitle to
transmit ancient Gregorian chant faithfully and acknowledges Cistercian precedent for its
revisions. The preface to this edition, entitled “Authoritas Antiqui Cantus Gregoriani,” explains
how the Cistercians had revised Gregorian chant after it had been corrupted over time, and
summarizes their central tenet of modal unity in terms of progressio, compositio, and the
problem of dissolution through opposition (see Appendix D). 535 The author claims that the
Cistercian project was incomplete, however, and sets his edition as a continuation of the
“restoration” of Gregorian chant through theoretical precepts rather than sources. In particular,
he identifies repercussions of notes and mismatches between textual accentuation and melodic
gesture as later accretions rather than reflecting the original intentions of Pope Gregory, the
traditional “author” of Gregorian chant.
The Cistercians were not immediately impacted by post-Tridentine developments in
chant, however, and the General Chapter clung firmly to its medieval liturgy for nearly a century
after Trent. Pope Pius V granted permission to churches at least two hundred years old to
maintain their traditional liturgies in the accompanying bulls Quod a nobis (July 9, 1568) for the
new breviary and Quo primum tempore (July 14, 1570) for the Tridentine missal. A third
document, the constitution Ex innumeris curis of 1570, was directed specifically toward the
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Cistercians and explicitly exempted them from replacing their liturgy with Roman Tridentine
use.536
Nevertheless, the post-Tridentine Roman liturgy garnered many enthusiastic advocates
within the Order. The abbeys of Wettingen and Marienstadt had already abandoned the
Cistercian liturgy in favor of the Roman rite in 1573. In that same year, Abbot Nicolas I
Boucherat of Cîteaux personally travelled to Cistercian abbeys in Germany, Switzerland, and
throughout the Low Countries to muster opposition to encroaching modern musical styles and
Roman use.537 His efforts were continued by the General Chapter in a statute of 1601 under
Nicolas I Boucherat’s successor, Abbot General Edmond de La Croix (1585-1604), but liturgical
issues were sidelined by the rebuilding of Cîteaux after it was attacked three times and destroyed
during his abbacy.538 Resistance to external liturgical influence was increasingly difficult to
sustain, however, and the General Chapter’s attempts to stem the tide again in 1609 met with
similarly limited success.539 The gathered abbots reluctantly conceded in 1609 “that the
uniformity of the rite prescribed in the Charter of Charity exists no longer, save in a few houses:
‘quod tamen paucis in monasteriis observatur.’” 540
The election of Abbot General Nicolas II Boucherat (1605-1625), however, inaugurated a
tidal shift in Cistercian attitudes toward the Roman liturgy. The first crack in official resistance
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to liturgical change appeared in the 1608 breviary published in Lombardy. 541 This edition
replaced the Cistercian Office with the Roman Office for the last three days of Holy Week (the
Triduum). The change was instituted for the entire Order in 1617, and the Mass of Pius V was
approved for private celebrations in 1618.542 Additional modifications were discussed in 1623,
but none were finally permitted.543
In these early decades of the seventeenth century under Abbot Nicolas II Boucherat, the
Order’s efforts to preserve the liturgical homogeneity of the Order officially ended. He
authorized the Congregation of Lombardy and Tuscany to adopt the Roman Breviary and
permitted the Roman Missal to be instituted in Polish and Prussian monasteries. 544 While the
initial Romanizing modifications appear circumscribed, Archdale A. King noted that in the
seventeenth century more radical changes in Cistercian musical practice were underway in many
communities, including the introduction of modern liturgical polyphony taken from the
“Medicean” edition of liturgical books and the introduction of various instruments. 545 St. Francis
de Sales continued the Romanizing charge, and while addressing the General Chapter of the
Feuillants in 1622, he called elements of the Bernardine antiphoner “offensive, childish, and
obscure.”546 Numerous abbeys did not wait for approval from the General Chapter before
abandoning their medieval liturgical books.
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Claude Vaussin, abbot of Cîteaux from 1645-1670, was the strongest catalyst for revision
to chant since St. Bernard’s generation. In 1651, he won the consent of the General Chapter for
initiating a third official reform of the chant corpus. The result was an extensive Romanization of
the Bernardine liturgy, which began in 1654 and culminated in the Breviarium cisterciense juxta
Romanum of 1656. It was closely followed by the Missale cisterciense juxta novissimam Romani
recognitum correctionem in 1657.547 A second edition of the missal was published in 1668 along
with the first edition of the new Cistercian gradual.
The “Monitum” of Vaussin’s breviary claimed that the changes were approved according
to three principles: 1) closer conformity with Roman use (“ut Breviarium salvo monastici
instituti iure sit Romano conforme”) 2) shortening and simplification of the chants (“brevitatis
studium”) 3) adherence to the Rule (“tenax regulae disciplina”). 548 Bernhard Kaul, however,
questioned the validity of the latter by highlighting, for example, that the revised breviary
removed eight of the twelve hymns of St. Ambrose.549 The early Cistercians’ literal and rigid
restriction to hymns exclusively attributed to St. Ambrose was one of their most controversial
interpretations of the Rule, and one which the Bernardine committee was compelled to soften.
Nevertheless, fidelity to the Rule could hardly be used as a justification for removing most of the
Ambrosian hymns from the liturgy. The monastic Rule and Romanization were in clear conflict
here as in many of the changes in which Romanization finally prevailed.
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Though Vaussin was faulted by many for dismantling the chant that had united the order
for 500 years, his breviary was simultaneously criticized by others in Rome for preserving too
much of the earlier Cistercian practice. Vaussin faced substantial pressure to acquiesce, and yet
he fought to salvage what he could of the old rite. In 1661, the Congregation of Rites even issued
a decree against the 1656 breviary for preserving too many idiosyncratically Cistercian elements.
The result of his compromise was a hybrid that was both theoretically and editorially
inconsistent. There ensued years of wrangling with the Congregation about whether the
Cistercians would be permitted to retain their own, albeit revised, breviary or be forced to adopt
the monastic breviary of Paul V. Meanwhile, several congregations including the Feuillants and
the Congregation of Lombardy and Tuscany abandoned the Cistercian liturgy pre-emptively in
favor of Roman use. Pope Alexander VII finally settled the matter in the papal brief In suprema
of 1666 by ruling in favor of Vaussin. The following year, the General Chapter decided to refrain
from further changes to the breviary, but mandated that it be adopted through the entire Order. 550
Table 19: Editions of Cistercian breviaries (1600-1800) in the WorldCat database (Dec., 2019). 551

N.B. (*) denotes additional editions mentioned by King in Liturgies of the Religious Orders, 82.
1600
1605
1609
1615
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Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis a mendis
exacte repurgatum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quaeplurimis repurgatum ac summarijs
super unum quemque Psalmum illustratum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum

Paris: H. De Marnef
Paris: G. Lombart
Paris: G. Lombart
Paris: S. Cramoisy
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1617
1621
1627
1632
1633
1637
1640
1641
1643
1645
1646*
1648*
1656*
1657
1658
1659
1660
1665
1677
1678
1684
1685
1687
1689
1696
1703
1717
1727
1732
1739

Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium monasticum sacri ordinis
cisterciensis
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Recens a
mendis quam plurimis diligentissime repurgatum
Breviarium cisterciense iuxta Romanum
title unknown
title unknown
Breviarium cisterciense iuxta Romanum
Breviarium cisterciense iuxta Romanum
authoritate superior
Breviarium sacri ordinis cisterciensis: Ad usum
Congregationes Hispaniarum
Breviarium cisterciense: Ad usum
Congregationis Beatæ Mariæ Fuliensis
Breviarium cisterciense iuxta Romanum
Breviarium cisterciense juxta Romanum
Breviarium cisterciense ad usum congregationis
D. Bernardi Portugalliae
Breviarium cisterciense
Breviarium ad usum sacri ordinis cisterciensis
Breviarium ordinis cisterciensis
Breviarium ad usum sacri ordinis cisterciensis
Breviarium ordinis cisterciensis
Breviarium ordinis cisterciensis
Breviarium ad usum sacri ordinis cisterciensis
Breviarium cisterciense
Breviarium cisterciense
Breviarium cisterciense ad usum Congregationis
Beatae Mariae Fuliensis: Juxta novissimam
Romani correctionem
Breviarium cisterciense
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Paris: S. Cramoisy
Venice: Cieras
Paris: S. Cramoisy
Paris: S. Cramoisy
Paris: S. Cramoisy
Madrid: Regia Galiciana
Venice: Iuntas
Paris: S. Cramoisy
Paris: S. Cramoisy
Paris: S. Mabre-Cramoisy

Paris: S. Mabre-Cramoisy
Paris: Ioannis Couronneau,
Bibliopolae Baionnensis
Lutetiæ Parisiorum
Paris: S. Mabre-Cramoisy
Paris: S. Mabre-Cramoisy
Antwerp: Johannis a Costa &
Didaci Suarez
Paris: S. Mabre-Cramoisy
Antwerp: Plantin
Paris: S. Mabre-Cramoisy
Cologne: Leonard
Paris: Leonard
Paris: Leonard
Paris: Leonard
Paris: Dionysium Mariette
Paris: Dionysium Mariette
Paris: Petrus Simon
Paris: Pierre-Jean Mariette

1752
1754
1760
1762
1771
1771
1778

Breviarium cisterciense
Breviarium cisterciense
Breviarium cisterciense
Breviarium cisterciense
Breviarium cisterciense
Breviaire de l’ordre de Cisteaux
Breviarium cisterciense

Paris: Michael-Antonius David
Paris: Michael-Antonius David
Paris: Michael-Antonius David
Paris: Michael-Antonius David
Paris: Michael Lambert
Paris: Michael Lambert
Paris: Michael Lambert

Table 20: Editions of Cistercian antiphoners (1600-1800) in the WorldCat database (Dec., 2019).

1690
1737

Antiphonale Cisterciense
Antiphonale Cisterciense

Paris: Leonard
Paris: Leonard; Pierre-Jean Mariette

In the interest of uniformity across the order after so many decades of change, the
General Chapter authorized the Rituale cisterciense, published in 1689, to replace the earlier
Liber usuum. This Rituale remained in force until the Second Vatican Council. 552 King called
this book the “most important achievement after the Vaussinian reform.” 553 The abbot of Cîteaux
at that time, John Petit, had been heavily involved in its composition from the beginning, before
he was installed as abbot. He also approved publication of a new breviary in 1689 and the first
revised antiphoner in 1690. These editions were followed by a second edition of the gradual in
1696 under his successor, Abbot Nicolas Larcher of Cîteaux.

5.2 Leaves added to the W. 762 “Supplement”
The twenty extant folios added to W. 762 contain chants for saints’ feasts in March, MayAugust as well as for several feasts from the Common of Saints, and a final Matins responsory
for the Sunday after Corpus Christi. The leaves followed forty-two others associated with W. 759
that were inserted in the late fifteenth-century. Though the seventeenth-century title page
suggests they may have been appended to the volume (“Supplement pour les Responses &
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Antiennes, les quelles ne se trouvent point dans ce Livre”), the Roman numeral foliation begins
with I. There is no record of the supplemental pages for W. 760 and W. 761, but the auction
catalogue for the three companion volumes that were burned in 1863 mentions that each was
accompanied by a supplement with a similar title.554
Nearly all of the feasts that were supplied with chants in the last twenty folios were either
added into the Cistercian calendar or raised in rank in 1656, so the added material must postdate
that year.555 These pages subsequently underwent numerous corrections to their texts and
melodies, most of which first appear in the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690, but all are present
in the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1737. The manuscript was then rebound together with new
cover pages, and Arabic numeral pagination was added to complement the Roman numeral
foliation added in the fifteenth-century reforms. 556 Their later revision thus indicates two waves
of post-Tridentine editing.
For the supplemental pages added to the antiphoner in the fifteenth century, the nuns had
incorporated folios from preexisting sources of unknown origin as needed. The last twenty folios
of W. 762 added to the antiphoner sometime after 1656, by contrast, were produced by the nuns
themselves. The likelihood that the nuns carried out these revisions is suggested by the fact that
no chants are truncated or placed incorrectly (such as the stray Mass chant on W. 762, fol. 40v
added in the fifteenth century) as well as by a rubric that cites the supplement and uses its own
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Lilian M.C. Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore: John
Hopkins University Press in association with the Walters Art Gallery, 1997), 3:1:53.
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Bernard Backaert, “L’évolution du calendrier cistercien,” Collectanea Ordinis Cisterciensium Reformatorum 12
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Michelle Brown argued the foliation was added to the newly rebound volumes “no later than 1700” on
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Double Antiphonal from Beaupré,” in Interpreting and Collecting Fragments of Medieval Books, ed. Linda L.
Brownrigg and Margaret M. Smith (Los Altos Hills, CA: Anderson-Lovelace, 2000), 216n17.
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pagination (fig. 33). At least two nuns were involved. One sister, who completed the majority of
the copying, preferred to rubricate in French, whereas the other wrote her rubrics in Latin. The
latter sister inserted the Magnificat antiphon, “Ecce concipies in utero” (Can 002499) for the
feast of the Annunciation, in a blank area on the last page of the fifteenth-century material in
W. 762 (fig. 34). This chant appeared only as the antiphon for Terce of the Annunciation in the
Bernardine antiphoner (and it appears in this capacity at the bottom of W. 761, fol. 224v). The
second half of this chant is missing from the antiphoner because of a lost page. In postTridentine editions like the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690, “Ecce concipies in utero” was
chanted a second time when it was also assigned as the Magnificat antiphon, as it appears here.

Figure 33: Rubric on W. 762, fol. 54v.

Figure 34: W. 762, fol. 41v.
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The added chants include not only new assignments, but several altogether new chants,
which first appeared in the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690, but had perhaps been admitted into
the Cistercian repertory at an earlier date. Among this group is the Vespers memorial antiphon
“Adhuc me loquente in oratione” (Can a01533) for the feast of the Archangel Gabriel. There are
two new antiphons for the feast of Ss. Tiburtius and Susanna (August 11): a memorial antiphon
at Sext, “Cinxerunt David in modum” (Can a01541) and the Vespers Magnificat antiphon for the
two martyrs, “Et genuflexo ante eum” (Can a01542). The feast of the Crown of Thorns on the
same date (August 11) underwent particularly sweeping changes. The four modally-ordered
Vespers antiphons for the feast of the Crown of Thorns, “De torrente in via bibet” (Can a01536),
“Requievit super eum spiritus” (Can a01537), “Induit eum dominus vestimentis” (Can a01538),
“Rex aeternae gloriae pro nobis” (Can a01539), as well as the antiphon for the Benedictus at
Lauds, “Exivit Jesus portans spineam” (Can a01540) were formerly unknown in the Cistercian
repertoire and have no parallel in the Bernardine office edited by Claire Maître. 557 The text of the
last of these antiphons, “Exivit Jesus portans spineam” on W. 762, fol. 54v agrees with that
printed in the 1737 antiphoner, but the 1690 antiphoner as well as the breviary from 1717 present
the text as “Exivit ergo Jesus portans spineam” [emphasis mine] (fig. 35). 558 Based on that small
but noteworthy textual variant, the most likely source of these chants appears to be the 1737
edition rather than any of the earlier publications.
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Figure 35: “Exivit Jesus portans spineam.” Above, W. 762, fol. 54v with effaced and
rewritten music. Below, Fievetz Antiphoner, vol. 2, pg. 345.

The fact that the revised office found in the Beaupré Antiphoner does not appear exactly
as it is in official Cistercian books before 1737 admittedly weakens my hypothesis that these
leaves were copied and added at an earlier stage of revision in response to the new Cistercian
calendar promulgated in 1656. The correspondence between the new office of the Crown of
Thorns adopted at Beaupré and the form of the office in the 1737 antiphoner suggests it was
copied at the same time as the line-by-line emendations found throughout the volumes, which
were conclusively based on the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1737. My initial claim that there
were two distinct post-Tridentine revision projects at Beaupré rests on the abundance of
corrections that these chants were also subjected to, the unlikelihood that Beaupré waited until
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after 1737 to adopt the Cistercian calendar promulgated in 1656, the types of editorial projects
(adding leaves versus correcting texts), and differences of script. Moreover, this group of new
chants, beginning with the Benedictus antiphon for Lauds on the Transfiguration, “Et ecce vox
de nube” (Can 201630) on the bottom of W. 762, fol. 53r and ending at the top of fol. 55r, poses
additional questions. Though the rubrics and texts on these pages are untouched, most of the
melodies have been completely erased and rewritten in the manuscript. The same circumstances
appears in the Fievetz Antiphoner (discussed below) from Beaupré, which also originally did not
include the word “ergo,” but whose melody was completely replaced. These chants were only
added to the Cantus Index quite recently, so I have not yet been able to identify if or where they
appear in non-Cistercian or local sources. Presumably, the texts were Roman. It is possible that
the nuns may have used a non-Cistercian source for the texts and melodies when they first
created the feasts. If so, it is conceivable that the Cistercian editors later adopted the same
Roman text (without “ergo”) in 1737, but set this group to radically different melodies that were
later adopted at Beaupré. More source consultation is necessary.
Because of the destruction of the abbey in 1658 and the consequently reduced size of the
community, it is highly unlikely that the new calendar promulgated in 1656 was integrated into
the Beaupré Antiphoner immediately. It is improbable that the nuns heeded the General
Chapter’s imposition of the new breviary in 1667, as abbess Anthoinette Quarré was in hiding
with many of the sisters in Brussels and died there that year. Her successor, Lutgarde Lepoire
(abbess from 1668-1681), frequently left the monastery to escape violence in the area, and
Ursmer Berlière records that the community was over 30,000 florins in debt at the time of her
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death.559 The economic and political situation began to stabilize only under Angéline de
Lanfranchy (abbess from 1681-1704), who must have made the new liturgy a priority even
before the abbey had crawled out of debt - until the bombardment of Brussels in 1695 once again
reversed their fortunes. In fact, it is conceivable that the attack interrupted work on the
antiphoner.
No chant in the antiphoner better reflects the layers of accretion and intervention than the
one that directly precedes “Ecce concipies in utero” shown in figure 34. The Benedictus antiphon
for the Annunciation, “Egredietur virga de radice” (Can 002613), appears four times in the extant
volumes of the Beaupré Antiphoner and was freshly copied each time leaves were added in the
late thirteenth, fifteenth, and seventeenth centuries. The melody was finally edited to shift the
melisma on “replebitur” to the accented syllable (fig. 36). The melodic realignment belongs to
the first set of changes that appeared in the Antiphonale of 1690, but had not yet been adopted at
Beaupré when the chant was copied on W. 762, fol. 44r. The source of this and the other changes
was the Antiphonale Cisterciense edition of 1737, as I will argue below based both on their
appearance there and their absence from a personal antiphoner copied at Beaupré in the
intervening years.
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Berlière, “Abbaye de Beaupré,” 324.
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W. 760, fols. 73v-74r

W. 761, fol. 224v

W. 762, fols. 41r, v

W. 762, fol. 44r

Figure 36: Four appearances of “Egredietur virga de radice,” the Benedictus antiphon for
Annunciation and Tuesday of the third week of Advent.

5.3 Sr. Béatrice Fievetz’s Antiphoner (1706) and the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690
A second antiphoner survives from Beaupré that was copied by Franciscus Clerens in
1706 for Béatrice Fievetz, who became abbess of Beaupré from 1715-1718. Though only the
Sanctorale and the Temporale (winter cycle) are extant, these two volumes offer additional
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insight into how slowly the new edits in the printed volumes were adopted. 560 This manuscript
was also extensively revised in the same way as the Beaupré Antiphoner. Sr. Béatrice’s
antiphoner demonstrates that even professional scribes like Franciscus Clerens were not
necessarily up-to-date on the latest approved versions. The antiphoner does contains some, but
not most of the changes introduced in the Antiphonale of 1690, and it was similarly revised later.
We may thus conclude that the two volumes copied by Clerens were not the source for the
revisions in the Beaupré Antiphoner, and that the changes promulgated in 1690 had still not been
adopted at Beaupré by 1706.
Though the original contents of the Fievetz and Beaupré antiphoners differ in a few
minor instances, such as in the number of repercussions on a given syllable, their much more
substantive agreement even in non-standard features hints that Franciscus Clerens was familiar
with the liturgy practiced at Beaupré and did not merely copy from a printed Cistercian
exemplar. His knowledge is hardly surprising since he writes in the colophon to both volumes
that he was in residence at Beaupré (“demeurant à Beauprez”). 561
The close association between the Fievetz Antiphoner and the established liturgy of
Beaupré is best evidenced by the original verse for the first responsory of the third Nocturn of
Matins for the Nativity of Mary, “Nativitatem hodiernam” (Can 007200). Its original verse was
pasted over with a new parchment strip containing the verse “Gloriosae virginis Mariae”
(Can 007200za) on W. 760, fol. 128r in an eighteenth-century hand (fig. 37). “Gloriosae virginis
Mariae” is the traditional Bernardine assignment and was particular to the Cistercians. As of
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March, 2020, this verse appears in the Cantus Index database exclusively in Cistercian sources,
and the alternative, “Regali ex progenie Maria” (Can 007200b), is assigned in non-Cistercian
sources. A rubricated capital R and parts of the covered melody are visible on the page of the
Beaupré Antiphoner indicating that the original chant was non-standard among the Cistercians.
Moreover, the Fievetz Antiphoner also included “Regali ex progenie Maria” (vol. 2, pg. 420),
which was later corrected with a small X drawn at the beginning of the chant and a fragment
inserted into the binding containing “Gloriosae virginis Mariae.” The hand of the stencil-like
letters on the pasted strip in the Beaupré Antiphoner is quite similar to that of the insert in Sr.
Béatrice’s antiphoner, and both are distinct from Franciscus Clerens’s writing. Evidently, this
non-standard responsory verse must have slipped passed the last editor’s glance during the
Observant reform and was copied into Fievetz’s Antiphoner before the error was finally
discovered. The Forest Antiphoner does not transmit the variant in the Beaupré Antiphoner, but
instead conforms to standard Cistercian use. It is a rare example of the eighteenth-century editor
replacing Roman use with a chant assignment particular to the Cistercians, signaling the limits
on the extent of Roman influence that both publishers and the cantrix at Beaupré were willing to
allow. The summer cycle of the Ghislenghien Antiphoner is missing, so we do not know what
version it contained.
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Figure 37: Above, “Gloriosae virginis Mariae” pasted onto W. 760, fol. 127v.
Below, the same chant inserted in the Fievetz Antiphoner, vol. 2, between pp. 420-421.

The Magnificat antiphon for Second Vespers on the feast of St. Martin, “O beatum
pontificem qui totis” (Can 004002) on W. 760, fol. 171v, offers insight into how new variants
circulated around Beaupré. It contains three types of textual adjustments. The entire phrase “O
Martine dulcedo medicamentum et medice” was pasted over with a new parchment strip, the
word “et” was inserted, and the order of the phrase “tamen palmam” was reversed. All of these
emendations are found in the 1690 and 1737 antiphoners. The Fievetz Antiphoner, however,
originally only incorporated the first two of these post-Tridentine revisions (vol. 2, pp. 497-498).
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In both the Beaupré Antiphoner and the Fievetz Antiphoner, a later hand erased “tamen palmam”
and rewrote the phrase as “palmam tamen.” Whatever exemplar Franciscus Clerens used, his
only partial integration of the changes in the 1690 version suggest that these alterations were
transmitted independently and only coalesced at Beaupré sometime well after 1706.
Many of the new chant assignments pasted over in the Beaupré Antiphoner correspond to
small parchment inserts bound into both the Fievetz and the Ghislenghien antiphoners. The
Matins verse for the responsory “Missus est Gabriel angelus” (Can 007170) on W. 760, fol. 47v
for the first Sunday of Advent was originally “Ave Maria gratia plena” (Can 007170a) in the
Beaupré and Ghislenghien manuscripts, but covered or supplemented by an added fragment
containing “Dabit ei dominus deus” (Can 007170b). The Fievetz Antiphoner, by contrast,
originally included “Dabit ei dominus deus.” This verse substitution was among the first to
appear in Vaussin’s breviary of 1656. 562
Similarly, the Matins verse for the first responsory of the fourth Sunday of Advent,
“Canite tuba in Sion vocate” (Can 006265) on W. 760, fol. 84r, had been “Annuntiate in finibus
terrae” (Can 006265b) in the Beaupré and Ghislenghien antiphoners, where it was pasted over
(crossed out in the Ghislenghien manuscript), and replaced with “Annuntiate et auditum facite”
(Can 006265c), which was the new verse adopted by the Cistercians at least by 1690. The
Fievetz Antiphoner likewise initially contained the older Bernardine verse “Annuntiate in finibus
terrae,” which was pasted over with “Annuntiate et auditum facite” at a later date. 563 Luigi
Marchesi’s partial edition of the 1656 reformed breviary (my source for studying the later
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ascenders of the letters F and T poking out beneath the paste over.
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versions) did not include the fourth Sunday of Advent. 564 Because Marchesi’s goal was to track
the changes made under Vaussin, perhaps the chants for the fourth Sunday were not revised by
Vaussin. Fievetz’s antiphoner copied by Clerens contains the revised version of the chant for the
first Sunday of Advent (“Dabit ei dominus deus”), but not the revised one for the fourth Sunday.
Marchesi’s silence concerning the latter may mean it had not yet been adopted by the Vaussin
edition. If so, the Fievetz Antiphoner suggests that Clerens, if not the nuns themselves, had
access to Vaussin’s breviary (or a subsequent edition) and were aware of the liturgical
developments in the Order. Neither Clerens nor the nuns of Beaupré had acquired the large
format printed Antiphonale in 1690, however. The inference (still tentative until an edition of
Vaussin’s breviary is available to confirm or deny) is that the nuns of Beaupré twice revised their
antiphoner in the modern period - once (in the late seventeenth century) based on the new
calendar of Vaussin’s breviary to which they must have had access, and again, a few generations
later, on the basis of the 1737 edition of the Antiphonale.
Nevertheless, not all of the chants that were revised in the Beaupré or Fievetz antiphoners
appeared in the printed antiphoners. For example, music is not provided in the printed editions
for the Matins responsories and verses in Advent and Lent (only text on the supplemental pages
in the back of the 1690 and 1737 antiphoners entitled “responsoria sine cantu pro minoribus
festis”). Moreover, the night office is not provided in the post-Tridentine sources for the summer
histories or for several feasts such as St. Stephen (Protomartyr) and the Chair of St. Peter.
Therefore, some changes cannot be securely traced to the printed editions, such as the addition of
the word “noster” added in the margin with music as well as the erasure of the word “omnibus”
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and its replacement with the word “nobis” in the responsory verse “Mortem enim quam salvator”
(Can 007358a) for the feast of St. Stephen on W. 761, fol. 130r (although not when the chant
appears again on W. 759, fols. 172r, v) (fig. 38). The same emendations appear in the Fievetz
Antiphoner vol. 2, pg. 36, suggesting that Sr. Béatrice’s book was also not the source of the
alterations and that they were not introduced at Beaupré until after 1706. The origin of those
changes thus remains an open question. These cases are few, however, and most of the revisions
are traceable to the 1737 antiphoner.

Figure 38: Responsory verse, “Mortem enim quam salvator,” for the feast of St. Stephen. Right,
Fievetz Antiphoner, vol. 2, pg. 36. Left, W. 761, fol. 130r.

5.4 Melodic Revisions to the Beaupré Antiphoner
Whereas the fifteenth-century editor of the Beaupré Antiphoner ripped out and replaced
entire pages, in the eighteenth century a cantrix diligently and meticulously copied each postTridentine change and performance nuance into the manuscript. Consequently, her process is
more clearly visible. The Ghislenghien Antiphoner was edited in a similar way after that
community embraced the Roman-Benedictine rite by overwriting the text. 565 In many cases, the
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As discussed in chapter 4, the Benedictine nuns of Ghislenghien entertained discussions with “learned people” on
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which Dom Martin Gouffart referred were likely the same as those frequently mentioned in the prefaces of post-
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later alterations in the Beaupré and Ghislenghien antiphoners agree; a convergence which attests
to the common Romanizing influence on monastic liturgies in the seventeenth century.
Most revisions in the Beaupré Antiphoner transfer melismas to accented syllables. All of
these instances agree with the versions presented in the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690 as well
as 1737. The Beaupré Antiphoner is also in accord with the many editorial inconsistencies in the
printed antiphoners when melismas on weak syllables were retained. Numerals signaling the
modes of many responsories were written into the Beaupré Antiphoner as they appear in the
printed book, and added bar-lines and accidentals correspond almost exactly with those in the
printed editions. The cantrix of Beaupré also edited many of the final cadences throughout the
volumes so that unaccented penultimate syllables received only a single note. Most often, the
note used was a lozenge-shaped breve, as opposed to the square long in the original version, to
weaken the syllable further. In example 12, the clivis on the penultimate weak syllable has been
split so that the antepenultimate accented syllable is slightly more emphasized and the
penultimate syllable receives a correspondingly weak single breve.

Tridentine chant books. In 1650, the nuns of Ghislenghien adopted the liturgy of the male abbey of Saint-Denis en
Brocqueroie. The latter community belonged to the Congregation of the Presentation Notre-Dame. This association
was formed as a Belgian counterpart to the Congregation of St. Vanne in the Duchy of Lorraine, itself corresponding
to the Congregation of St. Maur in the Kingdom of France. The three congregations were based on the observance of
Monte Cassino. On Ascension Day, 1618, the Belgian congregation adopted the monastic breviary of Paul V.
Ursmer Berlière, “La congrégation bénédictine de la Présentation Notre-Dame (1628-1654),” Revue Bénédictine 13
(1896): 267.
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original setting
glo-

ri-

am.

edited version
glo-

ri- am.

glo-

ri- am.

Antiphonale cisterciense (1690), pg. 536

Text: Corde et animo Christo canamus gloriam. In hac sacra sollemnitate praecelsae genetricis dei
virginis Mariae ut ipsa intercedat pro nobis ad dominum.
Example 12: Matins responsory for the Nativity and Conception of Mary (W. 760, fol. 126r).

Example 13 demonstrates an even more significant shift according to the same two
principles. The melisma originally set on the penultimate weak syllable is transferred to the
antepenultimate final accent (fortitúdinem) and off of the weak penultimate syllable. The
cadence is then prepared by a breve on the penultimate syllable that propels the line toward
closure.
Neither of the printed Cistercian antiphoners contain music for Matins apart from sermon
feasts, so called because they are solemn occasions on which a sermon is delivered in chapter. 566
Because Matins chants constitute the bulk of the contents in the Beaupré Antiphoner, these feasts
566

Prescriptions for sermon feasts are found in Danièle Choisselet and Placide Vernet, eds., Les “Ecclesiastica
Officia” cisterciens du XIIème siècle: Texte latin selon les manuscrits édités de Trente 1711, Ljubljana 31 et Dijon
114, version française, annexe liturgique, notes, index et tables (Reiningue: La Documentation Cistercienne, 1989),
chap. 67 (p. 190). The sermon feasts are: HolyThursday, Good Friday, Holy Saturday, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost,
Corpus Christi, Trinity Sunday, Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Purification, St. Benedict, Annunciation,
Nativity of St. John the Baptist, Ss. Peter and Paul, Visitation, St. Stephen Harding, Assumption, St. Bernard, All
Saints, and the Dedication of a Church.
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are especially important comparanda.567 Matins responsories were also disproportionately
melismatic. While a number of melismas were shortened in the 1690 version, one of the primary
differences between the two editions of the antiphoner is the much more extensive abbreviation
of melismas. For example, in the final responsory for the third Nocturn of the feast of the
Ascension, “Pater cum essem” (Can 007360), the 1690 melody retained the melisma on the word
“ego,” but moved the G originally assigned to the syllable “-go” up to A (ex. 14). Whereas the
version printed in 1737 retained the change of pitch, the melisma was also significantly reduced
in the same way that the revised version appears in the Beaupré Antiphoner.

original setting
et

for-

ti- tu-

di-

nem.

edited version
et

for-

ti- tu-

et

for-

ti- tu-

di- nem.

Antiphonale cisterciense (1690),
pp. 315-316
di- nem.

Text: Et unus de senioribus dixit mihi ne fleveris dignus est agnus qui occisus est accipere potestatem
et fortitudinem.
Example 13: Matins responsory verse for Easter (W. 759, fol. 9r).
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An exception is the feast of the Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary. W. 760 of the Beaupré Antiphoner uses
the same office for the Conception and Nativity and (partially) the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
substituting each of the respective words in the chant. The Antiphonale of 1690, however, contains a special office.
This feast was one that St. Bernard strong opposed, but it nevertheless accrued liturgical solemnity in subsequent
centuries, achieving the rank of MM by the General Chapter in 1356 using the liturgy of the Nativity, the rank of
sermon in 1604, sermon minor in 1656, and sermon major in 1672. See King, Liturgies, 110-112.
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original setting
e-

go

e-

go

e-

go

e-

go

edited version

Antiphonale cisterciense (1690), pg. 366

Antiphonale cisterciense (1737), pg. 269

Text: Pater cum essem cum eis ego servabam eos quos dedisti mihi alleluia nunc autem ad te venio.
Non rogo ut tollas eos de mundo sed ut servos eos a malo: alleluia alleluia.
Example 14: Final responsory of Matins for the Ascension (W. 759, fol. 38r).

The First Vespers responsory for the feast of Corpus Christi, “Discubuit Jesus et discipuli
eius” (Can 600586) found on W. 762, fol. 1r was modified by Cistercian editors at several stages
in a similar process. This chant was among those added to the Beaupré Antiphoner only in the
late fifteenth century. The melody found in the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690 omitted the
lengthy melisma on “hoc” in the phrase “hoc est corpus meum.” However, the version printed in
the antiphoner from 1737 contained additional cuts to the melismas on “desiderio” and “dicens.”
The revisions in the Beaupre Antiphoner again correspond to the 1737 version.
Though uncommon, there are other instances in which pitch level was shifted. The
version of the Matins responsory for the feast of Corpus Christi, “Unus panis et unum corpus”
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(Can 602384) found in the Antiphonale from 1690 includes several melismas that have been
eliminated from the Beaupré Antiphoner (fig. 39). Moreover, the original musical setting in the
Beaupré manuscript on “et de” has been erased and rewritten down one scale degree. 568 Both of
these revisions were later changes that finally appeared in the Antiphonale from 1737. One
possible explanation surfaces in tandem with another erasure at the beginning of the repetendum
phrase, “Omnes qui de uno pane et de uno calice participamus” (fig. 39 and ex. 15a). While most
of the melisma on “omnes” was preserved, the short section that was effaced included a B ♭ in
this first mode chant. That accidental closely trailed B♮. Was this erasure intended to correct a
modal transgression? In the continuation of the phrase after “Omnes” (fig. 39 and ex. 15b), the
melody includes two B-naturals on the word “de” before arriving at the transposed section on “et
de.” While the avoidance of these clashes might seem to suggest a growing intolerance for this
non-modal (and even less diatonic) mixture - which Theodore Karp suggested that Pope
Gregory XIII might have labelled an “obscurity and contrariety” - both B♭ and B♮ appear
frequently in both printed Cistercian antiphoners in all modes. Their use depended primarily on
melodic contour, rather than modal considerations or avoidance of the tritone; whether to tether
the semitone to C in a stepwise ascent or to anchor the upper semitone to A should the melody
go no higher. Even in the example of “Unus panis et unum corpus,” the editor did not remove all
of the B-flats and B-naturals from this chant.
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In both copies of the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690 I have consulted, this short phrase has been pasted over
with a small piece of paper indicating a change or correction. Backlight, however, reveals a printer’s error that had
reversed the melodic gestures on these two words, and thus bears no relation to the transposition in the Beaupré
Antiphoner.
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Figure 39: The unrevised and revised melodies of “Unus panis et unum corpus.” Left, Antiphonale
cisterciense (1690), pp. 457-458. Right, W. 762, fol. 15v with detail of erasure on “et de” below.

original setting
Om-

nes

Om-

nes

Om-

nes

Om-

nes

edited version

Antiphonale cisterciense (1690), pg. 457

Antiphonale cisterciense (1737), pg. 327

Text: Unus panis et unum corpus multi sumus omnes qui de uno pane et de uno calice participamus.
Example 15a: Matins responsory for Corpus Christi (W. 762, fol. 15v).
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Yet elsewhere, such as the final Matins responsory for the second Nocturn of Ascension,
“Non turbetur cor vestrum ego” (Can 007225) on W. 759, fol. 36r, numerous accidentals were
added to the 1737 version (pg. 266) to clarify and preserve the distinction between B ♭ and B♮ in
close succession. The chant is rubricated as mode 3, and thus the diminished fifth in relation to
the E final undermines the dispositio of the maneria. Yet all of these accidentals also appear in
the Morimondo antiphoner (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS n.a. lat. 1411,
fol. 110r), considered the best surviving witness of the Bernardine recension. However archaic
this non-diatonic mixture sounded to eighteenth-century ears, its preservation demonstrates the
Cistercian editors’ conservativism.

original setting
qui

de

u-

no

pa-ne

et

de

qui

de

u-

no

pa-ne

et

de

qui

de

u-

no

pa-ne

et

de

qui

de

u- no

et

de

edited version

Antiphonale cisterciense (1690), pg. 458

Antiphonale cisterciense (1737), pg. 327
pa-ne

Example 15b: Matins responsory for Corpus Christi (W. 762, fol. 15v).
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original setting
cae-nam

mag-nam

cae-nam

mag-nam

revised setting

Example 16: Matins responsory for Sunday within the Octave of Corpus Christi (W. 762, fol. 60v).

In “Homo quidam fecit cenam” (Can 601068), the final Matins responsory for Sunday
within the Octave of Corpus Christi on W. 762, fol. 60v, the seventeenth-century scribe of this
leaf at Beaupré inserted a natural sign to supersede the B♭ in the key signature of this mode 6
chant (ex. 16). Neither of the printed versions from 1690 and 1737 contain this B♮. Most likely
the cantrix introduced a B♮ based not on a particular source, but on her familiarity with typical
Cistercian procedure, which requires a B♮ when ascending to C. This case was evidently an
exception, perhaps because of the extraordinary proximity of the two pitches, which a nun
subsequently corrected.

5.5 Textual Revisions to the Beaupré Antiphoner
A large number of alterations in the Beaupré Antiphoner relate to text alone. The Beaupré
Antiphoner contains three types of textual revisions: 1) removal, substitution, or addition of
words 2) reversal of word order 3) the pasting of parchment strips over phrases or entire chants.
In most cases, the texts were emended to bring them into closer (but often still not total)
conformity with the Vulgate. Most of these postdate those found in the Antiphonale cisterciense
of 1690, but were incorporated by 1737.
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The first type of textual alteration mentioned above occurs in the Matins verse “Qui regis
Israel intende” (Can 006129b) for the first Sunday of Advent, in which the phrase “qui sedes
super cherubim” was struck through on W. 760, fol. 46v. This phrase was first omitted in
Vaussin’s first revised breviary of 1656.569 The corresponding text and music in the
Ghislenghien Antiphoner is similarly crossed out, and points to a shared Roman origin for the
excision. The phrase is present in the Vulgate text of Psalm 79. Thus, the underlying editorial
principle in this case was not fidelity to the biblical passage, but rather accommodation to the
Roman version.
Among the second type of syntactical changes, for example, the original phrase
“genitricis dei” has been inverted to “dei genitricis” in the Matins responsory “Nativitatem
hodiernam” discussed above. The latter is the word order that is found in the Roman breviary of
Paul V, but still had not been adopted by the Cistercians in the Antiphonale of 1690. The new
word order, however, had been accepted by the time the Cistercian breviary of 1717 was printed,
which indicates that a critical review of chant texts was ongoing. The revised text and melody
that corresponds to the edited chant in the Beaupré Antiphoner appeared together in the
Antiphonale of 1737. In other cases, such as the responsory verse “Fuit homo missus a deo cui”
(discussed below), the textual modifications found in the Antiphonale of 1737 and the Beaupré
Antiphoner had not yet been introduced in the 1717 breviary edition.
Cistercian editors warmed slowly to Roman use. In fact, most of the textual changes
made to the Beaupré Antiphoner are not found in the 1690 Antiphonale. In the final Matins
responsory for first Nocturn of Pentecost, “Ultimo festivitatis die” (Can 007805) on W. 759,
fol. 46r, the cantrix applied four types of edits to the chant. The three changes that concern music
569

Marchesi, Sacra Rituum Congregatione, 212.
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appear in the printed version from 1690. These include the shift of a short melisma onto the
accented syllable of “spiritu,” the substitution of a single note on the middle weak syllable of the
same word, and the reduction of the melismas on “credentes” and “alleluia.” An additional
revision to the text in the Beaupré Antiphoner, however, is not found in the Antiphonale of 1690,
but is present in the version from 1737. The phrase “qui in me credit” in the Bernardine version
was rearranged as “qui credit in me” in the post-Tridentine form. The latter word order
corresponds to that found in John 7:38, though the first word of the chant is not “ultimo” but
“magno.” The inconsistency was presumably a compromise acknowledging that it was too
disruptive to alter the first word of the chant.
The first Matins responsory for Pentecost, “Dum complerentur dies” (Can 006536) on
W. 759, fols. 44v-45r, contains two verbal substitutions. Both revisions bring the chant text into
conformity with the passage from Acts 2:1-2 in the Vulgate version as well as that found in the
breviary of Pius V (table 21). Together, they further exemplify how hesitant and cautious the
Cistercians were in their editing process, even when revision brought the chant text closer to the
Vulgate. While the replacement of the word “dicentes” by the phrase “in eodem loco” in the
original chant text had already been adopted in the 1690 version, the Cistercians nevertheless
initially retained the non-Vulgate “torrens” from the Bernadine version. By 1737, “torrens” had
also been replaced by “vehementis et.”
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Table 21: Textual changes to “Dum complerentur dies,” Matins responsory for Pentecost.

original text

revised text

Vulgate (Acts 2:1-2)

Dum complerentur dies
pentecostes erant omnes
pariter dicentes alleluia.

Dum complerentur dies
pentecostes erant omnes
pariter in eodem loco alleluia.

Et cum complerentur dies
Pentecostes, erant omnes
pariter in eodem loco:

Et subito factus est ______
sonus de caelo alleluia
tamquam _______ spiritus
torrens
__ replevit totam domum
_________________.
alleluia alleluia

Et subito factus est ______
sonus de caelo alleluia
tamquam _______ spiritus
vehementis
et replevit totam domum
_________________.
alleluia alleluia

et ______ factus est repente
de caelo sonus,
tamquam advenientis spiritus
vehementis,
et replevit totam domum
ubi erant sedentes.

The Cistercian editors were also slow to detect major theological issues presented in the
Bernardine chant. In the Lauds antiphon “Cum venerit paraclitus” (Can 002043) on W. 759,
fols. 41v-42r for the Sunday after Ascension, the original text is derived from John 15:26, but
had omitted both of the two references in the passage to the Spirit proceeding “from the Father”
(table 22). The resulting chant text therefore implied that the Spirit proceeds through the Son
alone. The theological error was not detected before the publication of the Antiphonale
cisterciense of 1690, which continued to omit both phrases. By 1737, the phrase “qui a patre
procedit” from the Vulgate version was added to the chant, though the preceding “a Patre” from
the Vulgate was still omitted. Nevertheless, the partial emendation sufficiently rectified the
ambiguous Trinitarian theology that the Bernardine misquotation had suggested. It is a sign of
the gravity of the error and the diffusion of the correction once it was finally identified, that this
is one of the only later revisions made to the Forest Antiphoner. The intervention there was
clearly an isolated effort indicating its special importance, rather than the product of a larger
revision.
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Table 22: Textual changes to the antiphon “Cum venerit paraclitus” for Sunday after Ascension.

original text

revised text

Vulgate (John 15:26)

Cum _____ venerit paraclitus
quem ego mittam vobis
________ spiritum veritatis
_____________________ ille
testimonium perhibebit de me
alleluia

Cum _____ venerit paraclitus
quem ego mittam vobis
________ spiritum veritatis
qui a patre procedit ille
testimonium perhibebit de me
alleluia

Cum autem venerit Paraclitus,
quem ego mittam vobis
a Patre, Spiritum veritatis,
qui a Patre procedit, ille
testimonium perhibebit de me

The verse “Fuit homo missus a deo cui” (Can 006979a) on W. 760, fol. 153v for the
fourth Matins responsory of the first Nocturn of the feast of All Saints, “Inter natos mulierum”
(Can 006979), allows a more precise dating of the changes. In the 1690 and 1717 Office books,
the phrase ends “cui nomen Joannes erat.” Both the revised text in the Beaupré Antiphoner and
the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1737 arrange the phrase instead “cui nomen erat Joannes,” as it is
found in the Vulgate verse from John 1:6. This detail strengthens the case that the source of the
revisions at Beaupré was the later edition of the Antiphonale cisterciense rather than other
published materials circulating in the interim. Similarly, in the final responsory for the second
Nocturn of All Saints, “Offerrentur regi virgines” (Can 007312) on W. 760, fol. 156v, the word
“domino” was crossed out and its associated music erased. This deletion does not appear in
either the 1690 or 1717 editions, but it does in the Antiphonale of 1737.
The revised antiphon for the Benedictus at Lauds, “Evangelium meum quod” (Can
201671), on the feast of St. Paul, however, provides the most secure evidence that the revisions
to the Beaupré Antiphoner derive from the 1737 edition of the Antiphonale. An eighteenthcentury hand erased “Ihesu Christi domini nostri” and replaced both it and its accompanying
music with “domini nostri Iesu Christi.” The text is adapted from Galatians 1:11-12, although the
appellation “domini nostri” is not present in the Vulgate verse, which simply ends “sed per
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revelationem Jesu Christi.” The same changes were applied in both instances that the chant
appears on W. 759, fol. 159r and W. 761, fol. 170v. 570 The new syntax was also scrawled above
the original text in Fievetz’s antiphoner (vol. 2, pg. 131). The Antiphonale of 1690 did not
include this revision. It does appear in the Antiphonale of 1737, though remarkably, Cistercian
editors had already reverted to the original text in both the breviaries of 1739 and 1771 that I was
able to consult.
Principles of post-Tridentine chant revision occasionally contradicted one another. In the
case of the Matins responsory for Pentecost, “Non relinquam vos” (Can 007230) on W. 759,
fol. 48r, both edits made brought the chant into alignment with Roman standards, but in violation
of three protocols: word order, text setting, and single breves on weak penultimate syllables
before a cadence (here a medial cadence) (ex. 17). The opening phrase of “Non relinquam vos”
was rearranged to “Non vos relinquam” in the Beaupré Antiphoner. This reversal is not present
in the 1690 version, but does appear in the Antiphonale of 1737. (Unfortunately, the
corresponding chant in the Fievetz Antiphoner belonged to the lost volume). Though the Vulgate
text (John 14:18) employs the original word order, the revised syntax corresponds to the word
order used in several other Bernardine chants (a Matins antiphon, a Magnificat antiphon, a
responsory verse, and versicle) based on the same passage, and it was the preferred Roman
setting. Moreover, the revised melody moves the melisma off the accented syllable of
“relinquam” and leaves that accent with only a single pitch while the two adjacent weak syllables
are each given two pitches. The new version showcases the editorial tension between sourcebased and theory-based approaches. Whereas the editor of the Antiphonale cisterciense of 1690
570

The revision on W. 759, fol. 159r is mistransposed. Whereas the chant has an F-clef on the second line down, the
Antiphonale of 1690 uses a C-clef on the top line, so that the melody is notated a third higher. The revised melody
on fol. 159r does not change clef, but places the new notes at the same level as the Antiphonale so that the mode 1
chant ends erroneously on B.
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stayed closer to Cistercian precedent than to Roman models, the editor in 1737 had grown
comfortable enough with Roman influence to admit these modifications.

original Bernardine version
Non re-lin-quam vos

revised version
Non

vos

re-lin-quam

Example 17: Matins responsory for Pentecost, “Non relinquam vos” (W. 759, fol. 48r).

Changes of chant assignments were also made by crossing out the first words of the old
text and indicating the new chant in the margin. Three such modifications to the Bernardine feast
of the Purification were made by this gentler method, presumably favored by a particular nun.
The first word of the fourth antiphon of First Vespers, “Germinavit radix Jesse orta”
(Can 002941), was struck through on W. 761, fol. 173r. A rubric in faint brown ink indicates the
new assignment as “Ecce Maria genuit nobis” (Can 002523). Likewise, the first words of the
Bernardine Magnificat antiphon “Salve regina misericordiae” (Can 204367) were crossed out.
The word “Senex” in the margin designates the new antiphon as “Senex puerum portabat”
(Can 004864), found in both 1690 and 1737 antiphoners. Finally, the canticle for the third
Nocturn of Matins had been “Populus qui” (Is. 9:2ff) according to standard Bernardine use. This
abbreviated text on fol. 180v was scratched out, and the word “Obaudite” in the margin points to
the new canticle text “Obaudite me” for this feast. The first two of these revisions do appear in
the Fievetz Antiphoner, though no canticle assignment is provided.
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5.6 The Date of the Final Revision of the Antiphoner
When might the nuns of Beaupré have finally revised the texts and melodies of their
chant? Because the revisions can be dated after 1737, they must have been implemented under
one of the last two abbesses of Beaupré. Bernarde Lison led the abbey from 1734-1755, and
Angéline de Lossy governed from 1755 until her death on April 10, 1796. The monastery was
then evacuated and ultimately suppressed in the final months of 1796 and the beginning of 1797.
The remaining buildings were sold on June 4, 1797 for 271,500 livres. 571 Though the financial
outlook and general stability of the region improved markedly under their guidance, insecurity
returned after the first French invasion in 1792, at which time the sisters again prepared to hide
their possessions and retreat. Work on the manuscripts would have been completed well before.
By 1795, there were only six women remaining in the community.
Nevertheless, Bernarde Lison invested in the rebuilding of several income-generating
properties. Fortunes improved even more dramatically under Abbess Angéline. In 1761, she
began the construction of a new guesthouse, followed by the abbatial quarters, and the abbatial
church finished on August 14, 1769 after five years of construction. A nun chronicled the
momentousness of the dedication of the new church that began with chanting First Vespers for
the feast of the Assumption and followed the next day with litanies, a procession, and a blessing
of the cemetery.572 She copied down the music for the “Asperges me Domine” as well as
“Benedic Domine domum” with extensive details of the dedication liturgy and included it in the
miscellany Brussels, KBR, Fonds Goethals no. 74. The Positiv manual for their new organ was
first played at the High Mass, and it capped an extraordinary musical occasion. The dedication of
571

Berlière, “Abbaye de Beaupré,” 326-328.
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Brussels, KBR, Fonds Goethals no. 74, fols. 75v-76r.
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the new abbatial church was undoubtedly a landmark event in the life of the community, and the
most plausible occasion to coincide with the introduction of new (for them) modernized chant.
In the following decade, the nuns enjoyed a new dormitory, a refectory decorated with
paintings costing more than 12,000 florins, stables, and a monumental gate. 573 All of the
currently surviving traces of the abbey, including the monumental gate and the abbess’s quarters,
were built at this time.574

5.7 Conclusion
Bernardine chant bound the Order together through shared prayer, discipline, and identity
for approximately five hundred years between its creation in the 1140s until 1656. St. Bernard
once wrote to Abbot Guy of Montiéramey that chant “should not detract from the sense of the
words, but rather make it more fruitful. It is not a little blow to spiritual profit when more
attention is paid for feats of voice than to the meaning of words.” 575 Bernard’s concerns closely
match those of the post-Tridentine editors, and he would perhaps have approved of many of the
post-Tridentine revisions, at least in theory. Nevertheless, their scattershot implementation was
catastrophic for the liturgical unity of the Cistercian Order and their disruption of the Bernardine
tradition. Under ostensibly centripetal pressure to standardize and Romanize the liturgy
according to the latest Cistercian print, the early modern period saw unprecedented
fragmentation in the Order. Many of the values and customs that mobilized and defined the early
Cistercian movement in the twelfth century were reassessed and even abandoned in the process.
Having undermined the authority of the Bernardine recension, Cistercians forfeited some of the
573
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prestige and influence that their chant enjoyed in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.
They also lost much of their autonomy to craft their chant according to their own theoretical
tradition. Efforts to preserve continuity through slow and cautious accommodation resulted in a
profusion of variation and inconsistencies of a kind that earlier Cistercians would have strongly
condemned.
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Conclusion
A list members of the abbey of Beaupré since 1500 (Brussels, KBR, Fonds Goethals
no. 74) ends with a notice of the death of the last abbess, Angéline de Lossy, in 1796, praising
her for her many building projects and capable leadership. It is followed on fol. 51v by a dire
note in a different hand that records the approaching wave of monastery closures by French
Revolutionary forces.
Pendent son regne en l’année 17[blank] l’abbaÿe de Cambron a été suprimé par
l’empereur Joseph I d [blank] et l’année [blank] pendent le patriottisse ont
revenûs dans l’abbaÿe nous avons aussÿ étée menassées et bien crain de devoir
sortir mais dieu soit louéé nous sommes demeuré dans nôtre abbaÿe et continuez
de chanter les louanges du Seigneur.
During his reign in the year 17[83], the abbey of Cambron was suppressed by
Emperor Joseph I[I] and in the year [1789], during the Revolution,
[revolutionaries] returned to the abbey. We have also been threatened and are
quite afraid that we will be forced to leave, but God be praised, we have
remained in place in our abbey and continue to chant the praises of God
[translation mine].

Although the nun who recorded these events was unsure about some of the complicated details
surrounding Cambron’s ultimate suppression, she was clear-eyed about the threat it posed to her
sisters at Beaupré.576 Nevertheless, her fear was not directed towards the rebels themselves, but
rather towards the possibility of evacuating the abbey. The nuns responded to the uncertainty by
holding firm and defiantly continuing to chant the liturgy in their abbey.
Her commitment to both chant and continuity was one she inherited from countless
generations of sisters. The resilience of the chant tradition is unmatched in Western musical
history precisely because of the active engagement, consuming labor, and resolute determination
576

Joseph II decided to close the abbey in 1783, but his order was not realized until 1789. The monks fled to
properties in Holland, but returned later that year. They were permitted to reestablish themselves in 1791 by the
Emperor, only to be suppressed permanently in 1795. Ursmer Berlière, “Abbaye de Cambron,” in Monasticon
Belge, vol. 1, bk. 2, Provinces de Namur et de Hainaut (Liège: Centre national de recherches d'histoire religieuse,
1973), 356-357.
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of women and men like her, stretching back in an unbroken chain into the early Middle Ages.
Threaded through this dissertation are questions about how continuity was maintained in the face
of change, what components ought to be continued, added, or rejected, how those evaluations
were made, and how approaches to these issues changed over time. While I have used material
evidence to track events and ideas related to the long history of chant at Beaupré, continuity
remains a core value of monasticism and lies at the heart of monastics’ commitment to the
liturgy.
St. Paul instructed the Thessalonians to pray without ceasing (1 Thes. 5:17), and his
injunction was one that deeply occupied early Christian monastics, including St. Anthony the
Great and Evagrius. In a coenobitic context, the Divine Office institutionalized unceasing prayer
through a regular daily horarium that involved a high degree of repetition in both structure and
content. Monastics committed themselves to spend every day, all day, in prayer and
contemplation. They fled to enclosed communities to minimize any disruptions and distractions,
resulting in what Trappist author Michael Casey bluntly called “an unexciting life.”
Within monasteries, time was conceived and experienced in multivalent and distinctive
terms. Multiple, co-existing temporalities within and without the liturgy shaped life in
community. Each day was punctuated with regular times for liturgical prayer and work. On the
one hand, time of day and season dominated a monastics’ consciousness. On the other, unceasing
prayer based on repetition (either of words, gestures, forms, times of day, etc.) in a cloistered
environment could simultaneously lead to a feeling of stasis and routine.
Whatever temporality was felt outside the liturgy, however, the liturgy was set within a
theological phenomenology of time of a different order. The liturgy takes place within the
Christian era, in which revelation following Christ’s resurrection has ceased, salvation has been
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achieved, but the world still awaits its final redemption at the end of time. The progressive arc of
salvation history has frozen, and the past (and the future) are memorialized as an ongoing
unfolding in the present. A Christian’s task, then, is vigilance and remembrance. It calls for
fidelity to tradition, authority, and precedent as well as reason and ongoing discernment.
Liturgical time is often referred to as hic et nunc (here and now) or the liturgical hodie
(today), because of the prevalence of those temporal signposts in the texts. As a participation in
heavenly mysteries, the liturgy operates within the context of heavenly time in which all times
are present. This sense of time, I propose, permeates monastic thought and experience.
Chant is bound inseparably to the liturgy and is closely associated with liturgical time.
The communities committed to chanting eight times a day at the liturgy became institutional
repositories of memory of both religious tradition and intellectual, cultural, social, and political
traditions and customs.
Recent work by Jeffrey Hamburger, Margot Fassler, and others on the liturgy and its
books at the Dominican convent of Paradies bei Soest has shown the extent to which a
community’s liturgy served as the focal point of learning, particularly among communities of
monastic women.577 Much of this learning, in turn, was shaped by the liturgy. Moreover, the
intellectual lives of monastics, especially nuns, were not experienced exclusively or even
primarily through the medium of texts, but rather through the media used in the liturgy, including
sound and music, visual arts like illuminations and textiles, gesture, and preaching. Therefore,
study of monastic thought, identity, and practice, especially as it changed during times of reform,
must consider closely, and perhaps even primarily, these non-textual sources.
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This dissertation has examined the layers of use and revision in the Beaupré Antiphoner
to offer a bottom-up perspective on how the nuns of Beaupré maintained continuity with the past
through their liturgy and through their remarkable preservation of their antiphoner. I have argued
that alterations made to the chant radically reshaped not only the religious identity of the nuns,
but also the relationships and networks of which they were a part. The changes they made were
thoughtful and considered, and they demonstrate deep solicitude for continuity with their chant
tradition. This view, however, is at odds with long-held assumptions about widespread musical
corruption and decadence in the late Middle Ages and about the bastardization of the (superior)
medieval chant tradition in the early modern period promoted by the monks of Solesmes and
others in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
An important yet understudied area is the transmission and adoption of chant across
institutional identities. Liturgical books from Benedictine or Premonstratensian houses cannot
always be relied upon to transmit Benedictine or Premonstratensian chant, and caution must be
exercised before labelling them such. Emerging directions in monastic studies, represented, for
example, in The Cambridge History of Medieval Monasticism in the Latin West (2020), are
blurring the boundaries of religious identities and disentangling them from institutional
affiliations. Such work had already begun by Constance H. Berman, Anne Lester, and many
others regarding the often partial or hybrid institutionalization of religious women in the 12th
and 13th centuries. Grassroots confraternal networks, such as the one centered on Beaupré
described in chapter 3, are one avenue to locate alternative ways of belonging, affiliation,
exchange, and identity.
This dissertation has portrayed the relationship between Cistercian men and women,
particularly during times of reform, as complicated and ambivalent. Women were active in their
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own reform, even if not completely self-determining, as well as in the reform of other women’s
communities. Their cooperation was essential to the success and spread of reform ideas. The
nuns’ involvement in reform movements created new networks of friendship, exchange, and
association strengthened through visits, mutual instruction, letters and gift-giving, and through
prayer and commemoration for each other’s deceased. Though male bishops, abbots, and
confessors played a heavy hand in promoting and shaping female reform, the implementation of
reform was much more complex than a top-down imposition by male leaders on female
subordinates.
The nuns of Beaupré also challenge dominant historical narratives that privilege progress
and change over time. Consequently, they do not adhere neatly to historical periodization based
largely on those changes or to the disciplinary boundaries attached to them. The nuns
demonstrate that the resilience of the chant tradition was not a consequence of institutional
inertia or habit, but a tremendous labor requiring their conviction and agency. Indeed, it was a
galvanizing communal and institutional commitment that was acted upon, learned and taught,
theorized, and maintained even during times of war, disease, and calamity. Chant manuscripts
like the Beaupré Antiphoner were not discarded or even supplanted by print culture, perhaps
because print imbues its text with a fixity that is poorly suited to the fundamental orality of
chant.
Moreover, the revision history of the antiphoner reveals that the nuns of Beaupré did not
adopt post-Tridentine chant until the late eighteenth century. Among the implications of this
finding is that they never altered their medieval chants to accommodate modern diatonicism. The
Cistercians in general made little, if any, attempt to modernize their tonal language by, for
example, adding a B♭to mode 1 to render it equivalent to a natural minor scale. Just as print did
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not entirely supplant manuscripts, so too were medieval versions of the chant melodies not fully
replaced by post-Tridentine editions. The historical trajectory is anything but a neat and
synchronous arc of change and development over time. Rather, the history of the Beaupré
Antiphoner occupies a much richer and diverse musical environment.
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Appendix A: List of Extant Images in the Beaupré Antiphoner
Volume
W. 759

Folio

Subject

2r
3v
10r
13v
32v
44v
60r
90r
99r
99v
108r
141v
143v
153r
169r
176v

Harrowing of Hell and Angelic Choir
Resurrection, Three Marys at the Tomb, Lady de Viane and Clementia
Noli me tangere
Road to Emmaus
Ascension
Pentecost
Trinity in the Form of the Crucifixion with Dove and Scroll
Dedication of the Church with Nuns Inside
St. Benedict Fixing a Sieve
St. Benedict Resuscitating a Child
Annunciation
St. Peter with a Key and St. Paul with a Sword
Crucifixion of St. Peter
Martyrdom of St. Paul
St. Stephen Revered by a Knight and Nun
Martyrdom of St. Lawrence

97r
100r
113v
122v
123v
137v
152r
163r
172r
173r

Dormition
Entombment and Coronation of the Blessed Virgin Mary
St. Bernard Flanked by Two Nuns
St. John the Baptist Flanked by Two Nuns
Nativity of the Virgin
St. Michael Slaying the Dragon
Initial I with the Heads of Saints (All Saints)
St. Martin of Tours Dividing His Cloak
Martyrdom of St. Cecilia
St. Cecilia at Her Wedding Feast with Musicians
St. Catherine before Emperor Maxentius
(Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, Ruskin Collection, Standard Series 7)
Martyrdom of St. Andrew with Abbess Holding Her Crozier
Pope and Bishop Flanked by Two Monks
Confessor-Pope Flanked by Two Monks

W.760

after 182 (removed)
185r
220r
230v
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Volume
W. 761

Folio

Subject

1v
4r
11v
28r
29v
112r
125r
125v
133v
142r
151r
162v
175v
186r
196v
207v
218v
253v
268r
270v

Visitation of Mary with Nun, Monastic Scribe Self-Portrait (margin)
Nativity, Annunciation to the Shepherds
Mary Rocking Jesus in a Cradle
Adoration of the Magi
Baptism of Christ as a Member of the Trinity
Entry into Jerusalem
St. Stephen with Nun
Martyrdom of St. Stephen
St. John the Evangelist Lying in a Coffin Blessing Five Liacs
Massacre of the Innocents
St. Agnes Brought a Robe by an Angel
Conversion of St. Paul
Presentation in the Temple
Martyrdom of St. Agatha
St. Peter Enthroned with Nun in a Black Habit
Presentation of a Book to St. Benedict by a Cistercian Monk
Annunciation
Baptism of a Man Wearing an Imperial Crown
Christ in Majesty with Angel Choir
Monk Playing the Positive Organ

W. 915
1r
2r
3r

Martyrdom of St. Stephen
St. Stephen Revered by a Nun and Nobleman
St. John the Evangelist in His Grave

Additional fragments
London, Victoria and Albert Museum, PDP 7939
London, Victoria and Albert Museum, PDP 7940
Brussels, KBR, II 3634/1
Brussels, KBR, II 3634/2
Bordeaux, Treasury of the Cathedral of St-André,
Collection Marcadé, no. 101
Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum
Bredt, Graphische Sammlung, Bredt 71
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Betrayal of Christ
Pope and Bishop-Martyr with
Two Cistercian Monks
Scenes from the Life of St. John the Baptist
Birth and Naming of St. John the Baptist
Dormition and Coronation of the Virgin
Martyrdom of St. Andrew with Prioress

Appendix B: Authorization to Close Cistercian Nunneries in the
County of Namur Who Do Not Reform
Statute of the General Chapter §82 from the year 1413
From: Joseph-Marie Canivez, ed. Statuta capitulorum generalium ordinis Cisterciensis ab anno
1116 ad annum 1786 (Louvain, Bureaux de la Revue, 1937), 4:196. (translation mine)
Illustris princeps dominus Namurcensis comes desolationi condolens monasteriorium
monialium Ordinis nostri in eius Namurcensi comitatu atque confiniis situatorum,
videlicet de Molinis, de Argenton, de Vallencuria, de Bonefya et de Solismonte, quae
spiritualem pariter et temporalem aut iam subiere aut de propinquo ruinam minantur
omnimodam, Altissimi consilio fretus ipse dominus comes eadem monasteria in unum
redigi facere monasterium, quod viris utique religiosis de Ordine nostro Cisterciensi
perpetuo adscribatur et donetur, proposuit et decrevit generale praesens Capitulum, cum
precibus benignissimis exhortans et requirens, ut ad tantae pietatis atque devotionis opus
eidem domino comiti cooperari studeat toto posse, huic itaque sanctissimo dicti domini
comitis cum gratiarum actionibus humillimis applaudens proposito generale Capitulum,
districtius iniungit domino Claraevallis, necnon de Carloliloco, de Villari et de Alna
monasteriorum abbatibus et eorum singulis cum potestate subdelegandi committit,
quatinus zelo religionis accensi quam citius poterint secundum consilium, discretionem,
adiutorium et protectionem praedicti comitis ad executionem praemissorum efficacem et
solertem auctoritate dicti Capituli totis viribus elaborent, moniales dictorum
monasteriorum ad alia Ordinis destinantes monasteria vel alias earum victu, prout
congruentius videbunt, providentes; rebelles autem vel eis hac in parte impedimentum
procurantes personas per censuram Ordinis et incarcerationem, si opus fuerit, coerceant et
compescant.

Translation:
The illustrious lord and nobleman, the Count of Namur, lamenting the desolation of the
monasteries of nuns of our Order situated in his county of Namur and its confines, namely
Moulins, Argenton, Jardinet, Boneffe, and Soleilmont, which are presently or imminently
threatened with every sort of spiritual and temporal calamity, this lord count, trusting in the
counsel of the Most High, has directed the consolidation of those same monasteries into a single
monastery, which should be attributed and given in perpetuity to the religious men of our
Cistercian Order. The present General Chapter has put forward and decreed, exhorting and
entreating with the most bountiful prayers, that it may strive to be able to work together [with]
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the aforementioned lord count for all concerned towards a labor of such great piety and devotion.
Therefore, the General Chapter applauds this most holy proposal of the said lord count with the
most humble gestures of gratitude. Having many more claims on its attention, it charges the
matter to the lord [abbot] of Clairvaux, and it also entrusts the abbots and the members of the
monasteries of Chaâlis, Villers, and Aulne with the possibility to be subdelegated.
Let them take pains, to the extent that those inflamed by religious zeal will be able, [to carry out
this task] that much more quickly following the advice, judgment, assistance, and protection of
the said count for the effective and skillful execution of the aforementioned decree with all its
force, through the authority of the said Chapter, providing for the nuns of the aforementioned
monasteries, while determining whether they find it more agreeable [to transfer to] other
monasteries of our Order or to reside elsewhere. However, may the administrators punish and
restrain rebellious persons or any impediment to them in that task, if necessary, through the
censure of the Order and imprisonment.
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Appendix C: Selections from the Chronicle of Jardinet Related to
Its Foundation and the Election of Martin de Lannoy at the Abbey
of Beaupré
Latin edition from: Georges Dereine, “Une chronique de l'abbaye du Jardinet (Walcourt),”
Cîteaux: Commentarii cistercienses 33 (1982): 146-155. (translation mine)
Anno Domini millesimo quadringentesimo quadragesimo primo vigesima sexta mai
auctoritate capituli generalis et supplicatione Illustrissimi ac potentissimi principis et
ducis Burgundiae nec non uxoris ejus, frater Johannes abbas Cistercii et totius ordinis
generalis auctoritate plenaria potestate fungens, et in Christo vobis carissimis
venerabilibus coabbatibus nostrorum monasteriorum de Alna sacrae theologiae
professori, et de Camberone mandamus, praecipimus, quatenus contemplatione
Illustrissimi Ducis Burgundiae, quibus nobis semper hec placuit saepius scribere, ut
monasterium monialium de Jardineto nobis immediate subjectum transmutaretur in
monasterium monachorum; moniales vero prout nunc sunt in dicto monasterio monialium
degentes expelleretis et ad alia nostri ordinis monasteria monialium mitteretis
monachosque de monasterio de Molinis in comitatu Namurcensi uel alios, quos abbas
dicti de Molinis monasterii vobis presentabit, in eodem monasterio divinum servitium
celebraturos loco dictarum monialium instituetis et sororem Mariam abbatissam,
Clementiam priorissam et Mariam quoque dudum professam in Oliva cum praedicta
abbatissa degentes absolveretis ab omni vinculo professionis, quo dictae sorori Mariae
uel praefato monasterio de Jardineto fuissent antea astrictae, protinus assignetis eis alia
nostri ordinis monasteria monialium, in quibus vitae necessitatem conventualiter
percepture suarum professionum debita vota Domino reddant sub regularibus
observantiis.
Quibus ita gestis virtute praedictae commissionis illico ordinaverunt praedicti
abbates, Johannes de Alna et Nicasius de Camberone, ut irrefragabiliter in dicto
monasterio de Jardineto loco monialium perpetuo succederent ejusdem ordinis sub eodem
patre abbate dom. Cistercii conventus monachorum et congregatio, pro qua ordinatione et
censura fructuosius et conventius executioni mandanda virum domnum Johannes
Eustacii, alias de Montibus, monachum de Molinis et tunc ejusdem loci priorem a dom.
suo abbate illic deputatum, quem acceperunt et praesentibus personis utriusque sexus tam
regularibus quam secularibus eum praefecerunt et creaverunt in proprium et verum
abbatem primum de Jardineto, denunciantes locum tempus esse loquendi si dicto negotio
intenderet contradicere; his actis hymnum Te Deum cecinerunt in gratiarum actionem
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receptisque juramentis solitis illum installaverunt in realem et corporalem possessionem
tam in spiritualibus quam in temporalibus per traditionem regulae et clavium monasterii
plenam ei in utroque regimine administrationem commiserunt admonentes eum, ut
acceptaret novicios.
Eo tempore tantum repertae sunt tres moniales victitantes non absque gravi penuria;
quia earum praedecessores facultates monasterii vendiderant et ideo misere vivebant
succesores et ea de causa fuerunt expulsae anno ut supra. Dom. Clementia diem extrenum
clausit in monasterio de Philippret et praedicta abbatissa cum sorore Maria diem
extrenum clauserunt in Oliva et supradictae tres, que inventae sunt noluerunt abire hinc
sed mortuae sunt in hoc monasterio ut patet ex obituario nostro.
Ex illa auctoritate constitutus est primus abbas venerabilis pater Dom. Johannes
Eustacii vir multa veneratione dignus, potens in opere et sermone, sanctae religionis
zelator ferventissimus, qui primum de ordine scolarium Montibus Hannoniae monachus
professus zelo et desiderio vitae sanctioris venit ad ordinem nostrum, professionem
faciens in monasterio de Molinis. Inde assumptus et constitutus est primus abbas, sicut
praemisimus; missus est solus absque monachis sed Deo comitante venit ad hoc
monasterium vere anxius prae nimia paupertate et inopia, quod in diebus suis prestante et
omnia opera ejus dirigente Domino nostro Jesu Christi, qui est benedictus in secula,
laudabiliter reparatum et reformatum est et crevit non tantum in aedificiis et augmento
redditum et proventuum temporalium sed amplius et congregatione multitudinis virorum
Deus timentium, qui sub ejus sollicita et amabili directione colla sua dulci jugo Christi
submiserunt, quorum nomina subsequuntur inter quos primus fuit:
[Lists of 46 founding monks, lay brothers, and familiares]
Anno autem Domini 1477 vigesima die jannuarii secundum Leodiensem curiam
praedictus venerabilis pater Dominus Johannes Eustacii senio multo confectus et labore
confractus, utpote qui septuaginta quinque annorum habens a puerilibus pene annis sub
jugo religionis non solum sibi et suo monasterio sed et quam pluribus aliis monasteriis
ordinis laudabiliter valde et fructuosissime desudaverat, qui aedifficavit ecclesiam
nostram novam usque ad chorum adjuvante illustrissima domina Elisabeth de Portugal et
ducissa Burghondie, fecit dormitorium fratrum monachorum duos ambitus claustri nostri
et portam majorem, augmentavit monasterium pluribus redditibus, specialiter obtinuit
villam nostram d’Osoing, quam habuit in elemosinam a Johanne Simplet de Walcuria
anno 1454, item villam de Laubrelle cum suis appendiciis, quam obtinuit in elemosinam
ab Illustrissimo domino de Barbenchon cum aliis reditibus tam in granis quam paecuniis
in Gosee, in Hante, in Bousegnie et alibi. Item villam de Maisoncelle, quam ex patre
obtinuit in elemosinam a venerabili viro dom. Johanne le Charlier dictus de Maisoncelle
anno 1473. Item obtinuit in elemosinam a domino Johanne de Ligne mediam partem
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villae de Helsee et alteram partem emit a sanctimonialibus de Soliamont mediantibus
trecentis sexaginta florenis anno 1473. [In the margin] Item villam de Maisoncelle cum
suis appendiciis emit et obtinuit ex elemosinam aliquam partem. Item emit illas terras,
quas habemus versus Fontenelle, a domicellis de Dononio anno 1474 et obtinuit a dom.
Duce de Bourgoigne jus habendi ligna in silvis de Silentirivo; item villam de Castillon
emit 1474. Item dedit in emphitosim villam de Somsee quam obtinuerat a matre Nonni
Nicolai Nennart in elemosinam et alia bona non pauca. Cupiens vacare soli Deo cessit
oneri et nostri abbatiatum resignans simpliciter in manus Reverendi in Christo Patris
dom. Petri abbatis de Laude pro tempore illius commissarii et visitatoris nostri auctoritate
domini Cisterciensis, honore vero paterno semper dignissimus per quatuor ferme annos,
quibus supervixit usque ad finem vitae suae nobiscum conversatus est, omnibus nobis per
omnia merito venerandus. Cui per communem electionem fratrum successit in officio
super nominatus frater Martinus de Alneto, confirmatus eodem die beatae Agnetis
vigesima die Januarii per Reverendum patrem dom. abbatem de Laude est installatus, ut
patebit ex infra scriptis:
Universis praesentes litteras inspecturis frater Petrus abbas de Laude Cisterciensis
ordinis Tournacensis diocesis, commissarius in hac parte Reverendissimi in
Christo Patris et Domini Nostri Cistercii, salutem et presentibus fidem dare. Cum
Reverendissimus in Christo pater Dom. Johannes, Abbas de Gardineto, senio
confectus, vires suas jam in se debiles aspiciens ad praefatum monasterium
regimen et gubernandum instantissime per certos nuncios per suas litteras clausas
rescivisset ut successioni a dignitate abbatiali et regimine sui praefati monasterii
acquiscere vellemus, tandem suis praecibus inclinati associatis nobis venerandis
patribus in Christo Dominis Abbatibus de Molinis et de Sancto Remigio, qui de
dicto Monasterio exierant una pariter venimus ad monasterium monialium de
Belloprata juxta Grandimontem ordinis praelibati, Cameracensis diocesis, quia
non erat tutus accessus ad praefatum monasterium de Gardineto (ratione belli
inter Henricum Imperatorem et Balduinum Comitem Hannoniae) virtute
commissionis nostrae cujus tenor sequitur et est talis: frater abbas Johannes
Cistercii Cambilonensis diocesis etc. de verbo ad verbum usque in finem
exprimitur datum Divione sub appensione sigilli nostri xx die mensis septembris.
Anno Domini millesimo quadringentesimo septuagesimo septimo sic signatus
Johannes ... [?] convenire fecique ante dictum patrem de Gardino in quo loco sic
congregatum capitulum intrantes reputavimus et adiudicavimus omnes actus per
nos ibidem fiendos veros et efficaces ac si in capitulo de Gardineto facti fuissent,
praetactis abbatibus nobis assistentibus, una cum religiosis viris praelibati
monasterii de Gardineto fratribus Martino de Alneto, Johannes Siron, capellano
de Bellemonte, cum praedicto Martino confessore, Jacobo de Wimes et Servatio
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de Fellerie ibique nobis consedentibus, venit coram nobis praefatus senior de
Gardineto tenens scedulam in manu sua una cum sigillo suo et consigillo sui
monasterii non motu aut aliqua commotione seductus sed propria volontate in
manibus nostris coram praedictis assistentibus resignavit dignitatem abbatialem
eidemque cessit tam in spiritualibus quam in temporalibus per conditionem
eorundem sigillorum et caedulae praedictae, que omnia de manu sua suscriptae
ipsum ab onere et regimine dicti monasterii absolverem, ipsum monasterium
vacare denunciarem ad electionem et provisionem sui pastoris diem crastinum
assignantes, ut sc. hoc auxilium Spiritus Sancti devotius imploratum; in qua
videlicet die missis per omnes celebratis ad sonum campanae praedictum
capitulum pariter cum praefatis patribus et religiosis intrantes declaravimus
presentibus viris eligendi novum pastorem, qui omnes tam abbates quam religios
compromiserunt vota sua in patre seniore de Gardineto jam dicto, in quo similiter
omnes alii religiosi praefati monasterii videlicet frater Arnouldus de Less...., fr.
Nicolaus Nennart prior, fr. Egidius de Flandrie, fr. Nicasius Fenocque, fr. Jacobus
Scriptoris, fr. Johannes de Binchio supprior, fr. Egidius Cappelle, fr. Willems
Tendremine, fr. Jaspar le Charlier, fr. Johannes de Boussut, fr. Ricardus
Gherbodde, fr. Willems de Bassecolier, fr. Nicolaus de Tournaco, fr. Willems de
Bruxella, fr. Johannes de Romeree, fr. Clarembaldus de Tournaco, fr. Johannes de
Dimon cum praenominatis religiosis per suas cedulas uel nuntios veridicos
compromiserunt, que omnia novis verificata fuerunt et notificata. Tunc ipse pater
senior hujus electionis onere sic accepto et per eidem licentiam datam votum
suum pronunciandi in nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti elegit praetactum
fratrem Martinum de Alneto in abbatem et pastorem monasterii de Gardineto
tanquam ad hoc sufficientem et idoneum; qui frater Martinus per nos vocatus cum
multis lacrimis postulans excusari tandem praecibus praedictorum patrum et
nostris devictus, acquievit electioni, sic de se factae; quem ad hoc ipsum
confirmandum ad laudem Dei hymnum Te Deum laudamus cantari fecimus,
ipsum processionaliter in ecclesiam deducentes et in stallum abbatis
installavimus; ad capitulum reversi prius ab ipso juramento de fidelitate
dispensandi recepto, eum in possessionem spiritualem et temporalem praedicti
monasterii de Gardineto posuimus sibi regimen et administrationem in
spiritualibus et temporalibus plenarie tanquam ipsius monasterii vero abbati
committendo per traditionem regulae sancti Benedicti, consigilli et clavium
ecclesiae. Omnibus sic peractis ipse senior pater antedictus prior accedens
genibus flexis cum humilitate fusis lacrimis fecit professionem, ceteri praesentes
consequenter similiter faciendo praecipientes et ordinantes, ut citius quo fieri
poterit competenter et alii similiter facient; in quorum omnium et singulorum
praemissorum fidem, robur et testimonium sigillum nostre abbatialis dignitatis
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una cum sigillis praefatorum abbatum de Molinis et de Sancto Remigio praesenti
decreto duximus appendendum. Acta fuerunt haec in praedicto monasterio de
Bellaprato juxta Grandimontem anno Domini 1477 21 a mensis jannuarii.

Translation:
In the year of our Lord 1441, on the 26th of May, by the authority of the General Chapter
and at the behest of the most illustrious and powerful lord, the Duke of Burgundy as well as his
wife, brother Johannes, abbot of Cîteaux and general of the entire Order, exercising power with
full authority, we order and command you in Christ, dearest venerable brother abbots of our
monasteries of Aulne, [as] one professed in sacred theology, and of Cambron, on behalf of the
most illustrious Duke of Burgundy, to whom he was always pleased to entrust these matters, that
the monastery of nuns at Jardinet be converted into a monastery of monks subject directly to us.
You may expel the nuns remaining there now in that monastery of nuns and send them to other
monasteries of nuns of our Order. You may also send monks from the monastery of Moulins in
the county of Namur or other [monks] whom the abbot of the aforesaid monastery of Moulins
will recommend to you. You will establish in this same monastery the celebration of the Divine
Office in the place of the said nuns. You may release the remaining three - Sister Maria, abbess,
the prioress Clementia, and Maria, also professed some time ago at L'Olive and living with the
aforementioned abbess - from every chain of their vows that had previously bound them to the
said [abbess] Sister Maria or to said monastery of Jardinet. You may immediately assign them to
other monasteries of nuns of our Order in which, so as to secure the necessary rule of life, they
may go back to the vows of their profession to the Lord under regular observances.
Once these things had been carried out, the aforesaid abbots, Johannes of Aulne and
Nicasius of Cambron, ordered by virtue of their aforesaid task that in the said monastery of
Jardinet, in the place of nuns of the same order, that the community of monks and congregation
would succeed under the same father abbot, lord of Cîteaux, and Chapter (congregatione), for
which the man, lord Jean Eustache, previously from Mons, then monk of Moulins and prior of
the same place, was assigned there by his lord abbot for carrying out these orders more
efficiently and effectively through his administration and oversight. They accepted him, put him
in charge of those persons of the male sex who were present, whether [in] regular or secular
[orders], and elected him their first, very own, and legitimate abbot of Jardinet. The abbots
announced a period of time to speak out if anyone intended to object to the matter. Following
these actions, they sang the hymn Te Deum in a gesture of gratitude, and they installed him with
the customary obligations and oaths. [They placed him] in real and material possession of the
keys of the monastery in the governance of spiritual matters as much as temporal ones according
to the full tradition of the Rule. For both, they entrusted to him control in decision-making,
advising him to receive novices regularly.
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At that time, the surviving three nuns were enduring considerable poverty because their
predecessors had sold the assets of the monastery. Their successors were living wretchedly and
were driven away for that reason in the year [1441] above. Lady Clementia ended her days in the
abbey of Félipré, and the aforementioned abbess, along with Sister Maria, ended her days at the
abbey of L’Olive, and the abovementioned three who did not want to leave here, but died in this
monastery, as is well known from our obituary.
Out of that authority, the first abbot, the venerable father Dom. Jean Eustache, was
appointed. He was a man worthy of great veneration, strong in word and deed, [and] a most
fervent advocate of holy religion, who first professed as a monk from the group of young
students (scholares) of Hainaut in Mons. With zeal and longing for a more holy life, he came to
our order and made profession at the monastery of Moulins. After that, he was elevated and
installed the first abbot as he was sent out. He was sent alone [to the vacated abbey] without
monks, but in the company of God, he came to this monastery quite anxious because of the
severe poverty and scarcity there, which was [then] laudably repaired and restored (reformatum)
- our Lord Jesus Christ, who is blessed through the ages, providing in his time and arranging all
his works. It took shape not only through buildings and expansion - restoring them from the
ravages of time - but also though a large community of men who feared God, [to] who[m], under
his concerned and loving direction, they submitted their necks to the gentle yoke of Christ. The
names of these men follow.
[List of founding monks]
In the year of the Lord 1477, on the 20th day of January according to the city (curia) of
Liège, the aforementioned venerable father, lord Jean Eustache, had become overtaken by ripe
old age and broken down by labor. He had exerted himself laudably, energetically, and most
prolifically having [spent] nearly 75 years from his childhood under the yoke of religion, not
only for himself and his monastery, but also equally for many other monasteries of the Order. He
constructed [part of] our new church up to the choir with the help of the most illustrious Lady
Elisabeth of Portugal and the Duchess of Burgundy. He split the dormitory into two, one for
brothers and one for monks, [and constructed] the boundary of our cloister and the main
entrance. He enriched the monastery with many rents, in particular he obtained our estate [at]
d’Osoing, which he received in 1454 as alms from Johannes Simplet of Walcourt. He also
obtained the estate of Laubrelle with its dependencies in alms from the most illustrious Lord of
Barbençon with other revenues, [paid] as much in grain as in money, in Gozée, in Hante, in
Bousegnie, and elsewhere. In 1473, he acquired part of the estate of Maisoncelle in alms from
the venerable man, Lord Jean le Charlier, also known as de Maisoncelle. He received the middle
part (mediam partem) of the estate of Helsee in alms from Lord Johannes de Ligne, and he
purchased the other part for the nuns of Soleilmont in 1473, dividing the 360 Florins [with them].
He bought the estate of Maisoncelle with its annexes and obtained a certain part from alms. He
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also bought the other lands which we possess toward Fontenelle from Lady de Dononio in 1474,
and acquired from the Lord Duke of Bourgogne, having the right [to] timber in the forest of
Silenrieux. He bought the estate of Castillon in 1474. He gave the estate of Somsee in
emphyteusis, which he had received from the mother of the monk, Nonnus Nicola Nennart, in
alms, and not a few other goods. Desiring to be free for God alone, he stepped away from the
burden and from us, simply handing back the abbacy into the hands of the reverend father in
Christ, Dom. Peter, Abbot of Laude, commissioner and our visitator for a time by the authority
of the lord [abbot] of Cîteaux. Always the most dignified with true paternal grace, he lived with
us for about four years up to the end of his life, deserving respect from us all for all his merit.
Brother Martin of Aunay-sour-Odon [also known as de Lannoy] mentioned above succeeded him
in that office through a general election of the brothers. He was confirmed on the same day, the
feast of St. Agnes, January 20, by the reverend father Dom. Abbot of Laude and was installed, as
shall be evident from the text below:
To all who read the present letter, [I] brother Peter, Abbot of Laude of the Order
of Cîteaux in the diocese of Tournai578, commissioner in this region on behalf of
the Most Reverend Father in Christ and lord of our Citeaux, offer greeting and
assurance (salutem et fidem) to those present. Since the Most Reverend in Christ,
Father Dom. Johannes [Jean Eustache], abbot of Jardinet, having become
exhausted by old age [and] observing in himself his strength now [becoming]
frail, alerted [us] pressingly about the government and administration of the
aforementioned monastery through certain messengers and through closed letters,
we wanted to conduct a smooth succession from his abbatial dignity and his
administration of the aforementioned monastery. Humbled by their prayers [and]
joined with our reverend fathers in Christ, the lord abbots of Moulins and of
Saint-Rémy, who had left that said Monastery, we came together to the monastery
of the monks of Beaupré near Grammont of the aforementioned order, in the
diocese of Cambrai, since there was no safe access to the abovementioned
monastery of Jardinet (on account of the war between Emperor Henry and
Baldwin, the Count of Hainaut), by virtue of our commission, the sense of which
follows and it is such: brother Abbot John of Cîteaux of the diocese of Chalonsur-Saône etc. the decree was read out word for word until the end. Given at
Dijon with the fixing of our seal on the 20th day in the month of September.
In the year of our Lord 1477 thus signed Johannes... (?) and I
convoked [several capitulars] before the said father of Jardinet, on
which occasion we considered those admitted to the Chapter
assembly (congregatum capitulum). We judged all the decisions
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Derine indicates that the abbey of Laude is in the diocese of Cambrai (p. 153n51).
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made through us at that very moment to be true and valid and to be
implemented as if they had been made in the chapter of Jardinet.
The said abbots brought the case before us, together with the
religious men of the said monastery of Jardinet, brothers Martin of
Aunay [de Lannoy], Johannes Siron, chaplain of Bellemonte, with
the aforementioned Martin, who was a confessor, Jacob de Wimes
and Servatio de Fellerie. Thereupon we sat down as an assembly.
The aforementioned superior of Jardinet came before us holding a
document in his hand along with his seal and the seal of his
monastery. Motivated not by emotion or some disturbance, but by
his own will, he relinquished the abbatial dignity back into our
hands. In the presence of the aforementioned attendees, he yielded
both spiritual and temporal authority for the same through the
terms of the same seals and of the aforesaid document, all of which
were signed in his own hand. I absolved him from the burden and
governance of said monastery and announced to those involved
that that monastery would be freed for an election and appointment
of their pastor the next day, while fervently beseeching the aid of
the Holy Spirit. On that day, word of the festivities went out to
everyone by the sound of the bell. Entering the said chapter, we,
together with the aforementioned fathers and religious, announced
to the men present that a new pastor would have to be elected.
Everyone, abbots as well as religious, delegated their decision to
the aforesaid senior father of Jardinet by their vote, in whom all
similarly delegated to the other religious men of the said
monastery, namely Brother Arnouldus de Less...; prior Br.
Nicolaus Nennart; Br. Egidius de Flandrie; Br. Nicasius Fenocque;
Br. Jacobus Scriptoris; the subprior Br. Johannes de Binchio; Br.
Egidius Cappelle; Br. Willems Tendremine; Br. Jaspar le Charlier;
Br. Johannes de Boussut; Br. Ricardus Gherbodde; Br. Willems de
Bassecolier; Br. Nicolaus de Tournaco; Br. Willems de Bruxella;
Br. Johannes de Romeree; Br. Clarembaldus de Tournaco; Br.
Johannes de Dimon with the aforementioned religious [the
responsibility] that, through their documents and truthful
testimony, anything unusual [in the voting process] had been
examined and verified. Then, that same senior father of that
election, thus accepting the burden and through the authority given
to him to announce their vote in the name of the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit, chose the said Brother Martin of Aunay as the
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person capable and qualified [to be] abbot and pastor of the
monastery of Jardinet. Br. Martin, who was called before us with
many tears asking at length to be excused by the prayers of the
said fathers and overcome by our own, submitted to the election
just conducted concerning him. We sang the hymn Te Deum
laudamus to the praise of God for the one who was elected.
Leading him into the church by procession, we installed him in the
seat of the abbot, having first gone back to the Chapter after the
oath of fidelity out of the need to arrange some matters. We placed
him in spiritual and temporal possession of the said monastery of
Jardinet by fully entrusting to him the governance and
administration of spiritual and temporal affairs, indeed as the abbot
of this monastery, in accordance with the tradition of the Rule of
St. Benedict, of the seal, and the keys of the church. With all of
these rites thus completed, this first aforementioned senior father,
approaching in humility with genuflections, tears streaming from
his eyes, made profession [of obedience to the new abbot],
subsequently teaching and directing the others [to do] likewise, so
that he would therefore be properly installed more quickly and that
the others would do similarly in the faith, authority, and witness of
each and every predecessor whose seal of our abbatial dignity
together with the seals of the aforementioned abbots of Moulins
and of St. Rémy we commanded to be affixed to the present
decree. These acts were accomplished in the aforementioned
monastery of Beaupré near Grimminge in the year of our Lord
1477, on the 21st of the month of January.
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Appendix D: “Authoritas Antiqui Cantus Gregoriani,” Preface to
Antiphonarium Romanum published by Ballard (1723)

Cum in Cantu Ecclesiastico & clericalis disciplinae vigor, & Christianae Religionis, sacrarumque
functionum majestas maxime eluceat; summo semper studio Romani Pontifices, & aliarum
Ecclesiarum Antistites curarunt, ut clerici a teneris annis canendi regulas ediscerent, dato eis
magistro, qui primus esset informator literarum & primus edomator vocis. Ideo Romae schola
cantorum instituta fuit, cujus originem quidam Hilario Papae, alii Gregorio magno tribuunt; cui
etiam debetur Ecclesiastici cantus in meliorem formam instauratio. Porro Cantus ab eo institutus
ille est planus & unisonus, quem ab ipso Gregorianum nuncupamus, progrediens per certos
limites & terminos tonorum, quos modos seu tropos vocant Musici, & octonario numero
definiunt, secundum naturalem generis diatonici dispositionem. Haec refert Cardinalis Bona, de
rebus Liturgicis, Epist. 119. cap. 7.
Verum Cantus ille temporum injuria plurimum vitiatus est, teste Sancto Bernardo, qui
eundem sedulus Divini cultus, aemulator, aetate sua emendavit. Dignum siquidem est, inquit,
Tractatu de ratione Cantus, ut qui tenent Regulae veritatem, habeant etiam rectam canendi
scientiam, repudiatis eorum licentiis, qui similitudinem magis, quam naturam in Cantibus
attendentes, cohaerentia disjungunt, & conjungunt opposita. Ibi enim aut irregularis est
progressio, aut progressioni reclamat compositio, aut compositionem dissolvit oppositio. Haec
omnia regularum perfectionem magis exterminantia quam determinantia.
Cum tamen nondum esset suis omnibus numeris absolutus, iterum circa Tridentini
Concilii tempus restauratus est, detractis quibusdam redundantibus Notis (quas etiamnum videre
est in pluribus antiquis manu exaratis Exemplaribus) & syllabarum productarum &
contractarum ratione habita, eo modo multis in locis praelis excusus est, praecipueque post
recognitionem Breviarii ac Missalis Romani, factam authoritate sancti Pii quinti summi
Pontificis, juxta Decretum Concilii. Sed cum ab eo tempore, Editionum varictate & imperitia
Correctorum, adhuc nonnulla in eum menda irrepserint, exquisite correcta sunt in hac Editione
Antiphonarii Romani obsoluta Calendis Februarii hujus anni 1723. Idque ita effectum est, ut
collatis accuratioribus & castigatioribus codicibus sive editis sive manuscriptis insignium
Ecclesiarum, quod in his Editionibus deesset, illarum ope resarciretur, & quod in illis deficeret
his suppleretur; quod autem in his & in illis excidisset, primaevo nitori Cantus Gregoriani
redderetur, juxta normas artis canorae ac manuscripta vetustissima & accuratissima.
Itaque summo studio Cantum hunc Gregorianum prosequi debemus, aemulantes facta
Patrum simul et sensus, qui et eum summa Religione venerati sunt, et de eo pie admodum
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judicarunt. Ita Joannes Ecclesiae Romanae Diaconus in vita sancti Gregorii Papae, Lib. 2. Cap.
6. Gregorius in domo Domini, more sapientissimi Salomonis, propter musicae compunctionem
dulcedinis, Antiphonarium centonem cantorum studiosissimus utiliter compilavit. Sigebertus in
operibus sancti Gregorii, Tom. 1. Antiphonarium regulari musica modulatione centonizavit, et
scholas cantorum in Romana Ecclesia constituit.
Sanctus Elredus, speculo charitatis, Lib. 2. Cap. 23. Modum cantandi Spiritus sanctus per
organa sua, Augustinum videlicet, Ambrosium, maximeque Gregorium instituit.
Translation:
When greatness in ecclesiastical chant, and the vigor of clerical discipline, and of the
Christian religion, and of the sacred duties most shines forth; the popes of Rome and the other
prelates of the churches ensured with the greatest devotion that, from a young age, clerics
committed to memory the rules of singing given to them by a teacher, who was first trained in
letters and had mastery of the voice. Therefore, the schola cantorum of Rome was instituted, of
which some attribute the origin to Pope Hilarius and others to Gregory the Great; to whom the
renewal of church music into a better form is also owed. Furthermore, he established
monophonic plainchant from it, which we call Gregorian after the same, proceeding through
certain limits and boundaries of the tones, which musicians call modes or tropes and assign to
one of eight numbers, according to the natural order of the diatonic system. See Cardinal Bona’s
De rebus liturgicis, Epist. 119. chap. 7.
Indeed, this chant was greatly corrupted by abuse of the times, as St. Bernard attests,
who, attentive to worship of the divine, corrected it during his lifetime. Accordingly, it is
appropriate, he says in the Tractatus de ratione cantus, that whoever adheres to the truth of the
Rule also possesses the correct understanding of singing, rejecting liberties taken of it, which,
paying more attention to imitation than to the nature of chants, they separate what is harmonious
and join together what is opposed. There indeed either the progressio is irregular, the compositio
contradicts the progressio, or oppositio destroys the compositio. All of these breaking more than
circumscribing the perfection of the rules.
Although [the correction] of all the melodies was not carried out, it was once again
restored around the time of the Council of Trent, by removing certain redundant notes (which is
to be seen even now in many ancient copies notated by hand) and by considering the rule of
lengthened and shortened syllables, in this way it was printed in many places on printing presses
and especially after the revision of the Breviarium and Missale Romanum, factam authoritate
sancti Pii quinti summi Pontificis, juxta Decretum Concilii. But since that time, a considerable
number of errors have now crept into it through the variety of editions and ignorance of the
corrections. They have been carefully corrected in this edition of the Antiphonarium Romanum
completed on the Kalends of February in the year 1723. And thus, this [book] has been
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produced, that by collecting more accurate and select codices whether edited or manuscripts of
famous churches, whatever is lacking in these editions, is restored to them with expertise, and
whatever was deficient in these was supplied them; whatever had been lost in these and those,
Gregorian chant is restored to its early brilliance, together with the standards of the vocal art and
the oldest and most accurate manuscripts.
Therefore, we ought to pursue this Gregorian chant with the greatest zeal, simultaneously
emulating both the deeds and the intentions (sensus) of the Fathers, who honored it by the loftiest
religion, and they made judgments very conscientiously about it.~Deacon John of the Roman
Church in the Life of Pope St. Gregory, Bk. 2, Chap. 6. Gregory, in the house of the Lord [and]
in the manner of the holiest Solomon, because of compunction of musical sweetness, most
studiously and usefully compiled the collection of chants of the Antiphoner. ~Sigebert On the
Works of St. Gregory, vol. 1. He compiled the Antiphoner according to regular musical melody
(modulatione) and established schools of music (scholas cantorum) in the Roman Church. ~St.
Aelred, The Mirror of Charity, Bk. 2, Chap. 23. The Holy Spirit instituted the method of singing
through their voices, namely Augustine, Ambrose, and especially Gregory.
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